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Ne parlons pas de la critique prcprerrent dite. La rreilleure, 
ceUe d'un Fromntin, d'un Grohmam, d'un McGreevy, d'un. Sauerlandt, 
clest de l'Amiel. Des hyst4rectomies 'a la truelle. Et comTent 
en serait-il autremnt? Peuvent-ils seulermnt citer? Quant. 
Grohmarm d&mntre chez Kandinsky des r6miniscences du graphique 
rmngol, quand McGreevy rapproche si justerrent Yeats de Watteau,, 
ou vont les rayons? Quand Sauerlandt se prononce, avec finesse 
et - scyons justes - parc='nle, sur le cas du grand peintre 
incom'd quIest lalln-er, OU cela reton-be-t-il? Das geht mich , 
nicht an, disait Ballmr, que les e"crits de Herr Heidegger Faisaient 
c -1 Il le disait fort modestenent. ruel e-mnt scuffrir. 

Ou alors on fait de lle"sthetique g(ýne"rale, oonrre Lessing. Clest 
un jeu charmant. 

Ou alors on fait de llanecdote, conue Vasari et Harper's Magazine. 

Ou alors on fait des catalogues raisonnes, comme Smith. 

ou alors m se livre franchemnt 'a un bavardage dýsagreable et 
confus. Clest le cas ici. 

Samuel Beckett 
"La Peinture des van Velde, ou le 
Mnde et le pantalon", p. 349 
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INTRO=ICN 

In this study I will be analysing the way in which the contraries 

that Beckett calls habit and spontaneity are used in the fictions he 

wrote in English.. 

in his discursive writings Beckett ocmrients on human experience 

generally and on the experience of artists particularly in terms of 

these contraries. I will show that they can be seen as applicable 

to the people who populate Beckett's early fictions, and thus as 
illuminating the meaning of those fictions. 

While'it is,, in the nost obvious sense, true that, as Germaine 

Br& has said, "few conteqmrary novelists are as reticent on the 

subject of their art as Samuel Beckett"O' I will try to show that 

Beckett has indirectly ccmTw--nted on his work in his articles and in 

his'reviews as. well as in the admittedly few interviews that he has 

given in which he explicitly discusses certain aspects of his art. 

OWOS 

Habit is the generic name given in Beckett's Owsift I 
Proust, 

2 to the mechanism that shelters us fran an awareness of any- 

thing that might disturb us. This mechanism is seen as ccnmn to all 

human beings. As creatures of habit we see only what we are conditioned 

to see; the only thoughts we* have are those vAiich confom to our pre- 

conceptions. Habit screens us off fran everything that we cannot cope 

with, and it is essential to human existence. Life, however, is not 

me habit-but is rather camposed of a succession of habits, each one of 

which is cut off from the next by an experience that is the opposite 

of habitual experience. Under certain circumstances habit may fail to 

shield us adequately, and when this happens our current habit of living 

II 1. Germaine Bree, "The Strange World of Beckett's Grands Articules", in 
Melvin J. Friedman (e. d. ), Samuel Beckett Now, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago and London, f9--7Op. 73. 

2. Proust, Chatto and Windus (Dolphin Books), London, 1931. All refer- 
ences : Eb, Proust in this study are to this edition. 

0 
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may "die". If it does die we will, in the interval before a new 
habit can form, be exposed to "the cruelties and enchantments of 
reality" (P. 11). 3 It is through this experience of reality, 
which Beckett describes as s22ntaneous (P. 28,59), 4 that "the 

maximum value of our being is restored" (P. 9). The experience 
of spontaneity is, however, necessarily brief. Habit will re-form 
its "evil and necessary structure" (P. 29) as quickly as possible 
to defend us from the cruelties and from the enchantments of 
reality, and we will acquire a new habit of living which will 
last until it too fails to screen us. 

In this study I will be examining the three English novels - 
the unpublished "Dream of Fair to Middling Wbwn", 5 MurphY, 6 

and 
watt 

7_ 
and the collection of short stories, More Pricks Than Kicks, 

8 

to determine the extent to which the experiences of the principal 

characters in these fictions are habitual and the extent to which 

those characters' experiences are spontaneous. I'will thus be 

judging the extent to which Beckett is depicting the first of his 

"pecple" as either shunning or,, on the contrary, facing up to 

reality, i. e. as either denying or affirming the maximum value of 

their being. 

3. This is a reference to page 11 of Proust, ibid. "P" is used as 
an abbreviation for this work. For7lai -1ist 3-fthe abbreviations 
used throughout this study for works by Beckett that are cit. 6d 
frequently, see p. 6 above. 

4. Beckett also uses the word "involuntary" to describe this kind of 
experience in Proust (P. 19 etc. ). Since this term is closely linked 
with the concept of "involuntary merwry", and since I will be dis- 
cussing the extent to which this concept is relevant to Beckett's 
work (rather than only to Proust's), I have preferred to use 
"spontaneous" rather than "involuntaryll. to d7escribe non-habitual 
experiences in general. 

5. "Dream of Fair to Middling Wamen" was unknown until Beckett showed 
the typescript to John Fletcher in the late fifties. It was written, 
according to Fletcher, in 1932 (see John Fletcher, "In Search of 
Beckett",, in Beckett at Sixýy: A Festschrift, Calder & Bcyars, 
London, 1967, ý_. 31). I am grateful to Dr. James Knowlson of Reading 
University for helping ne trace a copy of this work. References to 

ge it in the present study are to the unfinished typescript, 214 pa s 
in length. 

6. njMh y was first published in 1938 by Geo. Routledge & Co., London. 
References to it in this study are to the edition published by 
Calder & Bcyars, London, 1963. 

7. Watt was written during the war but was not published until 1953 
dEe-Olympia. Press, Paris). References here are to the edition 

published by Calder & Boyars, London, 1970. 
8. More Pricks Than Kicks was first published by Chatto and Windus, 
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There is of course no easy transition possible from what Beckett 

writes discursively and analytically about habit and spontaneity in Proust 

towhat he writes imaginatively in his fictions. In Proust he is out- 
lining what he sees as Proust's interpretation of the way in which human 

beings function. I will have to show that Beckett can be justifiably 

seen as applying this interpretation to the characters in his cA. M fictions. 

Before this will be possible, however, it will be necessary to determine 

whether or not, and if so the extent to which, Proust can be considered 

as expressing Beckett's own concerns. Beckett clearly found habit and 

spontaneity central to an understanding of Proust's novel. It cannot, 
however, be assuzed that they are of any wider interest to Beckett: this 

must be demonstrated. I will do so by analysing what Beckett has said 

on the subject of habit and spontaneity,, and about their correlatives, 
habitual and spontaneous need, in discursive writings other than Proust. 

The works that are to be considered were all written during the 

same twenty-year period between 1929 and 1949. "Dream 
* 
of Fair to 

Middling Women" was written in 1932, More Pricks Than Kicks in 1932-33, 

in the mid-thirties, and Watt during the war. Their ccrnposition 

was framed by and interspersed with the writing of the main critical 

articles and reviews, the firs*t of which was "Dante ... Bruno. vico.. Joyce"9 

in 1929 and the last the three "Dialogues with Georges Duthuit" 
10 in 

1949. 

8. (cont. ) London, 1934. References to it in this study are to the 
edition Published bY Calder & BOYarss, London, 1970. 

9. -"Dante ... Bruno. vico.. Joycell was Beckett's contribution to the volurre 
our ELaýnation Round his Factification for Incamination of Work in 
Progress, a collection of articlei on Joyce's Work in Progress. Our 
Exag. was published in 1929 by Shakespeare & Company, Paris, and re- 
Fr-inted by Faber & Faber, London, in 1961. Beckett's article is on 
pp. 1-22 of this latter edition, which is that referred to in this study. 
The dots between the names in the title signify the number of centuries 
between each of the writers: Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321; Giordano Bruno, 
1548-1600; GiaMmttista Vico, 1668-1774; and James Joyce, 1882-1941. 

10. The three "Dialogues with Georges Duthuit" were originally published 
in Transition 149, No. 5 (ed. Georges Duthuit). They were reprinted, 
al6n_g_-w_1I_IH -Proust, by Calder & Boyars, London 1970, on pp. 95-126. Ref- 
erences to UTe-m-here are to this latter edition. This is the last known 
extended piece of discursive writing ever published by Beckett. He has 
published a few very short pieces since that time (see below p. 44, n. 30) 
but nothing that adds anything significant or new to his aesthetics. 
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During the sanne period Beckett also published a poem, "Mmroscope"', 

vhich won a 
ZIO 

prize for the best poem on Tirm in a conpetition organ- 
-12 13 ized by Nancy Cunard, tuo short prose pieces, and a small collection 

of poerrr, entitled Echols Bones, 
14 

as uell as some translations. 
15 

Of all of these, the only works to receive any attention at all were 
More Pricks Than Kicks and Murphy, and these were generally kindly received 

16. by such reviewers as nentioned them. There is no doubt that the 

attention that has recently been focused on these and on the other works 

11. Whoroscope was first published by Nancy Cunard, The Hours Press, 
Paris, 1930. It is reprinted in Beckett's Poems in Ep 

, 
ýlish, Calder 

and Boyars, London, 1971, pp. 9-14. References to it in this study 
are to this later edition. 

12. Sde A. J. Ieventhal,, "The Thirties", in Beckett at_Sixty: A Fest- 
schriftf op. cAt. 0, P. 10. 

13. "Assunption" was ýublished In Ticafisition 16-17, June 1929, and re- 
printed in E. Jolas (ed. ), Tran-sition Workshop, Paris, 1949, pp. 
41-44; and "A Case in a Thousand" in, The Bookman, August 1934, pp. 
241-242. 

14. Echo's Bones, a collection of thirteen poems, was first published 
bý The Europa Press, Paris, in 1935. It is reprinted in Beckett's 
Poems in English, op. cit., pp. 15-38. References to these poems 
in this study are to UE-slater edition. 

15. Beckett translated several articles for Nancy Cunard's anthol 
, 
ogy 

NeM, VvIshart and Co., London, 1934, and several poems by French 
surrealist poets, notably Eluard. (See A. J. Leventhalp op. cit, p. 12 
and, for details of publication of these translations, see Raymond 
Federman and John Fletcher, Samuel Beckett: His Works and His Critics, 
An Essay in BiblioSEE22h University of California Press, Berkeley and 
London, 1970. ) These and later translations (eg. those of the, Yexican 
poets conmissioned by UNESCO in the forties and published in 1958) 
were all done for financial reasons: Beckett cannot renrxber ever having 
translated for his pleasure (see typescript questions put to Beckett 
by James Knowlson and Beckett's manuscript replies, January 10,1971,, 
Reading University Library Archives). An exception to this is, no 
doubt, Beckett's wife, Suzanne Dumesnills 11F ... 11, translated by Beckett 
into English and published in Transition Forty-Eight, 4, January 1949, 
pp. 19-21. 

16. The Times LiteLaa Supplexwnt of July 26,1934, p. 526, considered more 
Prickýsi -Than Kicks "uneven" and called Beckett "adefinite fresh talent 
though it is a talent not quite sure of itself". Peter Quennel in the 
New Statesman, May 26,1934, p. 802, described the collection as a 
pastiche of Joyce, and Edwin Mir in The Listener, XLI,, July 4,, 1934, 
p. 42, wrote that Beckett's art sometimes degenerates into excellent 
blarney but that "at its best it has an ingenuity and freedcm of move- 
nent which is purely delightful". Dilys Powell reviewed Pzphy in The 
Sunday Times (London, March 13,1938, p. 8), considering the novel 
somewhat "sterile" though not negligible; the T. L. S. of March 12,1938 
was generally approving, describing the novel as "a very unusual and 
spirited performance" in spite of certain tedious moments and a less 
than profound therre; 'and Dylan Thomas, writing in the New jýjglidj_ýeklý 
of March. 17,1938, thought the novel basically "serious". 
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17 
written before the great creative years 1946-50 - and, to a consid- 

ably lesser extent, on the critical works - is due in very large 

rreasure to the interest generated by his later writings. At the saine 
tin-e, however, the later work does rely, in sorm cases quite heavilyt 

on its precursors, and Beckett's preoccupations (wtdchl as Hugh Kenner 

says, are remarkably stable 
18 ) receive their clearest and fullest 

expression in the works in which he first explores ways of using them. 

The dream cherished by-Belacqua of being cut off from the confusion 

of existence in a "linbo purged of desire" (D. 38) is referred to 

either directly or obliquely in nearly all the later work; those 

seeking to fathom what Beckett is writing about in Godot (and elseubere) 
19 

are directed by the author hirmelf to read Murphy ; and Messrs. Endon 

(in M, =phy) and Knott (in Watt) can be seen as the sarm types of 

personages as the, nTysterious Godot himseldo The recurrent therres 

of journeying, of waiting, of shunning the "big unrld", of searching 
for peace, of solipsism, and the use of such ideas as the relationship 
(or lack of relationship) between mind and body and between the indiv- 

idual and the world around him, all have a central place in the early 

fictions. Fbr those who are interested in'such thems and ideas when 

. 17. Beckett has said "I wrote all rry work very fast - betvA--en 1946 and 
1950. Since then I haven't written anything. or at least nothing that 
has seerred to ne valid". Quoted in John Fletcher and John Spurling, 
Beckett: A Study of His Plays, Eyre Methuen, London, 1972, p. 25. 

-18. Hugh Kenner, Samuel Beckett: A Critical Study, University of 
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1961. Reprinted in 1968 
with an additional chapter. - References to this publication in the 
present study are to the 1968 edition (p. 32) * 19. ! 'If you want to fiiýd the origins of Waiting for Godot", Beckett 
has said, "look at kýýh ' (see John Fletcher and John Spuriingr op. 
cit., p. 25), and in a letter (dated June 14,1967) to Sighle Kennedy 
he wrote: "If I were in the unenviable position of having to study my 
work nTy points of departure uvuld be the "Naught is nore real... " and 
the Tbi nihil vales... " both already in Murphy and neither very 
rational". (See Sighle Kennedy, nLFýph 's Bed: A Study of Real Sources 
and Sur-real Associations in Samuel Beckett's First Novei, Bucknell 
Un-j'-v-e-r--s'j"ty Press, Lewisburg, PerzLsyYv-En-11a, 1971, Ap-pendix A, p. 300. ) 

20. See, for example, "The Residual Beckett", unsigned, in T. L. S. 1 
October 12,1973, p. 1218. 
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21 they appear in the later novels and plays and in the "residua"I a 
sfudy of the English fictions is of some importance, 

It has becone customuy for comTentators to caution readers of 
Beckett against looking for a "key" to his uurk, and this is not only 

sound advice - as anyone who has tried to find such a key will testify - 
but has the blessing of the author. 

22 
While we can thus never unlock 

the mysteries of his work, we might still be forgiven for attempting 
to catch a glimpse of ýhere the door might be that must rwain locked, 

and of what sort of door it is. 

All Beckett's works, even the bleakest of the "residua", are 

extremely complex and rich in inplication. In the early fictions, 
however, the relative immaturity of the author's powers and the con- 

comitant relative crudity of expression allow us to understand a little 

more of his concerns than is possible if we begin with a reading of, 

sayt Ccrarent C'Est or even Godot. The critical writings, though by 

no means without conplexities of their aoni, afford further access to 

such understanding. Here Beckett is at his least ambiguous, and to 

such an extent is he clear in what he is saying here that the occasions 

when ambiguity appears are by contrast most easily discernible. These 

two early forms of expression used by Beckett may thus provide us with 

our glirrpse at the locked door, allowing us to discern where the rrysteries 
lie. 

21. "Residua" is the narre Beckett applies to his writings since ComTent 
C'Est. See Brian H. Finney,, Since How It Is, Covent Garden Press,, 
London, 1973. 

'ýde asked if a pre- 22. In an interview with Beckett, Gabriel d'Aubare 
occupation with the prcblem of being as posed by the existentialists 
might not be the key to Beckett's work; Beckett replied, "Il nly a 
pas de cle, il nly a pas de prbblýme ... ". See "En Attendant... 
Beckett", Les Nouvelles Litt6raires, February 16,1961, p. 7. (Beckett 
did, however, on one occasion say that "the key word in ny plays is 
'perhaps"'. See Tm F. Driver, "Beckett by the Madeleine", Colurrbia 
Universi Forum, IV, Summr 1961 ; rpt. in Samuel A. TAbiss, Drama and 
the Modern world: Plays and Essays, University of Illinois, Chicago, 
1964, po 506. ) 
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The creature of habit experiences what Beckett calls the "boredcm 

of livi 
, 
ng", and when habit fails to screen us adequately this boredom 

is replaced by the "suffering of being" (P. 8). This spcntaneous 

experience of suffering not only "opens a window on the real" but is 

also "the rrain condition of. the artistic experience" (P. 16; italics 

added). 

- The full meaning and the inplications of the concepts of habit 

and spontaneity as used by Beckett cannot be understood except in 

the context of Beckett's aesthetics. This, his view of what art is 

and of what it can do, is never explained fully in any of Beckett's 

writings, but it underlies all of them. I will be discussing the rrain 

characteristics of Beckett's aesthetics as they relate to habit and 

spontaneity not only through. the., critical articles and reýAews but also 
through the few interviews that Beckett has given and - an inportant 

link between the discursive and the creative work - through the 

several extended autlx)rial interjections in "Dream of Fair to Middling 
ubn-enol. 

As an examination of habit and spontaneity in Beckett's English 

fictions, this study takes its place awng those wbich have concerned 

then-selves with Beckett's aesthetics. Plany courrentators have vientioned 

and used ideas from Proust, the "Dialogues %-Ith Georges Duthuit", etc., 
23 1 

in their analyses of the novels, poerm, and plays, and a few hdve 

taken some steps in the direction of understanding the inportance of 

his aesthetics, but none has attenpted to use the latter consistently 

as an approach to the creative work. 

The first article to appear on Beckett' s, aesthetics was written 

by J. 1,, litchell Mrse, and published in 1964.24 In this paper Pbrse 

23. Examples are Hugh Kenner Is Samuel BeckettY A Critical Study, 
A. Alvarez (Beckett, Fontana/Collins, London, . 1973), DaV. 1d H. la 
(The shape of Chaos: An-Interpretation of the Art of Samuel Beckett, 

University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1971), and Francis Doher 
(Samuel Beckett, Hutchinson University Library, London, 1971). 

24. J. Mitchell Mrse, ''The Ideal Core of the onion: Sanuel Beckett's 
Criticisd', French Review,, Xnmii, october, 1964, pp. 23-29. 
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discusses Beckett's criticism briefly, particularly "Denis Devlin" 

and the three "Dialogues", and he attenpts to cc)nnect the criticism with 
the creative work when he writes: 

The way in which Tal. Coat and Bram van Velde paint # exactly the 
way in which the Unnamable goes on telling his stories, in which 
Malone, Molloy and Moran write... 25 

In a six page article it is inpossible for Morse to substantiate thist 

so it reirains suggestive, perhaps justifiable,,. but unsupported. Sincer 

hcwever,, Beckett criticises Tal Coat in the first of the "Dialogues" 

for not having 11stirred from the field of the possible" (DGD 1,102), 

unlike Bram van Velde, Mrse see= to be on very shaky ground even 

with his principal topic, and it my not be unreasonable to distrust 

his suggestions about the novels when he clearly doesn't understand 
the criticism on uhich these suggestions are based. 

John Fletcher gave a talk on Beckett as critic that was broadcast 
1 26 

on the BBC Third Progra=e in 1965 and printed in The Listener. Here 

again it was inpossible to do anything nore, after quoting a few state- 

rrents*from Beckett's reviews, than just suggest a connection with the 

creative work. Fletcher concludes from Beckett's admiration for the 

way in which Jack B. Yeats brings light, in his paintings, to the 

"issueless predicarrent of existence", that "Beckett's works, despite 
27 

their scorn of happy optiniism, are profoundly humanistic". 

The rost extended discussions of Beckett's aesthetics are those 

written by Lawrence E. Harvey in a paper entitled I'Sanuel Beckett on 

, and Criticisa, 
2 

Life,,. Art, 
8 

and in his study of Samuel Beckett: Poet 

and Critic. 
29. 

Thds latter is the only work that has discussed. in 

detail both the criticism and sorre of the creative work (specifically 

all the poetzy that Beckett wants known and scrre of the early fictions). 

Harvey's examination of the aesthetics is interesting in many ways and 

25. Ibid, p. 29. 

_26. 
Y&-E Fletcher, "Samuel Beckett as Critic",, The Listener,, IXXIVI, 

Novenber 25,, 1965,, pp. 862-863. 
27. Ibid, p. 863. 
28. Lawrence E. Harvey,, "Samuel Beckett on Life, Art, and Criticism! ', 

Modern Language Notes, LMj, December 1965, pp. 545-562. 
29. Lawrence E. Harvey,, Sanuel Beckett: Poet and Critic, Princeton 

University Press,, Princeton,, New Jersey, 1970. 
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is -particularly valuable in its discussion of unpublished and 
previously unknown articles and letters, but is mre of a detailed 

outline of the ideas Beckett expresses in his discursive writings 
than a focused analysis of the ilTplications of these ideas. In his 

critical writings the subjects Beckett discusses range frcm the 
30.31 32 fidgets to courtly love , from Walt Disney to the Moswd Shot%, 

Trials33 , and it is essential to focus on a particular aspect of 
inportance if a comTentary on these writings is to be of analytical 
value. Harvey does not use the criticism as an approach to the poerm 

and prose writings under consideration in his study: rather, his 
book is divided into two rrain sections, the second of which concerns 
itself vdth Beckett's criticism, and no attenpt is made at 
a 'thoro. ugh-going analysis of the creative work through the 

criticism. 

This kind of analysis seeTm potentially valuable for several 

reasons. It will, first of all, provide us with an understanding of 

the inplications of Beckett's use of habit and spontaneity, and of 

his aesthetics generally, in the concrete frarm; mrk of his English 

fictions. This will enable us to re-interpret these fictions in 

a new light. 

It should, furthermre, furnish us with a rreans of judging the 

validity of staten-ents n-ade about the relevance of Beckett's critical 

writings to his creative work. Conuentators often refer to the ideas 

Beckett expresses,, particularly in Proust and "Dante ... Bruno. Vico.. Joyce", 

in order to explain,, support, or add colour to their own argments. 

30. In Beckett Is review of Poems by Rainer Maria Rilke, The Criterion, 
July 1934, p. 706. 

31. In "Ex Cathezra" (a review of Make It New by Ezra Pound), The 
Bookman, Christman 1934, p. 10. - 

32. In "The Essential and the Incidental" a review of Windfalls 
by Sean O'Casey), The Bockrmn, ChristraA 1934, p. 111. 

33. In "Denis Devlin" (a review of Intercessions by Denis Devlin),, 
Transition: Tenth Anniversary, 27, April-blay 1938, p. 289. (The 
reference is to Karl Radek, executed in the soviet union in 1937 
after a much publicised trial. ) 
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Quite apart from the different uses to which quotations from such 

uorks*are put and the different interpretations that result - utLich 
are more or less to be expected - comentators generally differ 

widely on what in fact such quotations say and often seem unaizze 

of the difficulties inplicit in the'ideas Beckett is using. Consid- 

ering the weight that these quotations frequently have to bear in 

carrying through certain interpretations, this is mt an insignificant 

problem. lie will never all agree in our interpretations of Beckett! s 

novels, poers, plays; ue may possibly never even agree fully in our 
interpretation's (for scmetirms it requires interpretation) of uhat 
he says in his discursive writings; but those of us who take his 

critical writings into consideration in our commntaries might. at 
least have a more fruitful basis for discussion if such difficulties 

as do exist in these writings are brought out into the cpen. The 

recent proliferation of books, scholarly papers, and collections 

of articles on Beckett, many of uhich disagree on fundamentals, 

are bewildering and daunting for any newoomr to the field of Beckett 

criticism. With so many, often arbitrary-seeming, different inter- 

pretations in existence, we might well conclude, as we might conclude 
from reading pages of pernutations and combinations of possibilities 
in Watt,, that the whole issue is merely silly. The discussion of the 

b6ginnings of Beckett's writing career, through his early articles 
a nd fictions, should help us focus on the prcblems around which dis- 

agreeimnt centers and to reveal that some of the differences in 

interpretations are based on misunderstandings of what Beckett is 

saying. 

Another reason why this approach seems potentially valuable is that 

it will allow us to examine the relationship beetween Beckett's ideas 

and his creative uork. Beckett has alurays insisted that he is not an 
intellectual,, but rather a sensibility,, and that he doesn't understand 

philosophy, 
34 but he does nonetheless make considerable use of many 

34. He told d'Aubarede that he never reads philosophers because "je ne 
caiprends rien a ce qu'ils ecrivent" and, asked uhy he did write 
his novels (if not to express philosophical ideas), he answered: 
'lie Wen sais rien. Je ne suis pas intellectuel. Je ne suis que 
sensibilit6". Gabriel d'Aubar", "En Attendant ... Beckett", op. 
cit., p p. 7. 
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ideas related to his am aesthetics and to various philosophers in 

his creative uork. 
35 1 will be examining the role played by these 

ideas in his early fictions. 

It should also be possible to gain certain insights into Beckett's 

use of irony. In his critical articles and reviews,, and in interviews, 

Beckett frequently rmkes it clear what he thinks of certain kinds of 

behaviour. if - and this remains to be seen -- his ideas of habit 

and spontaneity can be usefully applied to his early fictions, then 

the extent to which'Beckett synpathises with and/or is critical of his 

people's behaviour should beccme clear. 

*****. 

Habit and spontaneity are contraries, and the relationship I/ 
/ 

between them is of the sam kind as that between any and all of the 

other contraries that are expressed throughout Beckett's work. As 

an attenpt to understand that relationship,, this study is concerned 

not only with Beckett's aesthetics, but also with his far-reaching 

fascination with contraries in general. This is a subject that has 

interested large nuirbers of conTwntators on Beckett's work. 

Ever since Beckett first becaim well known after the success of 

35. The starting points that Beckett says he would use if he had to 
conumt on his own work - the "Naught is mre real... " and the 
Ilubi nihil vales... " - are not only in nj=h , but are also direct 
quotations from the phil6sophers. -Democritus and Arnold Geulincx 
respectively. 

0 
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En Attendant Godot in 1953, reviewers and critics of his UOrk have 

interested themselves in the Manner in which he juxtaposes mutually 
contradictory concepts. The early comrentary concentrated on the 

play,, the very sub-title of which, "A Tragi-Comedy", seemed to invite 

the conpilation of a list of similarly linked opposites. Life and 
death, salvation and damnation, hope and despair, and many more 

such pairs have been found relevant to the play. The author himself 

appears not to object to the kind of conmntary that concerns itself 

with this aspect of his work: in the only statement that, so far as 
I have been able to trace, Beckett has ever made on the content of 

conimntaries on his work, he congratulated 
36 Jerry Tallners of 

the Village Voice on a review of Godot in vhAch Tallners wrote that 

the play seemed to him to be "about suicide and salvation,, about rran's 
duality, body and mind, and about dignity and ignominy and the nature 

of society and of Nature, and of Life, Tin-e,, Dannation, many other 
things". 37 

Beckett's early novels and stories, his first atteirpts at writing 
in French, and ultimately even his critical articles and his poetry, 

all became subjects of scrutiny, but a large number of commentators 

still focused on the contraries in his work, and for good reason: it is 

not only habit and spontaneity that can be found in these works. 

In the first of his articles, "Dante ... Bruno. Vico. Joyce", Beckett 

discusses philosophy and philology, coirplete identification between 

philosophical abstraction and enpirical illustration, the coincidence 

of contraries, the maxirra and minirra of particular contraries, the 

rraterialistic and the transcendental,, individuality and universality, 

36. See Dariel Wolf and Edwin Fancher (eds. ), The Village Voice Reader, 
Grove Press, New York-, 1963, P. 74. 

37. "Godot on Broadway",, ibid., p. 61. 

N 
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the unborn infant and the lifeless octogenarian, progression and 

retrogression, mvement and rest, in the first few pages, and. continues 
throughout to elaborate on the ways in which the four writers he is 

discussing use contraries. 

Proust begins thus: 

The Proustian equation is never sinple. The unknown, choosing its 
weapons from a hoard of values, is also the unknowable. And the 
quality of its action falls under two signatures (P. 1) 

and Beckett proceeds to examine in the first place that "double-headed 

n-onster of danmation and salvation - Tim" (Po'l ). A review of Sean 

O'Casey's Windfalls distinguishes beWeenthe "essential" and the 
"incidental"; 38 

in a later review, this one of Denis Devlin's Inter- 

cessions, 
39 

and in an article entitled "Les Deux Besoins 40 Beckett 
distinguishes between two conflicting kinds of need; the first of his 

41 two articles on the two van Velde brothers is sub-titled "Le Monde et 
I 

Le Pantalon", which is a reference to a joke contrasting the inperfect 

world with a perfectly tailored pair of trousers, and it and the 
42 

second of these 'articles, "Peintres de lIEnp6chen-entII,, is built 

around the contrast between the two brothers' approaches to painting. 

"Dream of Fair to Middliqg Wanen" is an often aggressively, playful 

exploratim of the conflicting clain-si, firt; tly of the outer world of 

society and the inner world of individuality, and secondly of either 

of these worlds and the "linbo" that is neither centrifugal nor centri- 

petal. Murphy is concerned with the lure of what Murphy calls his big 

world and that of his little world, the body and the mind, and with 

his atten-pts to cut hin-self off from the big uorld altogether. -Sone 

of the contraries that f, igure largely in Watt-are rationality and 

irrationality, journeying and waiting, and progression and retrogression. 

much of the confusion experienced by readers of the articles and 

38. "The Essential and the Incidental", loc. cit. 
39. "Denis Devlin", loc. cit. 
40. "Les Deux Besoins" was, Beckett thinks, written about 1938. It has 

never been publishedr and we owe awareness of its existence to 
Lawrence E. Harvey, who mentions it inhis discussions of Beckett's 
criticism, op. cit. 

41. "La Peinture des van velde, ou. 1e ronde et le pantalon", Cahiers d'Art, 
vol. 20-21, -1945-46, pp. 349-356. 

42. In Derriere le Miroir, Galerie maeght, Paris (Editions Pierre a '* Feu), 

_U--12, June 1948, pp. 3,4, and 7. 
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books that have been written on Beckett stens fran the different 
interpretations of the nature of the relationship, or lack of 

relationship, between various pairs of these contraries. Men 

the large body of criticism that has been produced in the last 

fifteen or twenty years is examined, it is possible, out of all 
the individual differences in opinion, to discern three main currents 

of thought on this issue. All three can be found in the special 

edition of Perspective 
43 

published in the autum of 1959, when 
Beckett criticism was just-getting into its stride. 

Among the papers included was one by Hugh Kenner that was sub- 

sequently incorporated into his book, Sairml Beckett: A Critical 

Study 
44 the first full-lenth study published about Beckett's work. 

Here Kenner suggested that Beckett's concern with contraries stems 
from his fascination with Cartesian and post-Cartesian dualism. 45 

A similar approach was taken, in the. sam edition of Perspectiver 

by Samuel I. Mintz who,, in a paper entitled "Beckett's Murphy A 

Cartesian Novel", 46 traced the direct and indirect allusions to 

Descartes and Geulincx in Murphy back to their sources and - unlike 
Kenner - went so far as to claim that Beckett is a Cartesian. A 

third commentator, Jacqueline Hoefer, 47 took an entirely different 

approach, discussing the logical positivism that she felt relevant 
to watt and the contrast (andthe ultimate similarity) between sound 

and silence, and between rationality and irrationality. 

43 * Perspective, IX, Autumn 1959, edited by Ruby Cohn, pp. 119-196. 
44: op. cit. 
45 . Ibid. - ýee particularly the chapters on "The Rational Danain" 

G; ý779-116) and on "The Cartesian Centaur" (pp. 117-133). 
46. In Perspýctive, TX, Autumn 1959, pp. 156-165. 
47. "Watt", in Perspective, IX, Autumn 1959, pp. 166-182; reprinted 

'in Martin Esi=in (Ed. ), Sarmml Beckett: A Collection of Critical 
Essay , Prentice-Hall Inc., Eaglewood Cliffs, New Jerseyo, 1965,, 
pp. 62-76. References to this paper in the present study will be 
to the reprinted version. 
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In the first, group - both chronologically and,, perhaps, as 
regards their eminence in Beckett criticism - are those who largely 

restrain thermelves to noting the recurrences of elements that can 
be. seen as indicating a concern with contraries and with Cartesianism. 

y, emer, for exmple, prefaces his study with a. caution against 
assuming that Beckett knows any more than his books reveal, and vdth 

a plea for restraint in extrapolating from the given: 

We are not, in short, like dogs exciýed by the scent of invisible 
iTeat , to snap after some item of information which the author 
grasps very well and is holding just behind the curtain. So to 
proceed is to misapprehend the quality of the Beckett universe, 
vhich is permeated by nystery and bounded by a darkness; to assail 
those qualities because they embarrass the critic's professional 
knowingness, is cheap, reductive, and perverse. Like primitive 
astronomers, we are free to note recurrences, cherish symmetries, 
and seek if we can means of placating the hidden powers: more for 
our comfort than for theirs. 48 

Also in the first group is Ruby Colm who, vhile more explicit 

than Kenner in her discussion of the nks between Bedrett and 

Cartesianism, still keeps the question'of the nature of these links 

open. - All Beckett's work , she writes, paradoxically insists upon 

and rebels against the Cartesian definition of iran as "a thing that 

thinks" and "the CzAesian cleav'age between the world in re and the 

world in intellectu" . 
49 Her differences with Kenner notwithstanding, 

48. Hugh Kenner,, op. cit. p. 10. It is a measure of the extent to which 
Kenner keeps to these restrictions throughout his book,, that so 
many critics who differ in their views both among then-selves andt 
very often, with Kenner, still almst invariably hark back towhat 
Kenner said and use that as point of departure for their am 
argunents. Kenner seems to have been able to open up a great 
nunber of lines of suggestion without committing himself to the 
sometimes justified but often dubious - extrapolations of others. 
His commentary on Beckett's work is - and this is partly an advantage 
and certainly also partly a disadvantage in what is supposed to be a 

. "critical study" - almst as =ch in need of interpretation as are 
maW works of art. 

49. Ruby Cohn,, "Philosophical Fragments in the TAbrks of Samuel Beckett", 
in Martin Esslin (ed. ), op. cit., p. 170. 
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she does share with him a refusal to discuss what Beckett hirmelf 

my actually think of Cartesianism. 

one prcblem With this type of commentary is that, while it 

re-states in a new form the question about Beckett's concern with 

mutually contradictory opposites, it does not really take us any 
further: it is at least as difficult to understand why he should be 

fascinated with Cartesian, or post-Cartesian, dualism - the "Cartesian 

centaur" or the cleavage between the two worlds - as it. is to 

understand why he should be fascinated sinply with opposites. While 

Kemer does make scime comments that are suggestive, his Mthod again 
leads him to leave the question open, and here the result is, in my 

cpinion, unsatisfactory. At me point he writes that Beckett's work 
is "a compendious abstract of all the novels that have ever been 

written,, reduced to their most general terms", -90 and at another that 

"the Cartesian Centaur was a seventeenth century dream, the fatal 

dream of being, knawing, and moving like a god". 
51 Even when We 

agree with these statexmnts, we feel that Kenner should have justified 

making them, elaborated on then, and connected them with the central 

question and, perhaps, with each other, and that it would have been 

neither cheap, reductive, nor perverse of him to have explained what 
he rreans. As it is we must draw our (xm conclusions about why Becketti 

writing novels in the ndd-twentieth century, should have concerned 
himself with all the novels that have ever been written and witý a 

seventeenth century dream. 

The second group of critics constitutes what way well be seen as 

the mainstream of the criticism concerned with contraries in Beckett's 

work. Like Kenner and Colm, these. critics place a fair amount of - 

enphasiS on the Cartesian aspects, but they go further in considering 
I 

that Beckett himself is a Cartesian of swe sort. Their forenmner 

is Mintz who, after outlining what he sees as Murphy's Occasionalism, 
52 

50 ()p. ! ýLt., p. 64. 
51: Ibid. p. 132. 
52. Oc ilonalism is the narm given to the post-Cartesian doctrine 

of Arnold Geulincx, the Belgian philosopher whose "Lbi nihil vales, 
ibi nihil velis 11 is quoted Sy Beckett in Murphy (M. 124) . 
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goes on to suggest that "Beckett himself is conTnitted to murphy's 

doctrine - the whole tendency of his work from Murphy to The Umiamable 

supports this view". 
53. Not all of the critics in this group take 

so unequivocal a standpoint: John Fletcher who, however, attributes 

Beckett with Geulincxian fatalism,, 54. 
and John Federman who writes 

that "Beckett chooses to cbliterate the body and'all its den=ids", 55. 

seem rather less certainabout what Beckett himself thinks than 

mintz, but the main poýnts of their arguments do run on similar 
lines. Jean-Jacques Mayoux sums up - and contributes to - the 

influence that this type of interpretation has had when, in 1971, he 

writes that: 

. it is by now familiarly admitted that Beckett is a Cartesian, even 
if for greater personal intimacy Descartes turns into Geulincx,, or 
if Leibniz provides, very usefully, the windowless Mnad... He would 
bully their philosophy a little, if needs be, to make it stress the 
separateness of man, the fact that since his ancestors have turned 
to a mental life even his body has become a stranger. 56. 

For Mayoux Beckett is, in other words, even mre Cartesian than the 

Cartesians thermelves. The usual explanation of why this should be 

so is. that Beck6tt is - like his people - seard-dpg for an ultra- 

Cartesian peace of mind that is-possible only through a total sever- 

ence of the connection with the material world as synbolised by the 

body. There are, however, undoubtedly considerably difficulties in 

rraintaining that Beckett is, for whatever reason, any kind of Cartesian, 

and when these are too 
' 

glaring to be ignored, this group of critics 

generally deals with them by suggesting that Beckett uses a very 

rigorous Cartesianism in order to mck Cartes . ianism. 57. sone of these 

53.92. cit.,, P. 164. 
54. John Fletcher, The Novels of Samuel Beckett, Chatto and Windus, 

London, 1964, p. 53. Fletcher also writes that Beckett's urge to 
retreat into the "wider freedan of the n-dnd springs from an under- 
lying dualistic conviction... In all his writing, in fact, Beckett 
advances a version of Cartesianism, the belief that the mind and 
the body are quite distinct, the one thought, the other extension,, 
their interaction a nystery which it is not worth trying to fathod' 
(ibid, p. 36; italics added). 

55. JourneY to Chaos: Samuel Beckett's Early Fiction, University of 
Za-1-ifornia Press,, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1965, p. 76. VQhile 
Federrvan recognises the difficulties in attributing Beckett with 
Cartesian beliefs, he does nonetheless consider that "the ultirrate 
goal of Beckett's entire literary production is to create a fictional 
being that can exist conpletely detached from the physical reality 
of the body" (p. 76. ) . 

56.11sammel Beckett and the Mass Madiall, English Association Essays and 
Studies 1971, John Marray, London, 1971, p. 83. 

57. See, for Example, Fede=an, op. cit., p. 79. Conuents of this kind 
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ccmnentators. explicitly connect the idea that Beckett is searching 
for an ultra-Cartesian peace with the idea that he is mocking 
Cartesianism, and others merely suggest both in their discussions. 

The two ideas are not irreconcilable, but in conjunction they have 

very definite implications that are seldcm examined: such critics 

are in fact inplying that Beckett is a mystic. 
58 

This may or may 

not be the case. Without, at this stage, getting involved in a 

fairly ccaplex issue, it is still possible to suggest that what is 

seen as Beckett's Cartesian dualism is only poorly explained by 

claims that he goes further than the Cartesians and, at the same time, 

belittles them: if this is the case,, why should he have concerned 

himself with Cartesian dualism at all? This explanation seems much 

better designed to explain a concern with, say, Plato, Meister 

Eckhardt, St. John of the Cross, or Schopenhauer (to name a few), 

than with Descartes, or even Geulincx. 

The third group also draws certain conclusions about Beckett's 

views from the presence of Cartesian elements in his work, but their 

conclusions differ from those of the others in that they see Beckett 

as opposed to Cartesianism in any form,, as, in other words, taking 

a Cartesian framework to its logical - and absurd - conclusion in 

order to topple the whole edifice. , This view can be open to 

the same criticism that I have levelled against the second group - 

namely that it does not explain why Beckett should have concerned 
himself with Descartes to begin with - unless it can sha, 7 a connection 
between Cartesianism and the, world we live in today. one writer who 

does do this and who thus avoids the pitfall is Darko Suvin whor in 

his article "Beckett's Purgatory of the Individual", 59 
convincingly 

identifies Descartes as figure-head and theoretician of an "individualist" 

worldview characterised by faith in the unlinated potential of individual 

57. (cont. ) are frequently made in connection with the title - Whoroscope - 
that Beckett used for his poem on Descartes. See, for example, Lawrence 
E. Harvey, Samuel Beckett: Poet and Critic, op. cit., Chapter 1. 

58. Federman, who describes Geulincxianism. (a philosophy for which he con- 
siders that Beckett has considerable affection) as a kind of "mystic 
cartesiani-sm" (op. cit., p. 79), and Lawrence E. Harvey (in Samuel 
Beckett: Poet and Zýr-itic, 2p. cit., passim) are among the fe; Wýo have 
made ýffds conclusion explicit. 

59. In Tulane Drama Peview, Vol. II, No. 4, Sum-er 1967, pp. 23-36. 
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human reason that can be seen to have shaped the ncdern Western world, 

and interprets Peckett as using the figure-head in order to. protest 

against the world we live in. 

60 
This last group generally puts far less stress on Cartesianism 

in Beckett's work than do either of the others. Hoefer concentrates 

on logical positivism ýnd, in particular, on. Wittgenstein; Hesla 
discusses dozens of philosophers in relation to Beckett's wrk; 
Schulz is rrore interested in Hegelianism than in Cartesianism; and 
Suvin is concerned with a world-view often seen as represented by 

Descartes rather than with specific Cartesian doctrine. As a group - 
and it cannot be over-enphasised that they differ radically from one 

another in many ways - they have done much, to re-vitalise and diversify 

Beckett criticism which was rapidly approaching a dead end. The 

reasons for this are not mly that there is a limit to how much can 

be said on the subject of Beckett and Cartesianism, but also that 

on its own, i. e. without the kind of analysis that Suvin makes, for 

instance, this kind of interpretation is ultimately of dubious value. 
Vb have seen how Kenner and Cohn turn our initial question about 
Beckett's concern. with cpposities into a question about Beckett's 

cx)noern with Cartesian dualism. They themselves do not answer this 

question, but the "mainstream! ' critics do: Beckett, they say , is 

concerned with Cartesian dualism because it allows him to posit that 

the mind is both separate from and superior to the body, and to 

search for peace of mind Within a self that is cut off from material 

60. See, in particular, David H. Hesla,, op. cit.; H. -J. Schulz, This 
Hell of Stories: A Hegelian ýeproach to the Ilovels of Samuel Beckett, 
Muton,, Paris and The Hague, J-973; and Sighle Kemedy,, ýji-. c t.; 
as well as Jacqueline Hoefer,, "Watt", op . cit. 
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reality. Here,, hawever, it becomes clear how the re-stated question 
has distorted the whole issue. There is a significant difference 

between mutually contradictory forces and the Cartesian - or occasion- 

alist - cleavage between mind and body (the world in intellectu and 
the world in re) for the latter has a built-in machanism for resolving 
the paradoxical nature of the former. This built-in rredianism is the 

superiority of mind posited by the Cartesians. When two forces that 

are irreconcilably opposite, and of equal stature,, are confronted 

with each other, there can be no hope of a resolution. This is the 

case with Beckett's opposites, and is at the heart of the paradoxical 

nature of his work. When, on the other hand, the one force is seen 

as superior to the other, as is the case with the Cartesian mind/body 

schism, then the one can outweigh the other,, and resolution is at 
least theoretically possible. The type of interpretation that stresses 
Cartesian elements thus reduces the, prcblematical nature of Beckett's 

work to Cartesian ccnmn sense and, in the process, falsifies what it 

purports to illuTdmte. 

It is thus a healthy sign that some of the more recent ccoment- 

aries have refrained from over-errphasising Cartesianism. There has 

always been a widespread recognition that Beckett uses philosophical 

notions other than those of Descartes and his followers: reference 

-has often been made to the way in which Beckett uses the ideas of 
Heraclitusi, Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Bruno, Pascal, Vico, etc. 
For no very good reason, however, Cartesian elements have all too 

often been assumed to be the most important, and others are mentioned 

only when they can be can-be seen (as Mayoux sees J. &ibniz, for example) 

as reinforcing the interpretation offered. This is one of the reasons 

why the way Beckett uses the ideas of Heraclitus,, Bruno, and Pascal, 

in particular,, has been so badly neglected: *the ideas of these men are 
61 

directly at odds with Cartesian ideas, especially with regard 
to the emphasis placed by them on a total opposition between 

forces of equal stature. The growth of interest in such hitherto 

0 61. Pascal even wrote his Pensees partly - if not. mainly - to counteract 
what he saaw as the pernicious influence of Cartesianism, on the world 
of his day. See Lucien Goldmann,, The Hidden God, Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, London, 1964 (translated from the French by Philip Thody), 
especially Chapter 1, "The Whole and the Parts", pp. 5-40. 
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neglected elerrx--nts in Beckett's work are helping us to see what the 

earlier type of interpretation concealed. 

There can, of course, be no doubt about the very well documented 

fact that Beckett is interested in certain aspects of Cartesian 

and post-Cartesian thought, and it is a weakness among some of the 

recent cam-pantators that they neglect this almost as much as the 
'mainstream' critics neglect the irq? ortance of ideas inconsistent 

with Cartesianism. Both are present, and the very nature of the contra- 
diction between them cancels out any possibility of reconciling them and 
discerning any "happy medium" type of comprcmise that could be passed 

off as Beckett's credo. It is, nonetheless, clearly necessary to take 

both Cartesian and anti-Cartesian ideas into consideration if we are to 

get any closer to an understanding of Beckett's concerns. A possible 

way of doing this is suggested by what Beckett has himself said, in an 
interview with Harold Hobson in 1956, on the kind of interest he takes 

in ideas. What matters,, he says, is the shape of ideas. 62 This notion, 

whicý may helpus understand how Beckett uses opposites throughout his 

work, will provide a convenient introduction to the aesthetics underlying 
Beckett's own critical writings. 

This discussion of his aesthetics will not only situate'habit and 

spontaneity within the general frarrework of Beckett's views on contraries, 
but will also show that habit and spontaneity concerned Beckett over the 

whole of the period during which he was writing his English fictions, and 
illundnate the inplications of these ideas for art and - since habit and 

spontaneity are first and forermst the naims of what Beckett sees as the 

two basic kinds of human experience -- for human existence. 

*********** 

62. Harold Hobson, "Samuel Beckett: Dramatist of the Year", International 
Theatre Annual, Vol. 1, London, 1956, p. 153. 
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CHAPTER I 

HABIT AND SPONTANEITY IN BECKLT2"S AESTHETICS 

4F 
"Nous ne vivons pas, mais naas esperons de vivre" 

Pascal 

The Shape of Ideas 

I am interested in the shape of ideas even if I do not believe 
in them. There is a wonderful sentence in Augustine. I wish 
I could renx, ýr the Latin. It is even finer in Latin than in 
English. 'Do not despair; one of the thieves was saved. Do not 
presurre; one of the thieves was damed. 1 That sentence has a 
wonderful shape. It is the shape that matters. 1 

The kind of rreaning that this notion of the shape of ideas has 

for Beckett can best be seen in "Dante... Bruno. Vico.. Joyce", where 

he contrasts Dante's Purgatory with Joycels: 

Dante's is conical and consequently inplies culmination. Yx. Joyce's 

, is spherical and excludes culmination. In the one there is an 
ascent from real vegetation - Ante-Purgatory,, to ideal vegetation 
Terrestial Paradise: in the other there is no ascent and no ideal 
vegetation. In the one, absolute progression and a guaranteed 
consunmtion: in the other, flux - progression or retrogression, 
and an apparent consumration. In the one moven-ent is unidirect- 
ional, and a step forward represents a net 

, 
advance: in the other 

movenent is non-directional - or malti-directional, and a step 

. 
forward is,, by definitiono, a step back... (DBV. 21-22) 

in this passage Beckett is describing two different shapes of the idea 

of purgatory, and is using the contrasting shapes to point, out the vmy 

in which the hrPlications of Dante's work differ from those of Joyce's. 

Neither a ame nor a sphere can describe the shape of ideas in Beckett's 

om work, the inplications of which differ from both Dante's and 

joycels, but this example of how the concept of shape can be related 
to ideas, and of how it can help us understand the inplications of a 

work of literature, iray help us understand the shape of the ideas in 

Beckett's work and their inplications. 

interview with Harold Hobson,, ibid.,, p. 153. 
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In another interview,, this one with Tom F. Driver, the shape 

of Augustine's doctrine of salvation and damnation is explicitly 

connected vzLth Beckett's interest in contraries: 

If life and death did not both present themselves to u-s,, there 
would be no inscrutability. If there were only darkness, all 
would be clear. It is because there is not only darkness but 
also light that our situation becones inexplicable. Take Augustine's 
doctrine of grace given and grace withheld: have you pondered the 
drawatic qualities in this theology? Two thieves are crucified 
with Cbrist, one saved and the other damed. now can we nuke sense 
of this division? In classical drarra, such probloxm do not arise. 
The destiny of Racine's PhMre is sealed from the beginning: 
she will proceed into the dark. As she goes, she herself %ill be 
illundnated. At the beginning of the, play she has partial illurn- 
ination and at the end she has conplete illun-Lination, but there 
has been no question but that she roves toward the dark. That is 
the play. Within this notion clarity is possible, but for us 
who are neither Greek nor Jansenist there is no such clarity. The 
question would also be reroved if we believed in the contrary - 
total salvation. Eýut when we'have both light and darkwe have 2 
also the inexplicable. The key word in my plays is 'perhaps'... 

This suggests that Beckett's interest in contraries sterrs from 

an awareness of contraries in his experience. The fascination with 

philosophical dualism, like his fascination with dozens of other 
ideas, thus appears inportant only as a way of expressing his 

awareness of contraries. The question wbether or not Beckett 

believes in such ideas is secondary: it is their shape that n-atters. 
1, will, in this study, be n-entioning several of the disparate and' 

often contradictory fragn-ents of philosophical ideas that are used 
in Beckett's early novels, but no attenpt will be Mde to systemaLse 
his ideas,, or to construct a philosophical grid that could pretend 
to include them all,, since this cannot be done without falsifying 

the maning these ideas have within the fictions. Beckett hiriself has 

said,, 11si le sujet de nes ranans pouvait slexprin-er en tern-es philos- 

cphiques, je n1aurais pas eu de raison de les'ecrire ,3 and, asked if 

his system was the absence of system, he replied: "I'm not interested 

in any system. I can't see any trace of any system anywhere". 
4 

2. "Beckett by the Madeleine", Colurrbia University Forum,, IV (Sunmr 
1961), reprinted in Samuel A. INbiss (ed. ), Drama and the 1, bdern J%brld: 
plays and_Essas,, University of Illinois, Olicago, 1964,, p. 506. 
Reterences to t--his article in this study will be to the reprint. 

3. Gabriel d'Aubareder "En Attendant ... Beckett",, loc. cit. 
4. Israel Shenker, "Moody Man of Ipetters", New York Times, May 6,1956, 

section 2, p. 3. 
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Life and death; light and dark; salvation and dannation: when 
both such opposites are admitted simultaneously, as Beckett feels 

theyý-are in his plays, what results is an art that can under no 

circumstances be reduced to the "clear and distinct" ideas so 
de-ar to Descartes or,, for that rratter, to any philosophical notion, 

since philoscphy necessarily involves at least an attenpt at clarity. 
For Beckett, aware of nutually contradictory elermnts in his 

experience, clarity is possible only if he ignores the half of that 

experience (and with it the entirety of its inexplicability). These 

views, expressed in 1961 to Tom Driverl are the echo of statements 
Beckett made on the subject of clarity over twenty years earlier, 
which strongly suggests that Beckettis ideas on this ipatter did not 
change over that period. 

In a 1938 review of aý volurre of.,. poems by Denis Devlin, Beckett 

took issue with the cpinion of the poems expressed in an earlier 

review that had appeared in the Tirres Literary supplenrant: 

Th cavil at Mr. Devlin's form 2as the T. L. S. reviewer had done7 as 
averimaged (the cbvioUS polite cavil) is to cavil at the probity 
with which the creative act has carried itself out, a probity in 
this case depending on a n-tinimum of rational interference,, and 
indeed to suggest that the creative act should burke its own 
conditions for the sake of clarity. (DD. 293) 

The work of any artist who has retained his integrity as an artisý - 
i. e. who has not shied away from the inexplicability of his experience 

will,, Beckett suggests,, necessarily be unclear. "Denis Devlin" 

continues: 

The time is perhaps not altogether too green for the vile suggestion 
that art has nothing to do with clarity, does not dabble in the 
clear and does not make clear, any more than the light of day (or 
night) makes the subsolar, -lunar and -stellar excrement. Art is 
the sun, mon and stars of the mind,, the whole mind. (DD. 293) 

A work of art, in other uords, is no mre able to clarify its concerns 

than the sun, n-con and stars are able to clarify ; 4iat they illuminate: 

illumination is the mst that is possible. It is high praise from 

Beckett to be described as an artist "who sheds light, as only the 

great dare shed light, on the issueless predicarent of existence'15 or 

as a 11nind aware of its luminaries" ODD. 294). 

5. "Honudge a Jack B. Yeats",, I-ettres Nouvelles, II (April, 1954), 
p. 620. 
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. 
The shape of Augustine's doctrine,, the inexplicability (which 

is also referred to as "the rress", "the. rrystery's, "this buzzing 

confusion" , "chaos" )6 that results from an awareness of contra- 
dictories, and the inpossibility of clarity in art, are thus seen 
by, Beckett as interrelated. TogetlLer they provide us uith a basis 

of Beckett's aesthetics. 

The difficulties involved in expressing the shape of Augustine's 

doctrine in a uork of art are formidable, as Beckett is w1l aware. 

in his interview with Driver he discusses these difficulties and 

the necessity of overcoming them: 

Then he began to speak about the tension in art between the rress 
and form.. Until recently, art has withstood the presence of chaotic 
things. It has held them at bay. It realised that to admit them 
was to jeopardise form. 'How could the mess be admitted,, because 
it appears to be the very opposite of form and therefore destructive 
of the very thing that art holds itself to be? ' But now we can 
keep it out no longer, because we have come to a time %dien I it 
invades our experience at every moment. It is there and it must 
be allowed in'. 7 

Driver, while not disagreeing with this, points out that the resalt 

seems to have 
, 
býen an increased preoccupation with form, and he 

cites Beckett's own work, particularly his plays, as exeirplifying 
this. "What I am saying"., Beckett replies, "does not man that 

there will henceforth be no form in art": 

It only rreans that there will be new form, and that this form will 
be of such a type that it admits the chaos and does not try to 
say that the chaos is really son-ething else. The form and the 
chaos rerrain separate. The latter is not reduced to the formr. 
That is uhy the fom itself becornes a preoccupation, because it 
exists as a problem separate from the iraterial it accomTodates. 8 

This by no n-eans irrpl I es that form should be an arbitrary construction 
independent of content. On the contrary, form exists as a separate 

problem for the artist precisely because of the need to find a form 

that admits the chaotic vaterial. In Proust Beckett writes approvingly 

that: 

Proust does not share the superstition that form is nothing and 
content everything... Indeed he Makes no attenpt to dissociate form 

6. Tbm F. Driver, 
7. Ibid. 
8.1911J. 

"Beckett by the Madeleine",, loc. cit. 

9 
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from content. The one is a concretion of the other, the revelation 
of a world. - (P. 67) 

And in "Dante... Bruno. vioo. -Joyce" he castigates readers uho dislike 

the way in uhich Joyce's "form is content, content is form": 

Here is direct expression - pages and pages of it. And if you don't 
like it, Ladies and Gentlen-en, it is because you are too decadent 
to receive it. You are not satisfied unless form is so strictly 
divorced from content that you can conprehend the one almost without 
bothering to read the other... The form that is an arbitrary and 
independent phenomnon can fulfil no higher function than that of 
stinulus for a tertiary or quartary conditioned reflex of dri-bbing 
cmprehension. (DBV 13-14) 

Joyce Is direct expression consists, for exanple, in making his 

words go to sleep when he wishes to express a sense of sleep, in 

making his words dance vben the sense is dancing (DBV. 14). This is 

not Beckett's way of coping with the problem that he feels is so nuch 
in need of a solution: "'To find a form that accommdates the rmss, 

that is the task of the artist now". 
9 An indication of how he has 

atterrpted to do this is to be found in his conparison, between his 

om work and Kafka's: 

The' Kafka hero has a coherence of purpose. He's lost, but he's not 
spiritually precarious, he' s not falling to bits. My people seern 
to be falling to bits. Another difference. You notice how Kafka's 
fom is classic, it goes on like a steamroller - almost serene. It 
seems to be threatened the i&hole tiire - but the consternation is in 
UTe-form. In rry work there is consternation behind the form, not 
in the form. 10 (Beckett's italics) 

Here Beckett is describing Kafkal s form as one vdiidi in effect says that 

the consternatim is not consternation at all, as one wI-Lich turns con7 

sternation into somthing very like serenity; as a result, Kafka's 

fom'only seerrs to be threatened the uhole time. As against this,, 

Beckett's work expresses consternation (for which we can read the terms 

"n-ess", "chaos", etc. used earlier) by refusing to incorporate it into 

the form, and this is vdiy the foirn in his work is not at all serene. 

Beckett's iraterial, his content, is chaos, consternation, inexplicability-. ý 

one can only speak of uhat is in front of him, and that now is sinply 
the wess. 11 

9. Ibid. 
10. Israel Menker, "Moody Man of letters", op. cit., p. 
11. Tan F. Driver, "Beckett by the Madeleine", loc. cit. 
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and: 

I think that . 
anyone nowadays, %J-io pays the slightest attention 

to his own experience finds it the experience of a non-kncwer, 
a non7-can-er. The other type of artist - the Apollonian -* is 
absolutely foreign to rm. 12 

Form and chaos are nutually exclusive opposites. Beckett's chaos 
unlike Kafka, 's, renains chaos because it is not errasculated by being 
incorporated into his form. His form, therefore (again unlike Kafka's), 
is threatened the ý4iole tim ýZ the undiminished power of the chaos 
that stands in opposition to it. Thus it is,, in Beckett's viewp 

possible to express chaos in art only by keeping it behind the scenest 

since as soon as it. coms to the fore it %ill necessarily be forced 
into the straitjacket of fonn. 

The relation-ship between form and content in Beckett's %Mrk can 

serve as an eymple of why and how Beckett juxtaposes contraries. 
These pairs of opposites are all as intimately comected and at the 

sarre time as nutually exclusive as are the form and the chaotic 

rraterial which is accommdated by being excluded. 

The word "threat", as used in the idea that form should be 

threatened the whole tine by the chaos it necessarily excludes, 
fairly adequately surm up the relationship between, and the contra7- 
dictory nature of , any pair of the opposites that concern Beckett. 

An analysis of the pair that I will be focusing on in this 

discussion, namly habit and spontaneity, will not only help 

explain why the notion of "threat" is significant, but will also 
establish a. basis for understanding hOw Beckett himself has 

tried to accomrodate chaos in his work by excluding it. 

H&it and_Spontaneity Proust 

In Proust the word habit has the usual rreaning of a settled dis- 

position to act in a certain way. Mie-re Beckett's use of the word 

12. Israel Shenker,, "Mody Man of Letters", loc. cit. 
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differs from the norm is in his application of it to a general 

condition ratlr-r than nerely to certain aspects of behaviour. 

Habit, in Proust, is the usual condition of human existence: 
it shields human beings fran an awareness of reality and thus not 

only from the cruelties of reality but also from its enchantrents. 

spontaneity, which has as conparatively restricted an application 

as habit has an -extended application, is the fleeting experience 

of reality uhich is possible only when habit,, our current habit, 

has wholly or partially lost its control of -our perceptions. 

Habit,, Beckett writes, "is a corrpromise effected between the 
individual and his environrrient, or between the individual and his 

own organic eccentricities" (P. 7-8). Thus the detenninant of 

any hurran being's relations with the world outside himself - his 

physical enviroment, his fellow hunm beings, the society of 

which he is a part,, etc. - and with his own self, is given the 

generic nmie of habit. Habit is what enables an individual to cope 

with his outer and his inner worlds, it is "the guarantee of a dull 

inviolabil i ty" (p. 

Habit is the ballast that chains the dog to his vomit. Breathing 
is habit. Life is habit. or rather life is a succession of habits, 
since the individual is a succession of individuals. (p. 8) 

The changes in the individual and in his world that inevitably take 

place as time passes necessitate corresponding changes in habit. 

"The pact", Beckett writes, "nmst be continually renewed.; the letter 

of safe-conduct brought up to date" (P. 8). 

The threat from Aiiah the letters of safe-conduct of habit shelter 

us is the threat of being exposed to the reality of our wrlds. 

reality is a word nuch used by Beckett in Proust. The unstated 

and unexplained view of art that I have referred ýo as underlying 
his discursive writings is deperident on vAiat Beckett mans by reality. 

c It is a term never defined - probably because Beckett cannot define it - 

and thus I too will forego definition. However, the contexts in %bich 

Beckett uses the term do allow us to offer certain suggestions about how 

we n-&ght conceive of reality along the sane kind of lines as Beckett 

does . Habit creates illusions about our past, about our 
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present, and about our possibilities for the future, and it is only 

vhen habit is in abeyance, i. e. uhen we are spontaneous, that we are 
13 

confronted with the "real" . Whatever reality is, in Beckett's 

conception, it can thus be preliminarily understood as that of which we 

are aware when w- are not creatures of habit. The "sufferi ng of 
being" that we experience at such norrents of freedom from habit "opens", 

Beckett writes, "a window on the real and is the main condition of 
the artistic experience" (P. 16). This does not man that habit is 

itself unreal. As creatures of habit ule are the victirms of illusions, 

but the fact that ue have such illusions is not itself illusory. 

The action of habit consists in screening us off from reality,, 
from the absolutely unbearable cruelties and enchantrrents of reality 

that can cause us to suffer. Habit is thus a defence n-echanism 

preserving us from the suffering that is, the necessary correlative 

ofaantancity. 

-.. Ibe fundanental duty of habit,, about uhich it describes the futile r 
and stupefying arabesques of its supererogations consists in a 
perpetual adjustrrent and readjustuent of our organic sensibility 
to the conditions of its worlds. Suffering represents the anission 
of that duty, whether through negligence or inefficiency, and 
boredom its adequate perforn-ance. (P. 16) 

Habit shields us from reality and from suffering by falsifying, by 

allowing us the illusion of security. This falsification is not 

carrie d out consciously, as in a sinple lie (although lying may bý 

a part"Of our habit); rather the process begins, as Pen4 Girard hýs 

written,, in advance of any conscious experience: 

The organic falsehood' functions every tirre sameone wishes to 
see only that which serves his 'interest' or som other disposition 
Z; f-bis instinctive attention, whose cbject is thus rodified even 
in mmmry. The man who deludes himself in this way no longer needs 
to lie. 

corrbray shies away from dangerous truths as a healthy organism 
refuses to digest sorrething which would hann it. Conbray is an eye 

13. Beckett describes one incident from Proust's novel thus: " ... in 
consequence of his ZMarcells, 7 journey and his anxiety, his habit is 
in abeyance, the habit of his tenderness for his grandmother... The 
notion of what he should see has not had time to interfere its pris,, n 
between the eye and its object. His eye functions with the cruel 
precision of a carrera; it pbotographs the reality of his grandmther". 
(P. 15 ) 
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which blinks out the particles of -dust which might -irritate. 
Everyone at Ccnbray is therefore his own censor; but this self- 
censorship, far from being painful, blends with the peace of 
Conbray, with the happiness of being a part of Combray. 14 

It is when the pact is being brought up to date,, in the period 
%fien %-e are spontaneous as one habit is being replaced by another, 
that ue are exposed to reality and liable to suffering: 

The periods of transition that separate consecutive adaptations 
(since by no expedient of macabre transubstantiation can the 
grave sheets serve as swaddling clothes) represent. the perilous 
zones in the life of the individual, dangerous, precarious, painful, 
nysterious and fertile, when for a moment ýhe boredom of living 
is replaced by the suffering of being. (P. 8) 

V, ben changed conditions have necessitated the creation of a new 
habit,, the old habit (Beckett also calls it the old "ego") rray 
die. If it does,, we are freed from our habitual illusions and, in 

the interim before the new habit can form, the "maximum value of 
our being is restored" (P. 9 ): 

The old ego dies hard. Such as it was, a minister of dullness, 
it uras also an agent of security. Mien it ceases to perform 
that second function, when it is opposed by a phenorrenon that it 
canýot reduce to the cmdition of a comfortable and familiar 
concept,, when, in a word, it betrays its trust as a screen to 
spare its victim the spectacle of reality, it disappears, and 
the victim, now an ex-victim, for a n-on-ent free, is exposed to 
that reality. (P. 10) 

Beckett gives an exmple of this from Proust's novel. The narrator 
is used to a low ceiling and is unable to sleep in a room with a 
high ceiling, is tortured by the strange room. what is taking place, 
Beckett says, is that the old pact of friendship for a room with a 
low ceiling has been irade ineffectual by the chan ged conditions, 

under which Marcel finds himself in a room with a high ceiling. The 

old habit mist therefore die in order that a habit of friendship for the 

high ceiling may be bom: 

Between this death and that birth, reality, intolerable, absorbed 
feverishly by his consciousness at'the extreme lirit of its intensity, 
by his total consciousness organised to avert the disaster, to create 
the new habit that will enpty the nystery of its threat - and also 
of its beauty. (P. 10-11) 

14. Ibne Girard, Deceit, Desire, and The Novel: Self and Other in Lit- 
eEaa Structure, (translated frm the FrenEF ]: Fy Yvome Frecc-er-oy-, The, 
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimre, Maryland, 1965, p. 197. Con-bray is,, 
in Proust's novel, Ibroel's childhood hone. Girard goes on to say that 
the Verdurin salon also possesses an "elirdnative function,, similar 
to that of Carbray (p. 19 8) . 
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After Beckett's discussion, in "Beckett by the Madeleim" , of 
a fonn that acconucdates chaos in art, Torn Driver suggests that 

this could apply to all art: 

'Isn't all art arrbiguous? l 
'Not this, ' he sai . d, and gestured towards the Madeleine. The 
classical lines of the church... don-dnated all the scene where 
we sat. The Boulevard de la Madeleine, the Boulevard Malesherbes, 
and the Rue Rcyale ran into it with graceful flattery, bearing 
tidings of the Age of Reason. 'Not this. This is clear. This 
does not allow the irystery to invade us. With classical art, 
all is settled. ' 15 

Mdle fonn cannot be equated with habit, nor diaotic rraterial. with 
spontaneity, it is nonetheless possible to see how the sarm kind of 

relationship exists between form and chaos as between habit and 

spontaneity. We have seen how Beckett considers that the new form 
in art will be of such a kind that it will acconmodate chaos by ex- 

cluding it. He wants art to allow chaos, the mystexy, to invade us, 

and he sees the best way of doing this as having a fom that is 

threatened the whole tim. In Proust he feels that the maximn 

value of our being is restored only when we are threatened by the 

rrystery, and that this is possible only when habit is in abeyance. 
in both cases the enphasis in on the need to let chaos in: as far 

as forriVoontent is concerned, the reason given is that the chaos 
is all around us and rrust be acconrcdated; as far as habit/spontaneity 

is concerned, the reason given is that only thus is value restored. 
And in both cases the idea of a threat is what governs the relation- 

ship. The threat is inportant-both because it is responsible for 

the existence of habit (we would not need a guarantee of inviolability 
4 

there were no threat) and because it can, under certain circumstances, 

overthrow habit; both because it is responsible for form in art (to 

the extent to which form in art is a response to our need to make order 

out of the chaos of experience) and because it can, under certain 

circumstances, overcome the limitations of form in art. The importance 

of the idea of a threat is, moreover, not limited to ýhese two pairs 

of opposites: it relates to all such pairs in Beckettis work, all of 

15. Tom F. Driver,, "Beckett by the kbdeleine", loc. cit. 
Beckett continues: "But it is different at chartres. There is the 
implicable, and there art raises questions that it does not 
attenpt to answer". 
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which are both irreconcilably opposite and at the sarre tine 

totally dependent on each other. 

in sam, ways the spontaneity discussed by Beckett is simi lar 

to what icyce called an 'epiphany', which in Stephen Ifero is 

described in the following terrrs: 

i3y an epiphany he ZS-tephen, 7'reant a sudden spiritual manifestation, 
utiether in the vulgarity of speech or gesture or in a nm-crable 
phrase of the n-Lind itself . He believed that it was for the mn 
of letters to record. these epiphanies with extrem care, seeing 
that they therselves are the rost delicate and evanescent of 
norrents. He told Cranly that the clock of the Ballast Office 
was capable of an epiphany. Cranly questioned the inscrutable 
dial of the Ballast office with his no less inscrutable countenance. 

I Yes I, said Stephen, 'I will pass it tirre after tim, allude to 
it, refer to it, catch a glinpse of it. It is only an item in 
the catalogue of Dublin's street furniture. Then all at once I 
see it and I know at once what it is: epiphany. 

'What? ' 
I Imgine nTy glinpses at that clock as the gropings of a spiritual 

eye vbich seeks to adjust its vision to an exact focus. The rronr-nt 
the focus is reached the object is epiphanised. It is just in this 
epiphany I find the third,, the suprerre quality of beauty I. 16 

The mjor differences between this and the spontaneity Beckett discusses 

in Proust is that icyce,, unlike Beckett, envisages no such mchanism 

as habit that opposes the exact focusing of the 'spiritual eye', and 
that he does not associate these evanescent n-on-ents with even the 

possibility of change: the epiphanies discussed by Joyce, 

unlike the spontaneity that comes with the death of habit, are un-: - 
Connected with any period of transition to a new ego. 

I 

This brief preliminary outline of uhat Beckett says about the 

worki 
, 
ngs of habit and spontaneity in Proust would be inconplete 

without a nmtion of the workings of two of their correlatives,, 

volmtary and involmtary ne=ry. 

Voluntary n-emry is conditioned by and is a function of habit 

(P. 17): it is uhat, enables us to recall what we wish to recall. It 

is,, Beckett writes: 

... the uniform n=ry of intelligence; and it can be relied on to 
reproduce for our gratified inspection those inpressions of the 
past that were consciously and intelligently formed... It presents 

16. Jarres Jcyce,, Stephen Hero, Jonathan cape Ltcl., Tx)ndon, . 1944, 
p. 18 8. 
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the past in ronochrorre. The i1pages it chooses are as arbitrary 
as those chosen by irreginationr ýnd are equally rerrate from 
reality. (P. 19) - 

As against this, involuntary n-e-=zy is "explosive, an immdiateo, 

total and delicious deflagration" (P. 20): 

... it abstracts the useful, the opportune, the accidental... in 
its flarre it has consumd Habit and all its uOrks, and in its 
brightness revealed what the mock reality of experience ve . ne r 
can and never will reveal - the real. (P. 20) 

The "n-&racle" (P. 21) of involuntary memory restores "the total 

past sensation, not its echo nor its copy, but the sensation itself" 
(P. 54) : 

Thanks to this reduplication, the experience is at once imaginative 
and eirpirical, at once an evocation and a direct perception, real 
without being nerely actual, ideal without being Mrely abstract,, 
the ideal. real, the essential, the extratenporal. (P. 56) 

This spontaneous or involuntary nrmory is the reduplication of an 
-66ýrlier spontaneous sensation that habit has rejected and Which has 

literally been forgotten by (habitual) voluntary remory. As Beckett 

writes, the "integral purity" Of the original spontaneous sensation 
is "retained because itfiq forgotten" (P. 54): 

The nost trivial experience - he ZProust, 7 says in effect - is en- 
crusted with elements that logically are not related to it and have 
consequently been rejected by our intelligence: it is inprisoned 
in a vase filled with a certain perfume and a certain colour and 
raised to a certain tenperature. These vases are suspended along 
the height of our years, and, not being accessible to our intelligent 
mamry, are in a sense immune, the purity of their climatic content 
is guaranteed by forgetfulness, each one is kept at its distance,, 
at its date. So that when the inprisoned microcosm is besieged in 
the nznner described, we are flooded by a new air and a new perfume 
(new precisely because already experienced) and %, A-- breathe the true 
air of Paradiser of the only Paradise that is not the dream of a 
nzdrran, the Paradise that has been lost. (P. 55) 

The Relevance of Proust to Beckett's Creative Work 

Mile it may be, and it certainly has been assuned often enough,, 
that the ideas expressed in Proust are of relevance to Beckett's own 

creative writings,, it is irrportant not to forget that Proust JLs first 

arxl,, presuTably,, forerrost about Proust's novel. Before taking this discussion 

of these ideas any further, therefore, it is essential to examine 

u4-ýether or not, and if so the extent to uMch, Proust can be justifiably 
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considered as reflecting Beckett's own concerns. The only way,, in the 
final analysis, ' we can do this, for Proust or for any of the other 

critical articles, is by examining what Beckett says in these articles 
together with his creative work, and this ue will be doing in subsequcnt 
chapters of this study. A large nunber of comTentators on Beckett's 

work have already taken sam steps in this direction, particularly as 

regards Proust, and they seem to agree in general terms that this 

ulork is useful as an aid to understanding its author's creative 

writings. Rayrrond Federrran writes that "though describing the Proustian 

creative process in this essay /P'EqLisft... Beckett largely predicts 
his own creative'course to com"; 

17 Francis Doherty sees Proust as 
"a necessary adjunct for the reader interested in Beckett's theories 

of. fiction" since it can be seen to be "predicative of Beckett's own 

concerns "; 
18 

and John Fletcher and John Spurling claim that the essay 
is "a table of law for any student of either Proust or Beckett". 19 

When, however, the ideas expressed in the essay are applied in 

any detail to the creative work Beckett wrote later, the resulting 

middle is often enough to cast doubt on the supposed usefulness of 

any such application, as well as on the relevance of Proust to anything 

other than (and scimetims including) Proust. This can be illustrated 

by an example taken from A. Alvarez' recent study of Beckett. 20 

Alvarez considers that for Beckett, as for Proust, the infrequent 
. 

illuminations of involuntary mamory - Coupled with the fact that suffering 
inspires art - is the best that can be hioped for. 21 Quoting Beckett's 

discussion of the periods of transition that separate any two habits - 
"because by no expedient of macabre transubstantiation can the grave- 

sheets serve as swaddling clothes" (P. 8) 22 
and considering Pozzols 

17. j22pey to Chaos? cit., p. 155. 
18. samuel Beckett, op. cit., p. 14. 

, 
19. Beckett: A Study of His Playsi, OP. Cit. j, p. 28. 
20. A. Alvarez, Beckett, op. cit. 
21. Ibid, p. 22. ---AIv-arGz-rs-gU--3-lty of a misreading of Beckett- and also, 

f-wuld suggest in passing, of Skinner - ý4ien he writes that in Proust 
Beckett's I'massage is undifferentiated gloom; he makes it sound as 
though the noblest human aspiration uere to achieve the condition of 
one of B. F. Skinner's robots, conditioned out of human feeling by 
boredod' (ibid, p. 22). As I have sham, Beckett explicity . identifies 
"the naxijrEi-value" of human existence, in Proust, with those morrents 
when "the suffering of being" replaces the "boredom of living" (P. 8). 

22. Quoted ibid. 01 p. 87. 
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view in Godot -that "they give birth astride a gravel' (G. 57) 23 
arid 

24 
Vladirdr's ed'id, "Astrid-a of a grave and a difficult birth" (G. 58), 

Alvarez concludes: 

, Apparently the only real change in Beckett's thinking over all those 
years is in understanding that the 'mcabre transubstantiation' 
of swaddling clothes into grave-sheets Zsiqj does, in fact take 
place. Othexwise, it is the sare inage and the sam predicam-nt: 
Pozzo and Vladimir have both entered "the perilous zone ... wtien for 
a non-ent the boredom of living is replaced by the suffering of 
being. 11 2 

I This analysis is typicai of the way in which much Beckett criticism 
handles the concepts expounded in Proust - or, for that matter, in 

any of Beckett's discursive writings and statermnts about his work. 

There is no clear reason why Alvarez should conclude that the 

excerpts from Godot signify any "real change in Beckett's thinking. 

without embýrki 
, 
ng on a detailed discussion of the play - which alone 

could properly indicate what, if any, difference there is between 

Beckett's "views" in it and those expounded in Proust -I would still 

nention three factors which undermine Alvarez' claim. 

one is that even a cursory examination of Pozzols and Vladimir's 

speeches show that som kind of tive elapses between the death and 

the birth: "they give birth astride of a grave", says Pozzo, "the light 

gleams an instant, then it' s'night once norell (G. 57; italics added ; 
26 

and vladimir continues his brooding with, "Down in the hole, lingeringly, 

the gravedigger puts on the forceps. We have tin-e to grow old. The 

air is full of our cries. Zhe listens., 7 But habit is a qreat deadener" 

(G. 58; italics added) 
ý7 M-pan, as in both these cases, allowance is 

mde for an interval between the death of one habit and the birth of 
the next, then there is no justification for Alvarez' assertion that, 

instead of a transitional period of suffering, there will be a trans- 

substantiation of one habit into the next. 

The second is that Alvarez is begging the question of whether or 

not Beckett is using his people, here Pozzo and Vladimir, as mouth- 

pieces for his own views, andignoring the possibility that these 

23. Quoted ibid, p. 87. References to Waiting for Godot (G) are 
-to the 1954 edition published by the Grove Press,, New York. 

24. Quoted in Alvarez, 
'Beckett, 

op. cit., p. 87. 
25. Quoted ibid. 26. Quoted ibid. 27. Quoted ibid. 
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people nay be being treated ironically. This rmy or my not be the 

case,, but it is certainly inportant if we are to. get any further. in our 

understanding of Beckett, and the continued use of out-of-contv, %t 

quotations from Beckett's people that are nerely assurmd to reflect 
the author's own views succe-e-ds only in perpetuating what could be a 
f mdairental misunderstanding. 

Thirdly and lastly, this e. *Icerpt from Alvarez' book reveals the 

kind of nuddle-headedness that plagues so marry atterrpts to determine 

the relevance of stateimnts such as those made in Proust to Beckett's 

art. A relatively minor exanple of this is the fact that Alvarez is 

here claiming that Pozzo and Vladimir have entered the perilous zone 

of suffering, while earlier in the book he describes Waiting for Godot 
28 

as an eyairple of "the art of boredom, not suffering" . Mre serious 
is the basic misunderstanding that he reveals of what Beckett means 
by a "period of transition" and by the "suffering of being". If, 

as Alvarez clairrs,, Beckett had changed his mind about the possibility 

of a "macabre transubstantiation of grave-sheets into swaddling 

clothes", then Beckett must also have changed his mind about the 

perilous zcnes of suffering: the suffering of being replaces'the 
boredom of living only during the periods of transition, and if 

grave-sheets are transubstantiated into swaddling clothes tl-, en there is 

no possibility of'suffering at all. The fact that there is at least 

a nomntary lapse after one habit dies before the next has tirm to 

form represents the single hope in Proust - as, I would suggest, in 

Beckett's art. To cancel it out, to claim that Beckett changed his 

mindi, may conceivably be justified, but the question deserves consid- 

eration rather than an off-hand conTrent,, and the attention of a critic 

who at least understands the reaning and the inplications of his cm 

and Beckett's argunents. 

These three faults that I have found with Alvarez - his inadequate 

reading of the text, his 'unjustified assunption that Beckett's people 

are necessarily voicing the writer's own views, and his rmddle-headedness 

about the rreaning and the inplications of concepts Beckett uses in 

proust - are by no rneans peculiar -to Alvarez. It is, howoe-ver, inpossible 

to give such detailed attention here to all those vdio have made sliMilar 

28. lbid, p. 22. 
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e. rrors in their use of Proust and of others of Beckett's discursive 

writings, 
29 

and I will let this discussion of Alvarez serve as a 

warning of possible pitfalls that can annul. whatever value there 

may be in an application of the ideas expressed in Beckett's 

critical works to his art. 

Since the disservice that Alvarez has done to the procedure of 

applying these ideas to Beckett's creative work is, in the example 
discussed, clearly thý result of that cmmntator's own failings, 

the question of how E2tentially useful and relevant the procedure 

may be remains open. 

Most discussions of the relevance of what is said in Proust are 

prefaced by a remark to the effect that we must keep in mind that 

the essay is mainly about Proust, not about Beckett. Instead, however, 

of attempting to ascertain what, in Proust, is expressive of Beckett's 

own concerns, most ccmwntators simply use those quotations from the 

essay that "fit in" with the interpretation they are offering. They 

tautologically -presume to show that a certain amount, in Proust, is 

relevant to Beckett's art by pointing to evidence in the texts of the 

novelsj, plays, etc., which, however, has been selected in order to 

prove the relevance of what is said in Proust. 

It is, in my opinion, inpossible to avoid tautologies altogether 
in a discussion such as this one, which shifts its focus back and forth 

between the creative and the discursive writings: there is nothing to 

ELeLrantee any comection between the two. It is, however,, possible to 

establish the likeliest comections and to justify using some of the 

ideas expressed in the discursive writings rather than others. 

my interest here in Proust is centered around what is said in 

that essay about habit and spontaneity. This is an interest shared by 

other commentators,, as has been seen in the case of Alvarez. Since 

29. Scm of the other camientators who have done so will be discussed 
in subsequent chapters in connection with particular questions 
raised by the English fictions. See also the discussion of morsels 
carmnts on Tal Coal: and Bram van Velde, p. 14 above. 
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Beckett nowhere else in his discursive urritings or in interviews 

nentions these particular contraries explicitly, the difficulties 

in ascertaining how much of uhat. is said in this ccnnC- ction about 
Proust can-be seen as expressive of Beckett's awn cx)noarns are by 

no mans inconsiderable. 

In ten-s of the past, habit manifests itself, as we have seen, 
as voluntary mra)ryl, the c. -pontaneous counterpart of vtUch is invol- 

untary np-mory. These again are mentioned explicitly only in Proust. 

in terms of the future, however, habit manifests itself through 
the uorkings of habitual need, Yhose counterpart is spontaneous 

need. - 

These two kinds of need are relevant not only to Proust, written 

about 1930, but are also explicitly rrr-ntioned in the 1938 review 

of Denis Devlin's poerris and in the unpublished article "Les Deux 

Besoins" (also probably written about 1938). They are also referred 
to by. clear irrplication in others of Beckett's critical writings, 

particularly in the two articles on the van Velde brothers written 

after the war and in the 1949 Dialogues with Georges Duthuitj 
. 

Beckett's last extended piece of critical writing. 
30 If uv-ý conpare 

what is coumn to these various discussions, spanning the nearly 
twenty year period during whicli Beckett was writing critical articles 

and prose fiction in English, with what is said only in Proust Ue 
liould be able to determine the extent to uUch Beckett is, in Proustt 

30. The only reviews, so far as I have been able to trace, that 
Beckett has published since 1949 are "Horarage ýL Jack B. Yeats",, 
op. cit., (1954); "Henri Hayden, hcmrL-, peintrell (a short critical 
text dated January 1952 and printed in Las Cahiers d'Art - Documnts,, 
22, Llovenber 1955,, Ecole de Paris, 1b. 4) ;. preface written to the 
exhibition of Bram van Veldefs paintings at the Galerie Michel 
warren in 1957 (Bulletin de la. Galerie Michel Warren, Paris, IýIay 
1957); an exhibiElon announc--=, t entitled "Pour TýIgdor Arikha" 
(Galerie Claude Bernard, Paris, 1967); and a foreword to Avigýer 

Arikha, Dessins 1965-1970 (Archives d'Art Contezporain, Centre 
National &Art Contenporaini, Paris,, 1970). Bram van Velde, by 
Jacques Putnon, Georges Duthuit, and Beckett, was publishod in 
1958 (La Musee de Poche, Paris), but Beckett's contribution to it 
is the French translation of the te-%-f-- of his coments about van 
Velde in the third "Dialogue with Georges Duthuit", written nearly 
ten years earlier. 
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discussing his own stable concerns with the contraries he calls 
habit and spontaneity. This should, for the first tine, fwrmo&ýI 

a justifiable basis for considering sore, or all,, as the case may 
be, of Proust, of interest to comTentators on Beckett's own creative 
work. 

The Wo Needs in Tixm 

In Proust Beckett writes that for a subject who needs sane 
object to attain his goal, i. e. to have his need satisfied, nems 
that the subject nmst be in total possession of, and cmpletely 
identified with, the object (p. 3,41,64). The subject is omstantly 

ard qualitatively changing as tirre passes: 

Yesterday is not a n-ilestone that has been passed, but a daystone 
on the beaten track of the years, and irren-ediably part of us, 
within us, heavy and dangerous. We are not mrely rrore ueary 
because of yesterday, we are other, no longer uhat we uere before 
the calamity of yesterday. (P. 3) 

Hien the subject dianges qualitatively in this way subsequent to 
having formlated a need for a given object, satisfaction is out of 
the questicn: 

Tho aspirations of yesterday were valid for yesterday's ego, not 
for today's. Vb are disappointed at the nullity of uhat we are 
pleased to call attainment. But what is attainment? The identification 
of the subject with the object of his desire. The subject has died - 
and perhaps many tims - on the way. For subject B to be disappointed 
by the banality of an object chosen by subject A is as illogical as 
to expect one's hunger to be dissipated by the spectacle of Uncle 
eating his dinner. (P. 3) 

Tho reason for this disappointrent is that our habitual, voluntary 

=mory cannot help us to feel the sarre way about the object today as 

we did yesterday. The sam applies even if it should happen , "by 

one of those rare riracles of ooincidence" (P. 4), that the object 
is attained: uu are still disappointed, being "incapable of appreciating 

our joy by conparing it with our sorraw" (P. 4) since voluntary n-ermry 

can cb nothing to evoke the sorrow we felt beforehand. 

Ilia fact that the subject is in a constant state of flux is, 
hcwcwr,, by no mans the only, obstacle standing in the way of satisfaction. 
Man the object is not itself in flux, the subject "infects" it with 
his o%n rability (p. 6) and, uhen both the subject and the object are 

- -1- - "-. 
I 
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in-flux, when, in other uvrds, 

it is a case of huiran intercourse, we are faced by the prcblem 
of an object whose mbility is not verely a function of the 
subjectb, but independent and personal: tuo separate and in-r- 
manent dynan-isms related by no system of synchronisation. (P. 6-7) 

The "poisonous ingenuity of Time in the science of affliction" (P. 4) 

thus n-akes it in-possible for nun to be satisfied in Tirm: 

So that whatever the object, our thirst for possession is, by 
definition, insatiable. At the best, all that is realised in 
Tirm (all Tirre produce) , whether in Art or Life,, can only be 
possessed successively, by a series of partial annexations - and 
never integrally and at once... But for every tumour a scalpel 
and a compress. Memory and Habit are attributes of the Time cancer. 
(P. 7) 

This intolerable state of affairs is in fact made tolerable 
by habit, which shelters us from an awareness of the futility of 

our attenpts to satisfy ourselves, and by voluntary nr-rmzy,, which 

screens us from an awareness of previous disappointments. Habit and 

voluntary nemry, uhich are responsible in part for the fact that 

we are permanently dissatisfied, since they do not allow us to re- 

experience the feelings ým had wlien we first formulated a need, are 
thus also responsible for making our dissatisfaction tolerable. As 

Beckett writes,, Proust's "Janal, txinal, agile monster or Divinity" is: 

Tirre- a condition of resurrection because an instrunent of death; 
Habit - an infliction in so far as it opposes the dangerous exaltation 
of the one and a blessing in so far as it palliates the cruelty of 
the other; bl-=. ry -a clinical laboratory stocked with poison and 
remdy, stimulant and sedative.... (P. 22) 

Later references that Beckett makes to this lack of connection 
between subject and object justify the conclusion that the concern 

w7ith the "pe rpetum rrabile of our disillusionsi- (P-13) expressed in connection 

with Proust is shared by Beckett. 

In his first article on the van Velde brothers' paintings he 
4 J 

describes Geer van Velde's painting thus: "C'est la representation de 
Z ce fleuve ou,, selon le n-odeste calcul d'He"raclite, personne ne descend 

deux fois" (PvV. 355). Heraclitus' conception of a world in flux is 

very sirmilar to the conception of the, changes effected by time in proust. 
Men the idea of need 

31 is applied to the creative process - as Beckett 

31. We are here discussing need in general; the discussion of the particular 
role played in the creative process by each of the t%m different needs, 
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seems to thi 
. 
nk it should be 32 

the subject is the representer, the 

artist, and the cbject is the represented, the "occasion" for the 

work of art. In the third of his dialogues %ith Duthuito, Beckett 

says that both these term are unstable, and that uhat should concern 

us is "the acute and increasing anxiety of the relation itself" 
(DGD 111,125). He admires Bram van Velde for having, in his painting, 
faced up to "the absence of ternr., or, if you like,... the presence 

of unavailable terms" (DGD 111,125) which annuls the relationship 
that is usually presuned to exist between subject and object. Thus 

Beckett here excludes the possibility of a satisfactory outcom, in 

art. "Aux enthyrrý-nes de Vart ce sont les conclusions qui manquent 

et non les premisses" (DB. 3). 

The two needs are elaborated on. in "Denis Devlin" and in "Les 

Deux Besoinsli. 

The one is the habitual need to make the urbearable bearable, 

to rrake the object seem accessible to the subject; the other is 

the sýcntaneous need to confront the "cruelties and enchantments 

of, reality", to recognize that the object is inaccessible. 

Wben we refer to habit's function as that of making existence 
bearable or tolerable we are again using words that Beckett uses in 

a specific and, in this case, quite literal sense. For our lives to 

be bearable does not necessarily man that they are without nAsfortunes - 

or without joys. "The imediate joys and sorrows of the body and the 

intelligence are", Beckett writes,, "so many superfoetations" (p. 3) 

31. (cont. ) the habitual and the spontaneous, will follow. 
32. Art should, Beckett suggests in "Denis Devlin", be "free to be 

derided (or not) in its own term and not in those of the politicians, 
antiquaries (Geleerte) and zealots... In its own texms,, that is in 
terms of need, not of opinion, still less of faction; opinion being 
a response to and at least (at best) for a tirm an escape from need, 
from one kind of needr and artr in this case these poems, no mre (! ) 
than the approximately adequate and absolutely non-final formulation 
of another kind... The only suggestions therefore that the revic-, %, er 
may venture without inpertinence are such as have reference to this 
fundamntal. Thus he may suggest the type of need (Braque's is not 
Munch's, neither is Kleels, etc. ), its energy, scopej, adequacy of 
expression, etc. There seems no other way in which this miserable 
functionary can hope to achieve innocuity. Unless of course he is 
a critic. " (DD. 289-190) In "La Peinture des van Velde" he describes 
Bram van Velde's painting as expressing "la. chose seule, isolde par 
le besoin de la. voir,, par le bescin de voir" (PVV. 352. ) 
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and such joys and sorrows are all subsumed under the umbrella of 
habit,, and are thus facets of the boredoin of living uhich is tolerable. 

ibal joy and real pain (which Beckett sees as linked) are possible 

only when habit is in abeyance, and these are intolerable in their 
intensity. 

The world that we find bearable, even enjoyable, is a world 

projected by our habit wMch does not allow us to realise that 

subject-object relationships are illusory. The creature of habit is 

doggedly optimistic, sure that coaplete satisfaction isJust. arcuril 
the next corner, or the me after that, and content in the interim to 

admire the progress he thinks he has rrade towards this goal. The 

need that corresponds to this, the need felt by the creature of 
habit, is uIiat Beckett in "Denis Devlin" call the need of Dives. 

This is the need of 

... the go-getters, the gerryrrandlers,, Davus and the morbid dread 
of sphinxes, solution clapped on problem like a snuffer on a candle,, 
the great crossword public on all its planes: 'He roasteth roast and 
is 'satisfied. Yea, he warmth himself and saith, Aha, I am 
warm. 1 (M. 29 0) 

Dives, acquisitive, possessive, turns aside from all the unsatisfactory 

aspects of his experience, aspects that it cannot reduce to the status 

of a comfortable and fa,, dliar concept, and devotes its attentions 
to projecting a satisfactory world. Va-at it does, in other words, is 

to forge relations between things that are in reality unrelated; by 

doing so it n-okes possible the illusion that need is satisfiable., 
" 

H&it shields us from the awareness of the terrifying flux of reality 
by creating and maintaining the illusion of fixity. It cannot cancel 

reality cut, but it can, in extreme cases, consistently divert us from 

the inplications that a vision of reality nust have for our habitual 

illusions. Reality has necessarily changed since arry particular 
habit was formed (reality is constantly changing),, and that habit mist 

die and be re-born in a new form that acconmdates the reality of 

the present. if this does not happen,, if habit refuses to acknowledge' 

changed circumstances, and this consistently, its world will become 

increasingly renote from reality: the unchanging habitual projection of 

the worl d will differ more and nore drastically from the real world 

which is continually changing. 

The other kind of need in Beckett's view is the need to confront 

reality, to see a thing as unique, inexplicable, unrelated to any other 
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thing and in flux. In Proust Beckett says that exposure to tenporal 

reality can only take place when for some reason habit is in abeyance: 
the sufferi 

, 
ng that results from sucii exposure is the sworn eneny of 

habit, whose duty it is to preserve a dull inviolability. When the 

suffering of being replaces the boredom of living one of two things 

will happen. If habit is dead or as good as dead (i. e. dying), the 

suffering will inaugurate a period of transition and will end with 
the construction of a new, changed habit uUch accomTodates the 

new thing that caused the suffering. In this case exposure to reality 

will have provided a necessary corrective to the habitual world-view. 
in Proust's novel this process of total re-adjustrent takes. plaoe on 

several occasions. The other possibility is that habit is only 
"sleeping". If this is the case there will be no transitional period 

and no new, changed habit 33 
since the old habit will spring to 

attention and rob the rrystery of its threat by reducing it to the 

conditicnof a comfortable, assimilable concept. In this case reality 

will have been deprived of its power to correct the habitual world- 

view,, and the illusim will rrerely have been conpounded. This, as 
I will show, happens with depressing frequency in Beckett's English 
fictions. 

The need that thrives so briefly utien habit is caught off guard is 

what Beckett calls the need of Lazarus,, a need that is unsatisfiable 

since its subject and its object. are real, unrelated,, unidentifiable: 

the "Unbefriedigt jeden Augenblick" Zünsatisfied at every mm=t7, 
the need to need ("airrant l1amour"), the art that condenses as 
inverted spiral of need, that condenses in intensity and brightness 
from the rere need of the angels to that of the seraphinns, whose end 
is its own end in the end and source of need. (DD. 290) 

Lazarus is the need to see the world as it is in reality, the need to 

suffer from an awareness of one's total inability to conprehend its 

rrysteries, the need to be awazed at its conplexity. man cannot live in 

a state of unceasing dissatisfaction. If subject and object are in 

reality unidentifiable, *as Beckett says they are,, rran rrust construct an 
illusory world,, a habitp in which he can live. Without be spontaneous 

33. "Habit way not be dead (or as good as dead,, doon-ed to die) but 
sleeping. This second and wore fugitive experience rmy or imy not 
be exenpt from pain. It does not inaugurate a period of transition. " 
(P. 9-10) 
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need of Lazarus there is only boredomi, stagnation, and the illusicn 

of fixity. Without the habitual need of Dives there is only wonder 

and fear, terrifying, enchanting flux. 

- Neither need is,. in reality, satisfiable (since in reality subject 
is absolutely unrelated to object), but the creature of habit thinks 

satisfaction is possible and can convince himself that he is satisfied, 

wiiereas the creature tenporarily free of habit is aware of the illusory 

nature of batisfaction. 

up to this point there is no significant disagreement between 

what Beckett writes in Proust and what he writes in his later dis- 

cursive work. The concepts used in Proust to describe the "perpetuum 

mobile of our disillusions" (P., 3) are echoed and elaborated on in 

Beckett's later convents on writers and painters. This discussion 

of the two needs has,, ha, 7everl concerned itself up to now solely with 

the condition of man in Tirre, and we have left man in the unenviable 

position of being unable to cmbine Dives and Lazarus since they 

are mutually exclusive, and of being unable to exist satisfactorily 

with either alone. 

Proust resolves this dilemm out of Tine. For Proust it is possible 
for involuntary nemr-y to work a "miracle of evasion" from Tirm (P. 22): 

%ben Tiim is obliterated tl=ugh involuntary n-L-. =ry, the extratenporal 

reality that is hidden from the victims of Tirre can be both revealed 

and possessed in a "brief eternity" of exaltation (P. 57). It is in 

this "mystical experience" of union with reality that Proust finds his 

"salvation" (P. 57). The difficulty of having either to conbine the 

illusory satisfaction of Dives with the real dissatisfaction of Lazarus 

or to choose between them is solved by hoisting the 6hole question on 

to another, and a mre elevated, plane. Invo luntary neuory allows of 

"inspired perception" which is defined as "the identification of 

subject and cbject" (P. 64). Thus by escaping Tim, need is satisfied 

for Proust in a manner that is not illusory. 

This is not a final solution, any rmre than the satisfaction thus 

experienced is a permanent satisfaction. It is precisely a brief 

eternity of exaltation, and it is inevitable that Tirm should reclaim 
its victim. In the Guermantes library Proust's Marcel experiences the 

negation of Tire and of Death ("Death is dead because Tim is dead" P. 56), 
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and ui)en he then leaves the library he is "confronted by the spectacle 

of Tirre n-ade flesh" (P. 57) in the faces and frailties of his dying 

acquaintances. Nonetheless Marcel does retain som permanent bemefit 

from this experience of timelessness. Afterwards he can urrIerstand 
"the maning of death, of love and vocation, of the joys of the spirit 

and the utility of pain" (p. 59), and he can use this understanding 
to create a -*, ork of art %4ien he becon-es once more a victim of Tire. 

ran this extratemporal salvation be seen as of interest to Beckett in 

other contexts? 

This is a question that has never been discussed in conymntaries 

on Be-dkett's work, and it is of crucial inportance since any inter- 

pretation of the inport of Beckett's aesthetics hinges on whether or 

not Be&. ett too can be justifiably considered as finding his fleeting 

salvation in the Proustian extratenporal ecstasy of fulfilnent. 

There are, as I will show, equally strong reasons for concluding 
that Beckett does as for concluding that he does not feel that an 

extrateqooral reality is accessible and a solution to the dile=a 

possible. I will first outline very briefly the evidence that 

could be cited in support of these conclusions separately, and then 

examine them together and discuss. the possible reasons for the 

contradictions involved. 

The Possibility of Extratenporal Salvation 

. Proust saw n-en as victims of Tirre and saw hope only in evading 
it. ' The difference between this view and what Beckett writes about 

Tin*e in oonnection with the van Veldels uork is striking: to do 

as they have done, he says: 

týiert 
un rrgtier' d1une souplesse et d1une 16geretg extrýms, 

un er qui insinue plus qulil n1affinm, qui ne soit positif 
qufavec 116vidence fugace et accessoire du E-and positif, du seul 
positif , du tenps Sei charrie. (PvV. 353; italics added) 

This suggests that we are on shaky 
, 

ground when we assurre conplete 

agreerrent between Beckett's view of Tirre and Proust's. The fact that 

this is so rare an exanple of Beckett commenting on Tirre outside 
the Proustian context does not necessari. 'Ly rrean - although of course 
it rmy - that the concept of Tirre is of lesser inportance to Beckett 

than it was to Proust. Perhaps Beckett rerely takes Tirm for granted. 
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it is noraially only Aien there is a real possibility of our being 

cut off fran air that we concern ourselves with it, and it n-ay be 

that it is sirdlarly only when we conceive, as Proust does, of a 

real possibility of being cut off from Tim that ve concern ourselves 
to such an extent with Tim. If this is the case, then clearly the 
difference between Proust and Beckett is very great. 

Conw-nts have been quoted that reveal Beckett? s admiration 
for Bram van Velde's submission to the absence of any relationship 
between subject and object, as well as Beckett's view of the 

unsatisfiable nature of the spontaneous need of Lazarus. These seem 
to indicate that Beckett is not prepared to believe in the possibility 

of the satisfaction envisaged by Proust - or,, for that matter,, in 

any satisfaction. This is further supported by Beckett's closing 

argument in "Bram van Velde" that tl-ie painter (as interpreted by 

Beckett) has,, after recognisi. ng the falsity of the subject-object 

relationship, refused to re-create it on a different plane. That 

Beckett then corLnects this refusal with what he has himself done 

in his own art seerm like a definitive rejection of the Proustian 

solution: 

My case, since I am in the d6ck, is that van Velde is the first to 
desist from this eseeticised automatism, the first to submit wholly 
to the incoercible absence of relation, in the absence of terms or 
if you like,, in the presence of unavailable terms, the first to 
admit that to be an artist is to fail, as no other dare fail, that 
failure is his world and the shrink from it desertion, art and 
craft, good housekeeping, living. No, no,, allow me to expire. I 
know that all that is required now,, in order to bring even this 
horrible matter to an acceptable conclusion, is to make of this 
submission, this admission, this fidelity to failure, a new occasion, 
a new term of relation, and of the act which, unable to act, obliged 
to act, he makes , an expressive act, even if only of itself,, of 
its inpossibility, of its obligation. I know that my inability to 
do so places myself, and perhaps an innocent, in whht I think is 
still called an unenviable situation, familiar to psychiatrists. 
(DGDIII, 126) 

There are countersuggestions elsewhere in the articles on both 

the van velde brothers: "Ia Peinture des van velde, ou le monde et 
le pantalon" and "Peintres de VErrp6chenentil, 

"La Peinture des van Velde... " was written early in 1945, and is 

the mst sustained piece of discursive writing the author ever wrote 

after Proust. In terns of the question under discussion, some 
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of the coments nade here differ radically in their inplications 

both from othex commnts found in the sarm article and from uhat 
is said in "Denis Devlin" and the dialogue "Bram van Veld, -. 11. The 

fact that "Denis Devlin" was written in 1938 and "Br= van Velde" 
in 1949 seerrs to cancel out the possibility-that Bedcett changed 
his mind over this question at som point, and some other kind of 

explanation will have to be sought as to why he should contradict 

himse 1f. 

Describing the painting of Bram van Velde,, Beckett in "La Peinture 

des van Valde... " writes: 

/ 

IrrPossible de vouloir autre l'inconnu, l1enfin vu, dont le centre 

'est 
partout et la circonference nulle part; ni le seul agent 

capable de le faire cesser; ni le but, qui est de le faire cesser. 
Car c'est bien de cela qulil slagit, de ne plus voir cette chose 
adorable et effrayante, de rentrer dans le tenps, dans la c4citd, 
Waller slemuyer devant les tourbillons de viande jamais mrte 
et frissoner sous les peupliers. Alors on la rrmtre, de la seule 
fagon possible. (PvV. 353; italics added) 

The artistic experience of Bram van'Velde, Beckett is. sayi 
* 
ng, is 

34 
the experience of samthing terrifying and adorable, and since to 

stop having this experience is to re-enter Tirre and. "thisness", 

the experience itself mist be extratenporal. 

It has been shown how, in Proust, Beckett uses the concept of habit 

to show the illusory nature of what ue choose to consider as fixity. 

He describes the use of nan-es, for example, which help us to convince 

ourselves that Uncle Tom today is the same individual as Uncle Tan 

j, esterday, as an instance of "a barbarous society's primitivisra! ' (P. 32): 

like all of habit's arsenal, names help protect us fran an aumreness 

of the flux of reality. In "La Peinture des van Velde ... 11, however, 

Beckett uses the idea of fixity, or immbility, in a very different 

34. There is a clear connection between this and the spontaneous 
experience of reality as described in Proust as "the perilous 
zones in the life of the individual, dangerous, precarious, painful, 
nysterious and fertile, when for a noment the boredom of living 
is replaced by the suffering of being" (p. 8) . Suffering is 
there too seen as "the main condition of the artistic experience" 
(p. 16) 
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sense to describe further how Brarm van Velde, a painter whcn 
35 Beckett clearly admires, has tackled the age-old prcblem of 

connecting himself, the subject, the representer, with his"'occasion"o, 
the cbject, the representee: 

AAraharV van Velde peint lletendue. 
GZ'erardu. -V van Velde peint la succession. 
Puisque, avant de pouvoir voir Vetendue, a plus forte raison 
avant de pouvoir le representer, il faut lli=biliser, calui-la 
s 3( e c5tourne de lletendue naturelle, celle-qui tourne comm Una 

U toupie sous le fouet du soleil. Il-l'id6alise,, en fait en""sens 
interne. Et cI est - justement en 17IM76alisant cp I il a pu la 

J. 
realiser avec cette objectivitd, cette nettet6 sans precedent... 
Clest la sa trouvaille. Il la doit a un besoin tondu a llextxieme 
de voir clair. (PVV. 353; italics added) 36. 

ýbt only is Beckett here admiring van veldels discovery of the 
thing as it really is, ideal, truly "mpgoaled", which is very 
sixdlar to what he describes in Proust as the "ideal real" (P. 56Y 
(and very far from vbat he writes about the painter in the 

37 dialogue), he has also, in this paragraph, contradicted another' 
staten-ent rrade elsewhere. His admiration, here, for van Velde's 

unprecedented clarity is directly at odds with uhat is said on 
the subject of clarity in "Denis Devlin" iffiere, as we have seen, 
he considers that "art has nothing to dow-ith clarity, does not 
dabble in the clear, does not rrake clear" (DD. 293) and in!. his 

interview with Tom Driver. 
38 

35. Cf. Inter alia, "MY caser since I am in the dock, is that van 
Veld is the first to desist from this estheticised automatism... *ý 10 (DGD 111.125); and "On ne fait que commncer a deconner sur les 
frýres van Velde. / i1ouvre la serie. / Clest un honneur. " (1>JV. 
356) 

36. * He has earlier in this article, in the sarm vein,, written that: 
"La peinture d1A. van Velde serait donc pren-Liererrient une peinture 
de la chose en suspens, je dirais volontiers de la chose morte, 
ide'alemnt norte, si ce terrre Wavait pas de si facheuses assoc- 
idions. C'est-67-dire que la chose qu'on y voit West plus seulement 
repr6sent& corrm suspendue, mais strictewmt telle quIelle est, 
#ý& 3: 4ellermnt. Clest la chose seule, isol4e par le besoin de 
la voi3ý, par le besoin de voir. La chose imTobile dans le videp 
voila enfin la chose visible, 1'cbjet pur. Je Wen vois pas 
d1autre. " (PvV. 352) 

37. "1 'suggest that van Velde is the first Uhose painting is bereft, 
rid if you prefer, of occasion in every shape and form, ideal 
as uell as material" (DGD 111.121). 

38. This quotation about clarity from. "Denis Devlin" (written in 1938) 
and the staterrent made on the same subject to Tan Driver in 1991 
("Beckett by the Madeleine", loc. cit. )-were used earlier as evidence 
that Beckett did not change hi[sý 'nund on this subject in that over twenty 
year period. While this still seems a valid cmurent, it now hardly 
seems sufficient: Beckett's admiration, -E-1945, for the work of an 
artist whom he sees as achievi clarity does inply that Beckett uses 
the idea of claritV in a more complex way or in more ways than oriq- 
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Va-en Beckett writes, again in "La, Peinture des van Velde... ", of 
'Ile noir qui est aube et midi et soir et nuit d1un ciel vide,, d1une 
terre fixe.. -. Clest la' que le peintre pout tranquillen-ent cligner 
de lloeil" (PvV. 352), he is not only reinforcing his identification 

of Bram van Velde's art with the exporienm of fixity, but also 
furt: her tying the artist to uiiat vxa- nniight again have seen as a 
characteristic of habitual existence: peace. Since Beckett in all 

other contexts (and, indeed, in "La Peinture des van-Velde... " also, 
in the discussion of the art of the younger brother, Geer) 39 

connects 
art with disturbance, threat, and suffering, with the experience 
of intolerable reality, it is difficult to see how art can be 

connected with peacefulness or tranquillity. 

An outline of what Beckett writes about Geer van Velde will 

prove that we are not mistaken_in finding Beckett holding two 

very different views of art. Mat he says, moreover, about the 

connection - and the lack of connection - between these two 
brothers will help us to. grasp the inplicati(xis of this double 

aesthetic. 

Contrasting him with his brother Bram who, as we have seen, is 

acimired for his discovery of clarity, immbility, and peace, 
Beckett writes of Geer's painting that: 

Ici tout bouge,, nage, fuit, revient, se d4fait, se refait. Tout 
oesse, sans cesse... ZG. van velde, 7 est ent: Cererrent toum4 vers 
le dehors, vers le tohu-bbhu des choses dans la lurniZre, vers' le 
terrps. Car on ne prend comaisswice du tems que dans les choses 
qulil agitej, qulil enoche de voir. C'est -en se domant entiereaTmt 
au dehors, en mntrant le rracrocosrre seooue' par les frissons cL, 
tezps,, qulil se re'alise,, qulil re'alise llhonrre si llon pref; rer 

38. (cont. ) inally supposed. 
39. In connection with Geer van Velde's painting, Beckett writes: "on 

dirait llinsurrection des male"gules, llintgrieur dlune pierree un 
rdllie4m de seconde avant quIelle ne se desagrege" (PvV. 353). 
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nly a ni 'sent ni repos. Clest la rep *4 entation de cc fleuve pre res 
ou, selon le rrodeste calcul dllIjraclite, personno ne descend 
deux fois. (PvV. 353; italics added) 

Everything in this passage contrasts markedly with the ideas 

Beckett expresses about Bram van Velde in this sarm article, and 

with those parts of Proust that deal with the Proustian miracle. 
And Beckett is aware of this. At the beginning of his discussion 

of the two painters he writes: 

Il irrporte tout d'abord de W. pas confondre les deux oeuvres. 
Ce sont deuk choses, deux series de choses,, absolumnt distinctes. 
Elles slecartent, de plus en plus, llune de llautre. Elles 

01 slecarteront, de plus en*plus, llune de llautre. Comm deux 
horrues qui, partis de la Porte de Chatillon, sI achen-Lineraient, 
sans tmp bibn comailtre le chemin, avec de fr6quents arrets pour 
se domer du courage, llun vers la. Rue Chanp-de-l'Alcuotte, Vautre 
vers 111le des CYgnes. (PvV. 351) 

%hen,, after analysing the work of the elder brother, he coms to 

the subject of Geer's painting, Beckett ccmmnts that "clest un 

passage difficile": 

Il serait prefdrable de. ne pas slexposer 'a' ces deux fajoýs de 
voir et de peindre, le mmm jour. Du imins dans les pr&üers 
tenps. (pvv. 353) 

So absolutely distinct are the two ways of seeing and of painting 
that two distinct types of aesthetic are necessary for them -a nd 
to use both types in one day is extrerrely difficult. The difference 

between the two brothers is a matter of style, but it is not only a 

ratter of style: 

L'ana; yse de cette divergence, si elle n1explique rien, aidera 
peut-etre a situer les deux oeuvres, l'un vis-a-vis Vautre. Elle 
pourra eclairer notammnt 1'4cart qulils accusent au point de vue 
style, 6cart dont il inporte de penetrer le sens profond si Von 
veut eviter dly fonder une confrontation toute en surface. On ne 
saurait trop y insister. (PvV. 354) 

if the profound rreaning of this difference in style, he is saying, is 

ignored or underenphasised, we will fail to realise how great is the 

gulf separating the two. 

This gulf is, in fact, as wide as that which separates the irxUvidual 

caught in the Dives-Lazarus dilemm (in Tirre),, of the total inpossibility 

of a real identification of subject and object,, from the individual 

who, like Proust, has found an extraternporal salvation ýhich mm-itarily 

cancels the dilenTm and allows of real satisfaction. Whenever we write 
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about or discuss these two un- tend to take sides: it is perhaps 
irrpossible not to, so fundarental are the issues raised. And vAien 

we take one side we realise, in our inability at the tirre to evcn 

conprehend the other point of view, how totally distinct they are, and 
how exclusive. on the one side is chaos, maninglessness, and 
confusion; on the other is order, maning, and clarity. Cn the ope 

side is our perception of a world hurtling through tim, terrifyingly, 
beautifully, and our perception of ourselves as inpotent, insignificant 

specks on an infinite horizon; on the other is our perception of what is 

constant, essential, and permanent, and our perception of ourselves 

as capable of understanding that and of. grasping it. 

At some eras in history this opposition has been expressed as the 

difference between appearance and reality, at others as the difference 

between damatim and salvation, and at yet others as the difference 

between natter and n-&nd (or soul). It can be seen (although these 

are categories not used much by Beckett) as the contrast between the 

ron-antic and the classical,, or between the im-nanent and the trans- 

cendent, or again between the artist and the philoscpher. Ber-kett 
in his aesthetics (it is not irrelevant that he should use this 

everyman's land that coirbines art with philosophy as his means of 
discursive expression) uses the term chaos (or ress, confusion, 

rryste3: y,, cc)nsternation) and fom. if the locked door to his 

work is ever to be. glimpsed at in this study,, it must be 

through an attempt to see how the fom and the chaos are related to 

habit and spontaneity and to each other in his work. TAb cannot do 

this by taking sides and blinding ourselves to the half -! one - of 
his worlds: we must do it by setting aside beliefs and by looking 

at the shape of the ideas he uses. 

Contradictions 

Beginning by insisting strenuously on the inportance of not 

confusing the work of Brain van Velde %, 7ith that of Geer van Velde, Beckett 

proceeds, in "La Peinture des van Velde... "I to insist equally 

strenuously on the si'milarities between the "deux series de choses, 

absolumnt distinctes" (PVV. 351). These two rren's work,, which lead 

away fiat each other as surely as those nr-n walking across Paris in 

diamtrically opposite directions, are at the saim tirre heading for 
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the same horizon: 

Il inporte ensuite d'en bien saisir les rapports. Qulils se 
resserrblent, deux homTes qui =rche vers le mým horizon, au 
milicu de tant de coucl-i--s, d'assis et de transportgs en commn. 
(P, AT. 35 1) 40 

After describi 
- 
ng Bram as having found, I'dans le noir", an experience 

of tranquillity, and after writing that in C-4-ter's painting "Ie 

tenps galope, il lleperome avec une sorte de frenesie de raust 
N. a rebours" (PVV. 353), Beckett continues: 

Avec cela clest une peinture ebeer's, 7 d1un calm et d1une 
douceur extraordinaires. E)4cidement je Wen cmprends rien. 
Elle ne fait pas de bruit. Celle de A. van Velde fait un bruit 
txZes characta"rise, celui de la porte qui claque au loin, le 
petit bruit sourd quIm vient de fair claquer a l'arracher du 
nIUr. 

Deux oeuvres en somm qui semble se refuter, mis qui en fait 
se rejoignený au coeur du dileam, calui MM des arts plastiques: 
Corarent representer le changermntT (PVV. 353. ) 

Elenents of the peacefulness characteristic of Brmn' s art are thus 

also relevant to Geer's,, and elenents; of the disturbance characteristic 
of Geer's art are also relevant to Bram's. 

Beckett's insistence on full understanding of the difference 

between the two works is thus followed by the opposite insistence, that 

"les deux choses devaient rester associees" (PvV. 353) 

The relationship between what Beckett sees the two painters each 

representi 
' 
ng - and at the same time the lack of relationship - is 

identical to how he uses opposites in all his discursive writings 

and, as I will show, in his fictions also. Beckett is using these 

wo brothers in order to express his own aesthetics: the question of 

what they see then-selves as doing or of uhat they intend to do in their 

art is, in the final analysis, irrelevant. Beckett concludes his 

discussion of their work by saying: 

0 Il nla d'aiUeurs et: 9 question a' aucun rmimnt de m que font c>--s 
peintres, ou croient faire, cu veulent faire� mais uniquezent de 
ce que je les vois faire. (PvV. 354) 

40. This conment seerm to have certain interesting irTlications as 
regards Beckett's mst recent extended piece of prose fiction, The 
Lost ones, in which four kinds of creatures are in the cylinderv-. those 

--$ -- - -. --. -. ------ 
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This use of opposites is most clearly expressed in his analyssis of 

the problem shared by the two painters and of the opposite ways 
in which each atteTpts to cope with that problem. The problem, in 

both cases, is that of reprcsenting change. For each it is 

inpossible. 

pour Je peintre, la chose est inpossible. Clest d'ailleurs de 
la reprýsentation de cette inr-cssibilitg quo la peintt=e ncderne 
a tire une bonne partie de ses rmilleurs effets. (PvV. 354) 

If change canwt be represented, what ren-ains that does allaw of 

represcmtation? 

Illeur, reste, a llun ZGeer. 7 la chose qui subit, la chose quo 
est changea; a Vautre ZB-ran 

. 17 la chose qui inflige, la chose 
qui fait changer. (PvV. 354. ) 

Each has chosen one half of the equation that cannot be st, -tecl in 
its entirety, at least not on canvas. Beckett expresses this 

again in a later ariicle on the two brothers, "Peintres de 1'Em- 

pechement": 

Que reste-t-il de repr(; sentable si llessence de llcbjet est de 
se dercber a la repr9sentation? 

Il reste a representer les conditions de cette derobade. Elles 
prendront llune ou Vautre de deux forms, selon le vajet. 

L'un dira: Je ne reux voir llobjet pour le representer, parce 
qulil est ce qulil est. Llautre: Je ne peux voir llobjet, pour 

.1 le representer, parce que je suis ce que je suis. 
il ya toujours eu ces deux sortes d'artiste, ces deux sortes, 

dlenpecherentr lleupechemnt-objet et l'errp5chemnt-oeil. Mais 
ces eupechen-ents, on en tenait conpte. Il y avait accon=Clation- 
Ils ne faisaient pas partie de la representation, ou a pelne. 
ici ils en font partie. On dirait la plus grande partie. Est 

A peint ce qui eqpeche de peindre. 
Geer van Velde est un artiste do la pren-tiere sorte (a ron 

chancelant avis)j, Bram van Velde de la seconde. 
i, eur peinture est llanalyse d'tui etat de privation, analyse 

eirppmtant chez llun les terms du dehors, la lurniere et le vide, 
chýj ilautre ceux du dedans, Vcbscurit4, le plein, la phosply)r- 
escence. (PE. 7) 

- The fundamental them cm=n to all Beckett's criticism that can 

explain the contradictions Athin it is the thane of absolute opposition 
between contrary forces that are,, at the same tirre, related and 

40. (cont. ) that are searching (perpetually in rrotion)j those who 
sorretims pause, those vbo seldom mve unless forced to (the 
sedentary), and those who never rrc)ve (the non-searchers). see 
pp. 13- 14, The Lost ones , Calder and Bcyars, London, 1972. 
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interdependent. Beckett has identified (Bram, van Velde's) art with 
le 

clarity, and he has asserted that art has nothing vhiatever to do 

with clarity; he has explained how an artist can function. only Aien he 
leaps beyond the constraints of Tirm (Proust, and Bram van Velde in 

PVV), and he has referred to Tim as "le seul, le grand positif" (PvV. 
353); he has praised the painting of a painter who has mnaged to 
discover the fixity, the dark, where he can blink peacefully, and 
also praised that of a painter in whose painting nothing is still, 
or fixed; he has admired the exploration of the inner life (Bram van 
velde in PvV) and also that of the outer ("le macrocosrre secoue par 
les frissons du, texrps" PvV. 353). ' It my be that not all of these 

are opposites,, but Beckett sees them as such. So too, it may be that 

they are not all even conceivably related, but again it is necessary 
to stick to what Beckett says about them, - for only thus will it be 

possible to grasp what he is doing with the concepts he uses. 

Perhaps the nost crucial of Beckett's contradictions is one 

which has not yet been n-entioned. In the last of the "Dialogues 

with Georges Duthuit", Beckett writes of -ýhe incoercible absence 
of relation and of hcTd he hin-self and, he thinks, Bram van Velde, have 

not,, after recognising that incoercibility,, turned it into a new tem 
i 

of relation. Mat this mans is that Beckett sees himelf and van 
VL-lde as not making the absence of relation between subject and, cbject 
into a new object. To do that would be to make art expressive again, 

even if only of the inpossibillity of expressing anything. Earlier in 

this dialogue Duthuit suggests that van Velde is perhaps expressing the 

inpossibility of expression, and Beckett replies: "No mre ingenious 

nethod could be devised for restoring him, safe and sound, to the 

bosom of Saint Luke. But let us, for once, be foolish enough not 
to turn tail. All have turned wisely tail, before the ultimate 

penury... " (DGD. 111.122)-. This can be seen as a direct disagreerent 

between Beckett's own views and those explained in connection with 
proust, whose mystic salvation depends on an essential and real relation- 

ship between subject and cbject. The story does not end here,, however. 

In"Peintres de l'Eqoechemnt" Beckett writes: 

A partir de ce mcmnt il reste trois chemins que la peinture peut 
prendre. Ie chemin du retour a la vieille nalvetA, a travers l'hiver 
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de son abandon, le chemin des repentis. Puis le chomin qui Won 
est plus un, mais une dernie're tentative de vivre sur le pays 
coryluis. Et enfin le cliemin on avant d1une painture i 

.0 
Crud se souci 

aussi peý d1une convention p6rime que des hieratim--s et prCCiosit6s 
des enquetes superflues, peinture dlacceptati6n, entrevoyant dans 
l1absence de Eýýrt et dans Vabsence d1objet le nouveau rapport 
et le nouvel objet, Chemin qui bifurque &--jL,, dans los travaux do 
Tr-amet de Geer 'ýa Velde. (PE. 7) 

This is directly contradictory with what he said one year. later in 
41 

the "Dialogues" . How can w, as Beckett himself asked in a 
different context, mke sense of this division? Perhaps it will 
help to go back to the context in which Beckett asked - and answared - 
the question. 

If life and death did not both present themselves to us , there 
'would be no inscrutability. If there were only darkness, all 
would be clear. It is because there is not only darkness but 
also light that our situation becomes inexplicable. Take 
Augustine's-doctrine of grace given and grace withheld: have you 
pI ondered the dramatic qualities in this theology? Two thieves are 
crucified with Christ, one saved and the other damned. How can 
we make sense of this division? In classical drama, such problems 
do not arise. The destiny of Racine Is Peedre is sealed from the 
beginning: she will proceed into the dark. As she goes, she 
herself will be illuminated. At the beginning of the play she has 
partial illýrdfnation and at the end she has complete illumination, 
but there has been no question but that she moves toward the dark. 
That is the play. Within tlýis notion clarity is pcssible, but for 
us who are neither Greek nor Jansenist there is no such clarity. 
The question would also be removed if we believed in the contrary - 
total salvation. But when we have both light and dark we have 
also the inexplicable. The key word in my plays is 'perhaps'... 42 

The answer is the only ans%er possible to what was obviously a 

rhetorical question: we cannot nake sense of the division. The sarm 

applies to the divisions we have found in Beckett's o,,,, n 'theology': 

it is inpossible to rake sense out of two total contraries exi sting 

41. The last of the "Dialogues" was reprinted in a slightly abridged 
form. (and not in dialogue form) as Beckett's contributim (dated 
1949), in French, in Bram van Velde, op. cit. The French text 
bhows ho; -7 close the terminology used is; -to-Uiat was said in "Peintres 
de VEnp9cheirent": "Je Wignore pas qulil ne nous rmnque plus 
maintenant,, pour arrener cette horrible affaire a une conclusion 
acceptable, que de faire de cette sounission, de catte acceptation, 
de cette fid6lit6 a 1echec, une nouvelle occasion, un nouveau 
teme de rapportr et de cet acte =possible et h6cessaire un acte 
expressif, ne serait-ce que de soi-W-im,, de son inpossibilite,, de 

It sa necessit-4. Et ne pouyant aller jusque lh je sais que je rre 
place, et avec mi peut4tre un innocent, dans une situation peu 
enviable". (BvV. 14-15; italics added). 

42. Tan F. Driver,, "Beckett by the Yzdeleine", loc. cit. 
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side by side. Here we have the inexplicable in Beckett's discursive 

writings. 

In his earlier reference to Augustine's doctrine, during his 

interview with Harold Hobson,, Beckett had no interest in the 

intellectual puzzle inherent in it or in the problan it poses 

when it corres to choosing whether to believe in salvation or to 

believe in damnation: what mattered about the doctrine was, he 

said, the shape of the ideas Augustine expressed, 
43 

Not only can we see how each of the omtradictions found in 

Beckett's criticism may be linked with the opposition behmen 

salvation and dan-nation, ue can also see Ix)w, if we abstract the 

question of belief, of what Beckett believes,, the problems of how 

sense can be rrade of the division beoon-es, in each case, the 

problem of understanding the shape of Beckett's ideas. 

TAben the difference betqeen what Beckett says about Bram 

and about Geer van Velde is seen in the light of the salvation/ 
44 . darmation ternunology used in Proust it is easy to see the 

connection between this division and the division expressed by 

Augustine. salvation, in Proust, is identical to the discovery 

of fixity, tirrelessness, clarity and peace that Brarn van Velde is 

seen, in I'La Peinture des van Velde", as having mde. DaTmationp 

in Proust, is identical to the failure or inability to find this 

extratenporal reality. Beckett admires Geer van Velde for concerning 

himself only with the things of Tim. Similarly the ezpathy Beckett 

feels with both the van Veldes in "Peintres de VDmpreicher=t", where 

he sees them both as creating a new relationship betveen subject 

and object out of the ashes, of the defunct relationship, can be 

seen as connected to the Proustian salvation (which depends on the 

existence of a real relationship between - indeed on the identification 

of - subject and object). And the en-pathy he feels with Bram van 

velde in the dialogue about him, where he admires the painter's in- 

43. Harold Hobson, I'Sanmel Beckett: Drarratist of the year",, loc. cit. 

44. Time, Beckett writes in Proust, is a "double-headed monster of 
F d&imtion and salvation" P_. 1 and salvation is "the one 

corrpensation and miracle of evasion tolerated" by the "tyranny" 
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ability, to recreate any relationship is further akin to danmtion 

in Proust. 

If we take Beckett seriously when he says that he is interested 
in the shape of ideas even when he does not believe in the. -n, and 
I consider this should be taken seriously, we are not forced to 

conclude that Beckett has no beliefs, but only that beliefs are not 
his n-ain concern in his work. I will, therefore, refrain fran 

trying to rmke what in any case must be a totally arbitrary judgement 

about whether or not Beckett believes in the kind of salvation he 

discusses in Proust and (as far as Bram only is concerned) in "La 

Peinture des van Velde... ", and again (regarding both brothers) in 
! 'Peintres de 1'Eqzýcherentl'. What I will do instead is to point 
out that to think of Beckett in terms of belief is rdsleading as 
far as his cwn expressed intentions and interests are concernede 

and to suggest that we cannot even begin to understand the divisions and 

contradictions, in his writings if we choose one side of the coin 

and forget the rest. I use 'the rest', as opposed to 'the 

other' on purpose for it is a question of 'the rest' - as in the 

old Chinese riddle about the difference between one hand clapping 

and t-, m hands clapping, the point is that to adn-dt only one side 
is to deny more than just a half. There is no clapping without 
two hands,, and there is no coin without two sides: the junction of 
the two is more than just the sum of the two taken separately. 
To single out what Beckett says about salvation in Proust (where he 

is writing about Proust, uho does believe in the possibility of 

salvation),, and to ignore the countersuggestions found in others 

of-Beckett's critical writings, is to grasp less than the half of 
Beckett's maning. The sam is true of anyone vho singles out the 

statemients made in "Bram van Velde" (the dialogue) to show Beckett's 

rejection of salvation in favour of dzimation, ignoring what is said 
in Proust and elsewhere. Both must he taken into consideration, 
and the result is as inexplicable as the clapping that results when 

44. (cont. ) of Tim (and habit and voluntary n-emry) : "This accidental 
and fugitive salvation in the rddst of life may, supervene vi,, en 
the action of involuntary n-emry is stinulated by the negligence 
or-agony of habit, and under no other circmistances, nor necessarily 
then. (p. 22) 
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the silent left hand hits the silent right hand. It is also of 
infinitely. greater value: "tuo birds in the bush are of infinithly 

greater value than one in the hand. " . (P. 16) 

It was relatively easy for us to accept that w mast cope 

with both life and death, both dark and light, and both damnation 

and salvation. It was even relatively easy to accept both form 

and content and both order and chaos. Those vnre abstractions. 
it is, however, scn-e-what vore difficult for us to overconp- our 

resistance to the actual contradictions disoovered in various 

of Beckett's critical articles. The idea of mutually contradictory 

opposites is beginning to acquire a power and an inexplicability 

that are not fully appreciated when they are merely conceptualised. 

In terrm of the shape of ideas, thaa sinilarity behmen the 

various pairs of. opposites that have been our rain concern up 
to this point is remrkable. Habit is related to spontaneity as 

form : content 
as 

order : chaos (mss, confusion, mystery) 
as 

new relation : fidelity to inco-ercible absence 
(in Proust, of relationship betýmen subject 

PE, etc. F and object (in DGD III) 

as 
Bram van Velde : Geer %, -an Velde 
(in ýW) (in PvV) 

as 
salvation : darmation 

as 
peaoe : disturbwice 

as 
clarity : lack of clarity 

as 
Dives : Lazarus 

as 
daek : light 

as 
boredom : suffering 
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This list can go on: silence is to sound as sense is to nonsense, 

as rracrocosm- is. to rracroc; osm, and as extratmp: )ral is to tarporal 

experience, etc. 

7hese pairs are similar only in terms of the relationship 
existing between each of the opposites. The type of relationship 
existing between form and content, for example, is similar to 

that existing between habit and spontaneity, but form cannot be 
identified. with halbit, nor content with spontaneity. We have here. 

to use a phrase Beckett used in another context, an "identity 

made up of catheyes not only nultivalent but interchangeable" 
(DD. 291). 45 It is quite possible that fom might be a habit. 

! rhis appears to the basis for Beckett's criticism of classical 

art: gesturing towards the Madeleine in Paris, Beckett told Driver, 
"This does not alla, 7 the mystery to invade us. With classical 
art, all is settled. But 2s is different at Chartres. There is 

the unexplainable, and there art raises questions that it does not 

attempt to ansuer". 
46 Equally it'is possible that the chaos that 

Beckett feels should be the content of. art can be a habit if ue 
wallow in mystery and make a dogma out of inexplicability. The 

same kind of interchangeabil#y or relativism applies to all 
tile other pairs of opposites. Though habit may stand in the 

sane kind of relationship to spontaneity as silence to sound, 
the experience of silence may be either habitual or spontaneous (as 

may be the experience of sound); light (or dark) niay clarify or 
it may not; life (or death) ray mean salvation or damnation; the 

microcosm (or the rracrocosm) may produce the experience of sense 

or. of nonsense. when, following one concept through all its possible 

meanings, we look at mre than mrely the interrelationships between 

two pairs -of opposites,, we are confronted with infinite regression: 
form may man either habit or spontaneity vkdch in turn my r. ean 

either peace or disturbance, either salvation or dannation, either 
dark or light, either silence or sound,, etc. The opposite of this 

is to look at these concopts not in either-or terms but rather in 

both-and ten-as. Silence may be both peaceful and disturbing, as 

45. To illustrate this,, Beckett quotes Devlin's poem, "Est Prodest": 
the "nultiplicate netting/ of lives distinct and wraýngling/ Each 
knot all other's potential" (DD. 291). 

46. Tom F. Driver, "Beckett by the madeleine,,, loc. cit. 
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may sound. Instead of infinite regression wa then have: fopn 

Tmy nean both habit and spontaneity, which in turn rray man both 

clarity and lack of clarity, which again may rrean both peace and 
disturbance, both salvation and darmation, both dark, and light,, 
both silence and sound, etc. Analysis (and/or synthesis) of 
Beckett's opposites can easily becorm tedious and ridiculous. 

Beckett hirrself on one occasion in his discursive writings 
did indulge in this kind of exercise. in "Les Deux Besoins" he 

discusses the pernmtations and (/or! ) cmbinations of the two 
kinds of need, which he even goes so far as to represent graphically: 

F 

B 

E 

C, 

Besoin d1avoir besoin (DEF) et besoin dont on a besoin (ABC),, 
conscience du besoin d1avoir besoin (ab) et conscience du besoin 
dont on a besoin - dont on avait besoin (de), issue du chaos de 
vouloir voir (Aab) et entr4-e dans le ne"ant d1avoir vu. We), 
d6clenchenmt et fin de Vautologie crbatrice (abodef), voila 
par exenple izie- faTn coum une autre d' indiquer les lizites entre 
lesquelles Vartiste se rmt a la question, se net en questions se 
resout en questions, en questions rh4toriques sans fonction oratoire. 
(DB. 2) 

This passage is, characteristically, prefaced with "falsifions 

of davantage , and the diagram is afterwards referred to as a "dodecWedre 
0, i 

r6gulier, trop regulier". The shape of Beckett's ideas can clearly 

not be represented in this way, conplex though it undoubtedly*is, 

and the fact that Beckett used it (presun-ably because it was the 

closest approximation he could think of) in spite of uhat he recog- 

nised as its falsity, may well give us leave to doubt that a dia: 
-xam 

can adequately represent the shape of his ideas. SOM of ýdmt he 

says elsewhere in this article rray, however, help us understand 

what kind of relationship exists between one and, since they are all 

similarly related, all of the pairs of opposites. 

The artist, Beckett writes in "Les Deux Besoins", never ceases 
devoting hirmelf to "la mnotone centralitý de ce qulun chacun veut,, 

pense, fait et souffre, de oe qulun chacun est" (DB. 1) and it is 

0 
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inpossible to talk about this "centralitý" or "foyer" or, indeed', 

about any substantial entity, without falsifying the idea of it. 

Beckett chooses, faute de mieux, to call it need, one kind of need. 
Those who are not artists, those countless individuals who are 

sanctimonious and sane in spirit ("les innombrables b6ats et sains 
dlesprit" DB. 1) are not aware of this need: "ils ne laisser jýsiS7 rien 

ronter chez eux qui puisse conpromettre la. solidit9 des planchers" 
(DB. 1). These individuals live as vegetables, they live in the 

only way possible, nalmly through a coirpletely different kind of 

need: 

Clest a l1exclusion de grand besoin, sur lui si jlose dire, qulils 
vaquent aux petits. D'ouZ cette vie toute en n-arge de son principe, 
cette vie faite de d4cisions, de satisfactions, de reponses, de 
venus besoins assassines, cette vie de plante a la croisee,, de 
choux pensant et niým bien p5nsant, la seule vie possible pour 
ceux qui se voient dans la necessit, 6 dlen rmner une, clest Za dire 
la seule vie-possible. (DB. 1-2) 0 

These 'thinking cabb 
, 
ages' exist through the need that is the need 

Beckett characterised in "Denis Devlin" as the need of Dives, habitual 

need - "solution clapped on to problem like a snuffer on. a candle" 
(DD. 290). This is not only the only kind of life that is possible 
for humn beings, it is also a life that is entirely mrginal to 

the very principle of life. That principle is the great need 
that artists concern then-selves with (DB. 1) , and the connection 
between it and the need of Lazarus is clear: Beckett describes 

Lazarus in "Denis Devlin" as "the need to need", and here, in 

"Ies Deux Besoins", he uses the sarrm expression of this fundarrental 

need which is "besoin d1avoir besoin" (DB. 2). It is the result of the 

two, Dives and Lazarus, corrbined, that scrmhow : )roduced art-. , Dux 

besoins, dont le produit fait llart" (DB, "2). 4*f 

Be&. ett enphasises that ve should not give pride of place either 

to the one or the other of these needs: 

Quton se garde bien d'y voirun priroaire et un secoridaire... 
Prefgrer l'un des testicules a l'autre ce serait aller sur les 

platebandes de la rAkaphysique. (DB. 2) 

47. Cf. also the diagram re-drawn on p. 66 -md the subsequent text, 
which show how the limits within vhich the artist functions aýre 
conposed of interrelations between the need to need (Lazarus) 
and the need that is needed (Dives). 
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The Wo different kinds of needs are equal in stature. Beckett then, 

after 'falsifying further' with the help of the dodecahedron, discusses 

a subject that he was to ccne back, to in the third of his dialogues with 
Duthuit and in "Dream of Fair to Middling Wkven": the "scmber secret" 
(DB. 3) of the Pythagoreans that the diagonal of a right-angled triangle 
is incomrensurable with the other two sides. 

A il 

Cöte et diagonale, le 
's 

deux besoifis, les deux essences, lletre qui 
est besoin et la nccessitý ou% il est da- lIetre, enfer dlirraison dlo'u 
ste'fEeve le cri a% blanc, la se'rie de questions pures, l'oe-uvre. (DB. 3 )48 

Art, like the right-angled triangle, is a construction based on incannen- 

surables. We can call these inccmw-nsurables two kinds of needs -"c! est 

une faqon corcre une autre" - as Beckett does in "Les Deux. Besoins", or we 
can,, call them by any of the other names used in other reviews and articles 
for similarly connected opposites. What is irrportant is the recognition 
that Beckett is in all cases concerned with a symbiosis of opposites. The 

names are relevant only to the extent that they conveniently signal that 
this is indeed a symbiosis of totally contradictory entities. Discussing 
Dives and Lazarus, the names for the Wo needs in "Denis Devlin", Beckett 

stresses the. inportance equally of the unbridgeable gulf dividing them and 
of the necessary connection between them: 

48. The passage continues: "Dodecalýedre rýgulier, trop r6gulier, suivant. 
les dimensions duquel 11infortunef Tout-puissant se serait 
d'arranger les qucýtre elements, signature de Pythagore, 'divine figure dont 
la construction d6peýid d'un irrationnel, a savoir 11inccim-ensurabilit6 de 

I la diagonale de carre avec le cohý,, sujet sans nombre et sans perýonne- 
I Nlest-ce pas pour avoir trahi ce scobre secret que Hippasos a perl avant 

terme,, lynch6 par la neute d'adeptes affairC-'S, vierges et furibonds dans 
un E; gout public? " (DB. 3). 

In "Bram. van Velde" Beckett writes that "the history of painting... 
is the history of its atterrpts to escape frm this sense of failure... 
with a kind of Pythagorean terror, as though the irrationality of pi 
were an offence against the deity, not to mention his creature" (DGD 
111.125); and in "Dre&u of Fair to Middling Wtmen" he uses the idea of 
a "Pythagorean chain-chant solo of cause and effect" as a criticim of 
the procedure used by most novelists (D. 8), and he further describes 
Belacqua as an "inccnrr-nsurate demiurge" (D. 112). 

See Appendix for an outline of the mewning of the tem incaaxns- 
urable and of its connection with the Pythagoreans. 
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The Dives-Lazarus symbiosis, as intimate as that of fungoid and 
algoid in lichen (to adopt the Concise New Oxford Dictionary 
example). Here scabs, lucre, etc., there torment, bosom, etc., 
but both here and there cpilf. The absurdity, here or there, of 
either without the other, the inaccessible other. -In death they 
did not cease to be divided. Who predeceased? A painful period 
for both. (DD. 290-291) 49 

I 6 
11 Miat the dictionary in fact says in that according to modern theory 

a lichen consists of a. fungus and an alga symbiotically united". Out 

of the symbiosis of Dives and Lazarus is created a new thing, different 

fran either''. 'the work of art. 

- In "Dante ... Bruno. Vico.. Joyce",, Beckett writes that we should not 

concern ourselves with attempting to choose between "any pair of large 

contrary human factors": to do that would be to choose between Paradise 

(fthe static lifelessness of unrelieved inmaculation") and Hell ("the 

static lifelessness of unrelieved viciousness"). Vie should, rather, 

concern ourselves with the problem of the conjunction of these contraries 

in what Beckett, again using Dante's word,, calls Purgatory. Beckett 

considers that Joyce's work is purgatorial in this sense: "in the absolute 

absence of the absolute"; that Joyce is not concerned with the conditions 

of static lifelessness,. whether of Hell or of Paradise,, but with "this 

earth, that is Purgatory", with the "flood of novement and vitality 

released by the conjunction of these two elements", with "resistance" 

against the currently dominant of the contraries, and with its "explosion" 

(DBV 21-22). 

49. The source of this "Gospel conte cruel", as Beckett calls it (DD. 
291), is Luke 16: 19-26: There was a certain rich man, which was 
clothed in purple and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every day: 
And there was a certain beggar named Lazarus, which was laid at his 
gate, full of sores, and desiring to be fed with the crumbs which fell 
from the rich man's table: moreover the dogs can-. and licked his sores. 
And it cam to pass, that the beggar died,, and was carried by the 
angels into Abraham's bosam: the rich man also died and was buried; 
And in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham 
afar off,, and Lazarus in his boscm. And he cried and said Father 

. 
Abraham have mercy on me, and send Lazarus,, that he may dip the tip 
of his finger in water, and cool my tongue,, for I am tormented in this 
flame. But Abraham said, Son, remember that thou in thy lifetime 
receivedst thy good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things; but now 
he is ccmforted, and thou art tormented. And beside all this, bet-w-een 
us and you there is a great gulf fixed: so that they which would pass* 
from hence to you cannot; neither can they pass to us,, that would ccm 
fran thence. " 

"Dives" (the name canmonly attributed to the unnamed rich man) is a 
Latin adjective meaning rich or wealthy, and Lazarus is the paradigm 
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Resistance Against the Currently Dominant Contrary 

It may be objected that thougq a flood of mvem-nt arxl 

vitality may apply to Joyce Is work,, it seans far rcmcnred from, the 
decaying worlds of Beckett's, as does the idea of symbiosis, the 

creation of a new thing, and explosion. This is true, but it 

doesn't man that these ideas are irrelevant to Beckett's art. An 
indication of why these ideas are irrportant even though they are 

absent fran Beckett's works can be found by ccxrparing the passage 
frcm "Dante ... Bruno. Vico.. Joyce" rmre carefully with what has 

already been established about Beckett's own consistently held 

views on the subject of contraries. 

In Joyce's work,, Beckett writes" 

11here is a continuous purgatorial process at work, in the sense that 
the vicious circle of humanity is being achieved, and this achieve- 
ment depends on the recurrent predomination of one of two broad 
qualities... On this earth that is Purgatory, Vice and Virtue - which 
you my take to m. an any pair of large contrary human factors- - must 
in turn be purged down to spirits of rebelliousness. Then the dc[T& 
inant crust of the Vicious or 

' 
Virtuous sets, resistance is providedir 

the explosion duly takes place, and the machine proceeds. And no 
more than this; neither prize nor penalty; simply a series of stin-r- 
ulants to enable the kitten to catch its tail. (DEV. 22) 

over a particular period of time we my have made a habit of Vice. Our 

Vicious habit can only perpetuate its dcminance over our existence if 

.1 
blind us to everything that is inconsistent with the it can successfull, 

worldview we have while under Vice's control. Virtue is thus a potential 
z 

threat to our current Vicpus habit. Under some circumstances beyond our 

control, virtue will invade us, and it may happen that our Vicious habit 

dies and we arer for a marent, spontaneous. When the period of trans- 

ition ends, a new habit of Virtue has formed. In time that habit of 

virtue will itself give way to spontaneity and ultimately to a new habit 

of Vice. The machine proceeds. - 

. When we are creatures of Vice, an awareness of Virtue is directly 

at odds with our (Vicious) habit and is thus equivalent to spontaneity: 
it is spontaneous for us to be aware of virtue if our habit opposes such 

49. (cont. ) of the beggar, the poor man, the leper. In "Bram van veldell 
Beckett rmntions the "antithesis possession-poverty" as one of the ways 
in which he has tried to express hinself (DGD 111? 123). 
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awareness. However, as soon as our new habit 
, 
of Virtue forms ("the 

dordnant crust" of the Virtuous "sets") it is clearly no longer Virtue 
that has the potential to threaten us: an awareness of vice is na. 4 

equivalent to spontaneity. 

- Thus, while our existence is dominated by one particular habit, 

the contrary of that habit is what can threaten us. When Marcel was 
used to a low ceiling,,. it was a high ceiling that could torture him. 

Habit and spontaneity are themselves a pair of contraries that are 

mutually ousted from positions of doadnance. In the case of Vice and 
virtue, Beckett is saying that each must in turn replace the other. That 

this is also true of habit and spontaneity themselves is consistent with 
the analysis of the behaviour of habit and spontaneity in Proust: a habit 

forms and becmies the dominant contrary,, shutting out spontaneous percep- 

tion; spontaneity can intervene, cause the death of habit, and initiate 

a period of transition; and the brief dominance of the terrifying and 
beautiful experience of spontaneity will then cm-p- to an end with the 

re-formation of habit. In Proust moreover, Beckett echoes the inplications 

of the "neither prize nor penalty" phrase when he writes of the "pendulle' 

oscillatj-ng between habit (the "boredom of living") and spontaneity (the 

"suffering of being"): "Considered as a progression, this endless series 

of renovations leaves us as indifferent as the heterogeneity of any one 

of its tems" (P. 16). 

Elsewhere Beckett shows that he is by no rreans indifferent to the 

explosion that takes place when contraries conjoin and a previously dcm- 

inant, quality of solidity gives way to its opposite. Reviewing Sean 

O'Casey's Windfalls, he says: 

Mr. O'Casey is a master of knockabout in this very serious and honour- 
able sense - that he discerns the principle of disintegration in even 
the most ccmplacent solidities, and activates it to their explosion... 
If "Juno and the Paycock",, as seems likely, is his best work so far, it 
is because it comunicates most fully this dramatic dehistence, mind and 
world ccme asunder in irreparable dissociation". 50 

This, Beckett feels, is the essential O'casey. Beside thi. s the poems in 

50. "The Essential and the Incidental",, op. cit , p. 11. The reference 
to disintegration recalls "11a Peinture des van Velde... ", where Geer 
van Velde is described as painting the interior of a stone a millionth 
of a second before its disintegration (PvV 353), and the reference to 
ccoplacent solidities recalls the "solidity of the floorboards,, on which 
the petty needs of Dives are satisfied (DB 1). 
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I 
Windfalls are, he says, "like the =del palace of a dynamiter's leisure 

rraments". 

Perhaps the reason why Beckett is not indifferent in this case is 

that here he is not considering the series of renovations as a series (or 

as a progression), that here he is isolating one such renovation and con- 

sidering it valuable: in Proust, too, the victory of spontaneity over 
habit is considered valuable ("the rmximum value of our being is restored" 
P. 9) when such victories are not viewed as a progression. This -would also 

explain the inj)ortance he. attaches to a single renovation in the interview 

with Tan Driver" 

The confusion is not my intention. We cannot listen to a conversation 
for five ndnutes without being acutely aware of the confusion. It is 
all around us and our only chance now is to let it in. The only chance 
of renovation is to open our eyes and see the mss. 51 

The terminology used here is similar to that in Proust, where the suffering 

of being, spontaneity, is described as openi ng a window on the real and where 

the alternation/conjunction of habit and spontaneity is described as 

renovation (P. 16). What he is-saying to Driver is, in other wordst that 

the only chance we have now is to let our habit of ignoring confusion (and 

of disto2fing reality to fit in with our ccmfortable preconceptions) die and 

be superseded for a marent by spontaneity, which will restore the maximum 

value of our being. The crucial word is now. Beckett seems to be Saying 

that a particular habit of shutting out confusion is now in a dominant 

position 1, and hope for renovat ion now mans hope that spontaneity will 

briefly ccme to the fore. The concepts of habit and spontaneity are here 

clearly being used in a much wider sense than is the case in Proust: they 

are being used to apply to the contenporary historical situation rather 

than only to isolated individuals. It is thus possible to interpret 

Beckett as saying that a habit of shutting out confusion is in a dominant 

position and that hope for our individual and/or collective renovation 

now mans hope that our spontaneity will come to the fore, letting confusion 
in: a terrifying (and enchanting? ) prospect. 

one possible objection to this interpretation is that the view 
Beckett expressed to Driver in 1961 is not necessarily related to the ideas 

51. Tan F. Driver, "Beckett by the Madeleine",, loc. cit. 
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expressed in the early articles on Proust, the van Voldes, etc. It raight 

specifically be objected that this irrplies that one contrary is being 

preferred to the other in Beckett's ocimpants to Drivert arA that this is 
inconsistent with his insistence, iK YDante ... Bruno. Vioo.. Jcyce" and in 

"Les Deux Besoins", on not choosing between any pair of large contrary 
human factors. A brief review of some of the points riade in this 

chapter should show that these objections are not valid. 

of the two contrary kinds of aesthetics expounded in Beckett's 
discursive writings and in his ccmTents on his own work., one my be 

broadly identified with what he writes of Bram van Velde in "La Peinture 

des van Velde... " (or of the Proustian extrateiqmral salvation), and 
the other with what he writes of Geer van Velde in that same essay (or 

of the Proustian dilemna in Tim). The former aesthetic stresses the 

value of fixity, calm, peace and clarity; the latter the value of flux, 

disturbance, threat and the inpossibility of clarity. There is no reason 

to view either of these as superior to the other, and there is no reason 
to view either as absolutely or intrinsically preferable to the other: 
Beckett refuses to engage in the kind of metaphysical speculation that 

such a preference would inply. The reason for this refusal on his part 
is, I would suggest, that the contraries are paradoxically not only 

nmtually exclusive but also interlinked: Geer's frenetic painting is 

uncannily still, and Bram's tranquil painting conveys the sound of a door 

shutting. To choose one as being intrinsically preferable to the, lother 

is thus inpossible, since the one reveals traces of what is most charact- 

eristic of the other. 

The sm-e applies to habit and spontaneity. rMe characteristics of 

the creature of habit that are most frequently rrentioned in Proust are 

boredom and security, both of which result from habit's function as a 

shield protecting the creature frat anything that might disrupt his peace 

of mind. The ability to "blink peacefully" is attributed to Bram van 

velde. Bram van Velde is, however, in Beckett's opinion an extraordinarily 

fine artist, and it is sýýaneity that is the min condition of the 

artistic experience. Peacefulness is thus not necessarily identifiable with 

habit. This being the case, an absence of peacefulness cannot necessarily 
be identified with spontaneity. Beckett writes disparagingly of Rilke's 

Poem as having "the fidgets", a "disorder" which, although it my very 

well, give rise to poetry of a high order (as with the best oil Rilke)r does 
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not have this effect in the, poems being'considered. 52 TAIAle thus 

always insisting that both of any two contraries nust be considered at 

once, and that to prefer one to the other is to engage in mtaphysical 
speculation, Beckett has at the same Ulm repeatedly stressed the 

spontaneous side of the coin. The reason for this is, I thinkc, that 
he feels spontaneity. is usually underenphasised if not conpletely 
ignored. 

In "Dante ... Brw. (: ). Vico.. Jcyce" he discusses the interdependence of 
form and content and writes of "Work in Progress" that "here form is 

content, content is form". At the same time,, haaever, he rec. ognises that 
many -readers of "Work in Progress" are disturbed by Joyce's form, by his 
"direct expression", since they prefer to be able to conprehend, content 
almost without bothering with the form (DEV 13). Under thcse conditions, 
the hope that readers will come to appreciate Joyce's achievement must 
be linked primarily with the hope that they will ap 

, 
preciate the form he 

has Used: there is clearly no danger that the content will be ignored. 

Similarly, in "Denis Devlin", Beckett writes of Dives and Lazarus: 

As between these two, the need that in its haste to be abolished mrriot 
pause to be stated and the-need that is the absolute predicament of 
particular human identity, one does not of course presume to suggest 
a relation of worth. Yet the distinction is perhaps not idle, for it 
is from the failure to make it that proceeds the conmn rejection as 
obscure' of most that is significant in modern music, painting and 

literature. (M. 289-290) 

The words that Beckett uses to describe Dives and Lazarus both here ancl, 
in "Les Deux Besoins", 53 

and the ways in which he writes about habit 

and spontaneity in proust54 show that he does always retain a preference 
of scoe kind for Lazarus and spontaneity: be is acknowledging the Current 
dcminance of their contraries, i. e. of Dives and habit, and providing the 
"resistance" mentioned in "Dante... Brunoxico.. joycell. The importance of 

52. Review of Poems by Rainer Maria Rilke, op. cit , p. 706. 
53 The "menus besoins" (DB 1) of Dives felt by cabbage-like creatures (DB 1) 

are needs that "in their haste to be abolished cannot pause to be stated" 
XDD 289), while the '! grand besoin" (DB 1) of Lazarus ýe_lt by artists 
(DB 1) is %he need that is the absolute predicament of particular human 
identity" (DD. 289). 

54. "Habit is the ballast that chains the dog to his vcmit" (P. 8), and "the 
pemicious devotion of habit paralyses our attention" (P. 9),, while '! the 
maximum value of our being is restored" (P. 9) when we are free of habit, 
and it is "the best of our many selves thatis stored out of readi of 
habit". (P. 18) 
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opening our eyes, I of spontaneous perception, is not inconsistent with 
the double-barrelled aesthetics outlined above,, but is rather omplementary 
to it. 

This conditioned preference for spontaneity seems to imply that 

Beckett feels people today are in general creatures of habit. Of course 
this is true of nearly all times and places, but does it justify us in 

thinking that Beckett (? onsiders spontaneity intrinsically preferable to 
habit? Under different conditions, such as those perhaps of a revolutionary 
period, an invasion from another planet, or any other disorienting event 
inaugurating a period of transition, Beckett might conceivably feel that 
the formation of a new habit would be preferable to spontaneity, if only 
because this would enable the "machine" to proceed again: if habit does not 
re-emerge, there is only death. This, however,, is speculation, since 
Beckett nowhere discusses the dminance, of disruptive conditions, and it 

rmst remain doubtful whether spontaneity is intrinsically preferable. 

As he shows a preference, at least under prevailing conditions, for 

spontaneity rather than habit, so too he shows a preference for any char- 
acteristic that is, at least at a particular time and under particular 
circumstances, experienced spontaneously. There is no way of defining what 
such characteristics might be except by examining the situation prevailing 
at the time. Thus if we are currently habituated to having noise - maybe 
a radio playing or a clock ticking - in the background while we work, we 
will find silence profoundly disorienting and mry thus experience silence 
spontaneously. The opposite is true, and we may experience sound spontan- 

eously, if we are c= ently used to silence. Beckett's preferences are 
based on his interpretation of which of any two contraries is currently 
dominant: he prefers the contrary that is not dcminant. This is not 
because of any mischievous- , 

'contrariness', and it is not because he believes 

the one is intrinsically better than the other,, but because he feels that 
is is his job, as an artist, to provide resistance against the habits 
dominant in his time, to awaken people to what their current habits have 
been denying. 

This brings us to the question of what he,, as a "sensibility" rather 
than as a philoscpher, feels is the kind of habit that is dcminant today. 
It also leads us from what he has wrAten about other artists to his own 
specific interpretation of the world he lives in. He told Driver that the 
only hope for renovation now is to open our eyes and see the ress, to let 
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4 the confusion in. Since the choice of words here (renovation, opening) 
is, as I have said, identical to that in the discussion of spontaneity in 

Proust, and since Beckett indicates that he is talking about a situation 

prevaj. 1ing "now" (rather than about a permanent human condition), I have 

concluded that he considers our current habit to be of such a type that it 

puts a premium on order, clarity and serenity, shielding us from an 

awareness of the mess, confusion, and consternation. This does not mean 

that he considers confusion any more real or true than order, but only 
that, given the prevailing circumstances, he feels we can experience 

spontaneity only if we experience confusion. 

- Driver also reports Beckett as saying that it is the task of the 

artist now to find a form that acconuadates the mess, that manages to 

express confusion without annulling the power that confusion has to 
disturb. And Shenker reports him as saying that, while consternation 
is in Kafka's form, consternation is behind the form in his own work. 
Form, which has always been the hallmark of art, is the very opposite of 
chaos, and yet chaos must be the artist's concern today. Scmiehow the 

artist* must acccmTodate chaos in his form by naUng us aware of what 
lies behind the form. Identifying spontaneity here with chaos and the 

mess, Beckett thus appears to be saying that he has tried to accomDdate 

spontaneity by allowing it i to. threaten the formal order frorr, which it is 

excluded. 

Another possible objection to the interpretation offered above in 

connection with the hope of renovation is that it seems to turn Beckett 

into*an artist with a mission, a kind of revolutionary of the spirit 
distributing leaflets among the cabbages at the crossroads, to urge than 

to change their ways and allow their old habits to die so that renovation 

can take place. My interpretation does not imply this. Beckett does not 

urge us to do anything. All I am saying is that, judging for the mcment 

only by the aesthetics, there seems no reason to deny that Beckett sees#, - 

and thinks artists should act upon, the necessity of providing resistance 

against our c urr ent habit. David H. Hesla has written: 

"Suffering", said Beckett in Proust, "opens a window on the real", and 
he expands the phrase "suffeyll-Eng-of being" to man "the free play of 
every faculty". In the light of these acments, Beckett's mission can be 
seen as the attempt to awaken man to the grim facts about his life. And 
what he said in Proust he only repeated to Tom, Driver some twenty years 
later: "The confusion is not my intention... It is all around us and our 
only chance now is to let (11-n ýf The only chance of renovation is to open 
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our eyes and see the n-ess. " 55 

Ujile I would not only hesitate to equate the reality of which we are 
aware when we are not creatures of habit with "grim facts" about our 
lives (reality has, according to Beckett, its enchantwMts as well as its 

cruelties, P. 22,. and his view of reality seems inproperly understood in 
the idea of "facts" as used here), but would further disagree writh fiesla's 

use of the word I'mission", I do nonetheless consider that Beckett is 
trying to "awaken" us. 

This does not imply that we have the freedcrn to resist our-own 
habits of mind. Beckett gives no reason for thinking we have any such 
freedom. Habit is an automatic adjustment of the human organism to the 
conditions of its worlds (P. 9), and it is as futile to resist our habits 

of mind as it is to resist the urge to blink out a particle of dust. There 

seem to be no doubt about. this lack of freedom even though we are composed 
not only of habitual needs but also of spontaneous ones, even though our 

existence is not determined solely by the automatic adjustments made by 
habit. Certainly we also need to be disturbed and enchanted because we 
need to confront, as well as to be protected frm,, reality,, and spontaneity 
in any of its forms is certainly freedm (P. 9), but this does not man 
that we can ever be free to will an end to the dominance of any particular- 
habit. The will is necessarily a habitual mechanim ("will, the will to 
live, the will not to suffer, Habit" P. 29) and, as will be seen, partic- 
ularly in the case of Belacqua. in "Dre&n of Fair to Middling Women", the 

will to overthrow habit is just a kind of habit. Beckett makes it clear 
that it is always by accident (P. 54), and under certain circumstances 
over which we have no control (P. 4),, that we experience the freedom of 

spontaneity. This being the case, the idea of Beckett's preference (under 

certain conditions) for one contrary must be understood in the sense that 
he likes that contrary more than the other,, that he considers it better, 

not that he considers it an alternative that we can choose to attain. 

Spontaneity is in rmch the sanie position for Beckett as grace isfor 

a Christian: it is a dispensation. 56 
Do not-despair, wrote Augustiner one 

55. David H. Hesla, The Shape of Chaos, 22. cit.,, p. 165. 
56. Beckett uses thi-s-w-o--r-d in Proust ("the rare dispensation of. wakingm. d- 

ness" P. 19) to describe a state of being that can be conducive to the 
action of (spontaneous) involuntary m-wry; this state of being, like 
spontaneity generally, is accidental in the sense that it cannot be willed. 
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of, the thieve: 5 was saved; do not presume, one of the thieves was darnned. 

In'the sarm way as the awareness that human beings have no control over 
whether or not they will receive God's grace did not prevent , %ugustine from 

saying tMt. the only chance was to lead a Christain life, Beckett's aware- 
ness that we have no control over whether or not we receive that rare 
dispensation that is the spontaneous experience of reality does not prevent 
him from saying that our only chance is to open our eyes to the "rriess". 

Beckett cannot urge us to open our eyes since he recognises that we- are 

not free to change ourselves, but he can and does consider spontaneity 

valuable, and he does hope that this "maximun value of our being" will be 

restored, that we will open our eyes, see the "n-ess", and be renovated. 
By looking for a fonn that acccmnodates the mess, he is trying to let 

confusion, chaos, inexplicability into art (by excluding therr, frcm any 
fomal expression) so that those who read his novels and see his plays 

will find their habits of mind disturbed and threatened, and will find 

themselves unable, like Watt and his pot, even to articulate what bothers 

them to their satisfaction. 

Beckett has no mission - there is no foundation of faith and no 

attenpt (since the atteapt nust. necessarily be docred ) to convince us 

we should act in a certain way. The only hope for renovation, our only 

chance, is to let the confusion in: Beckett is looking towards the futurer 

hoping for change, and unable to do anythin4 to proopt it other than to 

create works of literature that tell us "how it is" and that way possibly 

act as one of the circumstances under which our current habit of shunning 

confusion may be threatened and die. 

If renovation does take place it will, of course, be temporary. 

There can be no final solution. All that is. possible is that the "machine" 

will proceed again, after having been stalled because of our refusal to 

let confusion in. 

"What is mre true than anything else? To swim is true, and to sink 
57 is true. One is not nore true than the other" . Thus, in the interview 

with Driver, Beckett established the kind of opposition that he feels is 

invading our experience at every moment and that must be allaved in. When, 

57. Tan F. Driver, "Beckett by the Madeleine", loc. cit. 
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instead of allowing it in %, A-- admit only one of the contraries, then the 
hope that we will let the inscrutability of the opposition, the rress, to 
invade, us nust be tied to the hope that we will admit the other contrary. 
There can be no lichen is fungus grows and alga does not; and there can be 

no symbiosis and no flood of mvement and vitality if one of the habitual 

contraries is consistently &Minant. Both contraries are t3nie,, but uben 

only one is admitted as being true (i. e. when a particular habit remains 

continuously dominant),, then we do not have what Beckett calls "life on 

earth, that is Purgatory". That Purgatory is what he finds in Joyce's "Work 

in Progress". In his awn writings we have, rather, the Ante-Purgatory and 
the prototype of all Beckett's protagonists, Belacqua, who in Dante's 

Purgatoric, was one of the late-repentant whcm Dante and Virgil imet on 
the lower slopes of the mountain, and who is unable to ascend into Purg- 

atory (unless a soul in grace prays for him) until he has spent as long 

in Ante-Purgatory as he spent on earth. 

This analysis of Beckett's aesthetics shows that it is dangerous to 

identify the views Beckett expresses on the Proustian extratenT-oral. solutiOn 

as adequately reflecting his own concerns. The possibility of salvation 
is relevant, but so too is its inpossibility, and Beckett seems to feel 

that the latter is mre in need of stress now than the former. 

In what follows I use the views Beckett has expressed discursively to 

see ýdmt light they shed on his English fictions. Scm of these views are,, 

of course, far frm unproblematical, and these will themselves be explored 
further in the light of what is learnt about the fictions. 
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CHAPrER II 

DPEAM OF FAIR TO IMMING MMIN 

"Thus 1i ttle by IJ ttle Belacqua may be described, but not 
circurrscribed, his terms stated, but not suTned. And of 
course God's will be done should one description happen to 
cancel the next, or the terms appear crazily spaced. His 
will, never ours. " 

Samuel Beckett, "Dream! '# p. 

In "Dream, of Fair to Middling Ttbmn" Beckett tells the story 

of several ronths in the life of Belacqua, a young man living in 

Dublin who has no very clear neans of livelihood and v1io divides 

much of his tine between pursuing uorren, fleeing from uo,, 7en and 

allýthat is external to himself, and seeking a mystical experience 

of "glood' thA he calls Lin-bo. At the beginning of the novel 
he has just parted from his current one-and-only,, the Sn-eraldina- 

Rima, an Irish girl living with her parents in Austria, and not 
long afterwards Belacqua follows her to the continent. His 

affair with her in Austria, however,, degenerates quickly after 

she "rapes" him, and he soon leaves her and spends a couple of 

rronths in Paris with his friends Lucien and Liebert and a girl 

called the Syra-Cusas, and mainly on his own, until just after 
Chkistnas. SunTaned back to Austria by the Smeraldinals mther, who 

tells him how depressed Srrerry is without him, Belacqua returns and 

spends a few days at New Year with the girl-before their relationship 

falls conpletely apart and he leaves forever. Uben he returns to 

Ireland he travels around for a short while with a friend nanr-d Chas,, 

and then settles down in Dublin paying court to the Alba and writing 
poetry. The last we hear of him in "DrearW', which is unfinished, 
is in connection with a party given by an acquaintance known as the 

Frica which Belacqua agreed to attend only uben he was sure he would 

see the Alba there. 

Belacquals naTre and one of his chief characteristics, indolence, 
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are derived from the fourth canto of Dante's Purgatorlo. 1 

Beckett's Belacqua. in "Dream" is "bogged in indolence" (D. 107). 

This indolence is, however, characteristic of only one of the three 

personae of Beckett's protagonist who does at times have comnerce 

with the world outside himself, particularly with wCMn, and who 

aý- other times is intent on solipsistically withdrawing into himself. 

These other two personae are in opposition to each other and to the 

indolent Belacqua. Beckett writes: 

At his sinplest he'was trine. Just think of that. A trine man! 
Centripetal, centrifugal and... not. Phoebus chasing Daphne, 
Narcissus flying fran Echo and... neither. (D. 107) 

The exarrple Beckett gives, in "Dream", of the centrifugal, 

Phoebus, aspect of the trine Belacqua. is his chase a cro ss the 

continent for the Smeraldina. Men the Smeraldina. "rapes" him, and 

the affair turns into a fiasco, Belacqua evinces his centripetal, 

Narcissistic aspect by fleeing to Paris, and the "Smeraldina-Daphne" 

beccres instead the "Smeraldina-Echo" (D. 107). 

That third aspect, which is neither centrifugal nor centripetal, 
is his indolence. When he is in thi s third state he is apparently 
indifferent both to others and to himself: 

I 

The third being was the dark gulf, when the glare of the will and 
the hamrt--rstrckes of the brain doared outside to take flight from 
its quarry were expunged, the Limbo and the wcmbtomb alive with 
the unanxious spirits of quiet cerebration, when there was no conflict 
of flight and flow and Eros was, as null as Anteros and Night had 
no daughters. Ile was bogged in indolence, without identity, im- 
pervious alike to its pull and goading. The cities and forests 
and beings were also without identity, they were shadows, they 

1. Purgatorio, IV, 97-133. 
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exerted neither pull nor goad. His third being was without 
wds or contour, its centre everyOiere and peripheny nowhere, 
an unsurveyed n-arsh of sloth. (D. 107)- 

W-nn the n-dnd is "enwonbed and entombed" (D. 4), -Belacqua is 
"sheltered from the winds and sheltered fmm the waters" (D. 38); 

here the mind is "its am asylum, disinterested, indifferent... 

suddenly reprieved, ceasing to be an annex of the restless body": 

The lids of the hard aching mind close, there is suddenly gloan 
in the mind; not sleep, not yet, nor dream, with its sweats and 
terrors, but a waking ultra-cerebral obscurity, thronged with 
grey angels... In the urrbra, the tunnel, uhen the mind went 
worrbtonb,, then it was... live cerebration that drew no wages 
and enptied no slops. In the tunnel he was a grave paroxysm 
of gratuitous thoughts, his thoughts, free and unprofessional, 
non-salaried, living as only spirits are free to live... He was 
in the gloom, the thicket, he was uholly a gloom of ghostly 
comfort, a Limbo from utdch the mistral of desire had been 
withdrawn. (D. 39) 

This state is, Belacqua finds, the most pleasant of the three, and 

he decides quite definitely that "if he were free he would take up 

his dwelling in that curious place, he would retire and settle down 

there, like la Fontaine's catawanpus" (D. 109). There is, howevert 

clearly "no authority for supposing that this third Belacqua is the 

real Belacqua". The "real" Belacqua stands in the same relationship 
to-the Lirrbese being as the Syra-Cusa, (the girlfriend in Paris) stands 
in relation to an abstract drawing of her (D. 108). 2 

If he cannot be identified with the Limbese (let alme witý 
the Apolline or the Narcissistic personae) neither can he be i dent- 

ified with sane conglamration of just these three beings: 

At his sirplest trine, we were at pains to say so, to save our 
bacon, ave our f He is no more satisfied with the three values, 
Apollo, Narcissus and the anonyrr6us third person, than he would be 
by fif ty values,, or any numbeer of values. And to know that he was 
would be precious cold comfort. For what are they themselves - 
Apollo, Narcissus and the inaccessible Linbe-se? Are they sinple 
themselves? Like hell they are! Can %-e reasure them once and for 
all and do sum with them like those inpostors that they call 
mathematicians? TAb can not. rv%b can state them as a succession of 

2. "There is no authority for supposing that this third Belacqua is 
the real Belacqua any nore than that the Syra-Cusa of the abstract 
drmqing was the real Syra--Cusa". (D. 108) 
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terrm , but we can It sum them and we cm It define them. They 
tail off wiguely at both ends and the intervals of their series 
are denented. (D. 111) 

Each one of Belacqual s three beings is an indefinable and unrreasur- 
able conplex. Not only this, but Belacqua, who is "at his sir m-lest 
trinell, in whom, in otl-k-x words, all three of these beings exist, 
is by no ireans conposed only of these beings. ' Also inportant, in 

our understanding of Belacqua, are the "dermnted" intervals betmen 

them that cannot be stated as a succession of terrm, that cannot, 
in fact, be stated at all. 

Belacqua spends more or less protracted periods of tirre in 

each of these three states of being, and each is in a very definite 

sense, a contrivance of his conscious or unconscious will. In 
Proust ("will, the will to live, the will not to suffer,, Habit" P. 

29)'Beckett identifies the will vdth habit and wakes it clear that 

it is inpossible for any human being to exist for any extended 

period of tim without habit. It seems, therefore, that Apollo, 

Narcissus and the Linbese nust all be aspects of Belacquals very 

curious habit. ' (There are countersuggestions insofar as the 

Lin-bese is concerned, and these will be discussed in due course. ) 

Their u-Illed character, and the way in wtdch these three aspects 

are linked is revealed at the beginning of the novel. 

Belacqua is sitting at #Y-- end of the Carlyle Pier in Dublin. 

lie has just bid the "suprerm adieu" to the Smeraldina-Rinna %i-io has 

sailed off for the continent, and uho is a "slob of a girl" with 

ubom Belacqua is in love "from the. girdle up" (D. 2). His problem 

now involves how he will react to the parting: 

He sat working himself up to the little gush of tears that would 
exonerate him. When he felt thern coming he switched off his mind 
and let them settle. (D. 2) 

His "technique" (D. 3) for working himself up to a "little teary 

ejaculatim" consists in his concentrating on how Smerry had waved 
her beret at him from the boat. All goes well until this "fetish" 

(D. 3) stops working: 
He switched on as usual... and nothing happened. The cylinders of 
his mind abode serene. That was a nasty one for him if you like, 
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" conplete breakdown of the uorks like that. He cast around in 
" kind of panic for som irrage that would do to start thi 

* 
ngs 

noving again ... and all to no purpose. His mind abode serene and 
the uell of tears dry. (D. 3) 0 

This "dark pang" (D. 4) of being incapable of punping Up, a 
few tears is the first stage in Belacquals descent into the relan- 

choly gloom that he finds pleasant. This descent is from the 

conscious to the unconscious 
3 
contrivance of his will which shields 

him from the possibility of suffering by i=rsing him in a 

uonderfully pleasant gloom. The danger in this habitual procedure 
is in the interspaces between the stages. Belacqua fears above 

alf-that his I'machinery of despond" may be unexpectedly dismantled, 

"hauling him high and dry out of his comfortable trough" (D. 4). 

rniis has not happened in the descent from generating tears to 

the "dark pang". The monentary panic he feels viien his mind 

refuses to obdy the injunction to generate tears is nicely 

accounted for: 

There had been no lull of any consequence between the break- 
&wn of the love-ache ahd the onset of the pang. Indeed uhatever 
little interspace there was had been filled by an ergo, the two 
terrm had been chained together beautifully. (D. 4) 

The sam easy transition marks the further descent into 

gloom. He can cope quite nicely with his grievance about having 

an insubordinate mind that will not conjure up tears. what he 

fears is that when this grievance will have "shot its bolt" he 

may be left in a "disanred condition" that uould be "mst disagreable". 

Hmmver, his habit has a defence rrechanism prepared for tl-ds event- 

uality. He will be disanned, he will undergo the "Great Dereliction" 

of being unable to cling any longer to his bearable grievance, but 

he will notýsufftrsince he sees this dereliction as "the silver 

lining" signifying the onset of an even mre pleasant state. "In 

the very process of his distress" (D. 5) at being afflicted with 

the dark pang of an insubordinate mind, is "being concocted a. glood' 

3. In Proust Beckett identifies his use of the word habit with 
Schcpanhauer's use of "will"j, which is characteristic of (unconscious) 
flowers and animals as much as of human beings. Cf. A. Schopenhauer, 
"Psychological Observations", in Studies in Pessimism, Modern Library, 
New York, p. 85. nd. 
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that will ensure that hb will spend a "wonderful night" (italics 

added). That the stages in this descent into his "darling gloom! ' 

are familiar to him is evident, although this particular occasion 
is particularly pleasing and he is "crmmed in gl=re' (D. 7) "in 

a style that had never graced the climax of any similar series 
in his previous experience of melancholy" (D. 5). lie has sunk 
very successfully into his "c: on-ifortable, trough". 

r1hat Belacqua can pass from one of the three aspects of his 

habit to another, as here,, vzLthout suffering and in an unbroken 

sequence, shows that these are aspects of one habit rather than 

three different habits dying and succeeding one another. The 
death of a particular habit, Beckett writes in Proust, is "in- 

separable from suffering and anxiety - the suffering of the dying 

and the jealous anxiety oflthe, ousted" (P, 10), and consecutive 
habits are separated by the periods of transition in which Ue 

m, perience the "suffering of being" (P. 8, ý italics. added). 

This description of Belacqua Is descent shows the connection 
that exists between each of the three states of his being. liben 

at the beginning his "love-ache" is upperimst, he is Phoebus chasing 
Daphne, and his contrived tears show that he is bere a creature of 
habit,, unable to feel or act spontaneously because of the shield 

which habit sets up between him and the possibility of suffering. 
f 

Men this contrivance fails, his concern is no longer for the outer 

world, but for hinself, for his 
, 
insubordinate ndnd, and he becomes 

Narcissus. Beckett makes the connection between these two opposites: 

which he calls "the extrerres of the pendulv&' (D. 107), clear when 

he explains that they are not irreconcilably opposite, but cant at 
tin-es,, be rrerged and their differences annulled %ben "the wings of 

flight to the centre Zýxe2 harnessed to flight thence" (D. 107). 

The'third state, the 
, 

gloom of Limbo,, is closely connected with 

the state of w-ill-lessness, while being a product of Belacqua's 

will in this instance at least. This third state, Beckett tells us, 
"suits his Zbelacqua'S, 7 accursed c0rrplexion much better than the 

dreary fiasco of oscillation Zbetween Apollo and Narcissuq7 that 

presents itself as the only alternative" (D. 109). If he had his 
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way he would spend his life in the "blessedly sunless depthsO of 
his indolence. 

But the wretched Belaoqua was not. free and therefore could not 
at will 

' 
go back into his heart, could not will and gain his 

enlargeerrent from the gin-palace of willing. Convinced like a 
fool that it must be possible to induce at pleasure a state so 
desirable and necessary to himself,, he exhausted his ingenuity 
experimanting... All for nothing. He was grotesque,, wanting to 
"troglodyse" himself, worse than grotesque... It was stupid to 
imagine that he could be organised as Lirrbo and wonbtorrb, worse 
than stui#d... How could the will be abolished in its own tension? 

... He remains, for all his grand fidgeting and shuffling, bird 
or fish, or, worse still, a horrible border creature, a submarine 
bird, flapping its wings under a press of water. The will and 
nill cannot suicide,, they are not free*to suicide. That is 
where the wretched Belacqua leaves the rails. And that is 
his wretchedness, that he seeks a mans whereby the will and 
nill may be enabled to suicide and refuses to understand that 
they cannot do it, they are not free to do it... (D. 109-110) 

on all the occasions in "Drewre' when Belacqua sinks into his 

precious gloom, he has contrived to do so. By saying this I do 

not rrean to suggest that he consciously submerges himself in 

rrelancholy (the adjustments vhich habit makes are autorratic, Beckett 

says in Proust, P. 9) but that, faced with confusion or disturbance, 

Belaaguals habit sets up barriers to protect him from all that could 

cause him suffering, from all that could provoke the death of his 

habit. 

After the affair with the Srmraldina has turned into a "gehema 

of sweats and fiascos and tears and an absence of all douceness" 

(D. 16), Belacqua leaves her and goes to Paris. Beckett describes 

this as the cha 
' 
nge fran Belacqua-Apollo to Belacqua-Narcisc-us 

(D. 107). The Narcissus stage does not, howmeaver,, last very long. 

No sooner is he is Paris than he sets about "throwing up a ri. ng of 

earthworks" around himself: 

It was his instinct to make himself captive, and that instinct, 
as never before or since, served him well and prepared a great 
period of beatitude stretching from October to Christmas... For 
two mn#is and more he lay stretched in the cup, sheltered fran 
the winds and sheltered from the waters, kncFding that his own 
velleities of radiation would never scale the high rim that he 
had contrived all around and about... He lay lapped in a beýEtude 
of indolence... He moved with the shades of the dead and the dead- 
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boni and the unborn and the never-to-be-born, in a Linbo 
purged of desire. (D. 38; italics added) 

There are suggestions both that this is a habitual state and 
suggestions that it is not. It is unlikely that Beckett would 
t hink any human heing could exist without habit for as long as 
two ronths. moreover, it is characteristic of the action of habit 
that it should shelter its creature: uiAen a habit dies w-- are 
exposed to the unbearable beauties and cruelties of reality. 
The notion of a beatitude of indolence seems, furtharrore, far 

from what Beckett mans by the convulsions' of freedcm frm habit. 

When a habit dies, rran is certainly paralysed, but it is a 

paralysis of terror and of enchantmnt and by no n-eans a comfortable 

experience. Beckett certainly classes all forms of "contrivance" 

with habit: the experience of the creature %ho is for a moment 
free of habit is, he writes, both in Proust and in "Dread', a 
"dispensation" that cannot be in-portuned, an accident that we cannot 

will to happen: it either happens or it doesn't. 

The countersuggestions are,, hawever, also in evidence. Belacqua 

feels that in his tumel he finds "real thought- and real living", 

and that there he is a "grave paroxym of gratuitous thoughts, his 

thoughts, free and unprofessional, non-salaried, living as only the 

spirits are free to live". 

The saire arrbivalence is in evidence on the next occasion. This 

takes place wben Belacqua is back in Dublin paying his peculiar 

court to the Alba. He is talking to the Frica. about a party she is 

planning to give. vMen she nentions the Alba Belacqua blacks out: 

It was the nAracle, our old friend, that whale of a nAracle, taking 
him down from his pangs, sheathing him irj the cereTmnts of clarity. 
It was the descent and the enwcrrbing, assunption upside down, t6te- 
b6che, into the greyness, the dim press of the disaffected angels. 
It was at last the hush and indolence of limbo in his ndnd proddied 
and chivvied into taking thought, lounging against the will-pricks, 
it was the mrcy of salve on the prurigo of living, dousing the CO&- 
robin of living. In a wrd. in fact he was suddenly up to his eyes 
in his dear slush. (D. 161) 

Here at last, is me Is first inpression, is an unequivocal 

statement of uhat the experience of existence without habit must be 

like, coupled with a statermnt that it has happened to Belacqua. 
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Shortly afterwards, however, Belaoqua is talking to the Alba and 
it turns out that he blacked out at the Prica. because he didn't 

want to have to cmmit himself to going to the party until he 

knew if the Alba was going (D. 170). This "miracle" seems hardly 

devoid of the will or of utilitarian considerations 
4 

and therefore 

rather more akin to habit than to the death of habit. 

Two considerations other than the element of will sean to 
indicate that these "descents" of Delacquals are, in fact, only 

a peculiar form of habit. 

The first is the contrast between Belacqýals "states of 

peace" and what Beckett has said about the "suffering of being". 

The death of habit, which is inseparable from suffering and anxiety 
(P. 9), seem quite incompatible with Belacquals experience of the 

"unanxious spirits of quiet cerebration" (D. 107) in the dark gulf 

of his beatitude of indolence. Moreover, in the "suffering of being" 

we experience both terrors and enchantrrents; Belacquals glocm is 

entirely pleasant and there is nothing to suggest there is any kind 

of terror involved. 

The second is the contrast between these cmfortable em=bings 

and certain other events which genuinely seem to disturb Belaoquals 

habit. There are several occasions, in "Dream", when there is a suggestion 

that Belacqua is faced with the kind of experience that can cause his 

4. In Proust Beckett makes it clear that utilitarian considerations are 
the concern-of habit: curiosity, which is "the hair of our habit 
tending to stand on end" is, even when apparently disinterested, 
"seldom exempt from utilitarian considerations"; when involuntary 
nv-mry "consumes habit and all its works" it is abstracting the 
useful, the opportune, etc. (P. 18,20). See also "Assumption", 
op. cit., p. 42, where Beckett describes "what was at worst the 
purely utilitarian contrivance of a man who wished to gain himself 
a hearing". 
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. 
habit to die., The first of these are found at the beginning of 

the novel when Belacqua has bid the Smeraldina adieu and he suffers 

a few momnts' panic uben he finds himself unable to conjure up 
his tears. Here, as we have seen, he gets over this disturbano-, 

by moving on to his narcissistic self. 

While'Belacqua is still on the pier he has another somewhat 
disturbing cxperience - This is a rrd-nor incident whid-i does not 

seriously threaten Elý! lacqua's habit, but his reaction is of the 

swre kind as before. He is rudely asked by the wharfinger, who 

wants to get horm to his tea,, to get off the pier. Belacclua, thinks 

this ar easonable request and dives into his pocket for a shilling 

-for the man. To his eirbarassrrent he finds he has only tupEr-nce: 

Belacgua. blushed. lie did not know where to look. He took off 
his glasses in his confusion. But of course it was a case of 
locking the stable door after the steed had flown. Dare he 
offer such a heated ran twopence? (D. 6) 

As before, his reaction to a disturbance is that of a creature 

of habit who, instead of opening his eyes to let the confusion 
in,, hastily tries to repair the damage by reducing visibility. 

Later, after tly-, chase to Vienna, after the flight to Paris, 

after the two nonths' beatitude, Belacqua. returns after ChristTas 

to Vienna where his relationship with the Sn-eraldina once again 

degenerates very quickly into "the usual fiascos and sezni-fiascos" 
(D. 68). The "ccpious tiff" he has with her on the only evening 

they spend out alone together5 has a very bad effect on B-clacclua: 

He felt very bad. Muld he last into the New Year, that was the 
question. He feared to fall to pieces. He thought he was going 
light, not so nuch in the head as in the centie, vaguely the 
midriff .. The least heedlessness on ny part, he thought, and I 
fly at once to pieces. (D. 68) 

S. Belaagua had objected to going out -to be frozen to death when 
there was nothing to prevent him hatching a great thought over the 
stove" (D. 68). This is one of the very few allusims to Descartes 
(the "pogle") in "Dreaa'. Another is that Belacqua, returning 
from the continent by boat, is described thus: "To begin with, of 
course, he roved forward, like the Cartesian earthball, with the 
noving ship , and then on his own account to the windy prow. lb 
can go no further with security" (D. 120). 
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Like Mrce 1 in Proust's novel, w1io is always most likely to suffer 
the death of his habit uhen he is tired and ill, Belacqua is sick. 
lie does, however, put up a strong resistance nonetheless. Though 
he is "convulsed" (D. 77) and anguished by a very severe 11spasm" - 
tenýns, incidentallyvery like those that describe the experience 

of reality in Proust and very different from those used of Belacquals 

comfortable trough of indolence - and though uv-- are infonmd that 
"death may occur on third or fifth day" (D. 77), death does not 
occur. When he goes out with the Srreraldina on New Year's Eve 6 he 

needs a drink very badly at the beginning but is soon arguing 
heatedly and even laughing with the "Mandarin", Smarry's father. 

The next day he and the Smeraldina sever their connection - "that 

was that, and small credit to either of thed' - and Belacqua. seems 

safely out of danger: "she continued to bother him as an infrequent 

jolt of sentimental heartburn, nothing to write hone about. Better,, 
he thoughtt the odd belch than the permanent gripe" (D. 97). By the 

time he leaves her again, this time for good,, a few days later,, he is 

seeing her "through a veil of nausea, and she was metamorphosed into 

a hiccup" (D. 98)! Rid of the Smeraldina he is rid of the source 

of the disturbance that had endangered his habit. - 

There are no further disturbances of note. If he stonrs and 
batters the Alba's claim that her "soul has no use for an anchor" (D. 

170) since that is a subject which happens to be "rather near and 
dear to him", he ends up merely resentful; if he is unable to bear 

his doubt about the Alba's dress, a telephone call calrrs. him; and if 

he is badly in need of comfort on his way to the Fricals party he 

is soon satisfied by the bottle of Bisquit which he finds in his 

pocket. Beckett writes at one point that: 

Wmt w are doing now, of course, is setting up the world for a 
proper slap-up explosion. The bang is better than the -vhinl>--r. 
(D. 158) 

and he promises that this explosion is "tized for about ten or 
fifteen thousand words hence" (D. 158). There is, so far as I can 

6. The fact that Belacqua does go out to the Silvester party makes 
it clear that "death" is not associated with arry kind of physical 
ailirent here. 
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trace, nothing remotely like an "explosion" in the succeeding sixty- 
7 

odd pages (sixteen or seventeen thousand words) of the minuscript, 

which tails off rather inconclusively with the description of the 

night of the Frica's party. 
8 

If we agree that there is much to be said for considering 
Belacquals Limbese experiences in "Dream" as a manifestation of 
his habit, we are stýll faced with the countersuggestions. 

To describe the Linbese state as the experiences of "real 

thought and real living" and of "living as only the spirits are 
free to live" (D. 39) seeim to indicate that this is not a habitual 

state: it is only when habit dies, Beckett writes in Proust, that 

we are "for a moment free" and e,, qDosed to reality (P. 9). Yet if 

Belacquals Limbo is spontaneous, why has Beckett referred to it as 

a "contrivance", as lasting for two nonths (on one occassion), and 

as a "shelter", and why does he repeatedly show Belacqua shying away 
fran everything that disturbs him? These, in Proust, are character- 
istics of habiý. 

This contradiction is a coricrete exarrple of the kinds of contra- 
dictions that I have discussed in connection with Beckett's aesthetics, 

particularly with the article "La Peinture, des van velde... ". In this 

article Beckett stresses the difference between the work of the two 

brothers,, and describes Bram's painting as peaceful and extratenporalo, 
Geer's as frantic and teaporal. There exists the same kind 

of'relationship between Bram's and Geer's painting as between 

habit and spontaneity,, but neither of the brothers' work can be 

seen as s` ly habitual or as sinply spontaneous. The reason for 1TnP 

7. "Our old friend, that whale of a miracle" that engulfs Belacqua in 
his "dear slush" when the Frica. is telling him about her party, occurs 
about a thousand words later, on p. 161. 

8. Pages 178-214 of the manuscript are almost identical to the story 
entitled "A Wet Night" in More Pricks Than Kicks (ýT. 53-88). 
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this is that there are elerm-nts in 33ram's painting - sudi as its 

making a mise like a door shutting - that link it to disturbance 

(and hence to spontaneity) and elen-ents in Geer's - such as its 

silence - that link it to peace (and hence to habit)r and so it is 

not only the total opposition between the two, but also their 

similarity, that nust be taken into account. 

In his Lin-bese state,, Belacqua is not ooTipletely cut off from 

disturbance, nuch as he strives for such in=nity: 

During the two n-onths odd spent in the cup, the uxcbra, tho tunnel 
punctuation from the alien-shaft was infrequent and then, thanks 
to his ranparts, mild. Even so they used to drive him crazy... 
They: Lucien, Liebert, the Syra-Cusa... (D. 40) 

It is inpossible for any hu= being ever to be conplately cut off 

from disturbance. It is, however, possible for human beings to' 

ignore the inplications that disturbances may have for them, and 

to refuse to allow their habit to die to let the confusion in. Whether 

or not this applies to Belacqua will depend on whether or not he can 

be seen as a creature of habit uben in Limbo. 

I have shown that of any two co-existing contraries, one is 

necessarily don-inant at any particular tine, and that Beckett sees 

the artist's task as to explode the currently dominant. What this 

mans, in terrm of habit and spontaneity, is that it is the artis so 

task to pose a threat to our current habit of living' by startling 

us out of our preconceptions. 

It seerrs significant that it is only when I3eckett is discussing 

both of the van Velde brothers that he stresses what can be interpreted 

as the habitual elements in Bram's painting - peace,, fixity,, etc; on 

these occasions the spontaneity of Geer's art acts as a balance. Wien 

he discusses Bram alone (as in the dialogue with Duthuit) it is the 

spontaneity of his painting that is attended to - incomnensurability, 

acceptance of non-relation between subject and object, inpossibility 

of expression, etc. As I. have argued, he does not prefer one to another 

except in the sense that he finds it necessary to stress the one that 

he feels is currently dminated in order to provide resistance aghinst 
the on-- that is currently daninant; and he feels that the habit of 
rejecting "the mess" in favour of a clear, orderly and serene outlook 
is now dcaunant. 
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The main question I am asking in this chapter is whether there is 

any reason for seeing Beckett as providing resistance against habit 

in "Dream". The answer to this depends on the answer to another 

question: why is it that Beckett on occasion describes the Limbese 

state as non-habitual? The role of the narrator in the novel is 

central to one possible answer to this qudstion. 

The narrator figures importantly in the novel; he does not, 

or not only, stand outside it. Near the beginning he intrudes to 

e)Tlain that "the fact of the matter is that we 
9 do not quite know 

where we are in this story" (D. 7), and he goes on to outline some 

of the difficulties he is finding. These difficulties are the 

result of the conflict between his desire for clarity on the one 

hand and the distressingly unclear nature of what he is writing 

about on the other. 

It is possible that scme of our creatures will do their dope all 
right and give no trouble. And it is certain that others will 
riot. (D. 7) 

He continues that "it is to be hoped that" some at least of his 

characters will "do their dope", will "stand, that is, for sm-ething 

or can be made to stand for scmthing", and he tells a story about 

China to "orchestrate" what he mans by this. 

V Ling-Liun ... went to the confines of the West, to Bamboo Valley, 
and having cut there a ste-m between two knots and blown into some 
was charmed to constate that it gave forth the sound o'f his own 
voice when he spoke, as he mostly did, without passion. (D. 8) 

He cuts eleven more stems, corresponding to the sounds he hears from 

the phoenix, and then he brings all twelve of these "lA-li-u" to 

his master. Beckett uses the one-to-one relationship between each 

of the 115-lia and the sound to which it corresponds to illustrate 

what he mans by clarity in art. 

J\Tow the point is Zthe narrator continues, 7 that it is mst devoutly 
to be hoped that scm at least of our characters can be cast for 
parts in a liU-liU. For exanple, John might be the Yellow Bell 
and the Smeraldina-Rima the Young LiU' and the Syra-Cusa the Stifled 
Bell and the Mandarin the Ancient Purification and Belacqua himself 

9. "We", we are. told, is, "here and hereafter, consensus of mel' (D. 

. 3). 
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the Bene ficent Fecundity or the Inperfect,, and so on. Then it 
would only be a question of'jiggling like Confucius on cubes of 
jade and playing a tunc. If all our characters were like that - 
liu-liu--nunded - we could write a little book that uould be 
purely mlodic, think how nice that would be, linear,, a lovely 
Pythagorean chain-chant solo of cause and effect, a one-fingered 
teleophony tMt uvuld be a pleasure to hear. (WI-iich is n-ore 
or less, if we my say so, what one gets from one's favourite 
novelist. ) (D. 8) 10 

Cne character, Nem, cannot ("at least not by us" D. 7), the narrator 
knows, be made to stand for anything. lie "will not for any consider- 

ation be condensed irito a liu" since he is "noi-- a note at all but 

the rrost regrettable simultaneity of notes... a synpl-onic, not 

a n-elodic unit": 

our line bulges every tim he appears. Now that is a thing we 
do not like to happen, and the less so as we are keenly aware 
of the infrequency of one without tý, io. Dare we count on the Alba? 
Dare we count on Chas? Indeed we tend, on second thoughts, to 
smll the synphonic rat in our principal boy. (D. 9) 

The narrator would find it rmch n-ore pleasant if his characters 

could be condensed into lius, and is dismyed to realise that it is 

inp6ssible to do this with any of them: each of them, like Nem, 

turns out to be "siliEly not that kind of person" (D. 7). 

About half way through the noveý there is another extended 
authorial intrusion: 

All these lids and lb3s! How havm they stayed the course? Have 
they been doing their dope?... The fact of the rratter is, we do 
not trust them. (D. 100) 

He analyses what has happenea so far to the Srneraldina, and he 

discerns four quite separate "editions" of this girl: the Dublin 

edition that bewitched Belacqua; the edition that de-flowered Belacqua 

in "Hesse-land"; the third edition, "her pages out and cluirsily out 

and bespattered with the mst in-becile marginalial', which appeared 

when Belacqua decided to throw her over; and the final edition which 
in some way "abides in his little heart" (D. 101-102). These four 

10. It is n-oreover wiiat we, get from the narrator of "Dread' when he 
is describing BelacquEF-s descent into gloom at the beginning of 
the novel: the different stages of this descent uere ', Chained 
together beautifully" by an "ergo" (D. 4). 
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do riot exhaust the Sn-craldina - there are rrany others which have 

not been presented since "they make us tired" (D. 102) - but even 

so the narrator cannot help thinking that she has turned out a 
very poor kind of liu. Similarly for all the other characters. 
The Smeraldina's mther the Imultiparal, is the "best" of them, 

since her actions "hang together, they produce the desired rronotony"o 
but the reason for this is that she has never been called on to 

any large extent. The narrator is quite sure that if he does 

"let /Eimselt7 loose -on her",. give her a chance "to be herselves" 

she will "collaborate energetically in the general multiplication 
of tissue" (D. 103). 

The narrator has to admit that his book is "degenerating into 

a kind of Comredia dell' Arte,, a form of literary statenrant to. 

which" he, wanting nothing better than liU-lia-n-Linded" characters,, 
11objectIq'7 particularly" (D. 104): 

The lius do just what they please, they just please themselves... 
we are afraid to call for the simplest chord. Belacqua drifts 
about, it is true, doing his best to thicken the tune, but 
harmonic composition properly speaking, music in depth on the 
considerable scale is, and this is a terrible thing to have to 
say, ausgeschlossen. (D. 104) 

The roven-ents of his characters are based on a principle of repulsion: 

they strain away from all that is not they and from then-selves, "a 

little nare and they explode". The problem of describing them is 
i 

further con-plicated by the fact that they have "odd period-, of i 

recucillen-ent, a kind of centripetal backwash that stops the rot" 

(D. 106). His description of this "nervous recoil into conpoSurev, 
has inplications like those of his description of the liti-UU: both 

are described in terms that allow us to see how an artist who is 

donAnated by habi treats his characters: 

To the item thus artificially in-irobilised in a backwash of 
conposure precise value can be assigned. So all the novelist has 
to do is to bind this rmterial into a spell, item after item, 
and juggle politely with irrefragible values... To read Balzac 
is to receive the inpression of a chlorofonTed world. He is 
absolute raster of his iraterial, he can do %hat he likes with it, 
he can foresee and calculate its least vicissitude, he can write 
the end of his book before he has finished the first paragraph, 
because he has turned all his creatures into clockunrk cabbages 
and can rely on their staying put wherever needed or staying 
going at whatever speed in whatever direction he chooses. The 
whole thing, from beginning to end, takes place in a spell-bound 
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backwash. Vb all love and lick up Balzac, we lap it up and say 
it is ýmnderful, but why call a distillation of Euclid and 
Perrault Scenes from Life? Why human conedy? (D. 106-107) 

The narrator is torn between his need for characters like Balzac's 

Chesnel and, since he. realises that the "comir-ndable symmetry" 
which such unwavering "cabbages" allow for is "all falsity" (D. 106), 
his need to depict characters that are hun-an. It is when he 

succumbs to the need for clarity that he classifies Be-laoqua as 
trine. It is vkien he revolts against the falsity of that 

clarity that he admits how ludicrous that classification is since 
the three terms "tail off v. aguely at both ends and the intervals 

of their series are deTrented". These "demented" intervals disturb 

the writer who "devoutly" hopes that he can nx4-, e his characters 

stand for something. When he firids himself confronted by characters 

who refuse to "do their dope", who are "inco, =. nsurate", it is all 
he can do "not to get into a panic". His habitual need for order 

and clarity is being challenged by intractably disorderly material: 

IvIiat is needed of course is a tuning fork... that is to say the 
gasping codetta, to mix with the treacherous lAs and li'as and 
get a line on them. That is what up- call being a liu, on. the 
grand scale. Somone like Watson, or Figaro, or Jane Uhe. Pale... 
soneone who oould always be relied on for... the right squawk in 
the right place,, just one pern-anent liti or UU, sex no bar, and 
all might yet be well... Eb picked Belacqua for the job. (D. 112) 

Sinoe, hao7everl'there are denented intervals between all of the 

terris that can be applied to Belacqua, who therefore ocamot be 

petrified in the n-omnt of recoil, of backwash into oorposure, any 

mre than the rest of therrý' (he too is "sirrply not that kind of 

person" D. 111) , he is "not able" to do the job the narrator wanted 

him to do (D. 112). 

As a creature of habit needing orderliness, terrified by incomnerr- 

surability,, the narrator wishes for himself a state of beatitude like 

that uhich he describes Belacqua as achieving. In connection with 
the Polar Bear (Belacqua's father).. the narrator writes: 

He imrits peace. Per viam pacis ad ]2atriam perpetuae claritatis - 
that is the fond hope and the vow... that we rake,, both now and 
ever, for the poor old P. B. We cannot do fairer than that. Vb- 
would not ask better for ourself. By paths of peace to the land 
of everlasting clearness..! Can ycu beat it? (D. 159) 

The- narrator further dissociates hirmelf from cx)nfusion vjhen he 
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concludes his description of ILlacquals three beings by saying: 

Thus. little by little Belacqua nuy be described but not circm-n- 
scribed; his te= stated, but not summd. And of course God's 
will be done should one description happen to cancel the mxt,, 
m the terns appear-crazily spaced. His will, mver ours. 
(D. 111) 

The narrator would like to be able to be clear about Belacqua in 

the smy-- way as Belacqua himself longs to be shrouded in the cere- 

n-ents of clarity. Unlike Belacqua (as described by the narrator), 
however, the narrator has hin-self no experience of such clarity - 
the characters in his novel are all refusing to "do their dope". 

The fact that the narrator is a creature of habit who deplores 

confusion my be connected with the kind of description Voe- have of 
Belacqua: the problem is not only that,, as found by the narrator,, 
Belacqua is corrplex and indefinable, but also that, as we ourselves 
find, the narrator himself, on whom we depend for our knowledge 

about Belaoqua, is torn between two different kinds of portrayal. 

He had picked Belacqua. for the job of unifying his narrative, of 
being the one stable character in the novel: as an artist he needed 

such a character on which to hang his material. Unfortunately (for 

his habit) he cannot deny that by using Belacqua in this way he is 
falsifying Belacqua. After the lengthy description of Belaoqua as 
"trine",, the narrator cannot deny that Belaccrua is far more complex 
than such a description allows for. After the-lengthy discourse on 
lius the narrator retracts and even regrets ever having mentioned 
lius. He realises soon enough how ludicrous it is to consider the 
"chain-chant solo of cause and effect" an adequate rrode, and he 

eventually declares himself "heartily sorry that Zfie, 7 ever fell into 

the terrptation of putti 
* 
ng up that cwld Tale of a Tub concerning 

Christopher LingýLiun and his banboo Yankee Doodle" (D. 159). 

Similarly,, after describing Belacquals Linbese state as the experience 

of reality and of livi 
, 
ng in freedom, a description that would not 

only sinplify Belacqua but also fix him conveniently in a spell-- 
bound backwashi, the narrator goes on to retract and to mck Belacqua's 
deluded attenpts at becoming Linbese. He does this both directly, - 
by connenting on Belacqua. 's stupidity and by treating him. 'ironically, 

and ii-directly,, by making it clear that his own idea of reality and 

of freedom is very different from Belacquals. 
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During his two mnths' "beatitude" in Paris 1>-Iaoquca is 

described lying on his bed, "gawking out like a fool at the ond 

of the day" (D. 46), and later on, as I have shown, the narrator 
finds that Belacqua "leaves the rails" with his futile attcnpts 

to "wilfully suppress the bureaucratic mind". 

ribe narrator does not deny the desirability of Belacqua's 

Lin-bese state, but he does cast serious doubt on whether or not 

any of the instances in the novel which purport to describe Belacqua 
in this state are genuine experiences of the "dispensation". Mat 

is crucial is the annulment of the will, and as I have shown, all 
the occasions in the novel inuhich Belacqua is supposedly Lirzbese 

are in one way or another--willed by 13blacqua. He feels himself and 
his world "lapse downwards through darkness" often enough , but 

this is, in the last analysis, "all for nothing", and he succeeds 

only in rmking himself. grotesque, "worse than grotesque" (D. 110). 

The fact that the narrator does not deny the desirability 

or the possibility, under certain circumstances - of Lin-bo, while 

revealing Belacquals failure to achieve it, gives us a tentative 

indication of why it way be that the non-habitual terminology of 

reality and freedom is applied to this state. If the will is I 

annulled, then habit dies and the creature is for a ncm-nt free, 

exposed to reality. It is however, Belacquals failure to abolish 

the will (and his failure to realise that he cannot will the abolition 

of will) that shows that he does remin a creature of habit: he is 

approximating the state of Lin-bo while remaining a creature of 

habit, and in doing so he achieves astate that is as close as 

possible to the state of Lin-Lbo, yet infinitely far from it in all 

essential respects. 

Belacqua wants peace and clarity. The narrator also would like 

peace and clarity ("We, would not ask better for ourself. By paths of 
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peace to the land of everlasting clearness ... I Cmi you beat it? ' 

D.. 159). Mat distinguishes the narrator from B--lacqua is that 

where Belacqua. stops with this need for peace and clarity, shying 

away from all that might disturb or confuse him, the narrator 
feels the need not to falsify as well as the need for peace and 

clarity. These are inoo=atible: when once inconmnsurability 

is admitted, there can be no peace, and the narrator does admit 
the incommnsurability of his materials and of his'demiurge (D. 112), 

Belacqua. The narrator cannot, except by falsifying, create a little 

book that would be purely rrelcdic,, a "lovely Pythagorean chain-chant 

solo of cause and effect", so he creates instead a book that is 

confused, and whose lines "bulge" (D. 9). As Beckett told Tan 

Driver: 

If life and death did not both present themselves to us, there 
would be no inscrutability. If there were only darkness, all 
would be clear. It is because there is not only darkness but 
also light that our situation becorres inexplicable. 11 

The reason why inconvensurability describes so well the "con- 

fusion" that Beckett is concerned with in all his work is that it 

acconTrodates the idea of two funtlanentally different kinds, of 

values which, however, both exist sirmltaneously, as in that 

right-angled triangle. The incomensurability arises not from 

the irrationality of the length of the diagonal any mre than 

from the rationality of the length of the other two sides. Each, 

taken on its own,, is a clear enough concept. The incommensurability 

arises, by definition, from the fact that both rationality and 
irrationality exist sinm1taneously in the one figure. The inexplic- 

ability of existence arises from the co-existence at all tim-as of 
both of any two contraries. 

Belacguals habit allows him awareness only of one of any two 

contraries at any one tirre. He is, of course, as al I humn beings 

are,, in reality,, incomrensurate,, but it is the narrator who discovers, 

and who is appalled by, that: Belacqua. himself recoils from such 

11. Tcm F. Driver,, "Beckett by the 14adeleinell, 1cc. cit. 
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awareness, preferring the dark gulf of clarity. 

, Tust. as Delacqua is satisfied when an interspace betv; een two 

states is "filled by an ergo", when the two are "chained togethe-r 

beautifully" (D. 4), so, too the narrator thinks of how nice it 

would be if all his characters would be "lid-lia-minded", petrified 

in the mcment of recoil in "a lovely Pythagorean chain-chant solo 

of cause and effect" (D. 8). The latter, however, realises soon 

enough how ludicrous it is to consider the "chain-chant" an adequate 

rode. His only excuse for having used the 1M-lia concept is that 

he was at one time "inclined to fancy Zhimself/ as the Cezanne, 

shall we say, of the printed page,, very strong on architectronics" 

(D. 159). At one point the Mandarin criticises Belacqua for dm-anding 

"a stable architecture of sentiment" (D. 91), and the criticism goes 

unanswered. Belacqua cannot answer it: he never admits the falsity 

of his ccmforting ergo. 

. As has been seen, Belacqua ccms nearest to the point where his 

habit might die when, just before Silvester, he fears to "fly to 

pieces" since he feels himself going light in the centre. This 

danger,, fran which his habit finally rescues him, is similar to what 
the narrator says of those characters who are a simultaneity of 

notes and who cannot be condensed into a liu. (and here again the 

falsity, where human beings are concerned, of architecture, is 

mentioned) : 

They are no good frcm the builder's point of view, firstly because 
they will not suffer their systems to be absorbed in the cluster 
of a greater system, and then, and chiefly, because they thanselves 
tend to disappear as systems. Their centres are wasting, the strain 
away frcm the centre is not to be gainsaid, a little more and they 
explode. (D. 106) 

The narrator realises that the "nervous recoil into ccimposure" is only 

a very small part of the full story about any human being, including 

Belacqua (or, for that matter, Balzac's Chesnel). Belacqua himself, 

however,, like Balzac, refuses to admit this: he recoils frcm confusion, 
from the awareness that his centre is wasting. 
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Menever it is a question of facing up to two different kinds 

of values at the sm-c tim, Belacqua does not do so. Instead he 

invariabl-Y recoils into the clarity of the unambiguous. 

Mere the narrator,, even while finding it regrettable, will 
admit that his characters, including Belacqua, are not lius, not 
notes at all but rather a simultaneity of notes, Belacqua himself 

vociferously denies simultaneity. Talking to the Mandarin, who 
has criticised Belacqua's "cock-eyed continm&',, Belacqua retorts 
"wildly" that "there is no such thing... as a simultaneity of 
incoherencc, *there is no such thing as love in a thalamus. There 
is no word for such a thi 

, 
ng, there is no such abominable'thing" 

(D. 91). Ile continues, using the notion of 33eatrice and the notion 

of a brothel as the opposites which he refuses to admit simultan- 

eously: 

"I a(I--nit Beatrice... and the brothel, Beatrice after the brothel 
or the brothel after Beatrice, but not Beatrice in the brothel, 
or rather, not Beatrice and m in bed in the brothel. Do 
you get that" cried Belacqua "you old dirt, do you? not Beatrice 
and ve in bed in the brothel. " (D. 91-92) 

lie will adoit. that each of these notions is "incoherent", but he 
insists on ccnpartimntalising incoherence, on rarking the incoherence 

of Beatrice off from the incoherence of the brothel. Ile will not 

allow "dirty erotic rranoeuvres" (D. 91) to be mixed up V'rit. 11 Beatrice, 
he will not envisage the sinultaneity of inunanence and treuiscendence. 

On the subject of the "prc-dicateless,, of beauty,, the narrator 
has earlier chided Belacqua, who has sought to differentiate betuve-en 

the Sneraldina's and the Syra-Cusa's beauty, for blindness to the 

simultaneity of contraries: 

Take it, deary, from us: beauty is one and beauties uni generis, 
immanent and transcendent,, totizn intra onnia, deary,, et to. tum 
extra, with a centre everyvhere and a circumference Mhere. Put 
that into your pipe, dear fellow, and smke it slowly. (D. 31) 

Belacqua will admit but not life. In his Linbese state 

he mves with "the shades of the dead and the dead-born and the 

w. born and the never-to-be-bom" (D. 38). He will admit the dark 

but is "intolerant of light" (D. 72): in Linbo he is "altogether 

swathed in the black arras of his sloth" (D. 108). He will admit 
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the mind but not the body: in Lirrbo his mind "is suddenly reprieved, 

ceasing to be an annex of the restless body" (D. 39). lie will 

admit indolence, but not energy (unlike the narrator, who describes 

lltlv-- ultimate mde and factor of the creative integrity" as "the 

mind suddenly entorbed,, then active in an anger and a rhapsody of 

energy" D. 14). Ile- will admit the intervals betwoen terms, but 

not the term-, themselves: the narrator comnents. ironically on 
Belacquals musings on the book he (Belacqua) would lihe to write: 

The experience of rry reader shall be between the phrases, 
in the silence, commicated by the intervals, not the terms, 
of the staterent... I shall state silences mre conpotently 
than ever a better man spangled the butterflies of vertigo. 
I think nai (he waddled up and down... convino-ad he was a positive 
crucible of cerebration) of... the inplication lurking behind the 
pictorial pretext. (D. -123vitalics added) 

The san-e idea corres up in his discussion with the Mandarin when 

Belacgua. explains uhat lie n-eans by an "inccherent reality": 

I was speaking of ... the incoherent reality as expressed by, ' 
say, Rimbaud or Beethoven. Their names occur to me. The terms 
of whose statements serve merely to delimit the reality of 
insane areas of silence, whose audibilities are no more than 
punctuation in a statemnt of silences. Hc7a do they got from 
point to point. That is what I meant by the incoherent reality 
and its authentic extrinsecation. (D. 91) 

Belacqua's total reliance on silence, and his concomitant dismissal 

of sound as "no more than punctuation" is not shared by Beckett. ' 

In an unpublished letter to a friend in Germany, Axel Kaun, Aien 

he discusses Beethoven's Seventh Symphony, in which the tonal surface 

is "eaten into by large black pauses", Beckett writes that the 

sy1rphony is perceived as "a vertiginous path of sounds connecting 

unfathomable abysses of silence". 
12 

Belacquals "incoherent reality" 

is found in insane areas of silence; Beckett's is found there, but 
13* 

also in the "vertiginous path of sounds" . This insistence on both 

of two contraries is expressed by the narrator of "Dream! ': 

The nightfirnarrent is abstract density of music, symphony without 
end, illumination without end, yet enptier, more sparsely lit 
than the mst succinct constellations of genius. Now seen merely, 
a depthless lining of hemisphere, its crazy stippling of stars, it 

12. See Lawrence E. Harvey, "Samuel Beckett on Life, Art and Criticism! #, 
Mb&! rn Language Notes, LXXX (December 1965),, p. 555. The letter is 
dated 1937. 

13. George Steiner quotes Beckett as having said, "I look for the voice 
of my silence". See George Steinerp Extra-Territorial: Papers on 
Literature and the Language Revolution, Faber & Faber,, London,, 1972, 
P. 15. 
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%-'is the passional imvem-nts of the mind charted in light and 
.. 

darkness... The inviolable criterion of poetry and music, 
tlie non-principle of their punctuation, is figured in the 

perforation of the night colander. (D. 14) 

Mie narrator concludes this description of the night sky by 
i saying: "nothing whatever of the kind of course entered his 

gýelacquals7 fetid head, nor was there room in his gravid heart 
for such t; trange feeling" (D. 15). Indeed Belacxpa, who delights 
ih silence, darkness, and in his tunnel, has room in his gravid 
heart for only half - and hence nothing - of What is experienced 
by 

-One, 
Uio recognises simultaneously both music and errptinessr 

both'light, and dark, both the depthless. coalsacks and the craziness 
of-; ýthe-stars, both the intervals and the tenns'. To accon=date, 

experience clarity: 
_ýelacqua 

does, only one of. each pair'is to 
it-, Az-t_he simultaneity of the two incoherent realities in each 

case-: Lhat produces the strange feeling, the "suffering of being"i 
that-Is the rain condition of the artistic experience. The per- 
fbrai: ýd` night colander is "derwnted" because it consists of both 
li§ht. and dark, sound and silence, -stars-and coalsacks, etc., and 
becau. se-both the crazy stippling of the stars and-the depthless 

. -7 

codlnýks, are incoherent. 

'co f1fien-Belacquals affair with ýhe Srreraldina-first goes "kaputt" 

her--' ccýýoxes anxious and starts feeling-that- . his "fra ile dykes" are 9 
cavifig. -ifi-on him, threatening to -cleown -him. H6 . looks up at the 

V 
ni ; ýt 'Fil'; i and sees it "stretched like a skin" over the xim of his 

n ow dýP7 
, ýrous "funnel", and he resolves to "scale the inner wall, 

his h&ýa - would tear a great rip'ifi- the ýýt'sky_l he výculd clirrb out 
R; 3ý': th6 deluge, into a quiet zone_aýove the nightmare" (D. 23). Far 

'ii6c6mwdating the inplicatidhs 6f th& sihUtaneity of incoherence 
re 

Y, his need* when confi-oý. t, 6aý. -by--thig--iliýhtn-are, is to escape in e 
to 12.1 r it into a "quiet zone". Xrom 11 

14. T--7: 7,2 
j, _jPe,, role played by the ndiiýat6i__'3. n. _"Dreaie'_i's_ certainly significant 

in 016rindications it provides 'of - why -it ý ray--bo-, that the Linibeese 

sta 'is-so ambiguously d--picted-. in-the-iiove-l, 
-. 
btit'-it cannot provide 

a sufficient explanation fbr -this- ambiguity. Interesting though 
the, rt6torls own dilemma aboat'ifi6 falsity'bf 'his lius may be,, it 

- cannot be deem--d conclusive evidence that Lin-bo, in "Dread', is a 
habitual rather than a spontaneous experience. Entirely convincing 

0 
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evidence is, however, not available, possibly because the novel is 

unfinished,, pos"Sibly because this is a question on which Beckett 
was himself unclear. Equally, of course, the "Aght of the evidence 
for thinking Limbo habitual precludes the possibility of convincing 
argum-nts to show that Limbo is spontaneous. Towards the end of 
the novel as it stands, the Alba's thoughts about Belacqua are 
revealed, 

14 
and the oonnr-nt that the narrator then makes confirms 

cur impression that it is not possible to draw neat conclusions 
about Belacquals third, Lin-bese person from "Drea&': 

All this pallor and umbilicism, A deux might be... the very thing 
for him, permanent and pertinent and. all the rest of it for him. 
But it was fundamentally all my eye for her... She used to say 
affectionately that he would got over this and that... but her 
real opinion the whole time was that there was little hope for 
him, that he was too irremissibly naive for her altogether, too 
permanently selfish, faithful to himself, trying to be like himself 
as he, fancied himself all the time,, an irretrievable stickler for 

-his own wretched standard, and wretched was what she thought, and 
wretched was what she meant. He lay goiled up in the shadow, al- 
ways in the shadow,, of the dread of leze-personality, at his own 
hands or another's. Personality! That old bugbear bastard of hell! 
She thought he would not get over it, that he did not want to get 
aýer it, that he thought of getting over it as the sin 

* 
against 

the Belacqua third person... Men she would make up her mind 
finally that all that was so, that he was inextricably Lin-bese, 
then that was where she stepped off. He could rot away in his 
darling gloom if that was what he wanted, she would not be there 

-to listen. Nolle consolari ab aliqua creatura..! The filthy 
blague! To hell with purity, fake purity, to hen with it and 
tc5 hell with it. 

How far she was right and how far wrong belong to another storyj, 
a far far better one. (D. 172-173) 

That really is the questim that ue are left with: is Belacclua's 

experience of Limbo in "Dream, " a false or a true purity? TATe can 

respond to this question by quoting the convent about Limbo as 
"real thought and real living... livi. ng as-only the spirits are free 

to live", and conclude that the Alba is wrong in finding it false, or 

14.. The Alba's relationship with Belaoqua is described in the. sarre 
kind of terms as those used in Proust to describe '111wan inter- 
course", which is PrOblematical: -Sa-ý-use it involves-"two separate 
and inmanent dynamisrrLs related by no system of synchronisation" 
(P. 7): the Alba and Belacqua, Beckett writes in "Dream", 11, were 
a great deal mre likely to break down and core unstuck in W3 
s eparate non-synchronised proo-asses each on his and her side of 
the fence than to sink their differences" (D. 149). 
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we can conclude with the Alba's tirade against Belacqua: 

"I hate Omar" she said "and vour fake penumbra. Haven't we had 
enough of that in this festering countxy. Haven't we had enough 
Deirdreeing of Hobson's weirds and Kawthleens in the gloaming 
hissing up petticoats of sorarrhoca? Haven't we had enough 
withered pontiffs of chiarinoscurissimo? 'The mist"', she 
sneered, "'an' it rollin' home UP the glen and the mist agin 
an' it rollin' horm D014N the glen'. Up, down, hans arown. 
14exde. Give me noon. " (D. 176) 

r1b claim that the novel ccms out resoundingly in favour of the 

one or the other of these seems unwarranted, since both are in 

evidence. Belacquals Limbo, his "dark, gulf" of peace and contem- 

plation, is apparently both attractive and rej)ellent to the 

narrator of "Dream". Although it is unwise to identify the narrator 

too closely with Beckett, it remains true that Beckett allowed both 

the attractiveness of Linbo and the repellent sides of Be-lacqua's 
bliss to be exposed in the novel, while Belacqua sees this state 
2n1Z in ten-ns of its attractiveness. This difference between 

Beckett (and the narrator) and Belacqua is crucial, for it estab- 
lishes a distance between them that prohibits any identification 

between Belacquals desires and goals and those of his creator. 

Belacqua is treated critically on those occasions when the 

repellent side of his "dark gulf" is expressed, and on other occasions 
Limbo is treated sympathetically. The composite judgement of the 

I 
narrator, haoever, must be critical because, unlike the narrator, 
Belacqua is entirely one-sided. Although there clearly are, in 

the narrator's view, positive features of Limbo, these are at least 

counterbalanced by negative features. To do as Belacqua has done 

is to shut out awareness of the voice that is not a liu but that 

rather emits a syirphonic note; to shut out* one half of reality and 
thus, as before, -all of its inccnprehensibility, all of its reality. 
By allowing the contrary of Belacquals view a place in his novel, 
Beckett'is providing resistance against the view that is dcminant 
in Belacqua. The prcmised explosion,, however, does not take place. 
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CHAPTER III 

MORE PRICKS THAN KICKS 

Oh I am ashamed 
of all clumsy artistry 
I am ashawd of' presuming 
to arrange wor&- 
of everything but the ingenuous fibres 
that suffer honestly 

Samuel Beckett, from "Casket of Pralinen for a 
Daughter of a Dissipated Mandarin", The Europe-an 
Caravan, Brewer, Warren and Putnam, N. Y., 1931, 
pp. 476-478. 

Belaoqua is the protagonist not only of "Dream of Fair to 

Middling Wcmen" but also of the collection of ten short stories 

that are in part based on the unfinished novel and knaan as More 
PLcks Than Kicks. Two stories, "A Wet Night" and "The rnldina's 
Billet Doux", are taken almst in their entirety from "Dream", and 
a certain amunt of the material in the other stories is clearly 
derivative frm the novel. Belacqua is in all essential respects 
the sam individual as the protagonist of "Dream", although his 
third Linbese person is never referred to as such in the stories. 
The reason for this is not necessarily that Belacqua is not as 
Linbese in the stories as he was in "Dream", although it is true 

that the stories tend to focus more on the centrifugal and centri- 

petal aspects of his character; it way be that he appears less 

Limbese because'the narrator, on wham we are largely reliant for 

explicit information on this aspect in the novel, seldom intrudes 

into the stories. Although there are occasions, notably in "Ding- 

Dong", when the narrator does enter into the stories with cam-ents 

about Belacqua, and though we are aware of the presence of a 
narrator*not too far in the background, for the most part he plays 
the novelistic narrator's role more traditionally than in "Dream, 

standing outside the action and reporting it fran a god-like 
standpoint. In "Dream" the narrator laments-at one point 
that he is "neither Deus enough nor ex machina enough" (D. 

4 
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104) to manipulate his characters in a pleasing way; the narrator 
of Ibre Pricks Than Kicks generally has no cause for such a lm'ent- 

Belacqua. does, however, remain an incommnsurate demiurge. 

The ten stories are, as perhaps all such collections are, 
uneven in quality. Alvarez considers the first, "Dante and the 

1 
Lobster", the best of Beckett's writings before Godot, and though very 

few critics would go so far, there is some agreement that it is, 

at least, the best of the stories. It is certainly the tightest- 

in its construction and, through this corrpression and control, it 

does corrpare favourably with much of the extravagance and wordineSs 

of the other stories. This, however, is not ymy principal concern; 

1 am interested here less in the quality of the stories than in 

their relationship with Beckett's ideas on aesthetics 
2 

and on 

the habitual/spontaneous aspects of his people. In these terrm 

"Dante and the Lobster" is the most interesting of the stories, 

but it is by no rreans the only one that can be illuminated through such 

an analysis. Before cn-barking on a discussion of this story I 

will look briefly at how the Belacqua of the stories is presented 
in conparisonvith the Belacqua of "Dream! ', and will exan-tine two of 
Beckett's concerns first found in "Dream", namely the n-Lind/body 

rel&tionship and death, that are more fully developed in More Pricks 
"nn 16 nkýq - 

The only sustained discussion of Belacquals nature in the 

stories is found in "DýngýDong% and this reveals basic agreenent 

with what was written about him in "Dream! '. 

1. A. Alvarez, Beckett, op. cit., p. 25. 
2. Although Beckett does7Uý, elf on occasion nake conparative value 

judgermnts on works that he is discussing in his aesthetics, he 

considers this of at best secondary in-portance. In "La Peinture 
des van Velde... " he writes: "Il nly a pas de peinture. Il nly a 
que des tableaux. Ceux-ci, nletant pas des saucisses, ne sont 
ni bons ni muvais. Tout ce qu'cn peut en dire, clest qu'ils 
traduisent, avec plus ou rmins de pertes, d'absurdes et mystýrieuses 

.0 pousses vers lirnage, qulils sont plus-ou mins ad&uats vis-a"ý-vis 
d1obscures tensions internes. Quant 'a de"cider vous-newe du degre 
d1ad4quation, il Wen est pas question, puisque vous nleftes pas 
dans la peau du tendu. Lui-ireZe Wen sait rien la plupart du terrps. 
Clest d'ailleurs un coefficient sans interet... Tout ce que vous 
saurez jarrais d1un tableau, clest corrbien vous; l1airrez (et a' la 
rigueur pourquoi, si cela vous int4resse). " (PvV. 350-351) 
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In "Ding-Dcng" Belacqua is described as believing that "the 

best thing he had to do was to irove constantly from place to place" 
(MP. 39). This is not cut of any particular preference for one 

place o ver another but rather out of a need to keep on the move: 
"the mere act of rising and going, irrespective of whence and 

ufiither, did him good. That was so. " (MP. 39). He is pleased to 

think he can give what he calls "the Furies" the slip just by 

setting himself in motion. Unlike Belacqua. in "Dream", he does 

not. have the rreans to indulge this humour on a large scale by moving 
3 hither and thither on land and sea, but he does move about within 

his room, within the building he lives in,, and from one eml of 

Dublin to the other. This need to nove about is at odds with 

his indolent nature: 

Being by nature however sinfully indolent, bogged in indolence, 
asking nothing better than to stay put at the good pleasure of 
what he called the Furies, he was af. tims tenpted to wonder 
whether the reredy were not rather mre disagreable than the 
corrplaint. (1, P. 39) 

The sinplest form of this exercise of mving from place to place 
is "boonerang, out and back". 

As in "Dread', Belacqua. is tom between the pendulu-n of 

notion between two extren-es and the'Indolence that amuls both 

extren-es, but here he likes to think he has reconciled these 

drives by'living what he calls "a Beethoven pause", a "n-oving pause", 

or a "Pure blank rroven-ent" (V2.40-41). The exanple given of this 

is an excursion Belacqua. rrade fran College Street, where he found 

hirrself unable to choose between roving right or left, backward 

or forward, until he saw what he interpreted as a "sign", along 

Pearse Street and into lont=d Street w1lere he entered a public 

house which, because of the fact that he is known in it, is "a 

very grateful refuge for Belacqua" (F2.44). This Beethoven pause, 

we are told, is a manoeuvre of Belacquals own "contriving" (MP. 44). 

3. The only nention of any travelling overseas in More Pricks Than 
Kicks is in "Fingal", utiere Belacqua mntions I'SaOne-et-Loire" OT. 
26) and his oc)nl: )axiion, Winnie, thinks to herself, "You n-ake great 
play with your short stay abroad" (MP. 26), and in "The Smeraldinals 
Billet Doux" (from "Dreane') which nentions a previous visit Belacqua 
n-ade to Austria 01P. 164-166) and the possibility of his returning 
within two weeks of her letter (MP. 165). 

I 
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This indicates that Belaajua's Bcethoven pauses are conditioned by 

habit, 4a 
conclusion that is further supported by events that take 

place inside the pub. He is normlly very pleased with the 
furnishings, the bottles, all the paranhernalia in this pub, but 

on this particular occasion "the objects in which he was used to 
find such recreation and repose lost gradually their hold upon him, 
he became insensible to them little by little, the old itch and 
algos crept back inýo his mind" (MP. 45-46). Belacquals awareness 
of irritation is suggestive of the furtive awareness of the spontaneous 

need of Lazarus, of scmething that is threatening his habitual pleasure 
in the objects in which he was used to find recreation. 

It is in this precarious and unforeseen state that he is 

sitting staring at his drink, waiting for something to rescue him 

from his paralysis, when he looks up and sees a woman come in 

selling seats in heaven. Asked if he would buy "four fer a tamer", 
he finds himself saying no, although "it had not been his intention 

to deny her" QIP. 47), and he quickly becomes extremely embarrassed: 

This was unforeseen with a vengeance, if not exactly vaudeville. 
Belacqua was embarrassed iii the last degree, but transported 
also. He felt the sweat coming in the small of his ba7ck, above 
his Montrouge belt... 

Belacqua scarcely knew where to look. Unable to blush he cam 
out in this beastly sweat. Nothinq of the kind had ever happened 
to hini before. He was altogether disarmed, unsaddled and 
miserable... Q%T. 47-48) 

What seems to have happened is that for some reason Belacquals habit 

is not properly fulfilling its function of sheltering him, and that 
he has been exposed to a circumstance unforeseen in the "curriculum" 

of his habit. This is very much the saime-kind of experience as that 

which the Belaccrua of "Dream" had on the wharf when he found, himself 

confronted by an angry wharfinger and with only, twopence in his pocket. 

4. Cf. the discussion on p. 102 above of Belacquals plans as an 
artist in "Dream". 
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It is not a particularly significant imstance of habit's dominance 

being challenged, but it does show Beckett,, in More Pricks Than 
K icks, translating the ideas expressed in Proust into a fictional 
franvwork in nuch the san-e- way as in "DrearW'. 

The Mind/Body Relationship 

The concern with the mind/body relationship that is comrion to many 

of the stories is significant not only within the stories themselves, but 

also in the wider context of Beckett's long-standing interest in 

this therm. It had been broached in'' "Dream",, where Belacqua con- 

sistently shies away from any bodily contact with wormn. Not only 
is he in love with the Smraldina "from the girdle up" (D. 7) " 
and anxious to make it clear to her that he intends to keep their 

affair "pewer and above-baad" (D. 16), not only does he eschew 
the bawdy houses of Paris (D. 33) and resent the intrusions of the 

Syra-Cusa (and those of Lucien and Liebort) into his "gloom", he 

further cannot countenance using a woman he loves as a "private 

convenience" (D. 90) and cannot view the flesh in any term other 
than that it "smlls" (D. 90). 

It was because he was a poor perforn-er that he was pleased to 
despise the performance. He was blind to the charms of the mighty 
steak and jug-dugs of the Smeraldina-Rina and angered by the 
Priapean whirli-jiggery-pokex-y of the Syra-Cusa because in both 
cases he was unable to rise to such superlative carnal occasion-.. 
It is tirm I learnt, he thought... A7t might, be just as w1l 
to leave well, alone. If he could not he could not. It was a 
bloody business and what did it matter? (D. 121) 

Even when he is "Phoebus chasing Daphne", Belacqua in "Drewrý' 

is very nuch, and exclusively cerebral. The Alba, Vath whan, *we 

are explicitly told, Belacqua has not "lain" (D. 158), says of him 

that you can see "from a mile off" that Belacqua is "the cerebral 

type" (D. 146). The sarm is largely true of his relations vath wonen 
in More Pricks Than Kicks, although here he is rather mrewilling, 

on occasion at least, to rise to carnal occasions. 

In "Fingal" he takes Winnie out to the country to the Hill of 
Feltrim, and it is not long after they reach the top that he begins 
"to feel a very sad animal indeed" -a reference to Galen's orme 
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animal post coitum triste est. "Love and Lethe" tells of Delacqua. 

and another girl, Ruby, and of their suicide pact which goes wrong 
when the revolver goes off accidentally, hurting neither of them 
but startl J ng them both. Recovering from the shock of thinking them- 

selves shot, they "caire together in the inevitable nuptial" (MP. 105). 

Belacqua is not even upset at this: for once, indeed, 
he has just about done %hat he set out to do for I'llAmur et la 11jort" 

as the narrator quotes, "West quIune mesm chose" (MP. 105). In 
"Walking Out" Belacqua is engaged to be married to an enchanting 

young womn called Lucy, and he is vorried-about hai he can convince 
her to establish their mrried life on a "solid basis of cuckoldry" 
(F2.110). He wants Lucy, in other uords, to consent to take a 

cicisbeo, so that he won't have to satisfy her sexually. His min 
delight, in this story, is in peeping on lovers in the woods, which 

suggests a preference for vicarious pleasure in sexuality over 

personal involven-ent. Lucy is accidentally crippled by a speeding 

car, and wben he marries her he, at least, is content since the 

question of cicisbei does not arise, and they sit up till all hours 

plaýing the grarmphone (NP. 121). 

Tuo years after her accident, Lucy dies, and Belaoqua does not 

delay overlong in falling "madly in love with a girl of substance - 

a divine frenzy, you understand, none of-your lewd passions" (1,7.126). 

This (fairly) young lady, Thelma bboggs, has what are called "expect- 

ations" and, as the narrator says in "What a Misfortane", r Belacqua 

would have to have been "an even greater* imbecile than ho was" to 

have ignored the advantages of such material prospects (MP. 127). 

Thelma has no particular good looks and is quite definitely not beaut- 

iful, but: 

Miat she did have, as Belacqua never -vnaried of asserting to himself, 

was a most cherharn-Ling personality, together with intense appeal, 
as he repudiated with no less insistence, from the strictly sexual 
standpoint. (MP. 127) 

The two get married, and, driving away together to Connemara after a 

disastrous wedding party, Belacqua muses about "the mule, up to its 

knees in mire, and astride its back a beaver, flogging it with a 

wooden swrd" (ýP. 160). This refers to the legend of the beaver hunted 

for his testicles, which were used in the nuking of perfume. According 

to tradition the beaver wuld bite them off in order to save his life. 
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(In "Dream" Belacqua has the saire thought: "The beaver bites his 

off, he saidk I know, that he my live. That was a very persuasive 
chapter of Natural History. But he lost no time in reminding himself 
that, far from being a beaver or the least likely to synVathise 
with its aspirations, he was no less a person than the love of 
the Belacqua Jesus and a very inward man" D. 56. ) Lawrence Harvey, 
in, Samuel Beckett: Poet and Critic, justifiably interprets, this 

commnt from "Miat a Misfor-tune" as signifying that Belacqua'fears 

woman. 1s physicality and that he identifies himself with the pursued 
creature whose escape is inpeded by the mire in which his sterile 

munt is hogged down. 5 

During the course of "Yellow", which describes a morni 
* 
ng Belacqua 

spends-in hospital waiting for an cperation, the hospital staff forget 

to auscultate him when he is under an anaesthetic,, and he dies. The 

wife who survives him is the Sn-eraldina, Thelma nee bboggs having 

"perish ed of sunset and honcyn-oon that time in Connerrara" (MP. 189). 

of the &reraldina we now read: 

Bodies don't ratter but hers uent sanething like this: big enormus 
breasts, big breech, Botticelli thighs, knock-knees, square ankles, 
wobbly, popputa, no=ose, slobbery-blubbery, bubbubbubbub, the 
real button-bustingKbib, ripe. Then, perched away high out of 
sight on top of the porpoise prism, the sweetest little pale 
Pisanello of a birdface ever. She was like Lucrezia del Fede, pale 
and belle, a pale belle Braut, with a winter skin like an old sail 
in the wind... (HP. 190) 

This passage continues for about another three hundred uords, and the 

Sn-eraldinals nose, i; pper and. lower lips, skull,, ears, eyes, hair, 

brows are all exhaustively described before the passage concludes with 
th& question: "But what rratter about bodies? " (k, 2.190). 

There is no reason to ccnsider either n-Lind or body as necessarily 
identifiable with habit or, for that rmtter, with spontaneity. The purSult 

of bodily satisfactions can clearly be a habit as nudh as the refusal 
to engage in such a pursuit. Not only, haAraver, do Beckett's protagonists 

generally shy away from sexual involvements - which. seerm to indicate 

that they are rore cordortable with rental than with bodily adventures - 

5. Lafrmce E. lIarvey,, Samuel Beckett: Poet and Critic,, 22. cit. p. 259. 
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there are also several indications that this is generally an aspect 
of their habits. In ýbre Pricks Than Kicks this is rmst clearly to 

be Seen in "Fingal", Q-Lich concerns itself not only with Belaoquals 

relations with a wonun, the rrost commn way in vh-Lich Bedzett brings 

up the n-dnd/body issue in his early writings, but also with an- 

other crucial aspect of this issue, the value of sensory percoption. 

Fran the top of the hill of Feltrim B-clacqua and Winnie look 

over to Fingal which Belacqua considers a "n-agic land" (NP. 26).. 

"I often come to this hill" he said "to have a view of Fingal, and 
each tim I see it n-ore as a back-land,, a land of sanctuary, a land 
that you don't have to dress up to, that you can walk on in a 
lounge suit, smoking a cigar". IvImt a geyser, she thought. (MP. 
27) 

She can see nothing particularly noteworthy about Fingal, but gazes 

at the area of contention: 

... and he willed her not to speak, to rermin there with her grave 
face, a quiet puella in a blurred world. But she sp&, e (who shall 
silence them at last? ), saying that she saw nothing but the grey 
fields of serfs and the ranparts of ex-favourites. Saw! They were 
all the saire when it cam to the pinch - clods. If she closed her 
eyes she might see sormthing. He would drop the subject, he would 
not try to conmunicate Fingal, he vould lock it up in his mind. So 
n-ndh the better. (MP. 27) 

Fingal is a rrysterious errblem for Belacqua for peace fran everything 
that disturbs him - vhen he is enbarrassed by an act of goodwill'on 
the part of Winnie, he turns "to Fingal to cover his confusion"I(MP. 
26) - and, with its ran-parts, its comfort, its asylum, and its 

sanctuary, a syiA: )ol of the shelter provided by habit. 

Fingal clearly has sare inner maning for Belacqua unconnected 

with it s unre=, kable physical attributes (whidi are all that Winnie 

notices). In Proust Beckett writes that "the only world that has reality 

and significance" is "the world of our cvai latent consciousness" (P. 3). 

This does not man that the inner maning Belacqua attributes to Fingal 

is its real rreaning. Nothing in the Beckett landscape has a single 

real maning (and thus strictly speaking nothing in it has any definable 

n-eaning) . The point to be raised in connection with the quotation from 

Proust is whether the experience that is assimilated into (see P. 3) the 

world of our latent consciousness (our spontaneity) is an experience 

of the external environmnt or rather an experience of our own organic 

eccentricities. It can be either, and there is thus no necessar,, 
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connection between inner (mntal) experience and the real world. 
IIere, in Belacquals case, the inner experience can justifiably be 

seen to be habitual rather than spontaneous, as can his outer 
experience of Winnie. 

Be-lacquals attitude to the body, in terms of his sexual 

relationship with Winnie and in terms of his conviction that Wirilie 

would "see" Fingal better if she closed her eyes, illuminate 

ne-lacqua's habit and-reinforce the connection between his habit 

aryl Fingal. 

Winnie has a frieml who works in the Portrane Lunatic Asylum 

on the other side of the estuary in Fingal, and Delacqua claims 
that his heart is there, so they set off together for Portrane. 
Mien nearly there, they stop and rest, and soon Belacqua is a sad 

animal again. Looking down from the hill on which they are sitting 
they see the-asylum, a nearby church, and a square bawnless, tager 

where Belacqua says he has "sursum, corda" (ýT. 30). He is starting 
to feel run down, but "scoffZs, 7 at the idea of a sequiturfrom 
his body to his mind" (IT. 31), and when Winnie spies her friend, 

Dr. Sholto# Belacqua excuses himself, saying he wants to have a 
look at the church. They all agree to reet back at the asylum in 

an hour. 
s 

Instead of heading for the church, Belacqua steals a bicycle 
he had seen lying on the grass, rides quickly past the church and 

on. to the tao-ar. His sadness has fallen from him like a shift (MP. 
33). After kicking in the door of the touer, and going inside for 

a short while, he rides off and abandons Winnie altogether. By the 

time she and Dr. Sholto have their chase properly under wayj, Belacqua 
is drinking and laughing in a public house in another village. 

In "Walking Out" Belacqua derived vicarious satisfaction, uhich 
he termed " sursum coýda" 

6 (1,1P. 115), fran watching unsuspecting lovers 

in the woods; in "Fingal" Belacquals 11sursum corda" in the tower may 

not be unconnected with the fact that Dean Swift was supposed to have 

kept Stella locked up in this tower. (Winnie is told that "Dane 

6. The phrase rmans 'lift up your hearts'. When the truth about 
Belacquals peeping daums on Lucy when he gives I'sursum corda" as his reason for not wishing to spend the evening with her, she ccxnmnts: "rorda is gcod" (. "P. 115). 
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Swift... he kep a rrotte, in it... of the narm of Stella" MP. 34). 

There is no mre than a suggestion that the same- kind of vicarious 
satisfaction is involved in both cases 

7: the nature of Belacquals 
delight in the tower is unspecified and we learn nothing of his 

experience after he has ki. dced the door in. What is clear is that 
Belacqua prefers the bicycle and his "sursum corda" in the tower 
to Winnie. His sexual relationship with her corres a very poor 
second whan he is faced with the choice betw6cn her and his solitary 
joys. There is, however, no reason to conclude from'this that he 

despises the bcýdy in the sarre way that Belacqua does in "Dread': 

he has, after all, been a "sad animl" twice during the day, and 

even when he abandons Winnie he delights in physical sensations on 
the bicycle. If he scoffs at the idea of a sequitur from his body 

to his mind he can still find pleasure in bodily as imll as in rental 

activities. There further seens no reason to consider the one a 
"higher" kind of pleasure than the other or that the one is 

spontaneous and the other habitual: both seem habitual to the extent 
that he is comfortable with both physical and rental pursuits. However, 

there are certain indications in "Fingal" that are the forerunners of 

Beckett's later concern with the mind/body issue, and even though they 

are inadequately developed in the story to 4low any conclusions to 

be drawn, a discussion of them will stand us. in good stead as a pre- 

paration for "Dante and the Lcbster", n3rphy and Watt. 

First of all, Belacqua does see his mind as cut off from his body, 

and it is instructive that in this story, in which the mind/body split 

is first explicitly mentioned as such,, Beckett should also have intro- 

duced the bicycle, a machine that, ever since Kenner's discussion of the 

Cartesian elements in Beckett's work, has rightly been associated with 

this split: the bicycle is used in much of Beckett's uvrk as an image 

7. It is perhaps not irrelevant that, as Winnie's informant says, Swi t 
(according to the Dublin TelegrLph) kept Stella I inprisoned in the 
to%, ýer and caTre down from Dublin to see her: "Little fat Presto, he wculd 
set out early in the morning, fresh and fasting, and walk like camonAle" 
(MP. 35). Presto, of course, means 'swift' in Italian, and it is the 
name used for Swift in his Journal to Stella (see Letter #2, and passim, 
in the edition edited by Harold Williams, Clarendon Press, Word, 1948); 
Belacqua too, "a pale fat man" (DT. 34), has set out from Dublin in 
the morning OP. 25) for the Fingal tower, and has resolved to "lock" 
Fingal up in his mind (ýT. 27). "Sursum corda" in both "Walking out" and 
"Fingal" my mean masturbation, with a play on the word "cord" as used 
in "spermatic cord". It seems chaxacteristic of Belacqua that he should 
prefer masturbation to "intercourse", sexual or otherwise. 
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for the Cartesian view of the body as a machine. After quoting 
Descartes' description of the body as "a mchine mde by the hands 

of God", Yenner writes: 

The Cartesian Centaur is a mm riding a bicycle, mms sana in 
coM2re disposito... The intelligence guides, the mbile w-o-nicgr 
obeys, and there is no nysterious interpenetration of function... 
So body and mind go each one nobly about its business, without 
interference or interaction... 8 

Me inplications of Cartesian rrLind/body dualism are not explored 
in "Fi 

, 
ngal", but the connection between the bicycle and'human 

9- 10 beings is hinted at when both the bike and its owner are described 

as machines. 

Secondly, Belacquals commnt that if Winnie would close her 

eyes she might "see" Fingal is indicative of a devaluation of the 

physical senses that will be characteristic of many of the protag- 
onists of Beckett's later work. The role played by the senses, part- 
icularly sight, in the later work is, like all Beckett's concerns,, 

arrbýguous and variable: there are times when the reliance on sensory 
information will only serve to reinforce habitual preconceptions,, 
when, in other words, Beckett's people see. only what their habit 

allows them to see, and equally there are times when they see sorrx-- 
thing that instead disturbs their preconceptions, when they. see 

spontaneously. In "Fingal", however, the fact that Belacqua finds 

Fingal such a comforti 
, 
ng concept is linked with a reluctance to allow 

physical vision to disturb his fanciful notion of the "magic land". 

He wills Winnie to keep silent and to close her eyes because he wants 
her to agree with him about Fingal and because her words and her 

mtter-of-fact, description of the physical attributes of his precious 

sanctuary disturb his reverie. Her "sensible" habit is disturbing 

his non- (or anti-) "sensible" habit. A furEher indication of his 

8. H. ugh Kemer, Samuel Beckett: A Critical Study, op. cit , p. 121. 

9. Belacqua con-es "to where the bicycle lay in the grass. It was a 
fine light machine... The machine was a treat to ride. " (NP. 33) 

10. Winnie and Belacqua stop on their way to Portrane to ask the owner 
of the bicycle for directions, and the man takes his tin-e pondering 
what route might be best for them: "The man began to work this out. 
Belacqua had no one but himself to blame if they never. got away from 
this machine. " UP. 29) 
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reluctance to open his eyes to disturbing elemnts in the uorld 
around him that might challenge his pre-conceptions is found in the. 
narrator's comTent that "landscapes ur-re of interest to D--lacqua only 
in so far as they furnished him with a pretext for a long face" OT. 
31): he does not want to discover anything through what he sees, and 
he therefore sees only what will reinforce his habitually gloomy 
nature. 

MAle physical pursuits can certainly be - and in "Fingal" are - 
habitual, it must at the sarre tirre be stressed that the possibility 
of overconang the dordnance of any particular habit almost always depends 

on unexpected sensations frcm the physical environ man t (that are then 

. ýssintilated into the world of our latent consciousness). This-is 

certainly the case in Proust's novel,, where it is the cruelly 
precise vision of his grandn-other that shod,. s Marcel into realising 
that he doesn't know the won-an at all, and where it is the taste 

of tl-, e madeleine dipped in tea that first all= him to experience 
the pennanent reality of past and present. Each of the eleven in- 

stances cited by Beckett in Proust of the workings of the miracle 
of involuntary mrwry is, as his list of them shows, dependent on a 

physical sensation: the sight pf the steeples of Martinville, the 

=sty srmll in a public lavatory, the sight of the three trees near 
Balbec, the sight and smell of the hedge of hawthorn near Balbec, the 

sensation of stooping to unbutton his boots, the feel of the uneven 
cobbles in the courtyard of the Guern-antes hotel,, the noise of a spoon 
against a plate, the feel of the starched napkin on his face# the sound 
of water in the pipes, and the n-emry of the sound of his mother's 
voice reading George Sand's Franqois le Charpi (P. 23). As Beckett 

says, "the source and point of departure of this 'sacred action' Zo-f 

involuntary rremry, 7,, the elerrents of comnrdon, are provided by_ the 

physical world, by some imediate and fortuitous act of perception" (P. 

23). The statement that this process is "almst one of intellectualised 

animism! ' (P. 23; italics added) makes it clear that the physical world 
is. not a sufficient condition for the experience 
of spontaneity. Not only do our ndnds presumbly have to register the 
disturbing inport of the physical sensations that shock us,, there are 

6z . also occasions when it nayAan idea, rather than a sensation, that 
disturbs us in the first place. This is the case, in Proust, when 
marcel is disturbed by the idea of Albertine visiting a friend (P. 6) 
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and in Bed,. ett's story, "Yellow", vdien it is the idea of his forth- 

coming operation that disturbs Belacqua. 

Becketi.. 's own conrents, on physical sensations show that he shares 
this view of their inportance in overtlircwing the habitual and 

allowing for spontaneous experience. Habit is the boredom of living; 

the death of habit, spontaneity, is the suffering of being: Declýett 

has said that probably the rost perfect expression of Being uould 
be an ejaculation. 

11 
In his criticism he denigrates mental exercises 

in favour of physical experiences. Upset with his own attempts to 

conceptualise the paintings of the van Veldes, he n-ocks himelf by 

saying "la bolite cranienne a le nompole de cet article" (PvV. 352); 

insisting that the painters are not themselves guilty in this way as 

he is, he writes, "les peintres n1ont pas de tke, lisez donc canevas 

a la place, ou estomac,, aux endroits eu je les en affable" (PvV. 354) 

and "je tiens a le repetor, de crainte quIon ne les prennent pour 
des cochons d'intellectuels" (PvV. 356). 12 

This same anti-intellectual 

conviction is at the root of his own vehement denial of PhiloscPhical 

confent in his work and of his insistence on being a sensibility rather 

than an intellectual. 13 
His prolonged prearrble to the article on the 

painting of the van Veldes is a sardonic, even bitter, coranentary 

on the effect of applying preconceived notions to art: Beckett is 

convinced that it is only by being unprepared for the uniqueness of 

a work of art that it can affect us - use should just open our eyes 

and see a painting - and he is correspondingly critical of all those 

who take it upon themselves to explain works of art and to point out 

Vhat the gallery-goer should look out for in paintings. 
14 

The same 

11. See Lawrence E. Harvey, "Sanuel Beckett on Life, Art and CritiCiM-, 
m. -ci ., p. 562. 

comencer 12. 
% 
Bram van Velde in particular, Beckett Writes,, ne doit 

a se rendre corpte de ce qu'il a fait quIenviron dix: ans apre"s. 
Entendons-nous. Il sais chaque fois que ga y est, ýý la f-agon d'un 
poisson de haute ver qui slarrke a la bome profondeur, ndis les 

01 0 raisons lui en sont 6pargn6es" (PVV. 356). Rayner Heppenstallo, in 
The Fourfold Tradition (Barrie and Rcd-, lif f, London,, 1961,, p. 257), 
tells of an (unnamed) long-tinme friend of Beckett's, a psycho-analyst, 
who says thatuhen Beckett has finished writing a imrk, "he hardly 
knm, s What he has done". 

13. See "En Attendant ... Beckett", the interview with Gabriel dlAubarýde 
(. cit., p. 7). Also in '. Assunptim" Beckett Writes of "the vulgar, 
un vat , terribly clear and personal ideas of the unread intell- 
igentsia" (22. cit., P. 41). 

14. The effect of being told what to expect of a particular painter is 
that the gal-lery-goer chomes, takes sides r accepts a priori, rejects 
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kind of corm-ent is rrk-Ae in Proust when Bed-, ett elaborates on the 
'v nrkings of habit, whose action is: 

precisely to hide the essence - the Idea - of the object in a 
haze of conception-preconception... Norrmlly we are ir. the 
position of the tourist... whose aesthetic experience comsi-sts in a series of identifications and for whom Baedeker is the end 
rather than the rmans. Deprived by nature of the faculty of 
cognition and by upbringing of any acquaintance with the lerqs of dyncm-ics, a brief inscription immrtalises his cmotion. The 
creature of habit turns aside from the object that cannot be 
rade to correspond with one or other of his intellectual prr--- judices, that resists the propositions of his team of synthescs, 
organised by habit on labour-saving principles. (P. 11-12) 

The work of art is described in "La Peinture des van 'Velde... " as 
"tout neufII, "un non-sens" (PVV. 349), "Imique", inexplicable (PvV. 
352); in Proust these are words used to characterise the enchantmnts 
and cruelties of reality that are experienced when habit dies: 

when the object is perceived as particular and unique and not 
rrerely the ren7ber of a famly,, when it appears independent of 
any general notion and detached from the sanity of a cause, 
isolated and inexplicable in the light of ignorance, then and 
then only iray it be a source of enchantrent. (P. 11) 

The-action of babit,, as far as vision is concerned, consists in 
interfering a prism, between the eye and its cbject, in allowing 
us to see cnly uhat we should see (see P. 15), only what fits in 

with our intellectual prejudices. If we close our eyes, as Belacqua 
15 

wills Winnie to do, and if ue lock an idea up in our minds, as 
Belacqua intends to do, we rmy be shutting out the chance of our 
being jolted out of our preconceptions. The sarm is true of the 
mre general retreat from the physical world evidenced in "DrearW',, 

as. is shown by the recurrent connection between the physical world 
(contact. with wm-en especially) and disturbance: Belacqua, as a 

M(cont. ) a priori, stops looking, stops existing, when faced with 
a painting that might just have liked (PvV. 349): "Tout ce que 
vous saurez jamais d1un tableau, clest combien vous l1adirez (et a 
la rigueur pourquoi, si cela vous int6resse). Mais cela non plus 
vous ne le saurez probablerrent jamais, A moins de devenir sourd 
et d1oublier vos lettres. Et le tenps viendra ou, de vos visites 
au Louvre, car vous n1irez plus qu'au Louvre, il ne vous restera 
que does souvenirs de dur4e: 'Suis restA trois minutes devant le 
sourire du Professeur Pater, a le regarder. 1 - (PvV. 351) 

15. Winnie herself is, as I have said, a creature of habit, and it is 
a function of her "sensible" ha-bit to consciously examine physical 
features. 'She might experience spontaneity if she did close her 
eyes. 
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creature of habit, chooses to min=*'se the possibility of dis- 

turbance by isolating himelf frcm its rmst obvious sources and by 

living in a world that he can cope with. 

Mile wa can still not define ubat reality is - reality is 
indefinable - we can rx),, %,, take our earlier connection betux--en reality 

and awareness further. Reality has been preliminarily understood 

as that of which un are intensely aware (painfully and Joyfully) when 

we are not creatures of habit. TAb are now able to say that this can 
be an aunareness eit! l= of the outer, physical world or of the inner, 

vental-, world. The vacrocosm and the microcosm are equally real and 

either (or. both) can be the occasion for spontaneous experience, just 

as either can, so long as our-habit protects us from their realityi 
be habitual. 

Death 

, Another of Beckett's concerns that is introduced in "Dream" but that 

receives its-first significant elaboration in the short stories is his idea of 
death. In "Dream", as we have seen, Belacqua. seens on the verge Of 

dying on Neu, Year's Eve in Austria. Death, we read, may Occur On e-C 

third cr fifth day (D. 77) after the New Year, but Belacqua-still 

goes to a party with the Smraldina, engages in a heated discussion - 
with her father, and m-Aes a seezingly miraculous recovery from 

utiat-ever ailed him when he and the arieraldina. break up. The indic- 

ations that his ailn-ent was not what is usually thoug1tof as a terminal 

illness, and that the death that was expected for him was not what 

we norrrally think of as death, are plain enc! iiqh and,, as I have 

suggested, it seems rather nore likely that. he was in danger of suffering 

the death of his habit. The sam is true in "Assunption", the very 

first of Beckett's prose works ever to be published. In this very 

short story Beckett describes a young man's experiences thus: "each 

night he died and was -God, each night revived and was torn, torn and 

battered... . 16 This cannot have anything to do with uhat. vm normally 

man by death, but neither here nor in any other of the creative works 

is Beckett's unusual way of viewing death explained. This idea of 

death plays, in 1, bre Pricks Than Nicks, its most significant role in 

the stories that concern themselves with the prelude to and with the 

"AssunPtiOn"o, 02- cit. p. 44. 
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aftermath of Belacquals own death: "Yellow" and "Draff". In these 

ýbtories it is possible to see how the link between the death of habit and 

unforeseen circunstances, between habit and the attempt to plan for 

all eventualities, that is abstractly expressed in Rroust receives 
fictional expression. 

"Yellow" begins with Belacqua waking up in a hospital bed at 
five o'clock in the rrorning. He is to be operated on at noon, he has 
been informd, for a turmur on the back of his neck and is also to 
have part of a too rewved. Lying back, smoking, after his early 
vorning tea, he considers his position: 

Carry it off as he might,, he was in. a dreadful situation. At 
twelve sharp he would be sliced open - zeep! - with a bistoury. 
That was the idea that his mind for the mmnt was in no fit 
state to entertain. If this Hunnish idea once got a foothold 
in his little psyche in its present unready condition, topsy- 
turvy after yesterday's debauch of anxiety and the good night's 
slepp coming on tcp of that, it would be annihilated. The 
psyche, not the idea, which was precisely the reverse of what 
he wished. W. 171-172) 1 

Beckett is using "mind" and "psyche" here in the sarm way as he 

usos. "habit" (and san-etin-es "ego") in Proust, i. e. as a nam for that 

internal n-echanism which shelters hunan beings from: disturbance. 

Belacqua is clearly in a somm_ýt precarious position: his earlier 

anxiety and his night's sleep have conspired to weaken his habit, 

mid the disturbance has made itself felt. 17 In Proust Beckett 

says that this can only happen through the negligence or inefficiency 

of habit, and describes incidents from Proust's novel-that show that 

such negligence or inefficiency can be associated with anxiety: 
"in consequence of his 4111arcelW journey and his anxiety, his 

habit is in abeyance, the habit of tenderness for his grandmotherr... 

and he realises with horror that his grandmother is dead... " (P. 15) 

and, on another occasion, "all his faculties are on the alert, on 
the defensive, vigilant and taut... Habit has not had tim to silence- 
the explosions of the clock" (P. 12). The death of habit "is 

inseparable from suffering and anxiety - the suffering of the dying 

and the jealous anxiety of the ousted. The old ego dies hard" (P-10 

Belacquals anxiety, in "Yellcw", does not necessarily signify the 
.. 

17. The very fact that he )mcws the tirm of his operation. rray also 
have cmtributed to his anxiety. In Proust, Beckett describes how 
marcel's indifference at parting frcm Albertine is "transformed into 
the mst horrible anxiety" when he hears her nake plans for the 
following evening, saying "Tomrrcw, then, at half-past eight", 
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inTdnent death of his habit, but it does man that his habit will 
have to exert itself if such a death is to be avoided. His psycha, 
or habit, is in an "unready condition'. ' (Nip. 171-172): like FranToise 
in Proust's novel,, he has encountered a circun-stance unforeseen 
in the "c-urriculum" of his habit (P. 9) and is hard put to cope with 
it. If he does not, his habit will die, which is "precisely the 

reverse" of what he wishes (NP. 172). 

In Proust, the workings of a threatened habit are often described 
in tenrs of imrfare, annour, and defence against danger. Ila-bit is 

"the generic naire for the countless treaties concluded between the 

countless subjects that constitute the individual and their countless 
correlative objects"' (P. 8; italics added). Men it is opposed (P. 

lo) by an unfamiliar phenarenon, when it "betrays its trust as a 

screen to spare its victim the spectacle of reality" (p. 10), then 
it disappears "with wailing and gnashing of teeth" (P. 10). (Dur 

potential for spontaneity and for involuntary nemory is stored "in 

that ultimate and inaccessible dungeon of our being to %, hich habit 

does not posses the key,, and does not need to,, because it contains 

none of the hideous and useful paraphernalia of war" (P. 18). One of 
the reserve forces that the habit defence establishment can call on 
in case of energency is curiosity: "Curiosity is a non-conditioned 
reflex, in its rmst prirritive manifestations a reaction bef ore a 
danger-stimulus and seldom exeWt... from utilitarian considerations. 
Curiosity is the hair of our habit tending to stand on end... Curiosity 
is the safeguard, not the death, of the cat... The rrore interested our 
interest-, the mire indelible must be its record of inpressions. Its 

booty will always be available, because its aggression was a form of 

self-defence, i. e. the function of an invariable" (P. 17-18), ' The 

false world projected by habit,, i. e. the woirld that we consider we 
live in,, is described as a "carapace of paste and pewter": 

18 
carapace 

17. (cont. ) and Beckett conuents: "The tacit understanding that the 
future can be controlled is destroyed. The future event cannot be 
focussed, its inplications cannot be seized,, until it is definitely 
situation and a date assigned to it. Wben Albertine was his 
prisoner, the possibility of her escape did not seriously disturb 
him, because it was indistinct and abstract, like the possibility 
of death" (P. 5-6). 

18. It is in the "ultirrate and inaccessible dungeon of our being" that 
is stored our potential for spontaneity, which Beckett calls the 

f, 
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is the technical nam for the lobster's armur, its, tough shell 
protecting it from its enremies in the sea. 

Belaoqua view-:, the disturbance as swething challenging his 

peace of atind and as an eneiry that he mist get the better of: 

Six hours separated him from the ordeal, six hours were allotted 
to him in 

' 
which to imaike up his mind, as a pretty drab her face 

for an enemy. His getting the fleam in the neck, his suffering 
the 'tortures of thj9danmed TAxile seerung to slunber as peacefully 
as a little child, were of no consequence, as hope saved they 
vere-not, so long as his mind were waster of the thought of 
them. What he had to do, and had with typical slackness -out off doing till the last momnt, was to arrange a hot reception 
in his mind for the thought of all the little acts of kindness 
that he was to endure before the day was out. (le. 172-173) 

Further disturbed by the dawn breaking - "daybreak, with its 

suggestion of a nasty birth, he could not bear" (MP. 172) - he 

switches on the laiTp in his room "to postpone daybreak until he 

should feel a little mre sure of himself", and then switches it 

off and closes his eyes. Vision is again, as in 'Tipgal", a 

possible source of disturbance and danger, and thus is to be avoided 
if habit is to survive: 

He would close his eyes, he would bilk the dr--:, vn that way. What 
were the eyes anyway? The posterns of the mind. ' They were 
safer closed. (MP. 173). 

To avert what he recognises as a potentially disastrous - for 

his habit - situation, Delacqua does his best. to "noke hirmelf ready" 
(ýT. 1.74) so that the worst will have been foreseen in his curriculum; 

he will "ginger up his little psyche for the occasion" (MP. 174). 

The Irulitaryl tenninology becomes n-ore narked: he is described as 

18. (oontj "pearl that may g live the lie to. our carapace of paste 
and pewter (P. 19). The carapace of the lobster in "Dante and 
the Lcbster", which had survived its enemies in the marine envir- 
onment to which it is accustomed (and in which its carapace can 
ensure survival) is useless, as habit is useless, when the envir- 
onment is drastically changed. The lobster,, after breathing 
secretly "in the midst of its enemies" (MP. 21) , is to die in a 
pot of scalding water, an eneny for which it has not evolved a 
defence mechanism, and any given habit will die'when faced with 
a circumstance against which its defence mechanisms are helpless. 

19. ý "My sufferings under the ana-es-t-hetic, he reflected, will be 
exquisite, but I shall not rezezber them. " (1, T. 172) 
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having a very dull irksom, n-orning, "preparing for the fra in this 

manner"; the narrator asks, "What wre his tactics in this crisis? "; 

and replies: 

In a less tight corner he might have been content to barricade 
his mind against the idea. But this was at the best a slip 
rrethod, since the idea, how blatant an encny soever and despite 
the strictest quard, was certain to sidle in sooner or later, and 
then the garre was up... 

His plan therefore was not to refuse admission to the idear 
but to keep it at bay until his mnd was ready to receive it. 
Then let it in and pulve-rise it. Obliterate the bastard. Ile 
ground his teeth in the bed... But by what means. Belacqua 
ran, sack-ed his mind for a suitable engine of destruction. (ýT. 
174-175; italics added) 

The idea that axms to miind as an engine of destruction is a phrase 
from Dome, viz. 'T'llow anong our wise nen, I doubt not but many would 
be found, who would laugh at Heraclitus weeping, none which would 

weep at Demcritus-laughing'ý (MP. 175), and Pelacqia decides to 

choose either laughter or tears as his n-eans of llperforatfing7 his 

adversary" (MP. 175). Fearing that if he resorts to tears lie ("and, 

by extension,, his late farrily also" ! NP. 177) uould be disgraced 

since all the hospital staff would thirk that "far from grinning and 
bearing" he "had piped his'eye, or had been on the point of doing so", 
Belacqua decides in favour of laughter: 

So now his course was clear. He would am his mind with laughter, 
laughter is not quite the word but it will have to serve, at ; 
ev . ery point, then he would admit the idea and blow it to pieces. 
(NP. 177; italics added) 

nie narrator then aýks, "How did he proceed to put this plan 
into execution? " and replies: "He has forgotten, he has no use for 

it an rel (MP. 177; italics added). The whole of "Yellow" is 

written in the past tense with this single exception, which suggests 
that Belacqua has nouse for the plan at sorre point after the story 

ends, i. e. after his death. The inplications. of this, and of 
further indications of a possible life after death, will be discussed 

in connection with "Draff ". 

Vb do not discover how he puts his plan into execution, but 

that he does do so seerm clear, and he seems, provisionally at least, 

to have solved his problem. The -whole potentially disastrous 

situation seens to have become innocuous and his habit is still 
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intact. For the remainder of the morning, until he is just 

about to leave for the operating theatre, he is calm ard-urr- 
disturbed, enjoying watching the nurses go about their business, 

and making light conversation with tbem while "the sun, that 
creature of habit,, shone in through the window" (MP. 179). His 
d-ieerfulness is once n-ore threatened when he is having his toe 
bandaged by one of the nurses for the operation: 

... sIn transferred her corrpassion to the toes. She scoured the 
whole phalanx, top and bottom. Suddenly she began to titter. 
Belacqua nearly kicked her in the'eye, he got such a shock. 
How dared she trespass on his programre! He refusing to be 
tickled in this petty local way... and she forgetting herself# 
there was no other word for it. There were limitst he felt, 
to Democritus. (FP. 182) 

His cheerfulness has been the result of his having carried out 
his Democritean strategy of laughing, and the fact that he can 
be shocked by tittering-and-tickling indicates the limits of this 

strategy and bodes ill for its effectiveness as a defence mchanism. 
At this stage, however, Belacqua swallows his choler W. 182) and 
tenporarily regains his equanimity - until the nurse conmnts almst 
inaudibly that "his Ai. e. Belacquals toels, 7 troubles are nearly 
over" (MP. 182): 

Belacqua broke down corrpletely, he could not help it. This distant 
voice, like a cor anglais coming through the evening,, and then 
the his, the his was the last straw. He buried his face in his 
hands, he did not care who saw him. 

'I would like' he sobbed ''the cat to have it, if I might0l V2 

-182) 
1 

Despite this collapse, which reveals that he is still very rrurch in 

a precarious position, Belacquals habit is surviving: 

His heart gave a great leap in its box with a fulminating sense 
that he was all wrong, that anger would stand by him much better 
than the other thing, the laugh seemed so-feeble, so like a uM 

' 
nge 

in the end. But on second thoughts no, anger would turn aside 
when it came to the point, leaving him like a sheep. Anyhow it 
was too late to turn back. He tried cautiausly what it felt to 
have the idea in his mind... Nothing happened, he felt no shock. 
So at least he had spiked the brute, that was something. 

At this point he went downstairs and had a truly military 
evacuation,, Army Service Corps. Coming back he did not doubt 
that all would yet be well. (YP. 183) 

Even the nurse. giving him an injection does not unduly upset 
his equardmity - "she had the waapon into his bottom and disdiarged 
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before, he realised ubat. was happening" ý%IP. 183) - and, though 
he insists ("it'is ny right" MP. 183) on Juming the 'purpose of 
the injection imd suspects that there ray be "a conspiracy in this 

place to destroy him, body and soul" (ýT. 183), lie is confident 
'of his ability to cope with uhat may be in store for him at 

noon: "The day was out of danger, any fool could see that" (MP. 

184). 

Vki6n he has his. theatre-socks on and the ends of his pýjamas 
tucked into them, ("like a cyclist's" MP. 185), he stands up, ready 
to go. "His hour was at hand, there was no blinking at the fact" 

(MP. 185). He goes &7wm the elevator and into the theatre, ignoring 

the surgeon Nho is washing his hands) and flashing a dazzling srdle 

at one of the nurses ("she would not forget that in a hurry" ýT- 
186), and bounces, up on to the operating table wtiere he is 

anaesthetised: 

The mixture was too rich, there would be no question about that. 
His heart was running away, terrible yellow yerks in his skull. 
'one of the best', he heard those words that did not refer to 
him. The expression reassured him. The best man clawed at his 
tap. 

By Christ! he did die! 
They had clean forgotten to auscultate him! (MP. 186) 

The "By Christ! he did die! " is a follow-up to a story that 

Belacqua had laughed at before leaving his room, about a parson 
taking part in an amateur theatrical production. All the parson had. 

to do was to snatch at his heart when a revolver uent off, cry 

! lBy God! I'm shot", and drop dead. The parson objected to saying 
"By God! " on such a secular occasion, so it was agreed that he should 

replace "By God! " with "bbrcy! ", "Upon ny word! ", or "Oh nTy! " r1he 

production was so amateur that the revolver did in fact go off, and 

the man of God was transfixed. "Ohl' he cried, "oh...! BY CHRIST! 

I AM SHOT! " (MP. 184). 

Mien examined in ternr. of habit and spontaneity, the point of 
the story about the parson,, and of "Yellow" as a,, ýhole, is that in 

each case an entirely unforeseen circumtance - the revolver going 

off on the one hand, and the negligence of the hospital staff on the 

other - upsets all carefully laid plans, and results in the death 
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of the individual utio had laid the plans. It is characteristic of I 
the creature of habit, Uilen threatened, to try to 'outwit' whatever 
forces are threatening him by nA-, ing cl, _tjiled plans and bY leaving 

as little as possible to diance. The whole course of Belacquals 

m. ming is evidence of this. As In wonders at the length of the 
bandage the nurse is winding round 'his toc, he thinks to hirrself: 

She would never have done with her bandage, it cannot have 
masured less than a furlong. But of course it would never do 
to leave anything to chance, Belacqua could -Ippreciate that. 
(MP. 182) 

It is, hc%-ever, inpossible to foresee all eventualities., and t1r- 

feeling of (false) security that results from having done one's 

utn-ost to ward off danger -a feeling Belacqua clearly experiences 
just before his operation - nuy in fact contribute to the disastrous 

effect of the unforeseen circun-stance since Uie one thing that cannot 
be reconciled with & feeling of security is a preparedness for 

shock. 

The next story, "Draff ", -yAiich opens with the notice of his 

, ath in the newspaper ("Shuah, Belacqua, in a Nursing Hom" W. 189), c -1e 
is largely cOncerned with his funeral, and all the obvious signs 
indicate that he does die physically on the operating table. Som 

curious rerrarks in "Draff", however, suggest this was no ordinaryj, 

or rather not only an ordinary, death. 

The Smeraldina,, seeing her husband's death notice next day is, 

we are informed, reading "in the paper that she had begILn to survive 
U&I M-189; italics added); his forehead, as she touches it, is 

I'much less chilly than she had expected" ("but that no doubt was 

explained by her own peripheral circulation, which was wretched" MP. 

191); Belacqua "had often looked forward to meeting the girls, Lucy 

especially, hallowed and transfigured beyond the veil. TAbat a hope. 

Death had already curod him of that nalvetPl (NP. 195); cerements,, 
it is agreed by all ocnoerned with the funeral arrangements, do not 

suit the defunct Belacqua, "soirehow they made him look so, put-upon and 
helpless, almost as though he had not done dying" (M-P. 197); the coffin 
is covered as the small party is about to set off for the cemetery, 

and now, we are informed, "he Z'presumably Belacqua, 7 was grinning up 

at the lid at last" (NP. 198); the only individual other than Smerry, 
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the parson, and the undertaker (Ili&. Malacoda) and his mn, to 

attend the funeral : Ls Capper Quin, known as 111airy' ("he was so 
glabrous" W. 134), a friend of Belaoquals of vhom we learn: 

Dalaoqua dead and buried, Hairy smTed to have taken on a new 
lease of life... Perhaps the e-%, planation of this was that while 
Belacqua, was alive Hairy could not be himself, or, if you prefer, 
could b-- nothing else. Uiereas now the defunct, such of his parts 
at least as might be made to fit,, could be pressed into service, 
incorporated in the daily ellipses of Capper Quin without his 
having to face the risk of exposure. Already Delacqua was not 
wholly dead, but nerely mutilated. The sweraidina appreciated 
this without thinking. (P. T. 200-201; italics added) 

and the Smeraldina herself seerm to have "suffered the inverse 

change": 

She had died in part. She had definitely ceased to exist in that 
particular part which Belacqua had been at such pains to isolate... 
Her spiritual equivalent, to give it a narm, had been masured, 
coffined and covered by Nick Malacoda. Ass waterial for anagogy 
so . the uorms were wx--lcam to her. (DT. 201) 

There are intimations here both of a process of dying that is 

not yet over for Belacqua ("she had begun to survive hirW', "as 

though he had not done dying"I "already Belacqua was not wholly 
dead") and of the existence of scn-e form of awareness after death 
("death had cured him of that nalivetA" and the earlier ommentr in 

"Yellow", that he has forgotten how he executed his plan of attack, 
on the troubleson-e idea because at sorre point after the tire covered 
in that story h-- stops having any use for it (111P. 177). 

The idea of sorre form of post n-ortem awareness is only intelligible 

in the context of what we norn-ally rrean by death if we accept that 

there is some kind of life after death, and it is extremly unlikely 
that Beckett ever seriously entertained this notion; 

20 the idea of 

not having finished dying after having died is totally unintelligible 
in this context. When we look at these ideas in terims of habit a: fid 

spontaneity, however, they are not only intelligible but also necessary 

20. In Proust he writes that voluntary nemxy, that "emissary" of habit, 
assures us %ben uevrake up that our "'personality' has not disappeared 
with ZO'ur, 7 fatigue", i. e. that we are the same =4'as we wre when 
-v., e fell asleep, and he continues: "It is possible (for those that 
take an interest in such speculations) to consider the resurrection 
of the soul as a final piece of in-pertinence from the sam source. 
It 4*Tiabitual, voluntary nr=zy7 insists on that nost necessary, 
wholesare aM nonotoncus plagiarism - the plagiarism of oneself. " (P. 33) 
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conditions at certain stages in life. The idea of awareness 

after the death, of habit is essential to the view of hman existence 

expounded by Beckett in Proust and, as we have seen, elsevdicre: 
it is only in the spontaneity experienced briefly when habit 
dies that we are ever really aware; as creatures of habit we are 

precisely unaware, shielded from awareness of reality. So too 

we nay, like Belacqua in "Yellow" and on New Year's Eve in "DreaxW', 

undergo a process of dying that may or may not (depending on 
the strength of our habit and the extent of the disturbance 

involved) conclude with the death of our habit, and since the 

habit--death of habit (spontaneity)--rebirth of habit cycle is 

supposed to be continuous, the process of dying of one habit would 

necessarily cone after the previous habit has already died. 

These considerations are enough to give us reason to stop, 

when we find Beckett discussing death or dying or re-birth in-his 

work, and examine whether he is discussing such processes in 
. 

dictionary terrrs and/or in his own terms of habit and spontaneity. 

The difference between the two kinds of death is crucial, and on 

our interpretation of what he mans by death in any particular 

case' will depend our whole view of the rmaning of the work being 

discussed. 

In Endgam, 21for 
exmple, Hamm says on tun occasions that 

outside of the shelter is death (E. 9,70), and it clearly possible 
to take him literally. If we do so, then it is not unreasonable 
to interpret the play as depicting a kind of refuge for the few 

surviving ren-bers of the human race: the Zagreb Drama Theatre per- 

formed the play during their 1958-59 season as a depiction of-an 
22 

atomic shelter after global destruction. It is, however, also 

possible to interpret the shelter as a dramatic image for habit, and 

21. Endgarrej Grove Press Inc.,, New York,, 1958. 
22. See Darko Suvint "Beckett's Purgatory of the Individual", 

cit., p. 34. 
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this interpretation explains a lot that the other type of inter- 

pretation has difficulty coping with. Harrrmls lack of interest 

in the small boy, for example, is understandable if death is seen 

as maning the death of tile old habit (i. e. spontaneity), for the boy can 
then be seen as representing the reality outside the shelte, 

23and 

the hope for renovation that Hamm refuses to allow to disturb his 

preconceptions. about the imminence of a definitive end to his world. 
Allowing for the possibility that death, in the play, may mean the 

death of habit (and I don't have the space to argue this'. here) 

allows for the possiýility of renovation and of hope, houever ul-k- 

certain it may be whether such renovation will actually take place. 
For those that assume that death is being used only in the normal 

serise,, there can be no hope. 

Belacqua does die physically. Wylat is not certain is whether 

or not his habit died beforehand (or similtaneously). That there 

should, in "Draff", be suggestions both of an unfinished process 

of dying (which is indicative of a habit not annihilated, although 

throatened) and of a post-mortem awareness (indicative of the 

spontaneity that corres xTith the death of habit),, cancels out the 

possibility of deciding between these two possibilities: we cannot 

say definitely either that Belacquals habit survived or that it 

died. 

"Dante and the Lobster" 

Wien "Dante and the IDbster" opens, Belacqua is puzzling over 

a difficult. passage in Canto II of Dante's Paradiso, the first of 

the canti describing Dante and Beatrice's s03Ourn on the moon. Dante 

has asked Beatrice for an explanation of the markings on the roon 

which are visible from earth and which human beings associate with the 

23. mirtin Esslin asks, "Is this boy a synbol of life outside the 
closed circuit of withdrawal from, reality", in "Sanuel Beckett: The 
Search for Self", Twentieth Century InteE2retations of Endgam, 
edited by Bell Gale Chevigny, Prentice-Hall, E. agleuvod Cliffs, 
New Jersey, 1969, p. 29. 
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story of the outcast Cain. The poet's mm suggestion is that 
differences in density between various parts of the n=nIs substance 
cause the moon to reflect 1, ight in varying degrees and thus to 

appear spotty. Beatrice begins by refuting this notion, and 
Belacqua, reading the canto, has no difficulty with her rebuttal 
of the theory suggested by Dante: 

Part one, the refutation, was plain sailing. She irade her point 
clearly, she said wI-iat she had to say without fuss or loss of 
tim. (NP. 9) 

Beatrice then proceeds with part two, her own explanation. Since 

she has her explanation from God himself, Belacqua. can be sure it 

is "accurate in every particular" (MP. 9), but he finds it inpossible 

to "make head or tail" of this demnstration, and is "bogged indeed" 

(MP. 9). This passage in the Paradiso is, as the Ottolenghi says 
later in Beckett's story, a "famus teaser! ' (MP. 18): to understand 
Beatrice's explanation it is necessary to be familiar idth the 

conception of the universe in the Divine Ccmdy. The enigma that 

Belacqua finds troubling is of interest to us here, however, only 
inasmuch as it bears directly on "Dante and the Lobster". It 

does this by introducing the notion of the victim who in turn 

victimises another, a notion which provides the thematic framwork 

w-ithin -ol-iich the short story is set. 

As midday strikes, Belacqua "at once switch--Zs, 7 his mind off 
its task" (1,, IP. 9), holds the Divine Conr--, dy on his two palms xuidpr 
his nose, and slams it shut, "squinting at it angrily" (ýT. 9) for 

a tine before putting it aside. Then: 

He leaned back in his chair to feel his mind subside and the itch 
of this man quodlibet die down. Nothing could be done until 
his mind. got better and was still, which gradually it did. (MP- 
10) 

13elacqua then ventures to consider his next moves. Three large cbl i 9ý 

ations present thmselves. First he has to organise his lundir then 

he has to pick up a lobster from the fishmongers, and finally he has 

to go to his Italian lesson with Signorina. Adriana Ottolenghi. 

The en. igrra of Beatrice's explanation of the rrarkings cn the nwn 
is, of course, a quodlibet, but the discourse with whi ch she intro-- 

duces this explc-mation is soon seen to have irmediate bearings on 
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Belacquals afternoon. This is a discourse on the interrelationships 

binding the different parts of creation together in gradations of 
being of perfection inversely proportional to the distance frm 

th-- Empyrean, the abode of God. The planets, the moon, the gradations 

of earthly creation, work, Watrice explains, "from grade to grade, 

as each is acted on by those above and acts on those below". 24 God 

alone, the Unazoved Mover, is not acted upon, but only acts on what 
is below, i. e. the created universe. Every thing that is created 

must, Beatrice says,. "be branded and in turn impose its brand"25as 

dictated by the will of the Ylover, God. In the Paradiso this discourse 

allows Beatrice to explain the markings of the nmn by showing 
that the m)onj being the sphere furthest from the Empyrean, 

receives less of excellence than the other spheres, with the result 

that various parts of the noon differ from one another and reflect 
light unequally. In "Dante and the Lobster". it allows us to under- 

stand the direction taken by Belacquals t1ioughts during the afternoon 
that follows his reading of the canto. The discourse itself is not 

quoted in the short story, but it becomes cle 
, 
ar that the notion 

that each created part of the universe must be branded and in t Urn 
inpose its brand is relevant to the events that follow during 

Belacquals afternoon. 

The quodlibet died dmm just after noon, but it returns to /i 

1ý_-Jacqua while he is controlling the broiling of the bread_for his 
I 

lunch and waiting for the second slice to be "done to a dead end" 
(mp. 11). Set in the middle of the detailed description of 

Belacqua's elaborate preparations for his lunch is the following 

unexpected paragraph: 

For the tiller of the field the thing was simple, he had it from 
his mother. The spots u--re Cain with his'truss of thorns, 
dispossessed,, cursed from the earth, fugitive and vagabond. The 
moon was that countenance fallen and branded, seared with the first 
stigma of God's pity, that an outcast might not die quickly. 
it was a mix-up in the mind of the tiller,, but that did not 
matter. It had been good enough for his mother, it vas good 
enough for him. (NP. 11-12) 

24. Paradiso, U, 122-123-. "di grado in grado, / che di suprehdono et 
d! sot-to fanno... " 

25. Paradiso, 11,132-. "La rmto e la virtu de santi giri, / conne dal fabbro 
1TEETUTU-el rrartello, da beati mtor convien chi spiri; / ell ciel cui 
tanti lumi fanno bello, /della n-ente profonda che lui volve/ prende 
ilimage e fassene suggello... " 
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This explanation is good enough for Belacqua, and the problem 

once again iý forgotten. The procedure that Belacqua follows in 

preparing his lunch shows him acting out, in ritual fashion, a 
drama connected in several ways with the Biblical dram of the 

narking of Cain. 

The first thing that Belacqua does is to lock the door to 

ensure corrplete privacy. He spreads an old newspaper out on the 

table and sces "the rather handsoire face of mcCabe the assassin" 
(also knam as the malahide imrderer, ZIP. 17) staring up at 
him. Having set the toaster "precisely on the fla, -re" of the 

gasring, a nd adjusted the flow, he evens the end of the loaf of 
bread off "on the face of McCabe" and cuts two rounds, the main 

elenents of his forthcoming mal. 

All ý these preliminaries uxere very hasty and in-personal. 
It was now that the real skill began to be required, it was 

at this point that the average person began to rmke a hash of 
the entire proceedings. (NP. -11) 

In the proceedings %Uch follow, Belacquals aggression is directed 

against the two rounds of bread which are retaphorically hurranised: 

He laid his cheek against the soft of the bread, it was spongy 
and wann, alive. But he would very soon take that plush feel 
off it, by God but he would very quickly take that fat white look 
of its face. (MP. 11) 

The first "candidate" is toasted slowly and evenly until it is 

"done to a dead end, black and micking", when it is replaced by its 

"comrade". (NP. 11). Belacqua is "on his knees before the flarm" 

throughout this procedure, and long before both rounds are done, 

the room is "full of srmke and the reek of burning" (MP. 12). 

Returning the scorching toastco to its nail on the wall, Belacqua 

sears a great iveal in the wallpaper. This-is "hooliganism pure and 

sirple" (W. -12) - as opposed, I uould suggest, to the more ccuplex 
kind of hooliganism involved in Belacquals treatrent of the bread. The 

repetition, in this context, of the vord seared, uhich was used in 

the previous paragraph to describe God's marking of Cain, suggests 
that God too was. guilty of sorre kind of hooliganism. 

Belacqua now uvrks a thick paste of Savora, salt and pepper into 

the "pores" of each of the pieces of charred toast, and he looks 

forward to the mmnt %fien he will eat his neal: 
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This real that he was at sudi pains to mko ready, he would 
devour it with a sense of rapture and victory, it would be 
like smting the sledded Polacks on the ice. He would snap 
at it with closed eyes, he would gnash it to a pulp, he would 
vanquish it utterly with his fangs. Then the anguish of 
pungency, the pang of the spices, as each muthful died, 
scorching his palate, bringing tears. (1, T. 12) 

The references to the sledded Polacks smitten by Mmilet's father 

in an "angry parle" (Hwdet, 1.1,62-63) and to the anticipated 
death of each muthful, reinforces the connection bet: ween the toast 

and humn beings, as-uell as underlining Belacquals almst inhumn 

("fangs") fury. He is, however, getting ahead of himself in anti- 

cipation, for he is not yet ready to eat: 

.. he was not yet all set, there was yet much to be done. He Ld burnt his offering, he had not yet fully dressed it. Yes, 
he had put the horse behind the tun-brel. (. ýT. 12) 

A turrbrel is, of course, a kind of cart, but the word is, in this 

context, far more powerful than 'cart' would have been (even if 

'to put the cart before the horse' weren't a clich6). 'Tunbrell 

is the word commnly used of those carts that carried-men and WOMn 
to execution at the guillotine in France. In the context of the 

humanisation. of the two rounds of toasted bread, a context into 

which the idea of an "offering" has now been incorporated, the word 
I turrbrel I corrpletes the in-age of a huran sacrifice. 

The cheese is missing. He claps the tm rounds of toast 

together, wraps thern up in a piece of paper, and sets out for the 

grocer's. "His whole being was straining forward toward*the jcy in 

store" (MP. 13). All that "human care and skill" (MP. 12) could do 

to ensure an excellent lunch has been done. Nonetheless he is riot 

yet sure of his private ecstasy: 

If he uere accosted now he might just as well fling his lunch into 
the gutter and walk straight back home. (mp. 3-3) 

His journey is happily without incident, but it is with a very 

suspicious eye that he inspects the cheese that the. grocer has set 

aside for him, for "what he wanted was a goodgreen stenching rotten 
lunp of Gorgonzola cheese, alive" (MP. 14) and the piece he finds 

is a "cadaverous tablet" with only a "faint fragrance of corruption" 
(NP. 14). He conplains heatedly to the grocer but ("It was sweating. 
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That Was SCMthing. 11 P2.13) accepts it sullenly and continues 

on his way to the public house to consum bis rwal. 

The lunch turns out to be "a notable success" since the chces-e 

proved astonishingly strong after all, and 

... then the food had been further spiced by the intelligence, 
transmitted in a low tragic voice across the counter by Oliver 
the ir. prover, that the Malahide murderer's petition for rmrcy, 
signed by half the land, having been injected, the man must 
swi 

* 
ng at dmvm in Pbuntjoy and nothing could save him. Ellis the 

hangman xeras even r<xi on his way. Belacqua, tearing at the sand- 
wich and swilling the precious stout, pondercd on mcCabe in his 
cell. (tT. 17) 

TAbat better added ingredient could have been imagined? The bredd. 
alive, the cheese alive, only the viscid salve of Savora, salt and 

pepper inanimate - and then to find a living spice! Belaoqua's 
"teeth and jaws had been in. heaven". (bT. 17). An excellent lunch., 

"It vx: )uld abide as a standard in his mind" (ýT. 17). 

This reference to nýCabe connects the end of the discussion of 
Belacqua's lunch with the beginning. Belacqua had locked the 

door to his room to ensure that "nobody could come at him! ' (MP. 10). 

The exanPle. given of the kind of interruption that, in the interests 

of nuking his lunch enjoyable, Belacqua is anxious to avoid is that 

of a "brisk tattler" who might "con-Le bouncing in... with a big idea 

or a petition" (NP. 10). If someone had brought round McCabe's 

petition for mrcy to be signed when Belacqua was set on his lxnýchr 

Belacqua would clearly not have signed it. The sacrificial victim 

of Belacquals frenzied W2.13) hunger ("more of mind, I need scarcely 

say, than of body" NP. 13) for his lunch is thus associated 

with moCabe, the news of whose inpending execution has perfected 

i3elacclua Is rreal. 

The mon was that countenance fallen and branded, seared with the 
first stigma of God's pity, that an outcast nAght not ie quickly. 
(mP. 12; italics added) 

Belacqua, slowly searing his , live,, lunch - , it took tiW, but if a 
th4 was worth doing at all it was uvrth doing %, ell,, (MP. -12) - 

wiping the "fat white look" off the "face,, of his bread, sliced on 
the ratlier handsome "face of mccabe,, Nho, like Cain, is a rurderer),, 

and rejoicing in the strength of his pale soapy piece of veined cheese, 

I 
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is "branding" his victim as surely as God branded Cain. 

Belaoqua is also, at least potentially, a victim himself, 
himself branded. The first hint of this, of Belacquals being 
`m=rked', is found when Belaoqua is conplaining to the groo--r: 

I "Sir" said the grocer. This was not a question,, nor yet an 
expression of acquiescence. The tone in which it was let fall 
wade it quite inpossible to know what was in t1le man's mind. It 
was a mst. ingenious riposte. 

"I tell you" said Belacqua with great heat "this won't do at 
all. If you can't do better than this" he raised the hand that 
held the packet "I shall be obliged to go for my cheese elsewhere. 
Do you nark ne? 

"Sir" said the grocer. (Y2.14) 

Cain was marked with "the first stigma of God's pity"; the 
, 

grocer 
feels "synpathy and pity" (MP. 15) for his custormr. We can clearly 
draw no more conclusions from this incident than Belacqua can draw 

about the maning of the grocer's inscrutable "sir",, but a question 

- is Belacqua Irrarked"? - has been raised that the story will 
proceed to answer. 

Cain killed his brother and thus was branded because God had 

unaccountably refused Cainl. s offering, accepting Abells. McCabe 
is to swing at dawn because the petition for vercy, signed by "half 

the land", has been rejected. McCabe has no nore recourse na,; 
(! 'nothing could save hid) to the authorities that rejected his 

petition than Cain had to the God who rejected his offering, and 

presurnably neither Cain nor McCabe had any idea why they should 
have been so unlucky: they are the victirm of factors beyond their 

control. 

Mile Belacqua is organising his lunch, it is precisely those 

factors which he cannot control that, he fears. He does all that 
"human care and skill" can do to ensure a good lunch, but he can do 

no more and is, as in "Yellow", potential ly at the mrcy of circunr 

stances that he cannot be sure of avoiding. He locks himself into 

his room to exclude brisk tattlers; he threads his way rapidly, his 

head bowed,, towards the grocer's,, hoping fervently to avoid being 

accosted. It is only when he is in a shabby quarter of Dublin (rarely 

frequented by "the incontinent hosthoons; of his own class, itching 

to pass on a big. idea or inflict an appointrmnt" mp. 15) on his u-ay 
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I to the pub where he is knmnto the extent that his presence there 

will provoke "no commnt, or laughter" 04P. 15) from the regulars 
that he can feel that his lunch is "as good as a fait ac conplill 
15), and can feel "free to consider iteim two and three" on his 

agenda for the afternoon, "the lobster and the lesson, in closer 
detail" 0-4P. 15). 

He has been lucky with his lunch, his plans have not been 
disrupted by any unforeseen circumstance - even the cheese turns out 

w1l in spite of his misgivings - and his fears nM7 are for the 

outcome of his transaction with the fishmonger. These fears 

punctuate the very specific plans that he makes on his way to the 

_pub. 
"Assuming .. that his lousy old bitch of an aunt had given 

her order in good time that morning" (MP. 15; italics added) so that 

Belacqua. won't be delayed when he picks up the lobster on his way 
to the school, he can stay on at the pub until closing time and 

still get to the school by three o'clock. Be is estimating how he 

will spend his half-crown -vkien he interrupts his reverie again: 
"Always assuming, of course, that the lobster was all rejdZ to be 

handed over. God dam these tradesmen, he thought, you can never 
mly on than! ' (ýý. 15; italics added). Then, after planning what 
he and the Ottolenghi will talk about in this afternoon's lesson, 

Belacqua. concludes: 

Everything was all set now and in order. Bating, of course, the 
Iobster,, which had to reirain an incalculable factor. He nustijust. 
JOIýF for the best. And expe6E-the worst, he thoUg-ht gaily,, diving 
into the public, as usual. OVIP. 16; italics added) ' 

As it happens, here, as in his fears of being disturbed when 

set on his lunch, nothýng happens to thwart his plans, and his anger 

at the tradesmen is unjustified. 

The lcbster was ready after all, the man handed it over instanter, 
and with such a pleasant smile. Really a little bit of courtesy 
and goodwill went a long way in this world. A smile and a cheerful 
word from a commn working-man and the face of the world was bright- 
ened. And it was so easy, a mere question of muscular control. 
(NP. 17) 

Instead of the "countenance fallen and branded" that is Belacquals 

mother's explanation of the dark spots on the moon,, eirblem of Cain's 

punishment at the hands of the incalculable factor that is God's grace, 
here is the face of the world brightened as a result ofviiat Belacqua 
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thinks is "muscular control". Everything has indeed gone "swinrdngly" 

for Belaoqua up to now: no circumstances beyond his control have 

materialised. So far at least Belacqua is unscathed. 

Belacqua is a creature of habit. His hunger for his lunch 
is "more of mind-than of body" OT. 13) and he fears disturbances 

that might ccm frai the external world over which lie has no 

control. He is a creature of routine. He knows, presumably from 

experience,, that if he is disturbed the food "will turn to bitterness 

on his palate or, worse again, taste of nothing" (MP. 10); the laby- 

rinth of lanes to the grocery is "familiar" (MP. 13); the cheese is 

there "every day, in the same corner, waiting to be called for" by 

him (1, T. 13); he goes to the public house "as usual" (ýT. 16). The 

reassuring snippets of-conventional wisdm that are scattered sus- 

piciously frequently throughout Belacquals interior monologues are 
further evidence that he is dcminated by habit, the minister of 
dullness, the agent of security, sunk in the boredom of living: 

"if a thing was worth doing at all it was worth doing well, that 

was a true saying" (MP. 12); "they Zt-he grocer's family7 were very 
decent obliging people" (MP. 15); "we live and learn, that was a 
true saying" (MP. 17); "really a little bit of courtesy and goodwill 

went a long way in this world" (MP. 17); and, finally, his soon-to- 
be contradicted "'[Nbll ... it's a quick death, God help us all" (MP. 

21). 

Belacquals fears that his carefully-laid plans way be disrupted 

are fears that scmething unforeseen way happen. This kind of fear 

is, by Beckett's definition (P. 21), necessarily ccnmn to all 

creatures of habit. 

It is the duty of habit to preserve its creature's immity from 

all circmstances wtdch do not fit in with, and which therefore 

threaten to annihilate, a particular habitual projection of the 

world. It is a function of Belacquals habit that he has contingency 

plans up his sleeve in case he is baulked in his main objectives. If 

he is interrupted when toasting his bread he will,, no doubt, be upset, 
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but he will not be at a loss: he knows that he micýit as well not 

eat at all and what, if he does e, -It, the food will taste like. For 

him to be accosted on his way to the grocer's would be a "disaster" 

but again Belacqua knows the outcon-c: he would "fling his lunch 

into the gutter and walk straight- back hom" and/or perhaps strike 
the reddlar (MP. -13). If the cheese is not up to par, he threatens 

to take his custom elsewhere. And even if the lobster is not 

ready in good time Belacqua %-Ill certainly cope: diving into the 

public house, he not only hapes for the best but also 2Lce2cts the 

worst. 

These eventualities for which Iv- rakes allowance, hopefully 

(and, as it turns out) unnecessarily, are foreseeable potential 

obstacles. Presumably Belacqua has, at some point, head experience 

of having his ritual interrupted, of being accosted on the street, 

and of unreliable tradesmen. They all are "incalculable" factors 

only in that Belacqua cannot know, in advance, whether or not they 

will happen: he can, and does, calculate what to do if they do 
, 
happen. 

They therefore form part of vhat Beckett calls the "haze of conception- 

preconception" (P. 11) with which habit shelters its creature from 

reality, and they are necessarily incapable of causing the death of 
Belacqua's-current habit. They are, in other words, pawerless to replace 
the boredom of living with the suffering of being (P. 9 ),, powerless 

to restore the "maximun value" (P. 9) of Belacquals being. The 

only hope that Belacqua rmy be mde to suffer, way be victimiseýj, 

branded, is the hope that can be provided by a circumstance that is 

incalculable in the sense of being entirely unforeseeable. We leam 

what this circumstance is to be (tSouqh not'y6t h64'it'wi'll affect 

Belaoquals habit) at the conclusion of Belacquals intercourse with the 

fishn-onger: 

I'Lepping" he said cheerfully, handing it Zthe lobste: E7 over. 
III, --Pping? " said Belaoqua. What on earth was that? 
I'Lepping fresh, sir" said the ran, "fresh in this worning. " 
Now Belacqua, on the anal 

, 
ogy of rockerel and other fish that he had 

heard described as lepping when they had been taken but an hour or 
two previously,, supposed the n-an to man that the lobster had very 
recently been killed. (MP. 17) 

Belacqua continues on his way to the school,, where he leaves 

the parcel containing the lobster in the hall while he has his lesson 
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with the Ottolengbi. Ile asks her about the nmn enignia, and she 

promises to look it up for him: 

The sweet creature! She would look it up in her big Dante 
when she got hom. llmt a wman'. (MP. 18) 

His ecstasies are curious, since this is exactly what he expected 

of her. On the way to the pub, when he decided to ask her about 
the spots on the moon, he was confident that "if she could not 
tell him them -and then she would make it up, only too gladly, 

against the next tire" (YP. -16). He has "set her on a pedestal 
in his raind, apart from other womn" (MP. 16) ostensibly because 

he considers her intelligent and well-infonx-d, but there is at 
least a suggestion that these reasons are not unconnected with her 

predictability. He has not done an exercise for her, "but that 
did not rratter" (YP. 16) and, although she had said they would 

read Il. Cincrue 
-M-gqio 

together during this day's lesson, he is 

sure she "would not n-Lind" if he told her (in a "shining phrase" 
in Italian, framd on his way to see her) that he would prefer to 

postpone it. Her past tenses are "always sorrowful", and even the 

"person" of the Ottolenghi is "as might be expected" (MP. 18; italics 

added). Belacquals del 
, 
ight in her coMany (as opposed to that of 

I'mddlars". "tattlers", "incontinent bosthoons", etc. ) shows that 

he is not averse to conversation, even gossip (of an appropriately 

esoteric kind: ; 'They fflanzoni, Pellico, Napoleoiýi 
.7 

were old rraids, 

suffragettes. Ile nust ask his Signorina'where he, could have received 

that irrpression, that the nineteenth century in Italy was full of 

old hens trying to cluck like Pindar" MP, 16) on condition that he 

knows what to expect. 

The Ottolenghi suggests that Belacqua night look into Dante's 

rare noven-ents of coirpassion for the souls in Hell. In this 

connection Belacqua quotes a "superb pun" from the canto of the 

Sorcerers (Inferno, XX) whose punishment for having dared to look 

into the future involves frightful contortions of the body so that 

they face and must look backwards. Like Cain, the Sorcerers are 

victim of God's justice, as McCabe is the victim of human justice. 

Dante wvcps for the Sorcerers,, only to be sternly rebuked by Virgil 

uho asserts that piety is incoirpatible with pity for those who have 

deserved God's punishwnt: "qui vive la pietý quando e" ben norta" 
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(Inferno, XX, 28; NP. 18), 'here lives pletd %ben it is wholly 
dead'. 'Pietll rreans both pity and piety, and both rreanings are 
intended in Dante's pun, whicit shows that the two qualities are 

rmtually exclusive. 

The Ottolenghi says nothing when Belacqua quotes this phrase 
but he persists in trying to elicit som response fmn her: 

"Is it not a. great phrase? " he gushed. 
She said nothing. 

"Now" he said like a fool "I wonder how you could-translate 
that? " 
Still she said nothing. Theni. 

"Do you think, " she murmired "it is absolutely necessary to 
translate it? " (MP. 18) 

Beckett's discussion, in "Dream of Fair to Middling Wcmn", of 

the difficulties of characterisation, seems relevant to Belacquals 

wish to translate Dante's pun. In "Dream" the narrator wishes his 

characters to be "li6-Ifu-minded", and by this he m-ans that they 

should correspond neatly to a single musical note. He is alrost 

paniq-struck uben he realises that all his characters, even Belacqua, 

refuse to be condensed into a liu, that all of them are like Nerror 

who is not a note at all, but. "the rrost regrettable simltaneity of 

notes" (D. 8). "Our line bulges', the narrator continues,, every 
tirre that No= appears. 

Dante's 11superb pun" is certainly a very good instance - char- 

acterisatim apart - of a line which "bulges" with a simultaneity 

of rreanings. It is untranslateable into any language which does not 

share with Italian a single word which n-eans both piety and pity. 

The best that can be done is to expand the epigrammtic phrase into 

an umqieldy sentence, but sudi an expansion necessarily destroys the 

corrplexity of the pun because,, separating out the different levels 

of "syrrphonic" n-ýeaning, the translation turns the pun into somthing 

linear. Anything that is mt. in Bedmtt's words, "a rrere liu" (D. 9) 

arrything that does not have a single, clear ireaning, will be disturbing 

to the creature of habit whose need, when confronted with confusion 

of any kind, is for the peace that will com only when that confusion 

is amulled. 

Belacqua is Lmable to win the Ottolenghi over to the idea of 
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translating Dmitels pun and, before we discover his reaction to 

this, the lesson is inteiruped by "sounds as of conflict" con-ing 
from the hall, and then by the appearance of Mlle Glain, the 

Frend'i instructress, clutching her cat. The parcel containing 

Belacqua's lobster has, it turns out, narrowly escaped being torn 

cpen by Mlle Glain's cat. This is a circumst'-nce that 13claoqua 

has not counted on, and he suffers a mirent's anxiety (MP. 19) 

before being comforted with the news that the cat had been caught 
just in tim and that "heureusemnt", no harm was done. Mlle 

Gldin leaves and Belacqua turns to the Ottolenghi: 

"Where were we? " said Belacqua. 
But Neapolitan patience has its lirr&ts. 

"Iliere are we ever? " cried the Ottolenghir "where we wierej as 
we were. " (MP. 20) 

Mien he is on his way to his aunt's house after the lesson, 

Belacqua is subdued, and his thoughts turn to the Ottolenghils 

hopeless e=laarration and to Dante's pun: 

Where we were, thought Belacqua, as ue were. He walked on P 
gripping his parcel. Why not piety and pity both, even down 
below? My not wercy and Godliness together? A little mercy in 
the stress of sacrifice, a little n-ercy to rejoice against 
judgment. Ile thought of Jonah and 

' 
the gourd and the pity of 

a jealous God on Nineveh. And poor McCabe, he would get it in 
the neck at dawn. What was he doing now, how was he feeling? 
He would relish one mre neal, one n-ore night? (YP. 20) 

These sentirrents are worthy enough, but they are hollow and reaningý 
less if Belaogua does not act on them. r1hey are very far from 

according with his earlier pitiless behaviour with respect to his 

lunch and McCabe, and if he is to act on them,, his habit of 
branding and of victixdsing will have to die. 

His aunt mets him in her garden and takes him down to the 

kitchen in the basemnt where she undoes the parcel, containing the 

lobster on the table. Belacqua's assunption that the lobster had 

recently been killed, the circurmtance that ironically we 
' 
learned 

of imTediately after Belacquals too-conplacent declaratim that the 

face of the world is brightened, will now be seen as the truly in- 

calculable factor that disturbs Belacqua and that has the potential 
to bring about the death of his habit. 
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"Suddenly he saw -the creature mve, this neuter creature. 
Definitely. it changed its rosition. His hand flew to his mruth. 

"Christ! " he said "it's alive" 

Th, e lobster is a "neuter creature" (in "Drearn! ' Beckett refers to 

the "sexless Christ" D. 31) and is exposed "crucif-orriP on the table 

(z, 2.21). Thus Belacquals startled exclarmtion - "Christ! " - 
connects the lobster with Christ 26 

on the Cross, suffering like 

Cain, Jonah, McCabe, and, by inplication, Belacquals lunch. That 

Belacqua. should now be horrified that the lobster is alive contrasts 

striki 
, 
ngly with his insistence on, and delight in, "live" ingredients 

for his lunch. The difference between Belacquals reactions in the 

two cases can be seen as related to the fact that , uhile he planned 
the fate of the victims of his lunch, he is entirely taken aback 
iike the parson in the joke in "Yellow" uho also cries "Christ! " 

by the unforeseen circumstance that the lobster he is about to cat 
for dinner is alive. If, in his lunch, he devised and devoured 

the syrrbol, he is now, as regards his dinner, confronted by the 

substance, of, suffering. 

- Belacqua feels he will be sick as he watches the 1cbster nake 
I'a fa int nervous act of life"; he whines "What'll we do? "; and when 
his aunt dons her apron and rolls up her sleeves, "all business"t 
he protests: "But it's not dead... you can't boil it like that" (1V2. 

21). This is the crisis in the story. That part of Belacquals being 

that is not daninated by his habit of branding and searing is, as 
he protests about the fate of the lobster, itself making a faint 

nervous act of life that challe 
, 
nges his habit. Belacqua has now to 

decide what part he is. going to play in the fate of the lcbster. If 

he acquiesces in boiling the 16bster alive he will make a mockezy 

of the sentiments expressed on the way to his aunt's house and will 

show that he. is not prepared to qualitatively change his habitual 

26. When Mlle Glain asked about the parcel that her cat had nearly got 
at, "Belacqua spoke up conposedly. 'Mine', he said, 'a fish'. He did 
not know the French for lobster. Fish would do very well. Fish had 
been good enough for Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour. It was good 

-enough for Mlle Glain. " (MP. 19) 
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behaviour. Acquiescence, in other uords, will show that his habit, 
the habit of victindsing pitilessly, refuses to die in spite of 
the challenge provided by the incalculable factor of his ignorance 

about the lobster. This is in fact the case6 

In the depths of the sea it had crept into the cruel pot. For 
hours, in the midst of its enerries, it had breathed secretly. 
It had survived the Frenchwoman's cat and his witless clutch. 
h'cw it was going alive into scalding water. It had to. Take 
into the air nTy quiet breath. (VP. 21) 

The line from Keats, to whom, "half in love with easeful death" 
it seen-ed "rich to die/ To cease upon the midnight with no. 12aiw', 

27 

sets a very different tone than that x4iich would have acconpanied 
the death of Belacquals habit: habit, Beckett says in Proust, 
disappears "with wailing and gnashing of teeth" (P. 21). Belacqua 
looks at his aunt and watches her lift the lcbster off the table. 

It had about thirty seconds to live. 
I%bll,, thought Belacqua, it's a quick death, God help us all. 
It is not. (MP. 21) 

Ub are left to assum that Belacqua will "lash into" (MP. 21) the 

lobster for his dinner. The final "It is not" once again unn-istakeably 

sets the narrator apart from his protagonist and also, incidentally, 

shows another way in vhich the fate of the lcbster is like that of 

Cain and Belacquals lunch: God branded Cain "that an outcast might 
not die quickly", and Belacqua took his tine scorching the fat %J-I'4- 

1. Le 
look off the face of his bread. 

Belacquals habit has not died, and if he has changed, he has 

changed only within lin-dts permatted by his habit, i. e. quantitatively 
rather than qualitatively. He was alarn-ed at the intrusion of an 

elen-ent that the "curricult&' of his habit had not been able to 
foresee, and for a monent his need was the spontaneous need for, change 
that it is habit' s duty to prevent him from feeling. That furtive, 

mouentary,, spontaneous need is voiced when he protests to his aunt 

and is silenced almst immdiately by his habit's own characteristic 

27. "Ode to a Nightingale". It is also conceivable that the reference 
to Keats' poem is used because Keats finally withdraws from the 
idea of death. 
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need for the comfort and peace of mind that annul the disturbance. 

The fact that lobsters are boiled alive has now, no doubt, been 

assimilated into Belacquals habit: lie has changed only in that his 
habit is enlarged. He will probably never again be startled by the 
fate of a lobster. 

It is onlý in the period of, transition following the death 

of one particular habit, and preceding the formation of a new habit, 

that the "boredom of living" can be replaced by the "suffering of 
being'. In refusing to die even when confronted by an unforeseen 

circmstance, Belaoqua's current habit is refusing to allow 
Belacqua to suffer. Unlike Cain and the others, Belacqua is not 

a victim. He brands but is not, at least not in this story, himself 

branded. The gulf, between these two processes is as wide as that 

between Dives and Lazarus in the parable used by Beckett to illustrate 

the kind of relationship that he feels exists between habitual and 

spontaneous needs. It is Belacqua's habitual need to brand, to 

cause suffering, and it is his nrxrentary spontaneous need to be 

branded, to'suffer. Beckett talks of the "Dives-Lazarus symbiosis" 

(M. 290). Belacquals soontaneous need of Lazarus does make an 

appearance in "Dante and the Loobster" when he protests at the 

suffering of the lobster, and it is certainly latent within him at 

all times. There can, however, be no symbiosis of Dives and Lazarus 

"down below", in Belacqua's life and behaviour, if the habitual 

need does not at any time give way to the spontaneous. 

In reality Belacquals being is cmposed of both of the two 

needs. His habit, hcwever, has in this story sheltered him tenaciously 

and sucbessfully from the beauties and cruelties of reality. His habit 

has condermed Belacqua's tentative act of protest to iqpotence as 

surely as it has, by the same token, condenmed the lobster to the 

scalding water. By doing so it has also ensured that the symbiosis, 

which, of course, continues to exist in reality, has no bearing on 
how Belacqua lives,, on how he behaves: "down below" there is no "marcy 

to rejoice against judgment". Beatrice's claim that all creation "rimst, 

be branded and in turn impose its brand", the framevnrk within which 
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"Dante and the Ibbster" is set, is a specific instance of the 

sy. rbiosis of habit and spontaneity which I think informs all 

Beckett's work. Belacquals refusal to be branded is his refusal 

.. -to allow the Lazarus latent within him to usurp Dives for a mm-ent, 

the refusal to change qualitatively. 

Uien the suggestion was first raised in the story that it was 

possible that Delacqua. might be a victim, the grocer respondcd to 

Belacguals fury-about his cheese not only by saying "sir" so 
inscrultably but also'by flinging out his arms "in a wild crucified 

gesture of st: Loplication" (1-T. 14) instead of "simply washing his 

hands like Pilate" (1, T. 14). The. negative answer given by the 

story to the question Belacqua asked about whether or not he was 

Imarked' was thus foreshadowed by the fact that it is the grocer 

who was at this point identified with the victimised Christ (arid thus 

with the "cruciform! ' lobster). For the grocer, instead, to have 

washed his hands like Pilate would have placed Belacqua in the 

position of the victim. 
28 

I Habit, we have found in the Belacqua stories, is characterized 

by'-the will, by. the need only for pleasure and for peace, by the 

strength to resist death even when threatened by the unforeseen - 

at least until, as in "Yellow", its creature dies a physical death - 

and spontaneity by the absence of will, by the need for the 

terrors and beauties of reality, and by an inability to oust habit 

from its position of dordnance - except for "Yellow" in which, 

however, since Belacqua himelf dies, any value or significance 

in the victory of spontaneity,, if such is the case, is lost. There 

is so little said, in Nore Pricks Than Kicks, on the subject of 

iEýelacquals third person - the only explicit convents on this aspect 

of his character are in "DingýDong" and in the scattered references 

to his indolence in others of the stories - thatAis inpossible to 

28, At the end of "Yellcm", w4hen Belacqua does become the "'rictim 
, (if not of spontaneity,, then of physical death), the surgeon is 

washing his hands (V2.186) 
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glean anything further about the possible value of his Limbe-se 

state. In ý again the word Limbo is not used, although 
reference is made to Murphy's "Belaoqua fantasy" (M. 57) and to 
his "Belacqua bliss" (M. 79), and it appears as though this 
third being has, in Murphy, been assimilated into the second, 
mental state: the Belacqua bliss is part of the second zone of 
Murphy's mind. In every respect other than in his need for 

the big world Murphy is, or rather is attempting to be, a creature 
of his little world which excludes the Apollo cliasing Daphne person 
but includes both Narcissus flying from Echo and the anoRymous 
Linbese. 

In Murphy we are confronted with the conflicting claims of 
body and mind, of racrocosm and microcosm, of the outer world 

and the inner, and with Murphy's inability, in spite of his 

wishes, to cut himself cmpletely off from the body. In discussing 

the role played by habit and spontaneity in this novel I will not 

only be examining the meaning of Murphy's desire to live in his 

little world but will also be exploring what is referred to 
loosely as Beckett's dualistic worldview and specifically as his 

latter-day Cartesianism, and analysing the relationship between 

certain fundamental contraries within the concrete fictional 

fr, -=work of Murphy to see whether or not this accords with the 

abstract notions on this subject expressed in his aesthetics. ' 
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FLWIIY 

e tide naking the dun gulls in a panic 
the sands quicken in your hot heart 
hide yourself not in the Rock keep on the move 
keep on the move 

San-rael Beckett, fran "Serena III", 
Poam in English, p. 34o 

In F: urphy several of the concerns that I have discussed in 

connection with "Dream" and More Pricks Than Kicks are centered 
around the them of need. The mind/body problem, the connection 
between the body, wamen, and the physical senses, and the ambivalence 
of death, are intimately linked, in Onphy, with two kinds of need 
that intersoct in Murphy himself: the need felt by all the main 
figures in the novel for Murphy, and Murphy's own need for objects 
external to himself. I will be discussing whether these two kinds 

of need can be seen as related to what Beckett wrote in his dis- 

cursive writings on the subject of need, and, in particular, whether- 
either of tlicm can be identiýied with habitual need or either of them 

with spontaneous neod. 

In a sentence such as 'he needs her', 'he' is the subject, the 

one who needs, and 'her' is the the object, the one who is needed. 
In general every need has a subject and an object, and the subject 
is connected to the object by an imaginary line. Any attenpt on 
the part of the subject to satisfy his need will show him moving 
along that line towards the object, and ideally the line should get 
shorter and shorter until finally subject'is "identified" with 
object and need is satisfied (see p. 45f above). The first pre- 
condition for any satisfaction of need is that the subject should 
know where the object is, for otherwise the imaginary line will not 
lead towards the object. The second is that the subject be capable 
of moving along the line to the object. 

7be additional factor that rust be kept in n-dnd when we are 
discussing need in Beckett's work is the mobiliýy both of the subject 
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and of the object, which means not only that the object will have 
altered position by the time that the subject reaches the end of 
the line that used to lead to the object, but also that the subject 
himself will have altered Position, will have changed, in the 
interim since his need was originally formulated. This is the 
problem, encountered by attempts to satisfy any kind of need, 
and as a result we. can never in reality be anything but dissatis- 
fied in spite of all our attempts at satisfaction - and in spite 
of the fact that we may be satisfied in a superficial way (or that 

we nay think ourselves satisfied) when it is a question of habitual 

needs. Spontaneous need is, as I have shown, the need to need and 
has no interest in satisfaction. All needs are unsatisfiable, but 

where habitual need rejects the inevitability of dissatisfaction, 

spontaneous need accepts it. 

In ! Luý]y need is unsatisfied. Murphy himself is the object 
of nood for all the main figures in the novel, including Murphy. 
The question where Murphy is, is linked with the question who 
Murphy is, arxI the general inability to answer this - it is un- 
answerable - mans that the lines of need are all misdirected. 
This is clearest in the movcments of Neary, Cooper, Vylie, Miss 
Counihan, and Celia towards Murphy, and this chapter will begin 
by analysing the failure to satisfy their needs for Murphy. 

The Needs for Mirphy fran Outside Himself 

Murphy then is actually being needed by five people outside 
himelf. By Celia, because she loves him. By Neary, because 
he thinks of him as the Friend at last. By miss Coimihan, 
because she wants a surgeon. By Cooper, because he is being 
mployed. to that end. By Wylie, because he is reconciled to 
doing Miss Counihan the honour, in the not too distant future, 
of beccming her husband. Not only did she stand out in 
Dublin and Cork as quite exceptionally anthropoid, but she had 
private rmans. (m. 138) 
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Each of these five people is connected by a different, line 
to M=phy, the object of all their needs, and in an attenpt to 

satisfy need each one rmws along his or her line. This rovement 
is representcd in the novel by the atterrpts rrade to get physically 
closer to kluxphy. Celia's is a special case that will be discussed 
at the end of this section; the others all leave Ireland hoping 
to satisfy their needs for kt=phy by finding him in London. 

7heir reasons for doing so are tied to miss Counihan's conviction 
that Murphy has left Ireland to wake his fortune and that, once he 
has set up a habitation suitable for her, he will come back to 
claim her. Neary, formerly a teacher of Murphy's in Cork, falls 
tenporarily but desperately in love with ýUss Counihan and suffers 
agcnies V. = she refuses his attentions on Murphy's account. Only 
if concluAva evidence is produced of ýIurphyls death, infidelity, 

repudiation of herself, or economic failure, will Miss Counihan 

consider Neary's advances. Neary duly dispatches Cooper, his "ame 
dann4e and man of all work" (M. 40), off to Lcndon to find Murphy. 
Cooper finds, then loses Murphy. Neary despairs, and wylie, another 
forimr student of his,. disoovers him venting his frustrations in 
the CA-neral Post office in DW? lin. Wylie succeeds in persuading Neary 

to go to Lcndon to supervise Cooper's search. In London Neary dis- 

misses Cooper who returns to Dublin to find Miss Counihan in Wylie's 

arm. Wylie proposes that the three of them, Cooper, Miss Counihan, 

and himself, should go to London together to make another attenpt at 

finding 11urphy. 

- lb-ary finds himself a rocxn in Glasshouse Street off Piccadilly; 
Miss Counil-on m-ttles in Gcmr Street; Wylie goes to Earls Court; Cooper 
has, as far as we know, no fixed address. By the tim, however, that 
they are all assenblod in their various hide-outs in London on Sunday, 
October 13th, marphy has left for the Magdalen Mental Bercyseat on the 

outskirts of London. They have thus rmved towards a Centre which 
has altered position by the tim they approach it. 

In Proust Beckett wrote of the "perpettmm n-obile of our disillusions" 
(P. 3): 

The aspirations of yesterday were valid for yesterday , Is ego, not for 
t0daY's. VJb are disappointed at the nullity of what we are pleased 
to call attainment. But what is attairz=t? The identification of 
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UP- subject with the cbject of his desire. The subject has died - 
and perhaps marry tires - on the way... moreover, when it is a 
case of human intercourse, we are faced by the problem of an 
object ubose robility is not rr--rely a function of the subject's, 
but independent and personal: two separate and irnTanent dynan-Lisms 
related by no system of synchronisation. (P. 3-7) 

He concludes that, "whatever the object, our thirst for possession is, 

by definition, insatiable" (P. 71. , 

The failure of Neary et al to satisfy their needs for Murphy 
is related, as Bed<. ett in Proust saw all such failures as related, 
to the flux of tim which causes the subject and (if the object is 

another hun-an being) the object to change. The perpetuum =bile of 

our disillusions and the nullity of uiiat ue are pleased to call attain- 

, mnt am perhaps nowhere in Beckett's art more clearly expressed 
than in the search for NUrphy. 

- 

Nearyl s is a very hectic history of disillusion. Men first 

encountered he is in love with a Miss Dwyer, but no sooner has Miss 

Dwyer llmd, - Neary as happy as a ran could desire, than she becone one 

with the ground against which she had figured so prettily" (M. 37). His 

need for Miss Dwyer is clearly a case of the habitual need of Dives: 

Neary describes it to Murphy (while Murphy was still in Cork) as "the 

love that lifts up its eyes ... being in tonwnt; that craves for the 

tip of her little finger, dipped in lacquer, to cool its tongue" (M. 8); 

Dives, in Luke's parable, "lift up his eyes, being in torrents. 
1 
1. 

and'- 
he cried and said,, Father Abraham, have mrcy on me, and send Lazarusp 

that he may dip the tip of his finger in water, and cool my tongue" 

(Luke 16: 23-24). This habitual na-ed can be, and is, satisfied but 

this superficial satisfaction is hOllml and ultimately unsatisfactory 

since Neary's need for Miss Dwyer has been rrade defunct in the process. 

Neary writes "to Herr Kurt Koffka demanding an explanation. Ha had not 

yet received an anstnAaxll (M. 37). 

Shortly afterwards Neary rreets Miss Comihan and is once rrore in 

an agony of unrequited love. He needs, at this stage, to find Murphy 

because mzphy is bis rival for Miss Counihan's affections. In London, 

1. Beckett used this parable in his review of Denis Devlin's mems to 
illustrate the symbiotic relationship between the needs of bives and 
those of Lazarus (M. 290). 
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however, the reason for his need for Murphy changes 

as he. becomes disillusioned about Miss Counihan, 

and Murphy becomes "the Friend at 3a st". This 

period of needing Murphy for himself (rather than 

as a means to some other end) also gives way soon 

enough when Neary meets Celia. His need now 

becomes a need for Celia ands as in the case of 

Miss Counihan, the need for Celia presupposes a need 
i for Murphy to be found. So it is that, by the 
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tin-e that marphy is found, Neary has no longer any interest in him 

except insofar as he sees him as an obstacle to his current nced. 
"The subject has died - and perhaps niany tims - on the way" (P. 3). 

Cooper's is a rather different situation from Neary's. Having 

discovered lr-ýhy in the cockpit in Hyde Park on the afternoon of 

Septezrber l2th, Cooper follows him back, to West Bromptont makes a note 

of the house nunber, goes into the local pub, and everges "ripe for 

mischief" (M. 85) five hours later. "Ile thought of linphy, his quarryt 

therefore his eneny" (14.85). Entering the house he finds 1AIrphy 

upside down with blood gushing from his nose, and with the rocIcing 

chair, to VI! ich he is tied, on top of him. Cooper assurres that a 

nurder has been bungled and charges out of the house, making for 

the pubs of Wapping where he drinks for a week. Unlike Neary, 1,; ylie, 

and Miss Counihan, Cooper does actually find Murphy. His need for 

nmphy has apparently been satisfied, yet he is certainly not overjoyed 

at his success, any nore than Neary was with his success with Miss 

Dwyer. In Proust Beckett writes that if sorrehow the object is achieved 

by the subject, then: 

the congruence is so perfect,, the tin-e-state of attainment eliminates 
so accurately the tin-e-state of aspiration, that the actual seer.. - 
the inevitable and... we are incapable of appreciating our joy Ly 
conparing it to our sorm%?. (P. 4) 

men his thirst and his money corre to an end Cooper pauses on his way 
back to West Bronpton to wire Neary that Murphy has been fourd. Cn 

arrival, however, he discovers the ruins of the condermed mi being 

carted away. Ylixphy has raved. Cooper hurries back to his drink once 

wre, pausing on the way to wire Neary that Murphy has been lost. Since 

he has lost muphy and still needs him (being still enplcyed to eat end 

by 1\1eary), Cooper is in the sarm dissatisfiqd position as he was at 

the outset. 

hylie regards Ymrphy as "an abomination", as "the creepy thing that 

creepeth of the Lard", as "a vermin at all costs to be avoided" ýM. 148). 

"Yet", as be says, "I pursue hid' (M. 148). His reasons for doing so 

are, he says, akin to the reasons that pronpt a beggar to rrutilate 
himself and a beaver to bite off his cwn testicles: such actions are 

necessary if beggar and beaver are to live (M. 148). Similarly, Wylie's 

quest for rmxphy is necessary as a reans to Ndiat he considers desirable 
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ezid. s. The desirable ends are, predomnantly, his m-u-riage to the 

vonied. and anthropoid Miss Counihan and, to a lesser extent, an 

affair with Celia. His need for Murphy is indirect in two ways. The 
first is that it consistently regards Murphy as a mans. Neary, as 
we have seen, alternates between needing Eurphy as a rcam and, neoding 
Murphy as an end. Wylie's attitude towards Mnphy in this sense changes 

no more than his attitude in general: "In a word I stand where I have 

always stood ... And hope always to stand ... Half on the nuke and half on 

pleasure bent" (M. 148). Finding Murphy is a prerequisite for the 

satisfaction of his various profitable and pleasurable ends. 

- In the second way in which it is indirect, Wylie's need is like 

the needs that all the nrzbers of the delegation from Cork feel for 

Murpliy. This is the lack of connection betýmen these needs and Murphy 

himelf. The needs of Cocper, Wylie, Neary, and Miss Couhihan (arid, 

in sorreViialk. - different ways which will be discussed in due course, the 

needs of Celia and Murphy. himself also) are extensions solely of the 

way in uhich they each variously in-agine Murphy. In this 

sense all their needs for Murphy are indirect since they are based 

on considerations that affect (and that are affected by) theirselves 

only: Murphy himself counts for nothing. 
2 As Francis Doherty has 

written, "those who think they know him ffkuphy7 best need him for 

their am reasons - none of ihich seem to be concerned with ft=phy 
3 but with a Murphyýmirror of their mn needs" . 

Miss Counihan's need for Murphy is another case in point. She 

purportedly needs Ymrphy as a "surgeon". The use of this tem in the 

context of her need for blu-phy should be seen in the light of part of the 

2. The form of Flarcel's love for Albertine, Beckett writes in Proust, 
"is pre-established by the arbitrary #uges of Zý, oluntary, 7 mrory and 
imgination, an artificial fiction to uhich, and for his suffering, 
he forces the womn to conform. The person of Albertine counts for 
nothing. She is not a notive, but a notion, as far ranoved from 
reality as the portrait of Odette by Elstir, which is a portrait not 
of the beloved but of the love that has- deformed her, is remved from 
the real Odette. (P. 37-38) 

3. Francis Doherty, Sanml Beckett, 22. cit., p. 28. 

I 
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conversatim Neary had with Výylie in Dublin: 

Shey went a little way in silence. Then Neary said: 
"I cannot think what wonm see in Mrphy. 
Ll'. -J "Can you? " said Neary. 
Wlie considered for a nxxmnt. Then he said: 
"It is his--" stopping for want of the right word. There seermd 

to be, for once, a right word. 
"His vhat? " said Neary. 
They went a little far-drx in silence. Neary gave up listening for 

an answer and raised his face to the sky. The gentle rain was trying 
not to fall. 

"His surgical quality" said %Ylie. 
It was not quite the right unrd. (M. 46) 

Miss Counihan thus needs Murphy for a quality that is not prcperly 
his. 4 Her dynamism too is out of joint with Nkirphy's. originally 

needing him as a possible husband, she later coms to need him as the 

sine qua non of her rrarrying anyone (and the anyone is first I\Ieary and 
then INylie), and this need persists for reasons unexplained even after 
its basis has disappeared, even after, in other words, she has plenty 

of evidence of Murphy's infidelity, economic failure, and even death. 

Miss Counihan cherishes illusions that DUrphy is trying to In-ake 

good, in London for her sake. 
, 
She does, nonetheless, have scm- attachment 

to marphy for other than purely materialistic reasons, as evidenced 
by her approving description of uhat she sees as his talent for min- 
taining his mind and his body in harmnious unison (M. 149). But thist 
in however different a way, is just as mistaken a picture of Mirphy as 
that which views him as an aspirant to financial distinction. Miss 

counihan's dilenm is that she is too caught up in "the old endless 

chain of love, tolerance, indifference, aversion and di 
, 
sgust" (M. 174) 

ever to know Murphy or ever to approach him. She finds "cause to be 

pleased" about his death because of Uhat it. mans to her, narmly that 

he will not have the opportunity to explicitly reject her in favour of 

Cella or I'scue other slut" (M. 174). Her distance from him, finally,, 

is testified to by her failure to recognise his body. "I don't", she 

4. It is unclear why "surgical" should be (however inaccurately) considered 
an applicable description of M3rphy. Nothing in ! ýýhýy emplains this, 
and other references to surgery in Beckett's early writings - e. g. to 
the surgeon Belacqua, "Cut" in "Yellow" 0,2.186); to Surgeon Bor in "A 
Case in a Thousand" (op. cit. ) who operates on a boy uho later dies; and 
to the "ablation of OZ-s-'1-re" in Proust (P. 7)- do not really seem to 
help since each provides conpletely different kinds of suggestions as 
to the neaning of the allusion. 
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cries, "believe it's nY Mirphy at all, it doesn' t look at all like 

him, I don't believe --" (M. 182). Her reaction here is like that 

astonished disbelief of the Proustian narrator follov., ing Albertine's 

death (P. 44): she cannot synchronise her Murphy, i. e. her idea of 
Murphy, with the reality of Murphy. Her Murphy is a projection of 
her need, not any existing person, alive or dead. 

It is Celia alone who is able to identify Murphy's body: "her 

eyes continued to move patiently, gravely and intently among the remains 
long after the others had ceased to look, long after Miss Counihan 

herself had despaired of establishing the closeness of her acquaintance" 
(M. 181). 

Before,, however,, discussing Celia' s position in the moverrents 

of need for Murphy from outside himself in the novel,, it is not 
irrelevant to examine what ought to have been, from the point of 

view of Neary, Cooper, Wylie, and Miss Counihan, the climax, the 

mon-ent uhen Murphy, the object for one reason or another of all their 

needs, is found. That the scene at the mortuary has the air, rather, 

of an anticlimax is the result not of the time-state of attainment 

perfectly coinciding with the time-state of aspiration (as was the 

case ITith Cooper's original discovery of Murphy) but of the habitual 

nature of all their needs for Murphy. 

From the beginning, all their needs were habitual in that they 

were reans to an end and thus thoroughly utilitarian. It-is only whent 

for a while, Neary needs Murphy as an end (rather than a means) that anything 

approaching spontaneous need is experienced by any of them. 5 By the 

end, however, their needs are habitual not only in their utilitarianism 

but also in the sense that these needs have been overtaken by events 

and have lost even the technical validity they once had. 

5. Nearyls tossings and turnings in bed (M. 137), after realising his 
need for Murphy, are interrupted by visits from Miss Counihan and 
Wylie and by the news that Murphy is as good as found. Nonetheless 
Neary spends a terrible night with constant premonitions of death 
(m. 153), and when hylie calls for him next day, "Neary Is hair was 
uhite as snow, but he felt better in hin-self" (m. 153). 
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Mien Cooper lets the others know he has found Celia, all 

a gree that they are well on their way to finding Murphy, and next 
day all of them arrive at the house on Brewery Road where they 

remain until news arrives of Murphy's death. In each case, however, 
the reason for their needing Murphy at all has, although none of them 
is aware of it, conpletely disappeared and it is entirely to the force 

of habit that their persistence is due. Neary's original need to 
find naphy before he would be permitted to woo Miss Counihan gave 

way to his need for Murphy himself but now, when he nm-ts Celia, he 

ceases to ne6d Murphy so that instead he way need Celia (M. 175). 

unlike the earlier case with Miss Counihan, however, there is no need 
for airphy to be found before Celia would be convinced of his having 

deserted herr and thus there is no reason why finding Murphy would in 

any way help Neary to satisfy his need for Celia. Neary,, however,, 

refuses to leave the. house in case Murphy arrives when he's gone. 
Cooper was enployed by Neary to find Murphy and is now forbidden 

(presumably by h1eary) to leave the house on Brewery Pzoad; his need 
is linked to Neary's and is to the same extent anachronistic. miss 

Counihan had needed Murphy for evidence that she had no reason to 

reject other proposals of marriage. Even before coming to London she 
had what she at least considered anple evidence of his infidelity 

when Cooper reports seeing Celia enter the old house in West Brompton 

where Murphy was. living - "for what could beauty's business be in 

murphy's vicinity,, if not with Murphy? " (M. 88) - and uhen she meets 
Celia the last shreds of doubt are reimved, yet she, with the others. 

waits for him to appear in Brewery Poad. Wylie, who originally needed 

Murphy for Neary's sake (when Neary wanted miss Counihan) and later for 

his-own (when he wanted Miss Ccunihan), is thus as little in need 

of Murphy as the others by the tin-e they ncnet up with Celia. In each 

case the reason vdiy they need Murphy has become non-existent, and in 

each case they continue to act, and think, as though their various 

needs retain validity. 

The failure of all their needs for Murphy is connected not only 

with their own nobility (of x4iich they are unaware: habit shelters its 

creature from awareness of the flux of reality) but also with n3rphy's. 

it is not only they that have changed,, it is not only the subject, in 

each case,, that has died on the way. Their needs for Murphy are all 
instances of human intercourse wiieen, according to Proust, the problem 
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of satisfying need is exacerbated by the mbility of an object %%ho 
is independent of the subject, and Mirphy has literally died on 
the way. "The object evolves", as Beckett writes in Proust, "and 

by the tirre the conclusion - if any - is reached, it is already out 

of date" (P. 65). 

Celia's position cmriong those outside Murphy vho need him is 

unique. Her need is based on love, and we are asked to: 

Note that of all these reasons Zlove, friendship, "surgery", 
employrrent, irarriagey love alone did not splutter towards its end. 
Not because it was Iove, but because there were no-mans at its 
disposal. Uien its end had been Mirphy, transfigured and trans- 
formd, happily caught up in som salaried routine, mans had 
not been lacking... (M. 138) 

Thereans referred to is Celia's threat to leave Murphy to go back 

on the streets unless he finds work. Her reasons for insisting on 
this are, firstly, that she wishes to "nake a rran of Murphy" (M. 48) 

and secondly, that she is loath to resume her own work which nust 
inevitably disrupt her life with Murphy: "both these lines led to 

Murphy (everything led to lluphy)" (M. 49). Thd first of these lines# 

her need for Murphy transfigured and transforn-ed, is described as 
leading to "a person of fantasy" (m. 49), aýdescripticn which points 
to the unreality, the habitual nature, of this vision. Celia's idea 

of Murphy here has urunistakeable similarities to that of Miss Counihan 

who cherishes dreams of Murphy as an aspirant to fiscal distinction. 

Celia,, however, alone among those ubo, need Murphy, understands 

somthing of him and thus needs him for what he is rather than only 
for what he is wrongly imagined-to be. This is the second of the 

lines leading from her to Murphy: Celial-s need for him as "a perscn 

of fact" (M. 49 ). The person of fact is the Mirphy who loves her and 

who does not want her to resum her street-walking since he knows 

what that would man - "no mre music" (M. 55 )- Celia Is need for 

this Murphy is not elaborated on, and it gradually gives way to 

a different need as Celia 
, 
begins to understand another side of 1,1=phy. 

she gradually corres to understand the appeal of what Murphy calls 

his life in his n-ind. 

MAle he is out, job-hunting,, "goaded by the thought of losing 
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/her, 7" (M. 55), Celia prefers not to go out Walking, since she is 

recognised as a prostitute from her swagger, or to the nearby warket, 

where the frenzied justification of life as c-m end to mans threw 
light on Mui-phy's prediction, that livelihood would destroy one or 
tm or all of his life's-goods. This view, which she had always felt 
absurd and wished to go on feeling so, lost son-ething of its absurd- 
ity -vben she collated Mirphy and the Caledonian 1,1arket. (M. 49) 

Instead she spends mst of her days sitting in the rocking chair in 

their roan in Brewery Road. But she cannot sit long in this way 
before feeling the pmýerful irrpulse, that Murphy knows ulell, to be 

naked and bound in the chair. Sitting in his chair, feeling what 
he has felt, she canes close to an understanding of the nental 
murphy: "in spite of herself she began to understand as soon as he 

gave up tryi 
* 
ng to explain" (M. 49). By the tim mzphy does actually 

find a job Celia is not even interested: 

his intimation, proudly casual, that a job was his or as good as 
his at last, excited her to the extent of an 'Oh'. Nothing nore. 
Not even an 'Oh indeed'. (M. 96) 

Her need for the fantasy and the fact of Murphy is unsatisfied 
because she has changed so that she no longer feels the need for 

him to find work. It is only uhen he tells her that he doesn't know 

uhen he'll be back that she becoms curious (M. 98), and then only 
because of her fear of losing him. And lose him she does. 

Now that its end Z"i. e. the cbject of her need2 was Murphy at any 
price, i. e. present in person, mans were lacking, as Murphy had 
warned her they would be. (M. 138) 

Murphy's warning, uttered to Celia imc-diately prior to his agreeing 
to look for a jcb, was as follows: 

Miat have I now?... I distinguish. You, iTy body, and rry mindý.. In 
the mrcantile gehenna.... to which your urrc1s invite m, one of these 
will go, or two, or all. If you, then you only; if nTy body, then 
you'also; if my n-dnd, then Ul. (M. 31 ) 

murphy leaves Celia at a point when it is clear that she is becoming 

like him in certain respects. Anothdr indication of this is her 

reaction to the death of the "old boy". His padding to and fio in the 

6. This proposition that his life's goods are Celia, his body, and 
his n-dnd, is described by the narrator as I'mnstrous" (M. 31) 
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rocxn above her had becorm a part of her afternoons "which she had 

grown to treasure almst as much as Eurphy his before she picked him 

up". N. 96). She develops an intense curiosity about the room in 

which the old boy had conTnitted suicide, starts pacing about in her 

room "just like the old boy" had done, and uses all the pavers she 

can nuster to persuade'the landlady, Miss Carridge, to allow her to 

move upstairs into his room. The old boy bears the same kind of 

relation to Celia-as the life-in-his-mind bears to Murphy. Once 

installed upstairs she is able to achieve the "pleasant" sensation 

of having no history: the use of the word "pleasant" recalls ttirphy's 

life in his mind, which was "pleasant... so pleasant that pleasant 

was not the word" (M. 79). nzphy had beenIuricus when interrupted 

by Celia's telephone call ("God blast you" M. 9); -so too Celia now 

looks at Murphy in terms of a possible intruder into her private bliss: 

I'mirphy did not come back to curtail it... n=phy did not come back 

to expel ýer" (M. 104). 7 
And for Celia, as for Murphy, these solip- 

sistic trances are tenporary: "the next day and the next it was all to 

do over again" (M. 104). They do not lessen her pain at learning that 

Murphy has gone for good any nore than they had lessened nirphy's 

need for Celia. ý 

Mien Neary, Cooper, Wylie, and Miss Counihan arrive at Brewery 

_Road, 
Celia does not even notice the conrmtion, so "dead... to the 

voices of the ST (sic; M. 156) has she become. This phrase too 

recalls murphy ubo, when first encountered in his rocking chair, 

was trying to shut out "the echo of a street cry" (M. 5). She is barely 

aware of the presence of her visitors, misses n=h of what they say - 
"Celia would have recognised this phrase, if she had heard it" (M. 158) 

and acts "as though her solitude Zw*er6 without spectators" (m. 158). 

By the time that news of Mirphys death reaches Brewery Road, her 

"affective mchanisms" seem to have become "arrested" (M. 174) . Wien, 

at the rmrtuary,, she asks for the remains to be turned over,, she is 

uttering "her first words for fully sixty hours, her first request for 

longer than she could have renenbered" (M. 181). She has ground herself 

7.1 cannot agree with Hugh Yemer's assertion that UCelials are the 
standard fictional rotions and emtims",, A Reader's Guide to Samuel 
Beckett, Thames and Hudson,, london, 1973, p. 62. 
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down almst to a halt: the only way in which she can cope with her 

need for Mirphy sinply to be present in person is to try to 
, 

got 
herself to the point where she can "rest from need" altogether 

175). 

Like Neary, Cooper,, Wylie, and Miss Counihan, Celia began by 

atten-pting to approach Marphy. They crossed the Irish Sea to find 
him. She swaggered along the Crevorne Road past where he was standing 
at the muth of Stadium Street,, continued on her way beside the river, 

and "found herself drýgged" (M. 14) back to him; later she is again 
the one who goes to him to end the "blockade" of their separation. 
At this stage the only difference-between her and the others is 

that she is successful in finding him and in staying with him -a 
difference that may be related to the fact that one of the two lines 

of need leading from her, at this stage, to Murphy,, leads to a person 

of fact. Graduallyi, however, Celia stops trying to get closer to 

him and takes, instead, a path parallel to what we will see as his 

path inwards into his mind. Her need for him at this stage, sirrply 
for his presence, is based on love, and it is unsatisfied. In Proust 

Beckett writes that "love-can only coexist with a state of dissat- 

isfaction" (P. 39) , and he quotes Proust: "Cne only loves that which 
is not possessed, one only loves that in which one pursues the in- 

accessible" (P. 35). 

Murphy's Two Needs 

To find our approach to Murphy's needs we must go back to a 

sentence quoted earlier in this chapter: "Murphy then is actually 
being needed by five people outside hin-self" (M. 138; italics added). 

- For Murphy to be needed by*five people "outside himself" suggests 

not only that the five are quite literally outside, different from, 

Murphy, but also that he is needed by five people as vmll as by birrself. 

The only thing that Mirphy was seeking was what he had not ceased to 
seek from the wonent, of his bei 

, 
ng strangled into a state of respiration - 

the best of hirrself. (M. 52) 

mirphy's need is for the best of hin'self. This recalls "the best of 
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our many selves and their concretions... " (P. 18) which, in Proust, 

i3ackett describes as being stored in "that ultimate and inaccessible 

dungeon of our being to uhich habit does not possess thd key" (P. 18). 

What this suggests is that Murphy is seeking the "lazarus" (P. 20) 

within him that is the potential for spontaneous, rather than habitual, 

experience, the "pearl that my give the lie to our carapace of 

paste and pewter" (P. 19). It is, as we have seen in the case of 
Belacqua in "Drearre', useless to attempt to realise this kind of' 

experience, but Murphy, like Belacqua, specialises in attempts that 

are "grotesque, worse than grotesque" (D. 110) to Itroglodysel himself. 

Celia is, in Murphy, likened to a 'pearl' (M. 157), but Murphy is 

convinced that "the best of himself" is located in what he calls his 

1ýittle world, and that it is totally unrelated to the big world that 
includes Celia. 

Mrphy sees his inner, little world of his mind as split off 
from the outer, big world that is everything not included in his 

mind. Since he locates tha. object of his need in his little world, 
he considers that the proper way to satisfy that need is to escape 
intxý his mind, -shunning all contact with the outer world. As he sees 
it, his problem is that he finds it difficult to shut the big world 

out, and thus to satisfy his need for himself. Thus, although he 

feels that the satisfaction of his need can only com about through 

a moveirent imards, he does not deny that, reqrettably, he has needs 
dii-ected outward to the big world. These latter needs are, he 

is convinced, trivial, contingent and in opposition to his need for 

himself. 

d 

Such are Murphy's needs as he imagines them. The most important 

single characteristic of Murphy is, however, that he is deluded about 
himself and, to the extent that he is deluded,, that he is a creature 

of habit. Much of the following analysis will deal ulth the various 

ways in which Murphy is shown to be mistaken. 

Since Murphy's own conceptions have to bpgrasped as clearly as 

possible before they can be shown to be misconceptions, I will first 

examine more closely the division as Uirphy sees it, noting, where 

relevant, his own internal inconsistencies. His inward-t uming and 

outward-turning needs will then be seen to be ultimately interconnected. 
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It would be tidier to conclude the discussion of the noods for Murphy 
in the novel with a conplete. examination of the his inward-turning 

needs alone, before proceeding to analyse his own outwrard-turning 
needs. This is, hawaver, inpossible. Despite %hat Murphy thinks, his 

need for what he calls his little world cannot really be separated 
from his need for what he calls the big world: they are interdependentr 

and-the developirent. of the one cannot be properly understood cxcept 
in the light of the developnent of the other. Their interdopondence 

will be seen as central to the understanding not only of Mrphy himself, 

but, since he is the core around which the whole novel turns, also 

of the novel as a uhole. 

Murphy_' s Need for the Little TAbrld 

Murphy opens with Murphy sitting naked in his rocking chair in 

the n-ew in West Bronpton. 

Seven 
8 

scarves held him in position. Two fastened his shins to the 
rockers, one his thighs to the seat, tuo his breast and belly to the 
back, one his wrists to the strut behind. Only the most local move- 
mants were possible. Sweat poured off him, tightened the thongs. 
The breath was not perceptible. The eyes,, cold and unwavering as a 
gull's, stared up at an iridescence splashed over the cornice-moulding. 
(M. 5) 

He sits in the chair in such a manner because to do so appeases his 

body, thus allowing him to come alive in his mind, and "life in ýis 
II 

mind gave him pleasure, such pleasure that pleasure was not the word' 
(M. 6). only the most local movements are possible; but such are possible: 
his body is still functioning - he is sweating, breathing (if imper- 

ceptibly), staring at the light, and aware of the sounds of the street. 

Somewhere a cuckoo-clockr having struck between tuenty and thirty, 
became the echo of a street-cry, which now entering the row gave 
Quid pro cpo! 

__Quid 
pro quo! 

_directly. 
(M. 5) 

He cannot stop his body functioning, but he can shut out the sights and 

sounds of the big world, and it is in order to do this that he must work 
his chair up to its maximum rock before he can relax. 

slowly the world died down, the big world where Quid pro c was 
cried as wares and the light never waned the same way twice; in favour 
of the little, as described in section six, where he could love himself. 
(M. 8) 

8. As Hugh Kenner (A Reader's Guide to Samuel Beckett, op. cit.,, p. 58) 
has noted, only six scarves are in fact mntion6T-in-EEE`description 
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Mj=hy divides his comms thus into the little world of his 

mind and the big'world to uhich the iridesconoc on the cornice- 

mulding and the street cries belong, "but not her as he fondly ho22d' 
(M. 5). That the narrator should undercut Murphy's confident dualism 
here is indicative of the treatirent dualism is accorded throughout 
the novel, and is a caveat 

, 
against assuming that Murphy's views are 

shared by the narrator or by Bedkett. 

9 Chapter Six opeps with a quotation from Spinoza's Ethics, in 

uhich Beckett has substituted "Murphy" for Spinoza's "Deus, sive 
Nabira".. God or Nature: "Arror intellectualis quo Murphy se ipsum 

amat", the intellectual love with which Murphy loves himself. 

It is worth stressing the influence of Spinoza if only because 
10 

of the fact that the irrplications of this allusion have been neglected 
in other discussions of the novel. Generally, in fact, references to 

rmnistic philosophers - Spinoza, Leibniz, Democritus, etc. -, in Beckett's 

uvrks have been treated with nothing like the lavish attention focused 

on references to dualistic philosophers. 

spinoza, a critic of the-Cartesian (dualist) school of thought, 
" 

considers that the universe is a single system (this system he calls 
"Deus, sive Natura") uhich operates entirely in accordance with its oum 

8. (cont. ) that follows this assertion. The reasons for this are un- 
clear, as are the reasons for various other oddities scattered throughout 
Beckett's uork, e. g. that we are explicitly told that Belacqua, ' in 
"Dante and the Lobster" (MP. 10) does not know or care what "niggling 
curriculum" may have been drawn up for him after the Italian lessont in 
spite of the fact that he picks up the lcbster in order to bring it to 
his aunt's house for dinner; that the anagram for the holy family in 
watt (W.. 26) is inaccurate, including only one lel, although two are 
required (for Jesus and for Joseph); that editions of his novels differ, 
often quite significantly,, from me another, in certain details (seer 
for exanple, p. 189, n. 36 and p. 238, n. 23 below); etc. 

9. Baruch de Spinoza's Ethics and On The Correction of the Understanding 
(translated from the Latin by A. Boyle, introduction by T. S Gregory),, 
"Ethics", Part V, Proposition 35, J. M. Dent,, Everyman's Libýary, London 
1970. 

10. john Fletcher (in The Novels of Samuel Beckett, op. cit., p. 50n. ) 
notes the source of the quotation Eu-t makes no 6cim-rent; elsewhere (in 
Samuel Beckett's Artr Chatto and Windus, London, 1967, p. 135) he does 
cc)nT=t briefly; ! Eýimnd Federman (in ý ýurneý to Chaos, op. cit., p. 81) 
reprints the quotation without noting its source or discussing its 

-significance; Ruby Cohn (in "Philosophical Fragmants in the Works of 
Samel Beckett", op. cit. ) makes no mention of Spinoza whatever. In all 
these works many pages are devoted to Cartesianism and Occasionalism. 

11. He prefaces Part V of his Ethics with a detailed criticism of the 
Cartesian view of mind and bWas distinct entities and of the "pineal 
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laws. Divine, 
12 

supernatural, or miraculous intervention in this 

system is ruled out. The contrast with the post-Cartesian Occasionalists, 

who believed tl-iat it is divine intervention that connects mind and body, 

is clear. According to Spinoza, mn is a unity of mind and body; mind 

and body are to be understood as boD mdes, or aspects, in vhich man 

conceives himself, not as two separate entities, 
13 

While I do not at all wish to deny or nAnimise the importance 

of the direct and indirect allusions that Beckett rmkcs to the dualists - 
the peculiar role of which I will attenpt to define -I would like 

to make the point that, as Spinoza is also alluded to, it would be well 

to keep the monistic world-view in mind. The fact that elernents of 
both dualism and rronism are to be found seems to indicate that neither, 

or at least neither on its avm, should be regarded as a "key" to the 
f 

understanding of Beckett's novel: "Il n1a. pas de cle, il n1a, pas de 

probleme. Si. le sujet de mes ranans pouvait slexpriner en tenres 

philosophiques, je n1aurais pas eu de raison de les ecrire" 
14 

and " the 

key word in nry plays is 'perhaps'. 15 

the beginning of Chapter Six the narrator once again undercuts 

Murphy 's notions by enclosing the expression 'Murphy's mind' in quotation 

rvarks and by oomenting that: 

Happily we need not concern ourselves with this apparatus as it 
really was - that vmuld be an extravagance and an inpertinence - 
but solely with what it felt and pictured itself to be. (M. 76) 

11. (cont. ) gland" theory of their interaction. 
12. There can be no divine intervention, in Spinoza's vied, since God 

is not a being outside tirre and space, outside the universo, but rather 
is the universe in the sense that all things are in God. Spinoza 
is one of those philosophers ubo have treated theýýeological vocab- 
ulary, not as sinply wrong, but as expressing truths in a misleading 
way, and who have therefore tried to decode, rather than refute, religion. 
See the-: introductim by T. S. Gregory to 13pinozals Ethics and On The 
Correction of the Understanding, op. cit.,, p. v. 

13. See Spinoza's Ethics (ibid. ), Part II, Prcposition 13, Note: "We tzider- 
stand not only that tFue Fu-n-an mind is united to the body, but also what 
nwst be understood by the union of mind and body"; and in Part II,, Prop- 
osition 21, Note: "The idea of the body and the body itself, that is 
the mind and the body, are one and the same individual, which is con- 
ceived now under the attribute of thought, and now under the attribute 
of extension". % 

. 
14. From the interview with Gabriel d'Aubar6de, "En Attendant ... Beckett 

S2. cit.,, p. 7. 
15. From the interview with Tom F. Driver, "Beckett by the Madeleine",, 

op. cit., p. 506. 
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This not only underlines the distance between airphy and the narrator 
but also dissociates Ruphy's conception of his mind from vAiat his 

mind really is, and thus suggests that vhat we vAll learn about that 

apparatus will be Yhxphy's om habitual view of it'. 

As Mirphy sees it, his rind is a "large hollow sphere, hermetically 

closed to the universe without", and composed of three zones, the light, 

the half-l. ight, and the dark. In the first zone he has his revenge on 
the experiences he has suffered in the big world; in the second he 

finds peace in imagining various blissful states (among than Belacquals 

bliss) for himself; and in the third he is carried away by the sensation 

of being "a nd. ssile without provenance or target, caught up in a tumult 

of nort. -Newtonian motion" (M. 79). He feels that his need for himself, 

the best of himself, is directed inward toward the havens provided 
by these three zones: "The need was nai to be in the light, now in 

the half-light, now in the dark. That was'all" (M. 79). And if he 

finds himself spending more and more time in'the dark,, it is because 

this is the zone that most satisfies what we may term his escapism - 
it iý only here that all ties with the big world are severed - and 
his hedonism - it is here that his'experience is the pleasantest. 

Tiat Murphy's conception is inspired, at least in part, by the 

Cartesian and post-Cartesian proponents of dualism is indisputable. 

Descartes considered that the body was quite distinct from the n-dnd andr 
therefore, that inan consists of " nutually exclusive natures. He 

explained the interaction betueen the rrental and the physical natures 

as resulting from the action of the "vital will", which he saw as 
located in the pineal gland, or oonarim. 

16- 
The later Cartesians, 

CL Geulincx and Malebranche, differe. -rt from Descartes in considering the 

interaction as due to divine intervention, and in this'respect Murphy 

is closer to their Occasionalism than he is to Cartesianism proper, for: 

Yfurphy felt himself split in two, a body and a mind. They had inter- 
course apparently, otherwise he could not have known that they had 
anything in common... Murphy was content to accept this partial 
congruence of the world of his mind with the world of his body as 
due to some... process of supernatural determination. The problem 
was of little interest... (M. 77) 

16. Neary had, in Cork, told m=phy that "I should say your conarium 
has shrunk to nothing" (M. 8) 
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There are, however, certain features of this view of Murphy's 
that contradict his own feeling that he is fund, -umntally divided. 
it is curious, for exarple j that 1, ýhy should scq--- his mind as henmt- 
ically closed to the world without, curious since this idea is nore 
akin to the n-onism of 1-. --ibniz (who, hmever, would never have suggested 
that the ndnd alone could form a mxiad) 

17 
than to any fom of dualism. 

It is also noteworthy that Mcxphy's vision of his m&nd should rely 

on resources drwvvn from the universe that he thinks is an "utter 

stranger" to it (M. 65). He describes his mind as "bodytight" (M. 77). 

He can 2aly corre "alive in mind" as he lapses in body (M. 78). "Motion 

in this jlnne: ý7 world depended on rest in the world outside" (M. 78); 

italics added). The exanple given to illustrate this last involves 

a nan in bed trying to sleep (representing the desire to shut the 
big world out) and a rat (representing the big world which can not, be 

shut out) who is behind the wall at the rmn' s head, wanting to mve: 
"The man hears the rat fidget and cannot sleep, the rat hears the nan 
fidget and dares not mve" (M. 78). The interdependence - however 

painful - of the two worlds is made clear in this exanple. In spite 

of what Vl=phy thinks, in spite of w1-iat he would like to believe, his 

ndnd is not independent of his-body. 

Ilirphy 's Need for the Big Tobrld 

We are first n-ade aware of Mzphy's feeling for the big world 

when the narcissistic trance in which he is discovered At the beginning 

of the novel is interrupted by the railing of the telephone in the 

room - Celia. 

He laid the receiver hastily in his lap. The part of him that he 
hated craved for Celia, the part that be lowd shrivelled up at the 
thought of her. The voice lan-ented faintly against his flesh. He 
bore it for a little, then took up the receiver and said: 
I Are you never con-Ling back? I (M. 9) 

She replies that she has Suk's nativity and that -she will bring it 

round to him later that evening. 11=phy protests, then gives up: "The 

-17. See The Monadology of Leibniz,, translated by G. R. Montgorrery,, Los 
Angeles, 1930, Section 7 and Section 14: "the Cartesians believe that 
only spirits are rronads.... Therefore they,, like the unlearned, have 
confused a long swoon with death, strictly speaking, and yielded to 
the scholastit prejudice that there are entirely separated souls,,. 
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self that he tried to love was tired" (M. 10). 

As far as the satisfaction of Murphy's need for the best of 
himself is concerned, Murphy's feeling is that it is only his weakness 
that prevents success. The self that he tries to love gets tired out 

too easily, he thinks, and the tenptations of the big world overccm 
his resistance too often, for the life in his mind to have any chance 

of satisfying his need. He is quite sure that he will succeed when 
he manages to shut the*big world out conpletely enough and for long 

enough. 

When Celia arrives at West Brorrpton murphy, still pinned to his 

chair, is having a heart attack. Prior to this she had known nothing 

of his recreation in the chair since he "had not felt the need to 

indulge rin it7 while she was with hirW' (M. 24); nor had she knoum about 
the fragile state of his heart since "it had not troubled him while she 

was with hi&' (M. 24), for theirs, when they are together, is'a ý'striking 

case of love requited" (M. 15). 

Every rrarent that Celia spent away from t1irphy seemed an eternity 
devoid of significance, and Murphy for his part expressed the sarm 
thought if possible nore strofigly in the words: "Mat is ry life 
now but Celia? " (M. 15) 

Celia has brought the nativity wbich she has procured at Murphy's request. 
The intirrate connection, for Murphy, between Celia and the stars, is 

inplicit throughout the novel and explicit in several instances. When 

Murphy and Celia first reet on I-lidsunner's night, Murphy is studying 
the star chart for June. Celia's nanne, which mrans 'heavenly' ("Hell. 

Heaven. Helen. Celia. " M. 122) and her penchant for gazing at tIn sky 
32,158, and 191) further link her to Suk's "Therna Coeli" (M. 

2 6; italics added). Celia is a prostitute ("a weekend lecher... jingled 

his change, his very small change" M. 189), and the nativity is referred 
to as "the sixpence worth of sky" (M. 126). Not least in-portant, the 

musical iragery is shared: Celia's nights with Murphy are characterised 
by "serenade, nocturne, and albada" (M. 54); he knows that if she. goes 
back to work there will be "no nore music" (M. 55); when he leaves her 

he kisses her "in Lydian model, (M. 99); Suk reconrex4s that murphy 

should "resort to Hammy" (M. 26) ; and a difficulty u-ith the nativity 
is described as "a-certain dishanmny" (M. 55). 
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Celia and the stars are part of Murphy's big world, where 
the light never wanes the same way twice (M. 8). 11is interest in 

Celia requires little in the way of explanation: she is a "pearl" 
(M. 158) whom even the unlikely character of Cooper can only 
describe as "the Mst beautiful young woman he had ever seen" (M. 85). 
Her iirportance to Murphy czuri be gauged by the fact that he goes so 
far as to look for a job rather than jeopardise the nightly "music": 

This phrase is chosen %, Ath care, lest the filthy censors should 
lack an occasion to. conrdt their filthy synecdoche. (M. 55) 

The part of himself that Murphy hates and that craves for Celia is 

clearly the physical part. 

His interest in the stars is nore curious, as is his reliance 
y. Astrology is coupletely foreign to Cartesian rationalism: on astroloT 

Descartes himself vilified astrologers, not relishing in the least the 

limits they set to individual possibilities. 
18 

It seenns, therefore, 

that Murphy eiTbraces Cartesianism only in his dealings witli the little 

world, and in his anxiety to establish a separation betvnen that and 

the ýig 
world, and that he does not see its relevance to life in the 

big world. 

Suk's nativity is in rmny ways used as a hurmrous device in e-e 

navel both in its own elaboration - "Mars having just set in the East 
denotes a great desire to engage in some pursuit, yet not. There has 

been persons of this description known to have expressed a wish to be in 

tým places at a tirre" (M. 26) and "Lucky Years. 1936 and . 1990. Success- 

18. In a letter dated January 29,1640 Descartes wrote of a man ubo had 
his am death, and those of his tým conpanions, foretold by an astrologer. 
whm the man died as foretold, his two conpanions were so shocked that 
one died and the other seemed likely to die soon afterwards. '%hat a 
fine science",, wrote Descartes, "that makes people die who might 
otherwise not have been even sick" (0euvres de Descartes, ed. Charles 
Adam and Paul Tanney,, L6opold Cerf, Paris, 1897-1910,12 vols; vol. III, 
4). In 1649, moreover, Descartes in another letter requested that 
the date of his birth be rermved from his portrait,, for his "aversion 
to astrology, chiromancy, and other such stupidities" was such that 
he feared to seem to be party to the errors of horoscope-nokers by 
furnishing the date of his birth (ibid., vol. V, 336; quoted in Lawrence 
E. Harvey,, Samuel Beckett: Poet and ýTitic, op. Lit., p. 12). The first 
of Beckett's notes to "Uioros cope" (Poems in English, p. 13) reads: 
"He Zbescartes, 7 kept his own birthday to K=-elf sF-ýthat no astrologer 
could cast his nativity". 
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ful ar-d prosperous, though not without calamities and setbacks" (M. 27) - 
and in subsequent references to it,, particularly by Celia who, on both 

occasions when Murphy has been r, aging at her, quotes from it, saying, 
"avoid eyliaustion by speech" (M. 29) and ("in weary ellipsis of Suk") 
"avoid exhaustion" (M. 97). This humorcus use of the nativity, coupled 
with the fact that it is at one point sceptically referred to as "a 

19 fake jossy's sixpenny writ" (M. 22; italics added) and at another as 
a "ludicrous broadsheet" (m. 66) , makes it difficult to judge quite how 
far we are expected to believe that Murphy himself takes it seriously. 
Celia doesn't know how serious about it he is (M. 31), but she tends 
to think he is just pretending to believe in it so as to be able to 

put off looking for work. Nhile he remains a creature of the big world, 
however, Murphy does do all he can to follow Suk's provisions, and he 

is even described as treirbli. ng at the thought of how his lack of, gem 
lengthens the odds against him (M. 55) and as worrying about the. 

remoteness of his ideally lucky day (M. 55). It my be that Murphy 

considers that, since it is in any case ludicrous for him to seek cm- 

ploymant, the only possible guide for him in the matter of looking 

for work is a manifestly absurd "corpus of incentives" (M. 19). His 

attitudes to the nativity do, however, as we will see, undergo several 
changes as he successively tries to find work, finds work, and tries 
to retreat from the big uorld in the Mercyseat. 

19. At first glance the nativity seems as legitimate as any horoscope. 
The only obvious 'mistake' in it is the reference to Mars setting in 
the east, but though the positions of the planets and stars mentioned 
by Eýýdo Ulow those versed in astrology to draw up a conplete horo- 
scope for Murphy, one has to conclude that it is a very carefully con- 
sidered fabrication since two contradictory dates of his birth, both of 
which are unlikely, can b4-calculated from the given information: the 
one (since Neptune was, before 1935, last in Taurus in 1889) making 
Murphy 46, the other (since Uranus was, before 1935, last-in Aquarius 
in 1918) making him 17 in 1935, the year in which the novel takes place. 
Beckett clearly knows a fair awount about the techniques used by 
astrologers and, for that matter, about other occult traditions rentioned 
in Murphy: the classical Python (referred to in connection with Mr. 
Kelly, m. 20, a Greek oracle,, the only remaining traces of which in 
conteirporary Western occultism are found in madiumistic comTunicatims, 
which makes Rosie Dew literally a "residue" (see Jarres Hastings et al, 
EncycLqp2ýia of Religion and Ethics, Edinburgh, 13 vols,, 1908-1928; Vol. 
7); and the boasted successes of mediums (mentioned M. 61) in the 19201s, 
which included the appearance of anemones and ectoplasm and the ability 
to get illiterates to write and speak languages they had never been 
exposed to (see NAndor Fodor, The Encyclopedia of Psychic Science, Univ- 
ersity Books, New York, 1966., p. 317). The inplications of this seem 

-similar to those of Beckett's knowledge about various other religions 
and philosophies, none of which can justifiably or usefully be considered 
as expressing Beckett's own beliefs. 
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Celia and the stars are only a part of his big world. ror the 

period covered by the novel they are, however, the most important part, 
and such other ways in which the big world manifests its existence 
to him - through the chandlers who refuse to hire him, the waitress 
in the cafeteria, ]Rosie Dew and Nelly, etc. - merely reinforce his 

anbivalent attitude to all that is external tovhat he feels is the 
best of his many selves. Miss Counihan, Neary, Cooper, and Wlie 
belong, largely, to an earlier period,, but they too are figures on 
his outer landscape. He had "conuerce" (if of an admittedly "precordial" 

nature M. 8) with Miss Counihan not unlike his current commorce with 
Celia, at least in its early stages: he apparently asked Miss Counihan 

too to marry him, and his problems with her also seem to have hinged 

on his lack of financial resources. He studied under Neary in Cork,, 

and he has at least made the acquaintance of Cooper (who knows tk=phy 

well enough to have confidence in his ability to find him in London) 

and of Wylie (whom, we are told, he addressed once). It seems likely 

that the reason why YAixphy left Ireland was to escape such ties with 
the big world. That they all remain figures on his outer landscape even 
in London, where he encounters none of them, is shown by his atterrpt, 

when at the end'of the book he is thinking of returning to Celia and 
the big world, to "get a picture" of them as, up-11 as of the chandlers, 

etc. and of Celia herself (M. 171). 

Habit and ppmtaneity and pprphy's Two Needs 

murphy sees bis need for bis little world as distinct fran his 

need for his big world. 

we can examine either of these needs on its own to judge the 

extent to uiiich it is habitual and the extent to uhich it is spontaneous,, 

and if we do so uv find no reason for concluding that any easy identification 

is possible between either of his needs and either habit and spontaneity. 

The v&lidity of his need for his'little world is, as we have 

seen in a few instances already (there are mre that will be mntimed 
in due course), undercut by the narrator who rakes it clear that he 

considers Murphy rdstaken in t1iinking he belongs only in his little 

world, and in thinking that his little world is distinct f-ram the big. 
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Delusions of any kind are necessarily characteristic of the creature 

of habit who is, -by definition, sheltered from reality. other 

indications of the habitual nature of his necd for his little world 
include the way in which he contrives, in his rocking chair, to 

enter that world and the way in which he tries to love himself (M-10) 

and his boredan %ben, in the lbrcyseat, he thinks he is about to 

succeed in entering it for good and all - "'Ilie end degrades the way 
into a mans, a scmeless tediud' (M. 130). . rhe "boredom of living" 

in Proust (P. 8) is identified with habit, not with spontaneity. 

There are, however, also reasons for thinking that Murphy 

does, at least on occasion,, experience some kind of spontaneity in his 

n=tal world. His experience in the "dark", in the third zone of his 

mind (where, we are toldj, he has taken to spending more and more time, 

m. 80), is described as the experience of "will-lessness" (M. 80). 

Since the will is a function of habit that dies when habit dies, there 

is here a fairly strong suggestion that Murphy is not a creature of 
habit in the third zone. It might bý objected that this particular 

description is part of Chapter Six which is explicitly not concerned 

with Murphy's mind as it really is, and that the supposed "will-less- 

ness" my be no mre than wishful thinking on Murphy's part. This 

objection is valid, but it does not apply to at least me other instance 

when Murphy is described, this time presurrably by the narrator hirrzelf, 

in term. that allow us to doubt that his rental life is entirely 
habitual. After his chess gan-e- with Mr. Endon, Murphy passes through 

several experiences, one of which is "that colourlessness which is 

such a rare postnatal treat": 

Iiis other senses also found themselves at peace, an unexpected pleasure. 
Not the numb peace of their own suspension, but the positive peace 
that comes Aien the somethings give way, or perhaps simply add up, 
to the Nothing,, than uhich in the guffaw of the Abderite naught is 
more real. Tim did not cease, thatv; ould be asking too much, but 
the wheel of rounds and pauses did... (M. 168) 

This experience too seems not to have been %dlled: "not the numb peace 

of their ownsuspension". And if iý does not seem easily identifiable 

either with the - necessarily painful - death of habit or with the 

experience of involuntary n*emry (during which Tim is dead, P. 57), it 

may still be identifiable with what, in Proust, is described as a 

tense and provisional. lucidity that may be exenpt from pain uhen habit 

is "sleeping" instead of dead or dying (P. 9). In any case there is 
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certainly something spontaneous about this rare postnatal treat of 
being unaware of the big world of "stenches, asperities, ear-splitters 
and eye-closers" (M. 168). 

The same anbivalenoe is characteristic of Murphy's need for 
his big world: although it seems, on initial examination, entirely 
habitual,,. there are instances when we are given reason to t1-Link it is 

not, or not entirely or necessarily, habitual. He goes out daily 

on the jcbpath with Suk. in his pocket, abandons hope for the day 

regularly after lunch, sets off to arrive home at exactly the same 
time every day, says the same sentence ("Imagine Miss Carridge in a 
gow-n like this" M. 54) every evening to Celia while she helps him out 
of his suit, allows her to feed him, and then, every night "from 

june to October" (except for the "blockade" wivn Celia leaves him) 

it is "serenade, mocturner and albada" (M. 54). This regularity, 
though notthe kind of activity specifically nrantioned in Proust as an 
exarrple of habitual activity, is clearly not spontaneous since it 

makes for comfort and familiarity and, in Proust, it is uhen habit 
is ". opposed by a phenomenon that it cannot reduce to the condition 

of a comfortable and familiar concept" (P. 10) that we are exposed 
to reality. Another indication of the habitual nature of his need 
for the big world is the length of time which he spends in that world - 
midsummrls night until some time in August, and then Septarber 12th 

until October 13th - far in excess of (as well as of a totally different 

nature from) the "brief, and dangerously painfullf experience of spon- 
taneity that is all Beckett considers possible in Proust (P. 16). 

There are also tims when the big world can itself generate 
phenonom that disturb Belacquals habit instead of reinforcing it. 

Cne exaTrple of this is his encounter with the chandlers on the first 

occasion when he actually applies for a job: imrediately after this 
interview he looks for sarewhere to sit do%m, leans weakly against the 

railings of the Royal Free Hospital, decides that he must lie down 
instead of just sitting down,, and that above all he must "cease to 
take notice and enter the landscapes. tftre there were no chandlers and 
no exclusive residential cancers, but onlý himself inproved out of all 
knowledge" (M. 57). His instinct here, when his big world is disturbing, 
is to leave it and to enter his little world. Similarly, at the end 
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of his first night of duty at the Yf-, rcyseat,, uben he finds the little 

world, in the person of Mr. Endon, disturbing, his instinct is to 

leave it and return to Celia and the big world. Though both are 
largely habitual, there are also elarents of spontaneity in his 

needs for both his worlds. 

Instead of merely examining each case separately, wo- will also 
be viewing his two needs together not only because the one is an 
escape from the other. under certain circumstances, but also bccause 

both are, for the larger part of the tin-e,, habitual and,, equally,. 
both are at tirres spontaneous. Approaching mirphy through the con- 

cepts of habit and spontaneity allows us to cut across the division 

posited by Murphy himself and to show that the two needs he likes 

to think of as nutually exclusive are tým aspects (neither of which 
is entirely successful in sheltering him from reality) of his dualistic 

habit. 

In what follows, an analysis of the development of Murphy's 

needý, it will be seen that his need for the big world is not distinct 

from his need for the little world, and that it is as mistaken for 

him to think that his need for the best of bin-self can be satisfied 
by a retreat from the big world as it was for the delegation from 

Cork to think their needs for Mrphy would be satisfied by finding 
him in loondon. 

The Developamt of Murphy's Needs 

A feature of Miss Counihan's attitude t. 9 Neary had been "the 

regularity of its alternation" (M. 41). Similarly Murphy alternates 
his need for the big world with his need for the little. 

in February Murphy was in Cork. From what little we know about 
his activites there it seems that he was living in the big world, having 

"cam-erce" with Miss Counihan and studying under Neary. On Maundy Thursday 

he is discovered by scm unnarred aaquaintance in London, "supine on the 

grass in the Cockpit in Hyde Park, alone and plunged in a torpor from 

which all efforts to rouse him ... proved unsuccessful" (M. 38): this is 
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the torpor 'of Murphy 's com-mmion with his inner world. on Midsunmr Is 

night, when next we hear of him, he is clearly back in his big world 

studying the stars when Celia approaches, and he remains a creature 

of the big world until she leaves him because of his refusal to lock 

for work. On Septenber 12th,, the day at which the novel picks W 
the tale, Murphy is again discovered (this time by Cooper) in the 

Cockpit (M. 84) and tracked to the m-%, in West Broupton where he retires 
to the rocking chair, that aid to life in his n-ind,, in the manner described 
in the opening paragraph of the book. Later the sam day, the self that 

he tries to love beiný tired, Murphy allows the big world of Celia and 
the nativity to claim him once mre,, and the "blockade" comes to an 

end. 

The West Brarpton new having been conderrned, Murphy and Celia find 

a new room in Brewery Road where they enter upon what Celia calls "the 

new life" W. 97) . Celia, as we have seen,, stays at home most of the time 

while Murphy pretends to look for work. He prefers loitering around 
Brewery Road to wandering around the City,, there being no practical diff- 

erence (his prospects for enployment are the same in both places, "in 

all places" M. 57) while "frcm the sentimental point of view the difference 

was most marked. Brewery Road was her forecourt, in certain moods almost 
her ruelle" (M. 51). 

Money, however, is running out and Celia issues her ultirnatLun. So 

Murphy actually goes so far as to present hirmelf to a chandler in Gray's 

Inn Road as a candidate for the position of "smart boy". Be is rejected 

quite unequivocably: E ain It smart" , said the chandler, "not by a long 

chork le ain't" (M. 56). Murphy's reaction to this rebuff narks another 
turning point-in his alternating attitudes, as he veers away from the 

big world and towards the -little once again. 

Up to this point he has been content just to have Celia: he has 

never needed his rocking chair while she has been around. Now, however, 

he "would willingly have waived his expectation of Antepurgatory for five 

minutes in his chair" (M. 56 )- His need now is to escape into his niind . 
Since he considers his need for his little world completely incompatible 

with his need for his big world, we should now witness a total severance 

of murphy's tiles with the big world. M=phy pays lip-service to this 

idea but his behaviour contradicts it and shows, on the contrary, that 
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I 
his needs for his two worlds can co-exist, and that he can veer 
between the two without any of the suffering that would have to 

separate them if they were two separatethabits instead of two aspects 

of one habit. 20 

Failing to find a place suitable for a session of self-love, 
Murphy decides that the only solution to the problem caused by-the 

chandlers; is for him to have his lunch instead and, so far from solip- 
sism is he, proceeds to display ribre gusto in his relations with the 
big world than at any other point in the novel. John Fletcher has, 

written that Murphy "is fundairentally indifferent to the uhole system 
21 

of pensums and prizes" . The fact,, however, that Nzphy manages to 
defraud a vested interest "to the honourable extent of paying for one 
cup of tea and consuming 1.83 cups approximately" (M- 60) by M means reveals 
indifference. Murphy is not indifferent to the big world of pensums 

and prizes, he is here part of it. That ut-dch cannot be included in 

his mental regions belongs necessarily to the physical. It is not 

possible to equate the delight Murphy derives frar his-escapade in the 

canteen with any facet of vhat he sees as his nental world. In the 

first of the zones of his mind, "the kick that the physical Wilphy 

received, the mental Murphy gave" (M. 78); in the canteen it is the 

physical Hirphy that kicks back at the physical world. Here M. =Phy is 

"spitting at the breakers of the world" (M. 79) with his outer self, not 
with his inner self. His escapade in the canteen belongs, therefore, in 

the big world. 
22 Murphy feels "so much better" (M. 60) for havin ig ch. eated 

to -I the colossal league of pluton-anic caterers" (who have at their disposal 

20. Similarly, at the beginning of "Dream! ', Belacqua veered from his 
Apollo to his Narcissus and finally to his Limbese aspect without any 
pain. 

21. John Fletcher, The Novels of Samuel Beckett, op. cit., p. 53. 
22. It my be arguad that Murphy's attenpts to defeat the forces of the 

big world are always either minuscule (as in this instance) or ultimately 
d6feated (as i-Inen the dog eats his biscuits, the job in the asylum fails 
to live up to his hopes, the gas-fire explodes, his ashes are not dis- 
posed of as he had wished, etc. ). The irony here may be that Mrphy 
is so accustomed to failure that his trifling success with the tea 
seems a great victory, but the fact remains that though he went to 
have lunch in order to assuage his pain at the way the chandlers; 
treated him and as the best solution to his desperate need for life 
in his mind, he has taken delight in the bi world. Dig 
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"all the rrost deadly weapons of the post-war recovery" M. 59) that he 

can once vore consider his enploymnt prospects C'Sonmne in Word 

Street raight offer him a position of the highest trust" M. 60) and 
nake such plans as "what cutting reply he would ruke to the rmgnate" 
(M. 61). 

It is as he is deciding on the best route to Oxford Street that 
Austin Ticklepenny appears on the scene, traps Murphy's legs under the 

table, ooirplains about his job as orderly in a mntal hospital, breaks 

down, and finally ceases his "wooing under the table" (M. 62): 

Murphy could not take advantage of this to go, being stunned by the 
sudden clash beb, ýeen two hitherto distinct mtifs in Suk's delineations, 

. 
that of lunatic in paragraph two and that of custodian in paragraph 
seven. (M. 62) 

An arrangerrent satisfactory to both Murphy and Ticklepenny is then 

inade, whereby Murphy will take over the duties at the hospital so 

repugnant to Ticklepemy. Murphy has a job! Feeling that his future 
is thus assured, he proceeds to the Cockpit for a well-earned rest, his 

need for which has been "steadily increasing" while he is in the 

canteen, working out the way in which he can operate successfully in 

the big world of Suk,, Celia, and livelihood. 

After a further encounterf this tive with-Miss Posie Dew and her 

dog Nelly,, vho eats Murphy's biscuits, Murphy conposes hirmelf on the 

grass in the Cockpit for the "torpor" which he has been "craving for the 

past five hours" (M. 74), i. e. ever since his rejection by the chandler. 
it seem clear, if he can take delight in the big world, while 

craving for the little, that Murphy is wrong in thinking his need for 

the little world inconpatible with his need for the big. 

Scon Murphy slips away, "from the pensurm and prizes,, from Celia,, 

chandlers, public highways, etc, from Celia, buses, public gardens, etc, 
to wi-, are there were no pensurm and no prizes, but only Murphy hirmelf, 

inproved out of all knowledge" (M. 74). 

This experience does not signal any interruption of his habit: he 
drifts into it after having "disconnected his mind from the gross in-Por- 

tunities of sensation and reflection" and after having conposed himself 

for it. Belacqua in "Drea&' "lapse/s' 
./ 

downwards through darkness" 
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without being will-less (D. 110), and his "gloom" on such occasions 
is habitual. Murphy's last thought before he "lapseZ. 9'7 into consciousness" 
is that "nothing will stop rre" (M. 74): the consciousness he craves 
to lapse into is by no rreans unforeseen in the curriculum of his habit. 

He emrges som considerable tirm later fully preparod to face 
the big world again, and hastens bad,, to Celia,, "mre than usually 
inpatient for the nmsic to begin" (M. 75). Nonetheless, the fact, that 
Muphy did feel the need for the life in his mind foreshadows the 

weakening of his ties with the big world. The break with Celia coms 
first, and is followed by an alteration in his attitude to the stars. 

The Break with CeUa 

The reasons for the discord in their hitherto ha rmo nious relation- 

ship are divided fairly equally between Celia and Mirphy. In the dis- 

cussion of Celia's needs it has been noted that, while Marphy-was outp 

she had been becorrtiýng increasingly like him in certain respects sitting 
in the rocking chair, feeling the desire to be naked and bound, under- 

standing the absurdity of the Caledonian Market, etc. These, however, 

are respects that characterise the nental side of Murphy only. In her 

descent into her. own solipsistic torpor, Celia has cove to cherish her 

afternoons, of which the old boy's footsteps are "part and parcel" (m. 94), 

alnost as much as 11uphy used to cherish his in his chair. But where 
yorphy(until the experience in the Cockpit discussed above) needed his 

rocking chair and his narcissistic afternoons only when Celia is not 
living with him, Celia needs to hear the footsteps padding around upstairs 

even uhen she is living with Murphy. Celia thus cores at one point to 

feel at least as strong a need as Murphy for the inner life; she is dying 

to the world outside herself, and Murphy is part of that world. After 

the old boy's death she seeirs conscious of Murphy's presence "only in 

fits and starts and then with a kind of inpersonal rapture that he did 

not relish in the least" (M. 96). He forces her to look at him: "She 

looked through him. Or back of f hirWI (m. 96). He conplains angrily at 
her indifferent reaction to his news about the job, and she doesn't even 
try to follow what he is*saying (m. 97). 

On his side, Marphy's equation of Celia with the pensuar. and prizes 
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he escaped by lapsing "into consciousness" in the Cockpit has apparently 
done its mischief. Ile tries to comfort 

, 
her for the old boy's death 

but realises soon enough that, "so far from being adapted to Celia" 

this comfort "was not addressed to her" (M. 96). The sam applies to 

a bad joke he tells her: "It amused Murphy,, that was all that rrattered" 
(M. 98). When he sits down in front of her in his rocking chair, it is 

"in order to tormnt Zher, 7 at his ease" (M. 98). He still loves hor, 

but only enough "to enjcy cutting the tripes out of her occasionally" 
(M. 98). His need fo: p her is still as pressing as ever: "I need you" 
he says, "you only want rm, you have the whip, you win" (M. 97). That 

he is still closely tied to the big world when he leaves is indicated 

by his kissing her farewell "in Lydian rode" (M. 99), by his feeling in 

his pocket to =ke sure he has Suk, and by the fact that he does not 
take his chair with him. 

7he reasons why he does not return to Celia (he returns once to 

Brewery Pcad, while she is out, just to pick up his chair) are tied to 

the developrrents in the Mercyseat, where his relationship with the 

stars - that other vain feature of his big world - changes. 

The Break with the Stars 

Yurphy sets great store by his stars. ne carries the nativity 

with him at all tirres, renorises its precepts, follows its instructions 

to the best of his ability, and trerrbles at the thought of those 

provisions that he cannot irrpleirent. At the outset he sees the system 

of the heavenly bodies as "the only system outside his own in which : r. e, 7 

feels the least oonfidence" (M. 19). He is attracted to the job at 

the im because it seems to satisfy Wo of Suk's prognostications, the 

union of which I'made the nativity appear as finely correlated in all its 

parts as the system from which it purported to ccM" (M. 66). He takes 

Suk with him to the hospital where, issued a regulation shirt ands. 1it, 

he nonetheless refuses to leave off the lemn bow ("Lucky Colours. lamn. 

To avert calan-ity the Native should have a dash in apparel... " M. 27 )- 

At the hospital Bim Clinch lists Mzphyls duties and assigns him. ' 

to Skinner's House, male side, first floor, where he will be on day daty 
el 

for the first weýk and on night duty the next. mrphy. has a choice. 
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between sharing a roorp. with Tickleponny and having a tiny garret to 

hirself. He chooses the garret without hesitation as soon as M sees 

it, the reason being that: 

Fewer years ago than he cared to remirbor... Murphy had occupied 

.a garret in Hanover, not for long, but for long enough to experience 
all its advantages. Since then he had sought hicý-i and low for 
another... in vain... But the garret that he now saw was... not half 
but twice as good as the me in Hanover, because half as large. (M. 113) 

Leibniz had, as is mntioned explicitly in the French edition of Murphy, 23 

a garret in Hanover. In its inplications this allusion is similar to 

that bastardised quotation from Spinoza which opens Chapter Six, for 

Leibniz too is a monist. His place in the novel will be examined in 

the context of the padded cells in the nercyseat, which are "wiry3owless, 

like a monad" (M. 125). 

The garret has a small skylight,, "ideal for closing against the 

sun by day and opening by night to the stars" (M. 113). The only fault 

Murphy finds with the room is that it has no source of heat,, and he 

bullies Ticklepenny first with words and then with silence into agreeing 

to providing it. It is his silence which succeeds: "Suk's indication of 

silence as one of Murphy's highest attributes could not have been more 

strikingly justified" (M. 114). - 

The little world, however, is preparing a con-eback. one indication 

of this is the reference to Skinner's House as the "cockpit of the MW' 

(M. 115). The Cockpit in Hyde Park has, as we have seen, often been the 

site chosen by M-uphy for his. sessions of self-love. The rmst apparent 

indication, however, is the way in which Murphy comes to regard the 

Mercyseat. The Chapter devoted to Yurphy's mind concerned itself with 

how that organ "felt and pictured itself to be", not with whatýit "really 

was" (M. 7ý). In the sarm way Murphy now sees the mercyseat in his own 

tern-6 rather than as what it really is. in chapter six the narrator 

sets himself apart from Murphy's notions; here--. too: 

The issue, therefore, as lovingly sinplified and perverted by m=phy,, 
lay bet&i--en nothing less fundarrental than the big world and the little 
world, decided by the patients in favour of the latter,, revived by the 

23. Mirphy, Editions de Ilinuit, 1947, p. 120. See also Ludovic Janvier, 
Pour Sarmel Beckett, Editions de Minuit, Paris, 1966, p. 27. 
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psychiatrists on behalf of the forn-er, in his own case unresolved. 
In fact, it was unresolved, only in fact. 11is vote was cast. "I am 
not of the big world,, I arn of the little world" was an old refrain 
with murphy, and a conviction, tý%; o convictions, -the negative first. 
How should he tolerate, let alone cultivate, the occasions of fiasco, 
having moe beheld the beatific idols of his cave. (M. 123-24) 

The coment. that this issue has been both sirrplified and perverted by 

Murphy reinforces the distance between him and the narrator. This is 

not to say that the narrator does in fact know what Murphy or the HIM 

are in reality, but the narrator does seem to be able to avoid those 

pitfalls of error and*delusion that beset Murphy, and to the extent that 

he does set hin-self apart by pointing out Murphy's mistakest he is 

closer to the truth than Murphy is. 

That, in the above-quoted passage, as against "the occasions of 
fiasco" Murphy should claim familiarity with "the beatific idols of his 

caves', an allusion to the shadows on Plato's cave wall, is indicative 

of the unreality of rLirphy 1s cc)noeptions. ACCC)rding to Plato Is Allegory 

of the Cave in The RePublicr the distorted shadows of real things are 
24 

thrown by firelight on to the cave wall. Yen chained to the*cave 

nistake-these shadows for reality. This coirparison between amphy and 

Plato's deluded cave-dwellers is followed inrL-diately by a quotation 

from the Occasionalist philosopher Arnold Geulincx: "in the beautiful 

Belgo-Latin of Arnold Geulincx: Ubi nihil vales, ibi nihil velis" (M. 

12 
. 
4). murphy's Occasionalism is indeed, as Sanuel I. Mintz 25 has shownt 

everywhere inplicit in the novel, but it is one thing to say this and 

quite another to talk about Beckett's Occasionalism or Cartesianism as 

many comentators have ne. 
26 

With the Patients IA=Phy feels himelf for the first time in the 

presence of a race of people who are, he thinks, as convinced as he is 

that "self-inuersed indifference to the contingencies of the contingent 

world" is "the only felicity" (M. 117)*. He imagines that they are living 

in the inner regions of the mind that he only seldom succeeds in visiting, 

24. The Pepublic of Plato (translated and with a brief conrentary by 
F. M. Cornford,, Cxford University Press, Cxford,, 1950) Book VII. 

25. "Beckett's Murphy: A r-artesiad Novel", Perspective IX, no. 3 (Auturm 
1959), p. 156. 

26. See Introduction, pp. 22-24 above for a list of some of those 
comentators who consider Beckett a Cartesian dualist. 
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and is duly revolted by the psychiatrists' attenpts to return tl,. e 
patients to the "colossal fiasco" (M. 123) of the big world. 

Such are his first irrpressions of the hospital. They are bome 

out by the experiences of his first ur-ý on the wards because he 

expends considerable effort and ingenuity ("It was strenuous uOrk, but 

very pleasant" M. 122) in substantiating them, "distorting all that 
threatened to belie them" (M. 122). 

He is particularly attracted to his "tab", a psychotic who has 
insisted that if he corrmits suicide it will be by apnoca (i. e. by 

sinply ceasing to breathe)? 7 This is Mr. Endon, whose nam is Greek 
for 'within'. The delusion involved in Murphy's attachrmnt to him 
is aptly summd up in the narrator's conTwnt that Mirphy fools drawn 
to Mr. Endon as Narcissus to his-fountain (M. 128). 

The first sign of a change in the status of the big world of 
the stars corms during Murphy's first night in the garret, when he opens 
the skylight "to see what stars he comanded" (M. 121). Beckett's choice 

of the word 'connanded' here is not accidental: the process of subjugating 
the stars has begun. Shortly hereafter comes an elaboration: 

The more his Zhzphyls, 7 om system closed around him, the less he aould 
tolerate its being subordinated to any other. Between him and his stars 
no doubt there was a correspondence, but not in Suk's sense. They Wze 
his stars, he was the prior system. (M. 126) 1 

The guide to action in the big world that Suk's nativity had provided 
has been annulled by a change in roles. Now the stars merely mirror the 
behaviour of the dominant system wiAch is murphy: 

He had been projected,, larval and dark, on the sky of that regrettable 
hour Af his birthl as on a screen, magnified and clarified into his 
own rreaning. But it was his rreaning. (M. 126) 

His current attitude to the stars is likened to the attitude of "an 

out-and-otit preterist" (M. 127) , which suggests the negation of whatever 
influence prophesies based on them might have had on his future actions. 
The only interest he will maintain in the precepts of Suk's nativity is 

the interest stinulated by attenpts to see if these precepts do actually 

27. In Cork marphy had been "saving up for a Drinker artificial respir- 
ation roadiine to get into when he was fed up breathing" (M. 38). 

I 
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confom to the idea he has of hirrself: 

Free therefore to inspect for the first time in situ that "great 
magical ability of the eye to which the lunat-ic-wo-Ud easy succumb" 
Za' phrase from quk_7, Murphy was gratified to find how well it 
consisted of what he knew already of his idiosyncrasy. (M. 127) 

The system which had been the only one outside his own in which he 

felt the least confidence now seems but "the superfluous cartoon of 
his own" (M. 130). 

There is a striking similarity between his atterrpts to make 
the reality of the Plercyseat conform to his prejudices and this solo 

remaining interest in the stars. As he is gratified to find every 
hour at the hospital substantiating (under considerable pressure) 
his idea of it, so too here he is gratified to find that Suk agrees 

with his own idea of himself., This is further evidence that it is 

not only in his conception of the little uorld that he is deluded 

and a creature of habit,, but that his picture of the big world also 
has to be forced into consistency. 

Needing his rocking chair, he decides to collect it from DrewerY 

P, oad, an action that is tantamount to leaving Celia "for good and all" 
(M. 99), but which M=phy does not conceive in these term since in 

the Mrcyseat he does not think of her any more (M. 130). 28 The reasons 
for his needing the rocking chair are certainly related to his need 
to escape the big world, but Celia does not at this stage enter into 

the issue., 

When he corres off duty in the evenings,, "He did not see the stars 

any more" (M. 130) , "Nor did he think of Celia any rrore" (M. 130) , "Nor 

did he succeed in coming alive in his mind any rore" (M. 130). In short, 

while he is alienated from the big world of the stars and Celia, he 

is also alienated from the little. His feeling, therefore, that his 

own system (his little world) is closing around him is mistaken. His 

explanation for his failure to come alive in his mind differs from the 

narratorls: 

He blamed this on his body, fussy with its fatigue after so nuch 
duty,, but it was rather due to the vicarious autology that he had 
been enjoying since irorning, in little Mr. Endon and all the other 

28. It is only uben he is actually in the house on Brewery Pced that he 
thinks of her at all, and he is minly relieved to find her out since 
he does not want her to feel,, at least he does not want to be present 
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proxies. That was uhy he felt happy in the u-ards and sorry when 
the tim cam to leave them. He could not have it both ways, 
not even the illusion of it. (M. 130) 

His need for the little world has been cE)ppeased by proxy (as alsot it 

will shortly be seen, has his need for the big world) in the wards: 
this is vl-iy he can only sleep iA-ien he gets back to the garret. 

As his first night of duty approaches he starts to uOrry about 
the fact that he does not have his rocking chair. At night, he feels, 

Mr. Endon and the others will be sleeping: 

Then there would be no fatigue, for watching could not fatigue him. 
But he would find hirrself in the rroming, with all the hours of 
light before him, hungry in mind, docile in body, craving for the 
chair. (M. 131) 

Accordingly on his Saturday afternoon off his picks up his chair from 

Brewery Road. That evening, when he gets back to his garret, he 

sits in it and once again slips away into his little world. The 

description in this case is brief and we cannot be sure if it is 

habitual or spontaneous, but similarities with his experience during 

the afternoon after his encounter with the chandlers may be suggestive 
that here too he remains a creature of habit. "Gently does these 

things, sit down before you lie down" (M. 131) echoes the earlier "Walk 

before you run, sit down before you lie down" (M. 57) ; in both cases 
he conposeshirrself to enter his little world,, in the first case by 

lying down on the grass, in the second by sitting in his chair; '%%Then 

he cam to, or rather from, how he had no idea" (M. 131 ) is a repetition 

of words used in the other context (M. 74 ; and in both Cases when he 

becorres once more aware of his surroundings,, he sees somthing (the 

sheep in one case, Ticklepenny in the other) that suggests "how he might 
have been roused" (M. 74,132). There is no reason to view his experience 
in the Cockpit as anything other than habitual; in his chair, too: there 

is nothing to indicate that he is experiencing spontaneity. 

Ticklepenny tells Murphy that he looks like one of the patients, 

Clarke 
29 (who had been in a catatonic stupor for three weeks, and Ulas, uont 

to repeat for hours the phrase, "Mr. Endon is very superior" M. 133),, and 

28. (cont. ) when she feels "how by insisting on trying to change him she 
had lost him" M. 131. 

29. The name rray not be a fortuitous choice. The allusions to Leibniz 
in the chapter n-ake it at least possible that Beckett deliberately 
chose the name of the philosopher's mst fmaus correspondent, Sa=el 
Clarke. See The Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence, edited and with an 
introduction and notes by H. G. Alexander, manchester University Press, 1956. 
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is-worried when Mirphy does not even disdain to hide his gratification 

at the conparison. 

The Persistence of Murphy's Need for the Big lbrld 

Murphy is still, however, not nearly as cut off from the big 

world as he thinks he would like to be. 

One of the factors which have enoouraged him to suppose that 

the patients are "innured in mind" (M. 125) is the existence in the 

hospital of padded cells, or pads: 

libe pads surpassed by far all he had ever been able to irmgine in 
the way of indoor bowers of bliss... The conpartmnt was winda, 71ess, 
like a mnad, except for the shuttered judas at the door... Within 
the narrow 1-in-dts of domstic architecture he had never been able 
to inagine a mre creditable representation of what he kept on 
calling, indefatigably, the little world. (M. 125) 

The connection Murphy wants to make between the pads and his little 

world is undercut,, firstly, by the interposition of the narrator's 

"indefatigably" and secondly, by the am-parison between the pads and 

L--ibnizl mnad. 
30 As we have seen, Murphy conceives of his little 

world as one part of his split self, i. e. in dualistic terrm. For his 

little world to be conpared, as here, to a mnad, is to offset the 

Cartesian influence. Leibniz mde it clear in his Mnadology that he 

regarded the hurnan body as forming a true unity with the mind. The 

n-onad mirrors the real world and is in the real world because of its 

association with its organic body. 

it is inportant to understand the difference between dualisM and 

mnism in the sinplest terms if corrplete confusion is to be avoided. 

Jean-Jacques Mayoux has written that,, 

it is'by now familiarly admitted... that'Deckett is a Cartesian, 
even if for greater personal intimacy Descartes turns into Geulincxt 
or if Ieibniz provides, very usefully, the windowless monad... He 
would bully their philosophy a little, if needs be, to make it stress 
the separateness of man,, the fact that since his ancestors have 
turned to a rental life even his body has become a stranger. 31 

30. In Section 7 of his tionadology (op. cit. ) Leibniz writes: "The 
monads have no windows through which anything could corm in or go 
outý v 

31. "Saimml Beckett and the Mass Media"t CP- cit., p. 83. 
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The first point to be made here is that Mayoux is clearly talking 

only d)out dualism, de. Tite the rention of inibniz: under no circun*r 

stances is it possible to bully Leibniz long enough or hard enough 
to make him stress the Separateness of man. The second point is 

that we see no evidence to show that Beckett is a Cartesian, any 
more than that he is a follower of Icibniz. mirphy certainly is 

a dualist; Beckett, through the narrator, rocks the delusion that 

causes Murphy to try to separate the mind from the body,, not only 
by setting himself apart from Murphy's dualist notions and by 

providing counterbalancing notions from monist philosophers, but 

also by showing throughout the novel that the two worlds are inter- 

dependent. 

The interdependence of the two worlds,, arxI Uirphy's dependence 

on the big world, is. mst clearly demnstrated. when, during his first 

round of the wards at night, he is deprived of any contact with the 

big wrld. 

By day there was Bom and other staff, there were the doctors and 
visitors, to stinmlate his sense of kindred with the'patients. 
There were the patients themselves, circulating through the wards 
and in the gardens. He could mix with them,, touch them, speak to 
them, watch them, in-agine hirriself one of them. But in the night 
of Skinner's there were none of these adminicles, no loathing to 
love from, no kick from the world that was not his, no illusion of 
caress from the world that might be. It was as though the micro- 
cosm)politans had locked him out. (M. 163) 

mirphy is in the (for him) strange position of missing that very 

evidence of life in the big world that he was wont to disparage in' 

no uncertain terrm. He misses the presence, not only of activity in 

the wards and gardens, but also, significantly (since he sees the 

little world/big world split as a function of the rdnd/body split) of 
his own sensory and bodily contacts with thd patients. So nuch is 

he in need of some physical sensation that he would heartily welcmie 
"the cackle of a nightingale" (M. 163) so that he could loathe it 

and try to escape it by retreating into his spirit's "nightingaleless 

night" (M. 164). The inportance of the iridescence over the cornice 

mulding and of the street cries which Wrphy had been aware of in 

the first chapter of the. novel is now clear. These were not rerely 
"sights and sounds that he did not like" detaining him in the big 

world; they were essential prerequisites for his life in his mi nd. 
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khmphy is not indifferent to the big world of the body, of 
the stars, of Celia, of pensurrs and prizes. He alternates between 
loving it and loathing it, but always, whether from love or from 
hate, he needs it. He feels lost now, in the-wards, when there is 

nothing to help him get his bearings, no sign from the big world to 

estrange him from it, no sign from the little to attract him. Far 
from needing only the little world, he falters when that is all he 
has, when he is deprived of contact with the big world. 

In the course of carrying out his duties in the wards by day 

Murphy has had contact with his inner world by proxy. What is also 

apparent, now that we have seen his desolation in the wards at night, 
is that, while he has rejected Celia32 and Suk, the rnainstays of 
his, outer world, be had found "proxies" for them too in the doctorst 

the staff, the visitors, and in physical contact with the patients. 
Deprived even of a proxy big world he cannot comme with the 
little even by proxy. 

Earlier'the narrator has conmnted that, although MurphY 

would not adrnit it, he needs a brotherhood (M. 122). Such a need 

necessarily joins Mirphy's other centrifugal,, outward-directed needs 
for the big world. He found himself,, for the first tim, approaching 

a satisfaction of this need in his sense of kindred with the patients. 
After his first ward round at night, however, he feels the gulf I- 
between hirself and the patients very keenly: "In short there 

nothing but he, the unintelligible gulf and they. That was all, ALLr 
ALL" (M. 164). 

I have shown how, when the big world causes him paint mUrPhY's 
instinct is to enter his little wrld. At this point it is his . 
little world that is causing him pain, the reason being that it is part 

of his habit to think he belongs in it, and it is shutting him out. 
His instinct at this point is to briefly re-enter the big world of 

physical sensations so as to be repelled by the big world. Thist he 

32. Although at the outset the main force drawing him to the big 
world, Celia has#, after her identification with pensuns and prizes, 
chandlers,, etc. become a force repelling him from the big world. 
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feels, would provide him with the required inpetus towards the 
little world: "the. cackle of a nightingale would have been most 

welcome to explode his spirit towards its nightingaleless night" 
(M. 164). No sound reaches him, however, from the wards, he cannot 
touch, speak to, or watch the patients moving about the hospital, 

and the season for nightingales seems over. His inability to re-enter 
the big world enough to loathe it is threatening his habit of 
switching between his worlds wtie-never either becomes disturbing. 
If the big world remains inaccessible and the I'microcosmopolitans" 

continue to shut him out,, his dualistic habit will be forced to die. 

His habit is, for the time being at least, saved when MUrPhY 
finds one microcosn-opolitan wiio is not only awake, but alsor 

apparently, waiting for him. Murphy convinces himself that this 

n-eans there is hope that his need for his little world may yet be 

satisfied. 

The Chess Garre 

W, en, at the beginning of his second round, he finds that Mr. Endon 
has set up the diess board, he duly persuades himelf that the "biddable 

little. gaga" (M. '164) regards mirphy as his friend. This is the start 
of Dl=phy's last desperate fling of delusion, a delusion rocked once 

again by the narrator: 

Hirphy resumed his round, gratified in no small measure. Yx- Endon 
had recognised the feel of his friend's eye upon him and made his 
preparations accordingly. Friend's eye? Say ratherj, Murphy's eye. 
Mr. Endon had felt Marphy's eye upon him. Mx. Endon would have been 
less than Mr. Endon if he had known what it was to have a friend; 
and Murphy more than Murphy if he had not hoped against his better 
judgment that his feeling for Mr. Endon was in some small degree 
reciprocated. Whereas the sad truth was, that while Mr. Endon for 
Mirphy was no less than bliss, lurphy for Mr. Endon was no more than 
chess. Marphy's eye? Say rather, the chessy eye. Mr. Endon had 
vibrated to the chessy eye upon him and made his preparations accor- 
dingly. (M. 164) 

murphy plays MAte, since Mr. Endon always plays Black. 33 ýte - 

makes a standard openingr P-M Black's first move (Kt-KR3) is uncOnven- 

33. The first footnote to the garre explains that Djr. nidon would, if 
presented with White, "fade, without the least trace of ann ance, 
away into a light stupor" (M. 167); the reason for this is 

Zat 

White always irakes the opening nove of any chess garre, and Mr. Endon 
initiates nothina - be merelý;, ,,, n Lbrati-s" in t-n qt-. iTmil i 
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tional,. and as his garm progresses it becams cbvious that lie is 

concerned only with arranging his pieces in symmtrical patterns, 

quite oblivious to White's rroves. Murphy attenpts at first to re- 

produce a n-drror irrage of these patterns on his side of the board. ' 
Because, haaever, of his opening rrove ("The primary cause of all 
Vhite's subsequent difficulties" M. 167) it is inpossible for him 

to succeed. Men Black moves his second knight to K4, WIiite cannot 
follow since his pawn is in that position, and when (Mve 8) Black 

conpletes his first pattern (which consists in returning all his 

pieces to their original position),, White is left with his pawn 

still at M The rules of the game do not allow him to mve his 

pmm bar-kwards to a position uiiere he too would be back at the 

beginning. 

Black's next sortie presents rore serious problems. He begins 

with P-M. White, still unable to follow, has to made do with 

roving P-KKt3. "Ill-judged",, conymnts the footnote (M. 167). Mien 

Black subsequently noves his knight to KKt3, White has to vacate this 

square before he can move his k night into it. The result is that he 

can copy Blackl-s roves only after a tim-lag of one mover and the 

board becores decreasingly syrimtrical, (as a whole, that is) as con-r 

plexity munts. His tým successes in imitating Black's rroves directly 

(moves 19 and 22) ironically have the effect of exacerbating the diff- 

erence between the two sides of the board, since in copying Black's 

wost recent rove, White loses the continuity which is fonning a new 

pattern of black pieces. 

- Mirphy wants to do exactly what Mr. Endon is doing on the board 

because he would like to share in the order, or synTmtry, that. Mr. 

Endm is creating and re-creating, because he would like to enter Mr. 

Endon's world to prove to himself that he is as remved from the 

ressiness of the big world as (he thinks) Mr. Endon is. That Murphy 

is thwarted in this desire by his opening rove is, in the context of 

needs that this chapter has been exploring, indicative of his failure to 

escape from his body, from the big world,, of his failure to reverse 
"the opening rove" of his life, namely the fact of his having been 

born into tm interdependent worlds. Mr. Endon, on the other hand, seem able t 

raintain a conplete indifference to the physical world: "It was a 
fragment of Mr. Endon' s good fortune not to be at the rrercy of the hand, 

whether another's or his own" (m. 169-70). 
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Another reason for Murphy's desire to imitate Mr. Endon's 

moves is that he'is seeking corroboration of his belief that they 

are kindred spirits. After the first failures. of this tactic, 
he tries something else, and for one brief nxxrmt it mist seem to 
him that lie has been right: he rmkes a move on his own initiative 

and finds that Black does follow - 118. ZWhite, 7 Kt-QKtl /black, 7 

Kt-QKtl". Since Kt-QKtl, the replacement of the Queen's knight to 

its original position, is obviously the only rove that Black needs 
to make in order to perfect his pattern,, it did not require very 

much in the way of understanding for Murphy to make this rove before 

Mr. Endon. I ux)uld suggest that Murphy does this in order to 

preserve, a little longer, his illusion that his moves do affect 
Mr. Endon's and his illusion that he can enter into Mr. Endon's state 

of detachment. 34 

Mrphy soon becoms desperate for evidence that there is SaTe 

contact between them, and tries everything in his power to force 

Black to react. Ile atterrpts (mves 27-30) to lure Mr. Endon into 

taking his (Murphy's) Queen and other pieces ("High praise is due to 

MAte for the pertinacity with which he struggles to lose a piece" 
M. 167); he mves his King forward into vulnerable positions, hoping 

to tenpt Black into checking him (mves 32-35); 35 he even threatens 

me of Black's pieces (mve 38: "No words can express the torment of 

mind that goaded White to this abject offensive" M. 168) in an atterrpt 
to upset what is rapidly becon-dng another pattern. But Mr. Endon will 

not be perturbed. 

A last effort at copying Black (move 31) has the pathetic result 

of putting White in a position even more different from Black's than 

hitherto, since Black has in the rreantirre (sb far behind is white by 

this tirre) moved away from the square corresponding to the one Vbite 

is moving to 

34. Hugh Kenner (A Reader's Guide to Samuel Becketty op. cit., p. 71) 
has the foll. ates Black's 

. non-chessic moves, imitating them beforehand. He understands the non- 
logic, as though manifesting initiation into the no=s of oblivion he 
will soon undergo. " This eighth move, however, is the only one of the 
forty-three which Murphy anticipates correctly,, and the understanding 
involved is minimal even here. Moreover, "non-logic" is not Ione of 
Mr. Endon's, specialties: if anything he is alarmingly consistent. 

35. Black does check TIiite at one point but be does not Ea "Check", so 
miphy does not have to react. Murphy does react becaxis-e doing so again 
sustains the illusion of contact between the two players. 
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At thý end nxrphy is reduocd to the chessboard equivalent 

of a jabbering idiot, rraking CaTpletcly sonseless roves bearing no 

relation either to Mr. Endon's g=e or to pattern-making of his 

own. By mme 42 Mr. Endon is just about to oornplete another pattern. 

Mirphy, however, has had enough, for Black's 42nd rmve, K-Q21 is a 

move into check. 
36 (It is the TAIiite Queen at QB6 that is covering 

the Ki. ng. ) kbreover, Yx. Endon has apparently no intention of moving 

out of check: his next move, Q-Q1 does not affect the checked Idng, 

and,, had mýhy not surrendered, mr. Endon then would have returned 
"his Shah to its squarea" (M. 169), i. e. to Kl,, a square which is still 

on the diagonal covered by the TAbite Queen. 

Final Position (after Black's 43rd move) 
Black King at Q2 is still in check, covered by White Queen at QB6 

36. The original edition of the novel published by George Routledge 
and Sons (London,, 1938, p. 244) and the Grove Press edition (New York, 
1957, p. 244) have, K-K2 instead of K-Q2 as the 42nd mve; the Jupiter 
Books (John Calder,, _12Tn_don,, 1963, p. 167) and the Picador (Pan Books 
Limited, in association vdth Calder and Boyars, London, 1973, p. 137) 
editions have K-Q2. If the Xing is, when the game ends, at K2 then he 
is not in checR-, and in this case murphy can be interpreted as ending 
the gan-e- in order to prevent Mr. Endon from mving into check, ui-dch 
Mr. Endon uould have done when he ccaplEted his pattern by returning 
his King to its square (Kl): "his hand", we learn after the gams, "had 
been stayed from restoring his Shah to its square" M. 169. There is 
no explanation available for the difference in texts, but although in 
the case of K--Q2 Yz. Endon has already moved into check and in the case 
of K-K2 he mrely will do so, -the point we are making about his dis- 
regard either of the position of Murphy's Queen or of the rule of chess 
*forbidding roving into check remains valid. 
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There are only two possible reasons %%Jly ýir. Endon would move 
into check, and neither could be gratifying to M=phy. The first, 

highly unlikely (in view of the rigour with which the rules of chess 
have been adhered to throughout) possibility is that 111r. Endon is 

choosing to ignore the rule according to which one my not move one's 
King into check. If this is the case, then Mr. Endon has stopped 

playing chess, and since Amphy to Mr. Endm was no more than chassp 
Murphy is nothing to Mr. Endon if there is no chess. 

The more plausible explanation is that Mr. Endon is mt aware 

of'the position of the %hite pieces on the board. Mirphy does not 

exist for FIr. Endon except insofar as a mwe by %ldte is the signal 

pronpting Black to mve. 

For Murphy, after the 43rd nove, to continue his "solicitation" 

(M. 168) of Mr. Endon would be as "frivolous and vexatious" (M. 138) as 

are Miss ]Rosie Dew's solicitations of the spirits of the dead and as 

are her solicitations of the sheep: in all cases the attempt is to 

establish comTunication with a being with whom neither Murphy nor 

Rosie Dew shares a conTron language. In Proust Beckett wrote of friend- 

ship, conparing it with love: 

But if love, for Proust, is a function of rran's sadness, friendship 
is a function of his cou-ardice; and, if neither can be realizeq because 
of the inpenetrability (isolation) of all that is not 'cosa nentale', 
at least the failure to possess ray have the nobility of that which 
is tragic, whereas the attenpt to communicate where no ocuimunication 
is possible is nerely a sivian vulgarity, or horribly canic, like the 
nadness that holds a conversation with the fumiture. Friendship, 
according to Proust, is the negation of that irreniediable solitude to 
which every hurran being is condenmed. Friendship inplies an almst 
piteous acceptance of face values. Friendship is a social expedient, 
like upholstery or the distribution of garbage buckets. It has no 
spiritual significance. (P. 46) 

In trying to convince hirself that Mr. Endon is his "friend", Marphy 

shows that he is still very much a creature of habit. 

of the gulf separating M, irphy frm Mr. Endon in the cbess gaire 
Hugh Kenner bas written that: 

A less -sensitive oppment than ýUrphy would run wild armng these 
black pieces like a ravening uolf, with deplorable results for Mr. 
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Endon's equanimity (how could he play out his pattern if pieces 
got lost? ). An opponent more fully attuned to Mr. Endon's state 
uould attempt a symmetrical ritual likewise, in utter indifference 
to Mr. Endon. 37 

It is, however, doubtful whether anything Murphy could have donewould 

have succeeded in upsetting Mr. Endon. If given White instead of Black, 

he will -sink into a stupor. Mr. Endon plays, after the chess gmy-I is 

over, with the light-switches and indicators in the corridors -a game 
"determined by an amental pattern 

38 
as precise as any that governed his 

chess" (M. 169) - and'it is of no more consequence to him that Murphy's 

hand should stop him from doing so than it had been that Mirphy's 

surrender prevented him from completing another pattern- (M. 169). Given 

the chance, Mr. Endon will make patterns; deprived of the chance there 

is no reason to conclude that he loses his equanimity. There is, moreover,, 

a_crualitative difference between Murphy and Mr. Endon, while Kenner - 
I'more fully attuned" - seems to consider the difference to be merely 

quantitative. Kenner's failure to notice that Mr. Endon moves (or 

intends to move) into check may in part account for his failure to 

acknowledge that the gulf between Black and Mate is unbridgeable. 

Aftemath 

Following Mr. Endon's 43rd move Murphy stares at the board for 

a long time before laying his King on its side. Thereafter he continues 
his scrutiny. Then he shifts to an intense concentration. on Mr. Endon's 

anns and legs, "scarlet, black and glitter" (m. 168). Shortly this is, 

seen only as a "vivid blur" (M. 168) as the detail escapes him. Here he 

is confronted with "Neary's big blooming buzzing confusion, or groundy 

mercifully free of figure" (M. 168), with a. total vision of the big 

uvrld undisturbed by anyvspecific tangible ebject. He wearies of this, 

drops his head on his arms,, and attempts to escape from the physical 

realm. The "terrible noise" (M. 168) that the chessmen make as they 

fall seems to provide'him with an opportunity to loathe the big uorld 

of sights and sounds and thus to enter his littleworld (M. 164). Soon 

37. Hugh Fenner,, A Reader's Guide to Sanmel Beckett, op. cit., p. 68. 
38. That Yx. Endon-Ps gams should be described as governed by anental 

patterns underlines the delusion involved in Murphy's considering 
the patients, and Mr. Endon in particular, "imm=ed in mind" (M. 
125), and as creatures of the little world. 

I 
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Murphy begins to see nothing and to feel nothing and , in the 
39 

absence of percipi, to be nothing. This "positive peace", bowever,, 
fades too: 

Then this also vanished, or perhaps sirrply came asunder, in tlx! 
.. fariliar variety of stenches, asperities, ear-splitters and eye- 
closers... (M. 168) 

and mrphy finds that Mr. Endon has gone. 

Federman,. in his study of Beckett's early fictionp considers 
that, after the chessgame, "For a brief monent Murphy finds hinnelf 

cut off from reality and tire, isolated beyond the boundaries of his 

physical self", 
40 

and claims that "Beckett chooses to obliterate the 

bQdy and all its demands". 41 
There is, however, at least an element 

of. doubt as 
, 
to whether or not Murphy is cut off from either reality 

or tire. As uva- have seen, there are certain indications that his 

experience at this point is spontaneous (and hence the experience of 

reality) since the peace he feels is not the numb peace that comes 

when his senses suspend themselves but rather the positive peace of 

nothingness. Even if, as uv-- have dis cussed in connection with "Dream"r 

peace seers foreign to spontaneity and rather a characteristic of 
habit, it is clear that Beckett is, here at least,, using the uOrd in 

two senses, and a "positive" (as cpposed to a "numb") peace ray be 

applicable to spontaneity, particularly as. the experience is "unexpected" 

(M. 168), and thus apparently unlike his earlier attempts to contrive 

a similarly colourless post-natal treat. The evidence for concluding that 

Murphy is cut off from Tim seems somevIiat more convincing, but here too 

there is a certain ambiguity: "Tine did not cease, that uould be asking 
too-much, but the wheel of rounds and pauses did" (m. 168). (Tim and 
the wheel of rounds and pauses continues of course for everyone not 

experiencing what Murphy is experiencing: his communion with "the 

accidentless One-and-Only" takes place between 4 a. m. and 5-a. m. on 

Monday, October 21st, 1935. ) In Proust Tire dies when the miracle 

of involuntary irenory takes place; this does not seem to be the case 
here; but the fact that "the viieel and round of pauses", if not Tire it- 

self,, ceases does seem to indicate. that Murphy is in some way spontaneous. 

39. A reference to Berkeley's "esse est percipill, from the third of "Three 
Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous", in The EWiricists, Doubleday 
and Ccnpany, Garden City, 1961, pp. 280- 305. 

40. Raymond Federman, Journey to Chaos, op. cit., p. 71. 
41. - Ibid., p. 76. 
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The nothingness Murphy wullows in is described as "the Nothing, 
than which in the guffaw of the Abderite naught is more real". This is 

a reference to Democritus the Abderite's contention that "what is not" 
and "what is" are equally real (i. e. that empty space is as real as 
matter, according to scm- interpretations), and that they are aspects 
of a universe in perpetual motion. 

42 
In the chapter devoted to 

Murphy's mind (Chapter Six), Murphy admits that "there was the mental 
fact and the physical fact, equally real if not equally pleasant" (M. 

76), but he dualistically insists that the mental fact is cut off 
from the physical fact in spite of all indications to the contraryp 
and is not at all interested in exploring the irrplications of any 

evidence that there is interaction between the two. The reference, after 
the chessgarre, to Democritus, an atomistic philosopher, and to the 
"accidentless One-and-only", a monistic notion, may have various inPlic- 

ations here, depending on vhether or not, and if so the extent to which 
(i. e. is his habit "sleeping" and thus allowing of a "fugitive" exper- 
ience of spontaneity? cf. P. 9) ue view Murphy as spontaneous at this 

point, but in all cases it must, like earlier references to IP-ibniz and 
Spinoza,, undermine the dualistic view of himself that he has held for 

so long. Beckett does not choose to obliterate the body and its 
demands: he presents a character who %, muld like to be able to do so- 

and mocks, him for cherishing such a hcpe. 

%I-P-n Murphy becomes aware, once more, of the familiar stenches, i 
etc. of his imTýediate surroundings, he discovers that Mr. Endonis 

missing from the pad. Mr. Endon has been wandering about the corridors 
"pressing here a light-switch and there an indicator" 01.169) and 
has settled finally to (unwittingly) tonmnting the hypamanic by 
"ringing the changes on the various ways in wi-lich the indicator could 
be pressed and the light turned on and off"'(M. 169). Murphy leads 

Mr. Endon back to his pad, tucks him into bed, kneels down beside the 

bed, and inspects his charge's eyes. 

mr. mirphy and Mr. Endon 

In the comea of Mr. Endon's remarkable eyes, Murphy sees, 
"horribly reducedo Obscuredt and distorted, his own image" (M. 170). 

42. See R. E. Allen (ed. ) Qmek PhilosopjýZ: Thales to Aristotle, The 
Free Pressr New York, 1967, rp. 16-17; 54-56. 
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That he should thus see himself "stigmatised in those eyes that did not 

see hW' (M. 170) recalls strikingly that Murphy was originally drawm 

to Mr. Endon "as Narcissus to his fountain" (M. 128), and suggests that the 

self he sees reflected is the self that he loves. 

In a spot "sheltered from the fierce sun , 
43ovid's Narcissus 

falls in love with his reflection in a clear pool: "he fell in love 

ulth an insubstantial hope, mistaking a mere shadow for a real body". 

The object of his own approval, he is "at once seeking and sought", 
and prays that he could "separate" himself from his body. 

The similarity between the nature of Narcissus' self-love and 

Murphy's is clear. Both are based on a fundamental delusion: Narcissus 

loves an insubstantial shadow of his body; murphy loves a part of himself 

that he thinks is separate from his body. mirphy is,, like Narcissus, 

both seeking and sought - in his search for self. The difference,, 

howaver,, between the two lies in the fact that Narcissus sees a fair 

likeness of himself x4iereas, in Mr. Endon's eyes, Murphy sees a 
"horribly reduced, obscured and distorted" image of himself. The 

self that Murphy loves is less than, and rore indistinct and unpleasant. 

than the reality. The image that he sees contradicts his feeling that 

when he escapes into his mind he becomas 11irrproved out of all knowledge" 

(M. 74) and his feeling that it is then that "the best of his many 

selves" merges. 

seeing hirrself thus,, Murphy speaks words wtdch have been "dwonding 

to be spoken": 

'the last at last seen of him 
himself unseen by him 
and of hinself' 

A rest. 
'The last Mr Murphy savi of Mr Endon wias Mr Murphy unseen by 
Mr. Endon. This was also the last Murphy saw of Murphy. 
A rest. 
'The relations between Mr Murphy and mr Endon could not have 
been better summed up by the former's sorrow at seeing himself 
in the latter's imminity from seeing anything but himself 
A long rest. 
Imr Murphy is a speck in Mr Endon Is unseen. I 
That was the uhole extent of the little afflatulence. (M. 171) 

43. All the quotations in this paragraph are fran The Metamorphoses 
- of Ovid, translated and with an introduction by Mary M. Innes,, 

Penguin Books, Harmondsworthr Middlesex, 1955, pp. 90-95. Murphy, 
in the oPening Paragraph of Murphy, is sitting in a oomer of his 
room that is cutained off from the sun (M. 51. 
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This passage confirms the irpression given by the chess game, that 

Mr. Endon is totally oblivious to Murphy (and, indeed, to everything 
but himself). It goes-further, however, in that it shows that 

Murphy is now aware of this. Murphy can no longer delude himself 

that his feeling for Mr. Endon is in any way reciprocated. 

Realising he is infinitely far from Mr. Endon, realising he 

does not understand Mx. ErxIon, wanting to be near him, understand 
him, knowing this is 

* 
in-possible, Murphy's problem now is that he 

doesn't know which - if any - direction he should be beading in. 

in fact, Murphy never knew which direction he should be heading int 

but he was under the inpression that he did )axyvr. He is now deprived 

of the-illusion that he has been proceeding correctly by trying 

to escape into his mind. 

Mirphy leaves the pad and the building "without reluctance and 

without relief" (M. 171). It is as irrelevant to him now viiere he 

is as it would have been, on the jobpath, had Celia not provided 
him'with a reason for loitering around her 11ruelle" rather than 

anyvhere else. He has no reason for supposing any longer that he 

will satisfy his needs in one place more than in another; he has 

no reason, indeed, for supposing that his needs are anywhere satis- 
fiable. 

. It is at this point that mjrphy is set apart fran the other 
"puppets 1,44 in the mvelvho fail to satisfy their needs for Murphy. 

He is at least aware now of the falsity of what he wanted to believe. 

The others do not share this awareness. It is unbearable. 

Murphy Alme 

AC; 
The little world has rejected Mirphy, and the wamth'-so essential 

to his rrental life is missing in the cold, dairp, early mrning air that 

44. "All the puppets in this book whinge sooner or later, except b1zphy, 
who is not a puppet" (M. 86). Murphy is both like the others, in 
being a puppet, and unlike thern,. in not being a puppet. 

45. That Murphy's rental life should IiHv-e depended on so physical a 
condition as warmth further stresses the interdependence of rental 
and physical. 
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surrounds him as be trails slowly across the grass of the hospital 

grourxIs. He strips naked and lies down in the long grass and 
tries to, get a picture of Celia in his mind, and fails. He fails 

too with others uho have populated the novel, Ilwylie, Neary, Cooper, 
Miss Dew, Miss Carridge, Nelly, the sheep, the chandlers,, even Bom 

and Co, even Bim, even Ticklepenny and'Miss Counihan, even Mr. Quigley" 
(M. 172). He tries with those vbo do not appear in the novel, %ith 
his imther, his father, "the ren, urimen, children and animals that 
belong to even uurse stories than this" (M. 172): "In vain in all 

cases. He could not get a picture in his mind of'any creature he had 

rmt, animal or human" (M. 172). 

The notable exceptions here are Mr. Endon and the other patients 

in I the kiercyseat, 
46 

who have no place in the list of creatures because 

VUrphy is trying to establish contact with the big uorld. His voluntary 

mmory, however, fails him and instead of the desired pictures of Celia 

et al, he is bombarded with fragments that man nothing to him: 

Scraps of bodies, of landscapes, hands, eyes, lines and colours 
evoking nothing,, rose and clinbed out of sight before him,, as 
though reeled upward off a spool. level with his throat. 0.172--) 

W-P-n Murphy finished his first round of the ward earlier that 

night, he wanted scme sign from the big world that would facilitate 

his entry into the little. Now, lying on the grass outside the hospital, 

be seems to be trying to enter the big world for its own sake. Fisturbed 

by the awareness of the futility of trying to be a part of Mr. Endon's 

world, Murphy's habit is once more switching on its other aspectt and 
be is once again in danger of suffering the death of his habit wi-P-n 
his big world too fails as a source of comfort and meaningless scraps 

unreel before his eyes. "It was his experience that this should be 

stopped, whenever possible, before the deeper coils were reached" (M. 

172),, and he rushes indoors to his rocking chair. He is once more 

moving towards his little world, and if this also fails him then his 

habit will die. In his rocking chair, however, he starts to feel better 

and it seems that his habit has survived. 

46. There is no reason for supposing that Murphy has ever rret the old 
bOY or Celia's Uncler Mr. Kelly, which simuld explain the omission of 
their names from the otherwise conprehensive list of principals. Mr. 
Quigley is Mnphylls uncle (M. 16) ,a "well-to-do neer-do-well" who 
pays mimphy's rent. 
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It. may be suggested that his hab# does die at scnr- point 

and that his feeling better in his chair is the result of a re- 
fonnation of his habit after a period of transition, This seems 
'unlikely since he is in every way the same at this point in his 

chair as he was when the novel opened, which suggests that no 
transition has taken place. 

At one of the rock's dead points he saw, for a second, far beneath 
the dip and the radiator, gleam and*grin, - at the other the skylight, 
open to no stars. Slowly he felt better, astir in his mind, in 
the freedom of that light and dark that did not clash, nor 
alternate, nor fade nor lighten except to their commn-don. The 
rock got faster and faster, shorter and shorter, the gleam was gonel 
the grin v-as gone, the starlessness was gone, soon his body would 
be quiet. bbst. things under the nmn got slower and slower and 
then stopped, a rock got faster and faster and then stntved. Soon 
his body unuld be quiet, soon he uould be free. (M. 172-173) 

This description is identical to that Aiich forms the final paragraph 

of Chapter Cne (M. 10)Pwith the sole exception that there it is the 
iridescence and the street cry (rather than the radiator and the 

starlessness) that are Marphy's last, links with the big wrld. 
47 

There is. ' of course, one other difference between the two 

sessions: in their outcmes. The earlier session results in marphy's 

suffering a heart attack: his body cbviously does not beccim "quiet". 

on this last occasion, on the other hand, "The gas went on in the wc, 
excellent gas,, superfine chaos. Soon his body was quiet" (M. 173). 

At scme point during the morning, Murphy is killed by an explosion 
of the gas which had been flowing into his room through the heater 

that is connected to a jet in the w. c. downstairs. If his habit ever 
dies, maybe it is here, in the explosion of chaos that is accidental 
and entirely unforeseen. 

47. In the first chapter he had wondered "dimly, very dimly" (M. 5) what 
the sights and sounds u--re that were detaining him against his will in 
a world to which he thought he did not belong. At the end, on the 
other hand, Murphy is entertaining thoughts of returning to the big 
world of Celia and Suk, a return which he "dimly, very dimly" (M. 172) 
plans to effect once his spell in the rocking chair has revived him. 
There is nothing in this to indicate any difference betýnen Murphy at 
the beginning and Murphy at the end since he has, as a creature of habit, 
found the big world at tines appealing and at other tines repellent. 
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The only thing that Mirphy was seeking was what he had not ceased 
to seek from the vorrent of his being strangled into a state of 
respiration - the best of himself. (M. 52) 

Prcnpted by the feeling that he receives only kicks in 
the world outside himself (a feeling that ignores that he also 
receives caresses, notably fYaL Celia), Murphy chooses to consider 
that he can find the best of himself in his mind, which he irragines 

to be self-sufficient and impermeable to such kicks. He therefore 
feels that lie need for the best of himself will be satisfied if he 

can but succeed in living in his little world. As this discussion 

bas sham, houever, he needs the uorld outside hinself just as 

much as he needs the world within, and these needs are interrelated. 

In Murphy all lines lead to Murphy and all fail to find him. 

Neary, Cooper, Wylie, Miss Counihan, and Celia need Murphy for various 

reasons, all more or less unconnected with Murphy as he really is. 

Their needs, directed at Murphy, are part of what might, when Murphy 
is seen as the central figure in the novel, be called a centripetal 

moveimnt of need that fails to find the centre. The other part of 
this movenent is what Mirphy sees as his need for himself, the inward 

turning into his mind. This also fails. But Murphy Is need for 

himself is in fact also demonstrated by a centrifugal movement away 
from himself towards the big world of his body and his external envir- 

orunant. In spite of what he thinks he is the same person whether 
loving Celia or leaving her, whether loving Celia or loving himself, 

wi-p-ther considering the stars the prior system or himself. the prior 
system. Murphy, alone aTmng the "puppets" in the novel, coms to 

realise the inaccessibility of the object of his need and to suffer 
the spontaneous experience of reality, the incoercible absence of 

relationship betý%, een subject and object. Although he shies away from 

this experience and rushes to his chair where he starts to feel better, 

he finally dies, and wimther or not his habit dies beforehand, it 

n-ust oertainly die with him. 

"Do not despair,, one of the thieves was saved; do not presume, 
one of the thieves was damned". This sentence has two parts which in 

n-eaning are cpposed, but which in form are identical. A discussion of 
the simpe must establish, but must not dwell solely on,, the division 

between the two parts. It must come to terms with the formal inter- 

relationship between the parts and must keep in mind that these are 
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two parts of the uhole that is cne sentence. Beckett's interest 
in dualism in 14irphy is an interest in the shape of dualism in 

the context of the whole that is the ziovel. Murphy's habitual view 

of himself. as divided is placed within the context of a novel that 

undermines that habitual view by showing the interconnections'between 

rind and body, inner and outer, microcosm and macrocosm, the little 

world and the big wrld. * These interconnections are inexplicable - 
Beckett himself in his discursive writings uses various words for 

them: symbiosis, conjýmction, alternation. They are, houeverr 

important, and to ignore them,, as Murphy does,, is to ignore their 
inexplicability and to remain a creature of habit. To posit only 
the division between any two contraries is as. false as to posit only 
the connections. 

* ** ** *** *** 

0 
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CHAPrER V 

who rray tell the tale 
of the old rran? 
weigh absence in a scale? 
rrete want with a span? 
the sun assess 
of the vnrld's v>--s? 
nothingness 
in uords enclose? 

Watt, p. 247 

For the only way-one can speak of nothing is to speak of it 
as though it usere scmthing, just as the only way one can Speak 
of God is to -speak of him as though he were a man, which to be 
sure he was, in a sense, for a time, and as the only way on-- 
can speak of man, even our anthropologists have realized that, 
is to speak of him as though he were a termite. 

Watt, p. 74 

All the figures in Watt, habitually use all their faculties, both 

rental and physical, to shut out reality. The ndcrooosm sought by 

Mrphy was at least the real microcosm of the mind - his illusion con- 

sisted in his mistaken belief. that the reality of the mind could be 

cut off from the reality of the body - 'Ahereas the microcosm sought 
by kx. Hackett,, Watt, Mr. Knott,, Sam, etc. is a microcosm entirely cut 

off from the real uorld, and accordingly even rrore drastically illusory 

than Murphy' s. TAbere Nu*phy tried to annul the vexations of the "big 

uvrld where Quid Pro quo was cried as wares and the light never waned 
the same way twice" (M. 8), by shutting himself off from sights and 
frcm sounds, the figures that populate VtLtt rely as heavily on their 

senses as on their intellect for 2rotection 
, 
against all that is unfam- 

iliar and uncomfortable in reality as a whole. Their habits are, in 

short, "facultative": their ability to see,, to hear,, etc. and to think 

rationally protects them from the suffering of being that rrust accwpany 

a vision of reality. The fact that the uard 'faculty' can be used not 
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only to refer to wbat in Watt are habit's chief defencesagainst 

suffering but also in connection with suffering itself ("the faculty 

of suffering" P. 40), the fact that the faculty of sight, for 

exanple, can furnish both a distorted, illusory view of the world 
and a vision of reality, is an indication that habit and spontaneity 
cannot be divorced. 

Dividing reality into what he calls- the big world and ubat he 

calls the little, Murphy also divides his habit. Thinking that his 

tý,; o worlds ard inmnpatible he convinces himself that he has two irrr- 

caipatible, needs. Neither of these is the spontaneous need of Lazarus 
(whose raising seems to Marphy "perhaps the one occasion on which the 

Messiah had overstepped the n-ark" M. 125): his dissatisfaction is 

not, until after the chess game, the spontaneous "unbefriedigt jeden 

Augenblick" (unsatisfied at every nment" M. 290) dissatisfaction of 
Iazarus. Rather, Murphy is dissatisfied because, in spite of all his 

efforts, he cannot'shed his need for the big uurld. When, as in Wattr 

reality is not divided into a rental reality and a physical,, a pleasant 

and an unpleasant, a higher and a lower, an inner and an outer,, an 

essential and a tenporal, then one habitual need is sufficient. The 
figures in Watt can and do solve their habitual probleas. Murphy is 

concerned with the inevitable dissatisfaction that cmies of having 

a dualistic habit. Mirphy's problem is solved in Watt. In Vbtt we 

see the possibility and the inadequacy of clapping solutions on to 

secondary problems; all the problems that are articulated in this 

book are solved by the "go-getters" that populate it,, solved in the 

sense that they cease to be problems. That these are all secondary 

problems is shown when they are carpared with the primary and insoluble 

problem of reality, which enters the picture on several occasions to 

charm and torture unbearably, if morrentarily. These occasions are the 

crises,, the rrorme-nts when illusion is confronted by reality,, when it is 

possible for habit to , die, for the creature to suffer, and for habit 

to be re-organised. That this does not happen, that habit triurnphs in 

all of its-skirmishes with spontaneity,, will be shown in what follows. 

1- 
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Mr. Hackett and his World 

Fx. Hackett's success in attaining his goal of sitting doum on 
"his" seat is success in his habitual world of rental and physical 
faculties. 

It is not, of course, his seat at all, 'but the inportant thing 

is that he thinks of it as his. Turning the oorner he sees that it is 

occupied. His dilemTk! now is whether to go on towards his goal or to 

return hcue. "Space was open on his right hand and on his left hand, 

but he knew that he would never take advantage of this" (W. 5) - the 

reason being that he is interested only in the straight line leading 

from himself to the seat that he wants. Holding on to a rail for balancei 

he strikes his stick against the ground: "the feel, in his palmj, of 

the thudding rubber, appeased him slightly" (W. 5; italics. added). He 

turns back towards hcre but has gone no further than a few steps before 

changing his mind and hastening towards the seat after all" 

... the lady held the gentleman by the ears, and the gentleman's hand 
was on the lady's thigh, and the lady's tongue ues in the gentleman's. 
mouth. (W. 6) 

Just as,, in the opening paragraph of m=phy, the word , lived', is avoided 

yet evoked ("Here for what might have been six months he had eaten, drunk, 

slept, and put his clothes on and off... " M. 5). so herej, in the opening 

to Watt, there is a refusal to useýthe word "lovers" and a total concen- 

tration on vdiat is visible, sensible, in the scene that Mr. Hackett is 

surveying. The use of this knockabout kind of "evocation of the unsaid 

by the said" (to use a phrase Beckett used in "Denis Devlin" DD. 295) 1 is 

conmon enough in 2EEhy even in connection, as here, ulth a love relation- 

ship (e 
, 

g. Miss Counihan's enjoyirent, on Wylie's knees, of the "slow 

motion osmsis of love's spittle" M. 83). It is never, howeverr used 

in connection with M-irphy's life in his mind: his nmtal, as opposed to 

physical, aspirations are'accorded a mock-serious lyrical, even flightyr 

treatmnt throughout (and especially in Chapter Six). In Watt, %týere 

there is no distinction between me-ntal and physical, this brutal concen- 

tration on verifiable fact is applied indiscriminately and generally. 

1. The phrase is used TAtien conparing Devlin's poem "The Statue and the 
Perturbed Burghers" to a late poem by 1161derlin, "Ihr lieblichen 
Bilder im Tale.. -"M. 295. 
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Watt'begins and ends in the sensible world. 

The couple leaves and Mr. Hackett sits down to watch the trams 

and the colours of the evening in the sky and in the, canal. The seat 
is "still w4m" (W. 7): "He roasteth roast and is satisfied. Yea, he 

warmeth himself and saith, Aha, I am wam,,. 
2 watt begins with Dives, 

with an attenpt to satisfy the kind of need "that in its haste to be 

abolislr-d canmt pause to be stated" (DD. 289), ah attempt that succeeds. 
It-is into a world so. far presented as accessible to Mr. Hackett's 

nental and physical faculties that Beckett mw introduces Lazarus. 

I 
Goff and Tetty Nixon are passing and they stop to ulsh Mr. 

Hackett the time of evening. Just after they have finished talking 

about -the birth of their son Larry 3 
who will be "forty years old next 

March, D. V. " ("That is the kiz4, of thing that Dee always Vees, said 
Mr. Hackett" W. 10), a tram stops on the other side of, the street and 
subsequently moves off, disclosing a motionless figure on the pavermnt 
opposite. Goff Nixon crosses the street and rermnstrates with this 

nysterious personage. Tetty and Mr. Hackett see Goff's eager gesturest 
hear his voice, see no nxwen-ent, hear no vmrds from the other figure. 

Mr. Hackett did not know uten he had been ncre intrigued, nay, he did 
not know when he had been so intrigued. He did not know either what 
it was that so intrigued him. What is it that so intrigues re,, he 
said, whom even tie extraordinary, even the supernatural, intrigue 
so seldom, and so little. Here is nothing in the least unusual, that 
I can see,, and yet I burn with curiosity, and ulth wonder. TIj6 sensation 
is not disagreeable, I rnust say, and yet I do not think I could bear 
it for niore than twenty n*dnutes, or half an hour. (W. 15) 

What has happened is sirrPly that he has ccm up against scmething that 
his habitual approach to problem-solving cannot explain. He can see 
nothi. rxg unusual; here there is nothing supernatural or even extraordinary. 
Yet the intensity of the vision's effect on Mr. Hackett is such that he 

can carpare it with no previous experience. He is burning with curiosity. 
InTroust curiosity is shovm to be me of the 

ýenchnren 
of habit: 

curiosity is a mn-conditioned reflex, in its nost primitive manifest- 
ations a reaction before a danger-stinulus... Curiosity is the hair of 
our babit tending to stand on end... Curiosity is the safeguard, mt 
the death, of the cat.,, (P, 18) 

2. in "Denis Devlin" the need of Dives is described as "the need of the 
go-getters, the gexnirandlers, Davus and the norbid dread of sphinxes, 
solution clapped on to problem like a snuffer on a candle, 'the great * 
crossword public on all its planes: 'He roasteth roast and is satisfied. Yea, he warn-nth himself and saithr Aha, I am warm"', ODD, 2901 3, I'Larryf short for jazarus,, (24.102) 
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Mr. Hackett has seen sarething real,, sarething particular and 

unique, isolated and ine)ýplicable. For Beckett, as for Proustp it 

is the duty of habit to act as a screen to spare its creature the 

spectacle of reality. Mr. Hackett's habit has been caught napping 
but now uses curiosity, that fonnidable nember of its arsenal, to 

safeguard its interests. 

Mr. Fzckett finds it inperative to find out what it was that 

so intrigued him, and. he becorms irrpatient and even angry with Mr. 

Nixon"s profdssed "utter ignorance" (W. 19) about Watt. Even after 
Mr. Nixon has made a special effort to satisfy Mr. Hackett, nurn=ing 

smething in his ear, and even after Mr. Nixon has told him about 
Watt's peculiar drinking habits, Mr. Hackett can only respond wearily 
111pbll ... I am obliged to you,, I suppose" (W. 21). He does not know why 
it ratters to. himthat. he should find out about Watt,, but that it does 

matter to him is clear: "My dear fellow, said Mr. Nixon,,, ý%hy this 

sudden interest? " (W. 16). He cannot explain,, be does not know, uhy 
he was so intrigued. Eventually he gives up: 

The creature. of habit turns aside from the object that cannot be 
made to correspond with me or other of his intellectual prejudices. 
(p. 11-12) 

Mr. Hackett turns back to the unrld where he can find satisfaction: 
he scratches his hunch against the backboard of his seat several times 
in succession and looks out towards the horizon that he came out to 

see. 

The mst obvious difference between this rrysterious incident and 

the*earlier conquest of the seat is that be gets what he uunts in the 

seat whereas he renains unsatisfied and finally has to give up trying 

to explain the nystery. This difference is connected with what can be 

known of the object in each case, and knowledge,, in mtt,, is corrposed 

of the infonnation provided by one's rental and physical (particularly 

visual) faculties. Mr. Hackett's attitude is that any object that can 

be examined visually,. aurallyj, etc., and thought about on the basis of 

what has been seen, heard, etc., should be accessible to him. His 

faculties are his means of achieving what he wants arxl of averting what 
he does-not want. Thus vhen the policeman he summoned to oust the lovers 

frcm the seat replies "briefly" arxi no doubt unpleasantly to his excuses, 

Yx. Hackett retaliates, saying: "If you imagine that I ha,, 7e not your 
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number... yOu are mistaken. I may be infirm, but rny sight is 

excellent" (W. 7; italics added) . 

This attitude is shared by the others in this cpening section 
of the novel. The policemm can only act if he can see indecent 
behaviour (W. 6). Goff and Tetty 2RZ Mr. Hackett on the seat, and 
she looks attentively at him. It being too dark to see, Goff has 

recourse to a petrol-lighter enabling him to read Grehan' 
,s 

poem and 
solving that difficulty. A unman passing by is described not as 
being pregnant but in terms of what is visible: "Her belly could 
dimly be seen, sticking out, like a balloon"(W. 10; italics added). 
They hear the tram-conductor's voice. Mien the tram moves off, Goff 

recognises Watt at once and goes over to him. The light is poor: Tetty 

cannot tell if it is a man or a uuman,, and Mr. Hackett cannot tell if 

, lit 
is not-a parcel or a roll of tarpaulin. They see and hear, Goff, 

"But Mtt moved no vore, as far as thev'could see, than if he had 
been of stone, and if he spoke he spoke so low that they did not hear 

him" (W. 14-15; italics added). Mr. Hackett watches, intrigued, and 
the, lady is "4so an interested M2ctator'. In the discussion about 
Mtt that follows Goff's return, there is further en-phasis on the 

sensible. The connection between rental and physical faculties is 

mde clearest in Mr. Nixon's coment. to Mr. Hackett: "The curious 
thing is,, my dear fellow, I tell you quite frankly, that vhen I see 
him,, or think of him,, I think of you,, and that when I see you, or think 

of you, I think of him" (W. 17). Tetty remarks that Mtt does not 
move (W. 15), ccmnents that he looks "like a seuer-pipe" (W. 16), and 
asks, "Did you see his accoutrement?. what had he on his head? " (W. 
19) . Hackett says that Goff cannot be in ignorance of, Watt's "Nation- 

ality, family, birthplace, confession, occupation, mans of existence, 
distinctive signs' (W. 19; italics added), and Goff finally and grudgingly 
informs Hackett that Mtt "has a big red nose" (W. 20) - thus filling 
in an ansuer opposite only the last of Hackett's categories., 

But certain things you must knowf said Mr. Hackett. 
For exan-ple,, said Yx. Nixon. 
How you net him, said Mr. Hackett. In what circumstances he toucled 

you. Miere he is to be seen. (W. 20-2-1) 

Again Goff can give a satisfactory answer only to the question concernipg 
the visible. He does not remmter n-eeting Vqatt. He knows that Výatt 

i 
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wanted 5/- to buy a boot (he knows this because he rernembers seeing , 
that me of Watt's feet was bare) , but knows nothing of, hov; Watt was 
going to set about buying one boot only. "As to where he is to be 

seen, he is to be seen in the streets, walking about" (W. 21). 

. The rental faculties of the three are heavily taxed in attezpts 
to understand why Mtt got off the tram at that particular stop 
rather than at the station. On the basis solely of the information 
that Watt is starting*out on a journey, Mr. Hackett performs not in- 

considerable feats of intellectual acrobatics to "explain" Watt's 
behaviour: "Very ingenious", says Mr. Nixon (W. 19). 

Mr., Hackett's experience of his world is - like that of the 

other figures in its landscape - eminently sensible. He survives 
in that uurld by using hiS'ifental and physical faculties: he thinks 
he has that world's "number", just as he has the policeman's. 

The kind of infonnation that Mr. Hackett bas about the seat 
is of the, san-e order as the kind of infonration he has about %tt , 
(of the sarre order, indeed, as all inforn-ation) :, it is information 

derived from his thought processes, sight, hearing, etc. The difference 

between the two attempts at satisfying need lies in the fact that in the 

first case this type of information is useful, whereas in the second 

case it is mt. Information of whatever kind or in however great a 

quantity is always totally inadequate to explain reality. Information 

is necessarily about possessions (nationality, birthplace,, etc. ),, 
'4 

about what is constant, about relationships (he is from...; he was 
born on ... ; etc. ), and not at all about the perpetually changing and 
indefinable reality which is not a possession. Mr. Hackett', s probleml 

as. far as understanding Watt is concerned, is not the problem of one 
who does mt have enough information: even had he been able to elicit 

answers frm Yx. Nixon to all'his questions, to fill in all the empty 
boxes on his imaginary bureaucratic form, Mr. Hackett would still have 

found out nothing that vould help him understand. Mr. Hackett knew all 

4. Olga Bernal (Langage et Fiction dans le Rcuen de Beckett, Editions 
Galliniard, Parir-s, 1969, chapter 2, "La PropridbS et 116tre") has a good 
discussion of the relationship betvmen possessions and identity. 
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that is knowable - Ahich is to say nothing that can be articulated - 

about Mtt in the unbearable namnt viien he saw him directly r un- 

screened by habit. His refusal to face this knowledger this reality, 
his refusal to let his habit of acquiring sensible information die and 
be re-born in a humbler form, admitting that he does not,, in fact,, have 

the unrld's number at all, is the first of raxy such refusals in Watt. 

Mr. Hackett is familiar with, and he lives by, the laws of the 

sensible world projecýed by his habit. mithin this world his attitudes 

and sensations are well-ordered, predictable and ccmfortable: this 

world is accessible to his need to clap solutions 
' 
on to problers. Mr-n 

Lazarus is introduced into this cosy environrrent,, Mr. Hackett continues 

to apply these same laws, but bere they refuse to : 5tick: his experience 

of the reality on the other side of the road refuses to be explained. 

His mind cannot find its habitual satisfaction in a world that he sees 

briefly in a uuy that jars with his projected world. With the intro- 

daction of Lazarus in this opening section of Watt, "mind and"ý, orldll 

seem; to use a phrase Beckett used in a different context, to "come apart 

in irreparable dissociation". 5 M-en, as at the outset, nd-nd and world 

are both seen to operate smoothly on the sensible plane, all dile=ms 

are of the utmost sinplicity and it is plain to see what direction has 

to be taken to attain any goal. When, however, world is even once, even 

fleetinglyp perceived to include even one minuscule element that is not 

sensible, then such a uwld is irreparably dissociated from the mind that 

is not adapted to it. The mind will have to change, becm-e other than it 

is, if a new association is to be created. Such a change ux)uld involve 

the tezporary but total triun-ph of spontaneity,, succeeded by a new habit. 

The association between what is accessible and viiat is inaccessible to 

Imwan understanding existst Beckett makes it. clear, in the uurld, and for 

new links to be forged betueen mind and unrld it is necessary for mind to 

re-adapt. Mr. Hackett is incapable of this - he t urn s away from the 

troublesome event and back to the horizons of the possible. Some damage 

has been done,, nonetheless - habit is shaken, if triumphant - and for the 

further adventures of Dives and Iazarus %, e nmst,, as Beckett does, leave 

5. "The Essential and the Incidental"Ja review of Sean O'Casey's Windfalls) 
op. cit 
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Mr. Hackett on his seat and follow vbtt to ýjr. Mott's house and 
beyond. The outcome of the struggle is, for the Feriod of Watt's 

existence covered in the book, not in doubt (he chooses, significantly, 
It$ to get down from the trarn at a I'verely facultative stop . W. 17; 

italics added)ý Nonetheless in Watt (as in all Beckett's w)rk) reality, 

spontaneity, the possibility that habit ray yet die, does persist in 

inpinging on habit throughout. 

Watt and Mr. Hackett 

There are numerous points of resemblance between Vbtt and Mr. 

Hackett. Mr. Nixon's remark, quoted above, about thinking of Mr. 

Hackett utien lie sees Watt or thinks about watt (and vice versa), the 

porter's curse to Watt "Tbe devil raise a hump on you" M-22) and 
the reference to Mr. Hackett as "hunchy Hackett" (W. 7), etc., have 

often been comnanted on. I would suggest that the connection is 
I 

closer than these direct references indicate, but w would in no way 

wish to inply that Mr. Hackett is Watt under a different nane. Mr. 

Hackett and Watt are not to be identified any nore than Moran and 
Molloy are to be identified. The similarities are striking and irportant. 

but ue are on shaky ground if we try to make them add up to anything 

=re than similarities. Nor wuld I wish to irply that Watt is a later 

"incarnation" of a figure wi-. o is initially called Mr. Hackett (or 

Murphy, or Belacqua). This view, uhich could certainly be supported 

with reference to Beckett's discussion, in Proust, of the-succession of 
lives that make up hun)an existence, and wbich is certainly appealing 

since it seens to explain scme of what is otherwise inexplicable in 

Beckett, does nonetheless involve a serious difficulty. I have found 

no evidence in Beckett's art (as opposed to Proust) to support the 

idea of a succession of lives; Belacquals and Murphy's habits of living 

survive until their physical death. The assunption that Hackett's habit 

dies and is re-born in a new form called Watt begs the crucial question 

. of vdiether or nott in Beckett (as distinct from Proust), an old habit 

6. Hugh Kenner suggests that in using a word like 'facultative' Beckett 
is relying on French for his idiom (A Reader's Guide to Samuel Beckettl 
op. cit., p. 85) and he is certainly right in that 'facultative' is 
not used in English of a bus-stop or tram-stop, vhereas in France "arret 
facultatif" is the ordinary sign for request stops. 'Facultative' is, 
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does die and is replaced by a new one. As we have seen,, Belacqua,, 
Eurphy and mr. Hackett all shy away from the reality which inpresses 

itself so forcefully (and variously) upon thern; they prefer to cling 
to the old, worn, acmfortable habits of their existence at least until 
their physical death. To suggest that Watt is a later "incarnation" 

of these earlier people is to suggest that the transitional period 
leading to a new "pact" between mind and world takes place at some 

point in time that the novels do not concern thermelves with. Since 

the only basis on which we can say anything about the novels is that 

provided in the novels, it is iqpossible to argue justifiably about 

a question uhich is not raised or even suggested in them. 

Another reason why there seems no reason to consider that 

Mr. Hackett's habit dies and is re-formed as Watt is that Watt's 
habit is like Mr. Hackett's in all essential respects. The similarities' 
between them are inportant because Mr. Hackett is the main figure of 
the cpening pages of the novel, Watt of the novel-as a whole, and because 

we nust guard against the error of thinking that "the opening... has 
7 

no connection with the novel proper" . The incidentals of appearance 

and of Goff Nixon's association of the two rren are only guideposts 
to a basic sirrLilarity: Mr. Hackett shares with Watt a sensible view 

of the world he finds hirrself in. This can be established with refer- 

ence to a fetr incidents which occur as soon as the novel turns it's 

attention to Watt, but it is evidenced on every page in wbich Watt 

subsequently figures. 

Watt is in the railway station. He bun-ps into a porter and 

suffers the ensuing insults with a sn-dle: 

Watt had watdied people smile and thought he understood how it was 
done... But there was sanething wanting tolK7att's smile, sorre little 
thing was lacking, and people who saw it for the first tive, and rost 
people who sad it saq it for the first tine, were sonetin-es in doubt 
as to, what expression exactly was intended. M 23) 

6. (cont. ) however, a perfectly good English word which conveys, here, 
not only the kind of habit which shields Watt and the other relics 
in Watt, but also the fact that this kind of habit is not the only 
kind that may dominate human beings - it is certainly very different 
from n3rphy's habit - since facultative mans "optional" as well as 
"of or proceeding from a faculty". 

7. Francis Doherty, Sanuel Beckett, op. cit., p. 34. Raymond Federman 
(in ý ýurnýý to Chaos, op. cit., p. 97)considers that Mr. Hackett's 

world is llincaTpat: LbieT"ýWýtýtls- 
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Watt learnt to sndle not intuitively or naturally but by watching 

others, whan he thinks he knows how to IMitate. That there is same, 
thing wrong with his s: mile indicates the inadequacy of the facultative 

approach. Watt gets into the train and sits down. Cnly when he 

becomes "conscious of eyes upon hi&' (W. 25) does he look up and see 
the large man sitting opposite. 

kty narre is Spiro, said the gentleman. 
Here then was a sensible man at last. He began with the essential 

and then, uorking on, would deal with the less irrportant matters, one 
after the other, in anorderly way. (W. 25; italics added) 

The approach here is of the same kind as Mr. Hackett's, and the only 
difference is a slight difference of errphasis. Mr. Hackett begins, 

whenever it is possible, with the evidence. of his sight particularly 

and his senses in general,, and uses his thought processes to draw 

conclusions from eis evidence. Watt is using his sight sparingly at 

this stage - he bunps into the porter, doesn't notice the ran in his 

conpartment. Where Mr. Hackett mistakes the names of his ccmpanions 
(Mr. Nesbit,, Mrs. Nisbet W. 15,33), Watt at this point considers 

names of lirportance. This different en-phasis is related to the 

different ways in which the two men react to a situation in which 
they are threatened. The encounters between Hackett and the P0110MM 

on the one hand and between Watt and the porter illuminate this. 

Hackett reacts to the policeman's anger with vocal self-defence followed 

by anger of his own; Watt does not feel at liberty to pick up his 

belongings until the porter has finished abusing him, he says not a 

word,, smiles, and waits for the incident to end. Watt is not as sure 

as Hackett of his ability to retaliate in kind"to a hostile world. So 

too when his hat is knocked off his head by Lady McCann's projectile, 
"watt, faithful to his rule, took no more notice of this aggression 

than if it had been an accidenV (W. 30). This passive acceptance Of 

what the world offers him is connected with his sarr-what heavier reliance 

on mental processes. Mere Hackett feels most at hame in the externalt 

Watt is sonewhat more comfortable with the internal at this stage. This 

difference between the two is not so marked as to outweigh the simil- 

arity. watt's attitude in the following passage n-Light almost as easily 
have been written of Mr. Hackett: 

on the platform the porter continued to wheel cans, up and down. At. 
one end of the platform there was one group of cans, and at the other 
end there was another. The porter chose with care a can in one group 
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and wheeled it to the other. Then he chose with care a can in the 
other and whoeled it to the one. He is sorting the cans, said Watt. 
Or perhaps it is a punishmnt for disobedience or sane neglect of 
duty. ý (W. 24) 8 

Watt is as anxious as Mr. Hackett to dream up explanations, and both 

mn are corrpletely different fran Mnphy,, who had no interest at all 
in explanations and for whom the way in which the inexplicable could 
be exploited was the only thing that mattered. 

Sitting in the train Watt has an experience not unlike Hackett's 

experience on seeing Watt over the road. Watt hears voices in his 

ear: "With these, if he was not familiar,, he was riot unfamiliar 

either. So he was not alarrmd,, unduly" (W. 27). Watt can take this 
kind of experience in his stride - it has happened before and lie is 

not disturbed in the way that Hackett was disturbed by the totally 

unprecedented effect that Watt's appearance had on him. Watt's nental 

processes, which are finely attuned to his habitual need to enpty 

all rrysteries of their threats, imediately set about listing the 

possible sounds and conbinations of sounds thatthese voices can 

rake -" sormtirms they sang only, and sonetims they cried only -- 
(W. 27). His curiosity is not aroused, he does not wonder at the 

voices, he sirrply reduces them to the easily understandable. Shortly 

afte. tvards, when'he is lying in the ditch on the way to Mr. Ynott's 
house, he hears nore voices singing two verses of a threne and he 

again rerrains unruffled: "of these two verses Watt thought that he 

preferred the foruer" (W. 34). If the event can be divided into cm-r- 

ponents, Watt divides it: the parts are related to each other and 

are therefore accessible to his habitual way of solving problemr and 
the whole, which is unrelated to anything and potentially disturbing; 

is ignored. Another type of service that his nental processes can 

render is shown in the way they annul the strange circunstances in which 

8. it is the duty of habit,, in Beckett as in Proust, to act as a screen 
to shut out reality. "Suffering",, Beckett says in Proust, (P. 16) 
"represents the omission of that duty, whether through negligence or 
inefficiency, and boredom its adequate performance" (italics added). 
As we will see, watt's habit is guilty of "neglect of duty" and of 
-inefficiency on several occasions in what follows,, and in each case 
the suffering is incapable of changing Watt because he quickly turns 
from the insoluble problem and concentrates instead on a task as 
mana. geable, as tedious, and as maningless as the porter's. 

I 
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he enters bir. Ymott's house: 

Watt was surprised to find the back door, so lately locked, ncw 
cpen. Two explanations of this occurred to him... Of these two 
explanations Watt thought he preferred the former, as being the 
rrore beautiful. (W. 35) 

If,, as here,, the event itself cannot be divided, Watt fabricates 

explanations for it, divides 
' 
them, and chooses between them. %hether 

an explanation is true or not is irrelevant: his only requirement 
is that it should be ýesthetically pleasing. In all cases his rrdxd 

succeeds in en-asculating events which are potentially dangerous to 

his preconceptions. 

Miere Hackett tumed away from the realisation that his 

relationship with his world had been threatened, for Watt there is 

so far no threat: he has not yet been challenged. It is this challenge 
to his habit that he is to find in Mr. Knott's house. 

Sponianeity and the New Day 

Sitting in the kitchen of mr. Knott's house, watt is so busy 

playing a little gaTm with the light and the ashes that he neither 

sees nor hears the door open and Arsene cane in: 

Here then was sorrething again that Watt would never know, for want 
of paying -due attention to what was going on about him. Not that 
it was a kncwledge that could be of any help to Watt, or any hurti 
or cause him any pleasure, or cause him any pain, for it was not. 
(W. 36) 

Habit, Beckett writes in Proust (P. 18), does not possess the key to 

that "ultirrate and inaccessible dungeon of our being" where is stored 

the "pearl" of reality registered by our "extrerre inattention". Habit 

not only does not possess the key but does riot need to, because the 

dungeon of Lazarus "contai ns mne of the hideous and useful paraphernalia 

of war": it can neither help nor hinder our habitual way of coping with 

existence. 

Arsene goes, returns shortly afterwards dressed for the road, 

and makes a "short statemant" (W. 37) lasting about twenty-five pages. 

Later we learn that Watt has not listened very carefully to this 
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statemnt: 

He wondered what Arsene had rreant,, nay,, he wondered what 
Arsene had said, on the evening of his departure. For his 
declaration had entered Watt's ears only by fits, and his 
understanding, like all that enters the ears by fits, hardly 
at all. He had realised, to be sure, that Arsene was --peaking, and in a sense to him, but sau--thing had prevented him, perhaps 
his fatigue, from paying attention to what was being said 
and from enquiring into what was being mant. (W. 77) 

? ýgain, knowledge of what Arsene said can neither help nor hurt 

Watt - the informtion, is not useful to Watt, - but while the 

existence of such knowledge is not going to make any great difference 

to his situation, its non-existence later proves exceedingly trouble- 

scue: "Not that Watt desired inforn-ation, for he did not. But he 
desired words to be applied to his situation" (W. 77-78). 

We do not, cannot,, -know what is registered by Watt's inattention 

but anything that is thus registered an d that therefore is inaccessible 

to habit and to habitual,, voluntary nmnory,. is a potential source of 
danger to habit since it is assimilated into the "dungeon" of our 
being that can make spontaneous experience possible. 

Perhaps it is his "fatigue" (W. 77) when he arrives at Mr. Mott's 
house, (in Proust Marcel was always mst prone to being disturbed when 
he was tired, particularly after a journey, or ill) or perhaps itiis 

scue kind of negligence of his habit (whose duty it is to pay attention 
to potential sources of disturbance in order to buckle them intol 

familiar forms) , but whatever the reason, it seerms that Watt is, during 

the course of the first night be spends at Mr. Mott's house, for the 

first time in the novel threatened by the kind of experience that can 

challenge his habit when, watched by Arsene, he waits for the "new day" 

to break: 

... that would care, Watt knew that would care, with patience it 
would cane, little by little, whether he liked it or not, over the 
yard wall, and through the window, first the grey, then the brighter 
colours me by one, until getting on to 9 a. m'. all the gold and 
white and blue would fill the kitchen, all the unsoiled light of 
the new day, of the new day at last, the day without precedent at 
last. (W. 63) 

The new day without precedent at last is to be the day when Watt will 

see reality directly, unscreened by his habit. It is to be "Without 

precedent" because it will, as Beck: ett says in Proust, "be perceived as 
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particular and unique and not marely the member of a family" and 
because it will appear "independent of any general notion and detached 

from the sanity of a cause,, isolated and inexplicable in the light 

of ignorance" (P. 11). The light of this new'day is to be "un- 

soiled", purged:, Arsene in his statarent makes the connection between 

the new day and purgatory clear: 

The man arrives! ... and he sits in the red gloom, picking his nose, 
waiting for the dawn to break. 'The dzrqn! The sun! Me light! 
Haw! ... How I feel it all again,, after so long,, here,, and here,, 
and in rry hands and-in iry eyes, like a face raised, a face offered, 
all trust and innocence and candour, all the old soil and fear 
and weakness offered, to be sponged away and forgiven!... All led 
to this, to this gloaming where a middle-aged man sits nasturbating 
his snout, waiting for the first dawn to break. (W. 37-38) 

Viatt's rew day is to be the rebellion within him of Lazarus against 

Dives, of spontaneity against habit thaý would mean the entrance 
into what, in "Dante ... Bruno. Vico.. Joyce",, Beckett calls "life on 

earth, that is Purgatory" (DBV. 22). The very fact that Watt can 

envisage the coming of a ry-v day totally unconnected with all that 

has gone before shows that there is within him a dungeon inaccessible 

to his habit, a dungeon in which is stored the potentiality for 

change. The spontaneous need of Lazarus in Wett is the need for 

this unprecedented, unsoiled new day, the need for a perception un-- 

tainted by prejudice. "Unfortunately",, as Beckett writes in Proust: 

"Habit has laid its veto on this form of perception" (P. 11). The need 

of Dives in Watt is the need to rob every new thing of its newness and 
its nTyste3: y, the need to inpose relationships where none exist in 

reality, the need to turn a new day into just another day in a long 

familiar series. There are therefore two quests: the quest for the 

new day, and the quest for yet another day, the quest for change, and 

the quest for nothing to change, the quest of Lazarus and the quest of 

Dives. only if the former, the quest of Lazarus, succeeds is it possible 

for the alternation of opposites to begin and for Watt to enter purgatory. 

This does not happen. Watt clings tenaciously to his old habit of 

living. He spends many days in Mr. Knott's house, but each day is to 

him like every other one, and none could be described as unprecedented 

or new. That Watt will continue to be dominated by his facultative habit 

is clear in all that follows this nxxtentary rebellion against the 

boredom of living, and is prefigured in what Arsene says about the 

outcome of his own nxrnentary exposure to reality. 
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Arsene explains the circumstances in which'this happened: 

I was sitting on the step, in the yard, looking at the lightj, 
on the wall. I was in the sun, and the wall was in the sun. 
I was the sun, need I add, and the wall, and the step, and the 
yard, and the tirre of year, and the tirre of day,, to rention 
cnly these. (W. 40) 

For the creature of habit the uvrld is a projection of the creature's 

consciousness, of his habit, and it has no existence for him except insO- 

far as it participates in his habitual view of the world. Arsene 

is the sun, etc. in the sense that it exists for him only as part of 
his own habitual landscape, and he is the tim of day, etc. in the 

sense that his notions of tim are similarly illusory, existing only 
in his habitual "tirre-scape". He continues: 

Hymeneal still it lay, the thing so soon to be changed,, between me 
and all the forgotten horrors of jcy. (W. 41) 

This sentence expresses exactly what, using different words,, Beckett 

in Proust describes as the relative positions of habit and spontaneity. 
Arsene's "forgotten horrors of jcy" are like the "cruelties and enchant- 

nentý of reality" (P. 11) that can threaten and occasionally subjugate 
habit and that are, for so long as habit retains its dcminance, for- 

gotten: the "vases" in which Beckett describes those essential charac- 
teristics of our experiences as being inprisoned for so lcng as we remain 

creatures of habit are inaccessible to our habitual mmx)xy a nd "the * 

purity of their climatic cmtent is guaranteed by forgetfulness" (P. 55) 

llftheW integral plarity Zis, 7 retained because it has been foEgotten' 

(P. 54). What prevents us from renvzbering, fran becaming aware of 
those aspects of our experience that habit excludes, is the fact that 

habit acts as a screen (P. 10) between us and our experiences. Our 

experiences thus remain "hymeneal", to use Arsene's wcrd, in the sense 

that they are untouched by habit and retain their purity. %ben our habit 

fails as a screen, we are ex-Dosed to reality, and our habit will either 
die (qualitative change) or accanTcdate this disturbance (quantitative 

change). Arsene too speaks of change: 

The change. In what did it consist? It is hard to say. Sawthing 
slipped. There I was, warm and bright,, smoking my tcbacco-pipe, 
watching the warm bright wall, when suddenly somewhere som little 
thing slippedl some tiny little thing. Gliss-iss-iss-STOP. '... It 
was a slip like that I felt, that Tuesday afternoon, millions of 
little things moving all together. cut of their old place, into a 
new one nearby, and furtively, as though it were forbidden. (W. 41) 
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7ýie only way that reality can ever nake itself kncwn to the 

creature of habit is furtively: the reality registered by our 

extrem- inattention is, Beckett, says in Proust, "accurmlated slyly 
and painfully and patiently under the nose of our vulgarity" (P. 31), 

and spontaneous experience is forbidden by habit, which "has laid 
its veto on this form of perception" (P. 11). Arsene's exPerience is, 

for an instant, real, spontaneous. - It is no longer screened, "hymneal". 

But: 
' 
"gliss-iss-iss-STOP" - Arsene stops the process that could have 

led to the death of his habit. Arsene neither sees the thing happenp 

nor hears it, but he perceives it "with a perception so sensuous 
that in conparison the irrpressions of a run buried alive in Lisbon 

on Lisbon's great day seem a frigid and artificial construction of 
the understanding" (W. 42). This is precisely the kind of perception 

which an orderly, facultative habit cannot allow if it is to survive. In his 

"distress" (W. 42), Arsene says, "I had the baseness to call to my 

aid recent costiveness and want of stomach" (W. 42),, and the old 
thing that is Arsene's habit ccms back again to TAhere it always 

was: 

But in vdiat did the change consist? Qmt was changed, and how? 
TAbat was changed, if my info'xmt3-on is correct, was the sentinr-nt 
that a change, other than a change of degree, had taken place. 
What was changed was existence off the ladder. Do not corm down 
the ladder, Ifor, I haf taken it away. This I am happy to infonn 
you is the reversed n-etamorphosis. The Laurel into Daphne. The 
old thing where it always was, back again. (W. 42-43) 

Madi has been roade, - in commentaries on watt, of this ladder - especially 

of its supposed connectionwith Wittgenstein's ladder of logic. 9 We 
10. 

now kncw fran John Fletcher that Beckett had not read Wittgenstein 

when he was writing Watt and that the reference is to a Welsh joke, 

presunably the Tblsh joke consisting of the absurdity of telling scmme 

mt to do sorrethi. ng that he cannot possibly do. A ladder is a structure 

of rungs or bars fixed between supports for ascent or descent ("so 

9. See especially Jacqueline Hoefer, "Watt", op. cit., and Richard N. 
Coej, Beckett, Oliver and Boyd, London, 1968, pp. 39-53. 

10. The7-Novels of San-nel Beckett, op. cit , p. 87. 
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descend, so munt, rung by rung" I Arsene says *on the next page of the 

novel). Its rungs are related to one another - its dcuain is, like 

the dcmain of the rational nunbers, orderly and accessible. 
11 

A ladder 
like a grid, is an irmge for a habit that creates illusions that there 
is nothing except our conscious and unconscious projection of an 

accessible world, that there are no irrational nunbers, that there is 

nothing "off the ladder". Arsene's rramntary awareness of reality 
has caused him to realise that his habitual projection of a world 

of only rational nunbers is illusory. His habit does not, hcwever, 

perrrd. t him to stay off the ladder. The abrupt change that takes 

place is off the ladder, not in the habit-don-tinated Arsene. He is,, 

briefly,, aware that this change does take place because for a nwmt 
his awareness extends beyond its habitual boundaries, and he knows 

that a change has taken place sommftre. "What was dianged was the 

sentin-ent that a change, other than a change of degree, had taken 

place" (W. 42; italics added) . Arsene himself has not changed, has 

not admitted change, and the old thing is back where-it always was 
12 

He h4Ls sought, and found, shelter in che fixity of costiveness fran 

the terrifying flux of reality. The new day never ccrres to Arsene - 

which explains (Haw! ) why he scoffs (W. 37) when he sees Watt mqaiting 
the dcwn - and it will not corre to Watt. .. % 

11. As Hugh Kenner says (in Samml Beckett: A Critical S! aLctý, op. cit. 
pp. 106-107) , any rrenber of the domain of rational numbers can be 
precisely located with respect to its neighbours: "Each has its 
naTm, its address, its normal occupation". It is aiphatically not, 
however (as Professor Kenner claims) only Pozzo and Moran who in- 
habit this domain. All of Beckett's relics - all human beings - 
live on this "Plane of the feasible" (as Beckett calls it in "Tal 
Coat,, DGD Ij, 103). 

12. It mignt be suggested that Arsene suffers the death of one habit 
and that his "costiveness" aids the fonration of a new habit after 
a period of transition. This does not, however,, seem to be the case 
since the reference to the old thing back where it always was irxiicates 
that scmthing remained , 

constant throughout the experience, and this 
is not the case when habit dies. Whm habit is "sleeping" rather 
than dead or dying, vdien its "vigilance" is ten-porarily suspended (P. 
23), we nzy suffer and we may be ware of reality without undergoing 
a period of transition or the death of our habit. This is the case 
in Proust when Beckett describes Marcel's horror in the rom in Balbec 
whi-cH-1-san "inferno of unfamiliar objects" (P. 24) as an instance of 
nthe pact renewed", i. e. of habit surviving in spite of an unforeseen 
and disturbing e-xperience: it is the case in "Dante and the Lobster"; 
and it is the case here with Arsene. 
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Watt on the Ground Floor of Mr. Knott's House 

"Six, five, four hours still, of the old dark,, the old burden" 

(W. 38) . The first of the four sections of Vbtt ends with Watt 

awaiting the breaking of the new dawn. When the second section 

cpens he is busy carrying out his duties on the ground floor of 
mr. Knott's house, and it is clear that his habit has an-assed its 

forces to avert the disaster of stEpping off the ladder and subpAtting 
to the "incoercible absence of relation" (as Beckett calls it in 

his dialogue on Bram van Veld, --,, DGD III, p. 125). Watt's senses are 

very much on the alert: 

Watt Is attention was extreire, in the beginning, to all that went 
on about him. Not a sound was made, within earshot, that he did 
not capture and, when necessary, interrogate, and he opened wide 
his eyes to all that passed, near and at a distance, to all that 
caire and went and paused and stirred, and to all that brightened 
and &-xkened and grew and dwindled, and he gras]Led, in many cases, 
the nature of the object affected, and even the imTediate cause 
of its being so. To the thousand srrells also, which tirre leaves 
behind, Watt paid the closest attention. And he provided himself 
with a portable spittoon. 

This constant tension of sorre of his most noble faculties tired 
Watt greatly. And the results,, on the whole, were rreagre. But he 
had no choice, at first. (W. 82-83, - italics added) 

Yet in spite of the fact that his faculties are len garde' he is 

troubled on eight occasions by incidents that it takes considerable 

effort and ingenuity to reduce to the status of the familiar and, the 

comfortable. 
' These eight incidents are the 

, 
challenges, or cbstaýd'les. - 

that reality puts in his path. How he copes with these will determine 

the outcom of the first stage of his stay in Mr. Knott's house. He 

will, as uxe- will see, survive these ordeals unscathed and just rather 

tired. The eight incidents that trouble him on the ground floor of 

Mr,. Ynott's house are: 

1. The Galls, father and sm 

2. The failure of words 
3. The d. og and the food 

4. The bell 

5. The picture in Erskine's roan 
6. The duration of Watt's stay in Mr. Knott's house 

7. Mr. Knott 

B. The telephone call. 
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They are alike in that they interrupt, for a tize, Watt's habitual 

carplacency. In this they reserble both the incident that so frustrated 

Yx. Hackett and the subsequent penetrations of Watt's illusory world. 

The Galls, father and sm 
w 

The incident of the Galls, father and son, is . we are told, 

the "first and type of marry" taking place in the course of Watt's stay 

in Mr. Knott's house (W. 72). 

Watt ansvers the door "as his habit was" (W. 67) and lets in a 

man and his son who claim to be piano-tuners. He brings them to the 

music-roan in the house, leaves them there, returns shortly afterwards 

with refreshments, and hears them exchange the following words: 

Nine danpers remain, said the younger, and an equal number of 
hammrs. 

Not corresponding, I hope, said the elder. 
In one case, said the younger. 
The elder had nothing to say to this., 
The strings are in flitters, said the younger. 
The elder had nothing to say to this either. 
The piano is doomed, in my opinion, said the younger. 
The piano-tuner also, said the elder. 13 
The pianist also, said the younger. (W. 69) 

The Watt who is bothered by this incident (which ends with the abpve 
I 

quotation) is the sensible Watt, who has lived "miserably it is t rue, 

among face values all his adult life" (W. 70). 

whatever it was Watt saw, with the first look, that was enough for 
watt,, that had always been enough for Watt, nore than enough for Watt. 
And he had experienced literally nothing, since the age of fourteen, 
or fifteen,, of which in retrospect he was not content to say,, That 
is what happened then. (W. 70) 

. 13. We are told in the next paragraph that of the "incidents of note 
proposed to Watt during his stay in Mr. Knott's house... a certain 
nudmer will be recorded in this place" (W. 69). There are eight such 
incidents while lWatt in on the 

, 
ground floor, and one while he is on 

the first. floor: nine hanimrs of reality and nine habitual danpers. 
only in one case do they "correspond", i. e. only in one case (the 
prcblem of dissatisfaction on the first floor) does habit actually 
meet the problem on its own terns instead of turning it into scmething 
mre easily accessible. 

The broken strings and the inpending doom of piano, piano-tuner, and 
pianist annul the "premonitions of ha=ny" that Arsene had described 
as "irrefragible", when the new day is longed for M 39). 
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The scene in the nusic rom with the two Galls is of a kind that 
Watt has never net up with before. Here for the first tim is an 
event that refuses to bow to his habitual mthods of subduing reality, 
an event of utdch he cannot say, "Yes, I remcnbeer,, that is what 
happened then" (W. 71). However, 

What distressed Watt in this incident of the Gallsj, father and 
son, and in subsequent sindlar incidents, was not so rruch that he 
did not know what had happened,, for he did not much care what had 
happened, as that nothing had happemd, that a thing that was 
nothing had happened, with the utrmst forrml distinctness, and 
that it continued to happen... at the most unexpected rrorrents, and 
the most inopportune. Yes, Watt could not accept... tliat nothing 
had happened, with all the clarity and solidity of sormthing. 
(W. 73) 

It disturbs Watt that a thing that is nothing could happen because 

a thing that is nothing can be neither divided nor explained, andis 
therefore not accessible to what we have seen are his habitual 

wethods of coping with the unexpected: a thing Uaich habit cannot 

cope with is, in tenris of habit, literally nothing. 

If'he had been able to accept it, then perhaps it would not have 
revisited him, and this would have been a great saving of vexation, 
to put it mildly. But he could not accept it, could not bear it. 
(W. 73) . 

Watt is, hcwever, by no nvý at the end of, his habitual rescurces. 
If he can ccpe only with a thi 

, 
ng that is samthing,, he will turn the* 

unbearable nothing into scuethýng in order to make it bearable. This 

cperation "requires a certain skill" (W. 74), and the results of Watt's 

efforts are varied: 

: ** if Watt was scmrtims unsuccessful, and saretines successful, as 
in the affair of the Galls father and son, in foisting a neaning 
there where no maning appeared, he was rmst often neither the one 
nor the other. (W. 74) 

He considers hirrself successful when he can evolve a hypothesis about 

an incident that will disperse its mysteries., "There was nothing', in 

this operation,, at variance with watt's habits of mind. For to explain 
had always been to exorcise,, for watt" (W. 74-ý-75; italics added). He 

considers himself successful, in other words, when he is able to elininate 

the threat to his habitually "sensible" approach to life. . 14 
He consi&rs 

14. He sees and hears the Galls (as Hackett saw Watt over the road),, but 
his "sensible" habit is unable to cope with uhat it perceives because, 
like Hackett,, he has seen something spontaneously before habit had 
tirm to interfere its prism between his eye and its object (Cf. Proiist, 
15). 
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himself unsuccessful when he fails to elicit scrre-thing from nothing. 

of these occasicns we can know nothing since they have resisted 

all his efforts "so that he could neither think of them, nor speak 

of them, but only suffer them, when they recurred" (W. 76). For the 

rost part he is neither successful nor unsucceessful. This mans 
that the hypothesis he evolves is useful for a tim but that it then 

has to be replaced by amther,, and another. 

Whatever the result, his efforts are all prcnpted by the habitual 

need of Dives for immmity fran, reality and fran suffering: they are 

all directed towards making all things, all events, fit his prejudices. 

His concern is not with what a thing "really" means but witli Aiat it 

can. be "induced to mean,, with the help of a little patience, a little 

ingenuity" (W. 72). The challenge that reality, the urm-ediated exper- 
ience of reality, poses to his-cherished illusions is met and, in nrst 

cases, overcmia if not once and for all, then sucoessively. The only 

hope, thereforej, for a new day,, an unprecedented day that would find 

Watt changed, stripped of his illusions, prepared to. accept the real 

me of an event,, prepared to accept that it should mean nothing at 

all, prepared to accept that it is uncoercibly unrelated, unique and 
isolated, is the hcpe provided by the occasions on. which Watt is un- 

successful in his efforts to saddle an event with a false meaning. 
only on these occasions is it even conceivable that the challenge will 

prove too much for Watt, that his old "habits of n-dnd" will bre, * down, 

finally seen to be defunct. 

The Failure of Words 

of these occasions utien Watt is unsuccessful, nothing can be kncwn 

since nothing can be thought of them, 'said of them. Thus his success 

in explaining any event is linked very intimately Ulth his ability to 

apply words to that event: as he desires rreanings to be foisted on to 

the rreaningless, so too, 

... he desired wrds to be applied to his situation, to Mr. Knott, 
to the house, to the grounds, to his duties, to the stairs, to his 
bedroom, to the kitchen, and in a general way to the conditions of 
being in which he found hirpself. (W. 78) 

But words refuse to stick to what they should (and once did) refer to. 
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This challenge is not easily overoarie. The word "pot" refuses to 

apply to a pot any longer. The p6t remains a pot, Watt is sure, for 

everyone else, but for him it is no longer a "pot of which me could 

say, Pot, pot, and be comforted" (w. 78). He makes the further dis- 

tressing discovery that "of himself too he could no longer affirm any- 
thing that did not seem as false as if he had affirmed it of a stone" 
(W. 79). His need here is for "semantic succcur" (W. 79), for the 
"comfort" of a "pillow of old words" (W. 115) , for the tranquillity 

(W. 78), the relief (14.80), the safety that follows when a disturbance 

is wrapped up in words (W. 80) and node innocuous (W. 81). He longs 

to be able to nam thing. -, "with their tine-honoured nams" so that 

he can forget them (W. 81; italics added). Instead he finds himself 

. 
"greatly troubled... mre troubled perhaps than he had ever been by 

anythi 
* 
ng, and Watt had been frequently and exceedingly troubled, in 

his tirre"C4. - 79). 

The similarity between this failure of words arxi the failure to 

saddle the neaningless with neaning is clear. - In both cases Watt's 

need'is to render innocuous a thing that will, hcwever, not succurrb 

to this process. The two seem,. indeed, to be aspects of me problem 
("one is scrwtimes tenpted to wonder, with reference to two or even 
three incidents related by Watt as separate and distinct,, if they are 

not in reality the sarm incident, variously interpreted" 1-1.75): Watt 

cannot explain a disturbance because words refuse to stick to things, 

and words no longer stick to things because things are inexplicable. 

His -habit is faltering under týie new conditions in which it finds, itself 

in Mr. Knott Is house. 

The slMilarity between his reaction to a thing that is nothing and 

to a thing that refuses to be namd. goes further 
, 
than has been indicated. 

Both " re visit" him and cause him "vexation" because he can't sum them 

up and forget theml but both also gradually lose scme of their ability 

to torture him. The narrator,, San,, thinks it prcbable that these events 

that watt can neither think of nor speak of,, but only suffer when they 

recur, are recurring no imre by the tim that Watt is telling his story 
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to Sam (W 76) ., Thus towards the end of his stay in Mr. Knott Is 

house,, Watt "learned to accept that nothing had happened,, that a 

nothing had happened, learned to bear it and even, in a shy way, to like 

it. But then it was too late" (W. 77). So too he gets usedýto the 

fact that things refuse to be naned: "there were tinr-s when he felt a 
feeling closely reserrbling the feeling of satisfaction at his being so 

abandoned" (W. 82), and these times, though exceedingly rare in the 

early stages of his stay, in Mr. Knott's house, becom rmre frequent 

as the stay draws to a close. At first Watt had longed for,, neededr 

a voice, Erskine's voice, to speak of his situation. "with the old words, 

the old credentials" (W. 81). When, later, Erskine coves running to 

watt and asks scme absurd question, Watt. is "not slow to appreciate" 

the fact that even the most absurd question-does constitute an 

acknowledgement of Watt, yet "he would have appreciated it more if it 

had cone earlier, before he had grown used to his loss of species" (W. - 
82). 

MW,, when he learns to accept nothingness,, it is "too late", will 

be discussed later on. For the moment it is necessary only to note 

that he does grow used to the loss of species: in Beckett's work the 

ability to. get used, habituated, accustorred to any event or circumstance 
is indicative of a n-dnd lulled into a false sense of oneness with the 

uorld, into an illusion of fiXity. 

The Dog and the Food 

It is one of Watt Is duties to dish up lunch and dinner for Mr. Knott 

each day. on those days when Mr. Knott does not eat all, or any, of 

either or, both of these neals,, Watt has explicit instructions to give 

the renains "to the dog". Since there is no dog in the house, the 

problem that nust have faced the person who set up the arrangenent orig- 

inally is how to bring a dog to the food on the doorstep on those occasions 

when the food is left over. 

Watt sets about listing four possible solutions that might have 

prevailed, and the objections (fourteen in all) to these hypothetical 

solutions. He then considers all the aspects of the solution that did 
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prevail; 
15 

a solution which consist-s in the availability at any one 
tirre of a famished d. og and its needy owner (who will be presented with 
the handsare s= of 50 p. a., som cast-off clothes, etc. ). in order 
for dog and n-an to be "for ever" (W. 96) available, it is necessary for 

both to be part of a series or family,, so that when dog or rmn dies,, 

another nrzber of the series is available to take over. The nam of 
the "fortunate" fanAly of dogýcwners is Lynch. In Watt's enthusiasm 
to get to the point where he can explain to himself all that he wants 
tO'knOw about the arrange M-nt,, he dwells at length (W. 98-109) on the 

genealogy of this clan, custodians of the colony of dogs to which Watt 

attaches considerable importance (W. 114) and in which he is "greatly 

interested, and even fascinated" (W. 114). This, however, is a challenge 

that he is able to meet. Here, as in the incident of the Galls father 

and son1he is successful (in his terms) in eliminating the threat: 

But it did not last long, this concern of Watt's,, not very long,, as 
such concerns go. And yet it was a rajor concern, of that period, 
while it lasted. But once Watt had grasped, in its con . plexity, the 
n-echanism of this arrangerrent, how the food came to be left, and 
the dog to be available, and the two to be united,, then it interested 
him no mre, and he enjcyed a coirparative peace of mind, in this 
connection. (W. 114-115) 

lie does not go so far as to suppose that he has actually "penetrated 

the forces at play", but he has managed to turn "little by little, 

a disturbance into words", he has ranaged to make "a pillow of old words 

for his bead" (W. 115). For one who is so much in need of relief, 

1ýranquillity, safety, comfort, xest, the ad-Lieverry. -rit of even a corrpax- 

ative peace of mind" is welccn-e. !I 

The Bell 

The next of the incidents that perplex Watt is the sound of a bell, 

I it ting. , that he hears at night, prorrpting Erskine, in the roan mxt to 

15. Several of Watt's fourteen objections to the hypothetical so tions - 
objections which, we are told, are "perhaps" the reason why these 
solutions did not prevail (W. 95) - apply just as much to the solution 
that did prevaM. This makes a coirplete moc-kery of Watt's attenpt to 
make Ya-tional sense of the problem since the problem is hereby revealed 

, as "absurd", irrationall off the ladder. This may be the reason why he 
finds this vJiole question of the dog and the food so disturbing. As 
iclin J. -u)od has written, "Watt is ZB-eckettls3_7 most devastating depiction 
of the cul-de-sac of moderri-raticnalistic thirJ-dng" (John J. Mood.. "The 
personal System - Sanuel Becketts-Watt", PDMA, 86: 255-265,1971, p. 
255). 
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Watt's, to get out of bed and go dowTotairs. 

The question of who pressed the bell that sounded in Erskine's 
room, in the night, was a great souroe of worry to Watt, for a tirm, 
and kept him awake at night on the qui vive. (W. 120) 

This "mystery" (W. 120) is, in a way, typical of all those incidents 

that disturb Watt's habits of mind, since "the sound of the bell carne 

always on the stillness" (W. 120) - and stillness can be seen as a 

n-etaphor for Watt's habitual condition that on various occasions is 

disturbed. 

It oc=s to him that maybe Erskine hin-self is pushing the bell. 

After dwelling on the possible reasons why Erskine would do so, Watt. 

d6cides finally that, if his n-dnd is to be "pacified" (W. 121) , he will 

have to inspect 'Erskine's room for a bell: 

Then he would be able to put the rratter from him and forget it, as 
one puts from one and forgetsýthe peel of an orange, or of a banana. 
(W. 121) 16 t 

In order to. get into the roan, houve-ver, he has first to get hold of the 

key,. and this proves a difficult problem, since Erskine keeps the key 

in a "secret" pocket "sewn on to the frortof ffd! 17 underhose" (W. 125). 

But somhow - "Ruse a by" (W. 1ý6) - Watt does succeed in getting into 

the rom,, where he discovers that there is a bell but that it is 

brck-en. This discovery leaves the original mystery surrounding the 

source of the 'Iting" intact. Watt has constructed a mechanism which 
directs him away from the mystery to the secondary question of the 

existence of a bell in Erskine's roan, and he is satisfied when only 

the secondary question is resolved. He still does not know who, if 

anyone, is responsible for the sound he hears at night,, but he is not 

interested in such knowledge. The bell is never rrentioned subsequently. 

The Picture in Erskine's R&xn 

Watt turns fran the bell to the only other "object o. f note" in 

Erskine's room. This is a picture hanging from a nail on the wall and 

. 16. so the nuirber of banana skins that Krapp, in Krapp's Last-Tape 
(Faber and Faber, London, 1959), discards iray be a masure of his 
success in solving proble-Ts and forgetting them, of his success in 
satisfying his habitual needs. 
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showing, on a white surface, a black circle broken at its lmest point 

and, outside this circle, a blue dot. Watt mises on the relationships 

possible between circle and dot and is even moved to tears at the 

thought of "a circle and a centre not its centre in search of a centre 

and its circle respectively, in boundless space, in endless time" (W. 127). 

He then wonders haq it would look if hung upside down or on one side, 
tries it in these positions, and decides they are not as pleasing as 

when the circle is broken at its nadir. 

watt did not of course wonder all these things at the time, but scm 
he wondered at the time, and the others subsequently... over and over 
again. And many other things in this connexion also,, of which scme 
at the time, and the others subsequently, Watt wondered subsequently 
also,, time without number. (W. 123) 

Part of the interest of the discussion of the picture is that it 

is so relevant to critical comrentaries in Beckett's am work. Watt is 

conpelled, knowing "nothing about painti 
, 
ng" (W. 127) 1 to ask "what the 

artist had intended to represent" (W. 121): wee are carpelled to ask the 

sane question about Watt itself. The image of a circle and a centre 

in search of a centre and a circle respectively moves Watt to tearst 

presumably because it in some way painfully reflects for him his own 

sense of his situation - or of man's situation. His 'human' interpret- 

ation of the painting is: "It is by the nadir that we come.... and it 

is by the nadir that we. go, whatever that mans" (W. 128). Earlier, when 

watt was first described as bothered by the meaninglessness of eventst 

the narrator convented: "One wonders scretimes where Watt thought he w'as. 

In a culture-park? " (W. 73). The painting presents ran's demandifor 

meaning through an image which has no- (or at least no eqplicable) meaningr 
but which'nevertheless seems significant and which is disturbing to the 

ext, ent that it cannot be explained and forgotten. Watt suffers "prolonged 

and irksome meditations" (W. 128) on the status of the picture inMLr. 

Knott's house. The question he formulates, ýhich is "of great invortance" 

in his opinion,, is whether the picture is "a fixed and stable nadDer of 

the edifice, like Mr. Knott's bed,, for exanple" or "simply a manner of 

paradigm, here today and gone tomorrow, a tem in a series, like the 

series of Mr. Knott's dogs, or the series of Mr. Ynott's men" (W. 129). 

Similarly we, comTenting on Beckett's work, try to reduce its disturbing, 

inexplicable, inpact by situating it with respect to his other novels 

and plays and with respect to other writers and theories of literature, 

so that it no longer seems isolated and unique, but a mezber of a family. 
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Watt decides that the picture is one of a series, ard is "satisfied" 
(W. 129) with this supposition. 

Later, when Watt becones the first-floor servant and Erskine 
departs,, Watt takes over Erskine's room. "The painting, 

17 
or coloured 

reproduction, yielded nothing further. Cn the contrary, as tim passed,, 
its significance diminished" (W. 208). 

The Duration of Watt's Stay in Mr. Fmott's House 

The question that preoccupies Watt "most of all" (W. 130) towards 
the end of his stay on the. ground floor is the question of how long his 

stay there is to be, and how long his stay on the first floor is to 
be. He decides that one year on each floor is the most likely period 

of service, and assembles reasons in support of this I'monstrous assumption" 
(W. 130). Even he cannot "hide from himself for long the absurdity of 
thescý constructions" (11.131). They are absurd, we are told, because 

they assume -that every servant will stay in the house for the same 
length of time, exactly half of which period will be spent on each of 
the two, floors - As usual Watt turns away from absurdity: he turns 

away from the troublesome question of the real duration of his stay -1 

and ponders instead on all the possible temporal and causal connections 
linking members of the series of mr. Ymtt's men. Rather than confront 
the tenporal (or extratenporal) reality of his stay he asks only what 
connection can be seen between one period of time and another: the 

peculiarities of an event or circumstance are ignored in this insistence 

on establishing similarities. So he conceives the idea of a seriest 

a corrLfortable idea,, and is free then to question the kind of similarities 
that obtain among the npzbers of the series, . confident that arry of the 

answers that he will find will not challenge his initial assurrption 
that there are connections. 

17. IKb have been told that Watt's supposition that the painting, like 
the dog, is one of a series is "strikingly confixned before long" (W. 

. 129). ' "The" painting that is in Watt's room (Erskine's former room) 
. -wiv--n he becomes the senior servant is therefore presumably not the 

same pictare as that which intrigues him initially. For Watt,, however, 

, 
UýF-difference is as unimportant as the difference between the two 
dogs, Kate and Cis, who are differentiated only by name. The creature 
of habit turns away from anything particular and unique and insists 
on viewing it as related to other objects. 
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Watt never finds out how long he spends on the ground floor 

or on the first floor. And it doesn't ratter to him whether his stay 
lasts one year or ten years because in either case, in any case, he 

sees his stay as one of a series of stays. 

He consistently ignores the real problems, the problems that 

shriek for solution and that a insoluble - Lyha meanings escape him, 

why words refuse to stick, why a dog has to finish Mr. Knott's food,, 

why he hears a bell at night, Iýh he is in Mr. Knott Is h I ouse. By 

refusing to face up to the real problems he is refusing to face up to 
their insolubility, their inexplicability. The questions he asks are 
invariably about the inner logical consistency of a propositiont 
never about ha, 7 a prcposition relates or does not relate outwards to 

reality. He is generally interested only in the "intervals" (W. 134) 

between the parts of any series, in what connects these parts. When, 

on one occasion, he goes beyond this, and the question is raised, "why 

Tom Tan? and Dick Dick? and Harry Harry? (W. 133, i. e. why is TM Tom, 

etc. ) , watt sees "no objection" to answering "Because Dick Dick and 
Harry Harry... and Tcm TaiP (W. 132), but he has no need of a con'ception 
that answers such questions: 

And the reason why Watt for the moment had no need of this, conception 
was perhaps this,, that idien one's arms are full of waxen lilies, then 
one does not stoop to pick, or smell , or chuck, or othezwise ackrcwledge, 
a daisy, or a prixrxose, or a cowslip, or a buttercup, or a violet, or 
a dandelion, or a daisy, or a primrose,, or any other flower of the 
field, or any other weed, but treads them down, and when the weight 
is past, and past the bowed'head buried blinded in the white sweet- 
ness, then little by little under the load of petals the bruised stems 
straighten, those that is that have been fortunate enough to escape 
rupture. (W. 134) 

y look of his conceptions,, his lilies, Watt asks no rmre than that thq 

like lilies, and not at all whether they are. real or not. He has no 

need of real flowers and weeds as long as his arn-s are full of the 

waxen f1cwers. The false sweetness of his waxen possessions, mreover, 
blinds him to the reality that surrounds him and causes him to rutilate 
that reality. Beckett is here using the in-age of waxen flowers for 

the falsely unchanging world projected by habit, and is opposing it 

to the real world that is inexplicable and that cannot be possessed but 

which nmst not be ignored. In Watt, as elsewhere, he is showing the 

consequences of blindness to reality and is hcping that we will enpty 

out ams of waxen lilies and let the confusion of reality in: that is 

our only chance of renovation. 
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By tuming the tuvieldiness of nothing into a manageable 

sarething and by reducing the unique to a manber of a series j Watt 
has rade, it iNpossible for anything so far to force him to change# 
to admit change. It now ren-ains for him, to construct a nr-chanism 
whereby the various series that he has 'fabricated can be tied together. 

The idea of a series of dogs, of ren, of pictures, enabled him to 
ignore the troublescue question why a dog, a man, a picture, but 
has allowed a new question to arise, naxely, why a series of dogs, 

ren, pictures? He accordingly sets about eliminating these 'whys' 
by connecting one series with another,, and with the next, until the 

circle is closed and any question about one series can be answered 
with reference to another series, and no loose end is left pointing 

outwards to a world that his mind cannot enclose. 

Thinking then, in search of rest, of the possible relations between 
such series as these, the series of dogs, the series of mn, the 
series of pictures, to n-ention only these series, Watt remenbered 
a distant summr night, in a no less distant land, and Watt young 
and well and lying all alme stone sober in the ditch, wondering 
if it was the tirm and the place and the loved me already, and 
the three frogs =aking Krak!,, Krek!,, and Krik!, at one, nine# 
seventeen, twenty five etc.,, and at one, six, eleven,, sixteen etc., 
and at one, four, seven, ten etc.,, respectively, and how he heard... 
(W. 135) 

The Krak's, the Krek's, and the Krik' s are each a series, and in the 

two pages that follow we are shown how they can be corrbined to form 

a circular structure that should be entirely satisfying. This structure 
is conposed of sound (the Krak's, Krek's, and Krik's) and of the, 

intervals betvr%een sounds. There are altogether 363'of these sou 
' 
nds 

and silences. After 360 of them the circle is cmplete, and %dth the 

final Krak! Krek! Krik! the cycle begins all over again. This all- 

encoirpassing and self-perpetuating construct is a series of. the three 

series that Watt has fabricated. It is, n-oreover, capable of including 

arry other series - the circle will rrerely increase in size proportion- 

ally. 

In "Never the time and the place" Robert Bradning laments 

"Never the time and the place/ And the loved one all together" and 
dreams of leaving "storms and strangers" behind while he and his loved 

one sleep a "close, safe, warm sleep". In perfecting a mechanism 

whereby all the'series that he has fabricated can be p. igeon-holed neatly 

and comfortably forgotten, Watt has built himself a refuge like that 

which Browning dreamd of , in which he can tenporarily indulge fearlessly 
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in a "close, safe, wam sleep". 

Krak! 
Krek! 
Krik!, 

The fishuman pleased Watt greatly.. (W. 137) 

The description of Watt's relations with the fishuamn, Mrs. 

Gorman, provides an illustration of the satisfaction that the United 
Krak! Krek! Krik! has abstractly depicted. "And Watt pleased the 

fishwoman. This was h merciful coincidence, that they. pleased each 

other"(W. 137). Eben they are together he is "forgetful of his 

troubles" (W. 138) and she is "at peace too, for a tirre" (W. 139). 

Mien she ccrres, she cmies on Thursdays, and "so Thursday was the day 

Watt preferred, to all other days" (W. 138). The'rrr-ntion,, in this 

context of Watt's gratification, of Thursday, recalls an earlier 

cnissiori: ' 10 

On Ybnday, Tuesday, and Friday eSlr. Knott7 rose at eleven and 
retired at seven, and m Wednesday and Saturday he rose at nine 
and retired -at eight, and on Sunday he did not rise at all, nor 
at all retire. (W. 83) 

The satisfaction that Watt finds with Mrs. Gorman on Thursdays is 

connected with the conplete absence of interest in, or of information 

on,, Mr. Knott's doings on that day, with the absence, for all practical 

purposes, of Mr. Knott from Watt's world. 

In his poem Browning asks, "Do I hold the Past/ Thus firm and 
fast/ Yet doubt if the Future hold I can? " watt's circular structure 

can tie up loose ends of series but it cannot provide him with protection 

- as habit can never provide protection - from future events that are 

not serial, that are unlike any previous occurence, unprecedented, and 

that cannot be made to seem serial. Mat Biownýing calls the "enemy 

sly and serpentine" (that he is anxious to shun: "uncoil thee from 

the waking man! ")'Ll what Beckett calls reality and Lazarus cannot 
be shut out definitively. Reality is changing constantly and is there- 

fore constantly producing new things that the "curriculun" (P. 9) of 

18. All references to araaning here ' are from nNever the tim and 
the place", in "Jocoseria"j, Selected poetry of Robert Browning, The 
Modern Library,, New York,, 1951, p. 680. 
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habit cannot foresee. Watt has not roL-bed Mr. Knott of his ability 
to threaten Watt's copplacency, and since Mr. Knott is not serial 

19 

he retains his rrystery. In the next stage of his stay on the grour4 
floor of Mr. Knott's house,, 

_therefore,, 
Watt turns his attention to 

this challenge. 

Mr. Kmtt 

Watt both wishes to see Mr. Knott mre often and fears to do so: 

Yes indeed, in so far as he wished, in so far as he feared, to see 
Mr. Knott face to face, his wish made him sorry, his fear glad, that 
he sCTel him so seldom, and at such a great distance as a rule, and 
so LýLivel , and so often sideways on, and even from behind. (W. 
145; italics added) 

Earlier, the visit of the Galls,, that noteworthy occasion when the 

threshold is "crossed by a stranger" (W. 67), is described as a 
"fugitive penetration" (W. 67). In Proust Beckett describes those 

Mmmts -when reality invades habitual consciousness when habit is said 

to be lsleeýingl, as a mre "fugitive" experience than the actual 
death of habit (P. 9) . Výben habit is sleeping we may or may not 

suffer pain and a period of transition is not inaugurated. 

The problem of Mr. Knott is like the. other circumstances that 
I 

trouble Watt while he is on the ground floor of Mr. Knott's house: 

in all cases the tension is heightened mimntarily, and in all CýSes 

watt succeeds in nutilating reality so that it can no longer conflict 

with his well-worn 
20 illusion. The scene for this, his seventh 

challe 
, 
nge on the ground floor, is set vdien, me day, watt coxnes across 

Mr. Knott in the 
, 

garden. Mr. Knott's head is bowed, and Watt stands 

beside him looking at the ground. Mr. Knott is probably asleep but 

watt sees "a little blue flower and close by a fat worm burrowing into 

the earth" (W. 144). For a short tirre, until the wrn, is, gone and only 

the flow-er reinains, master and servant stand together idth heads bowed. 

One day the flower Would be gone zmd only the worm reTrain, but on 
this particular day it was the flower that rezained, and the wom 
that went. (W. 145) 

19. Later Arthur says the words "Knott family", but by this tirre Watt is 
beyond caring. See belav pp. 259f. 

20. He is middle aged and has "literally" exjýienoed nothing since the 

. 
age of fourteen or fifteen (W. 70) %bich he cannot fonmlate satisfactorily. 
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In the Addenda that close Watt we learn that at some point Arthur 
(the serrv-ant who replaces Watt on the ground floor) refers to the 
"Knott farrMly" : 

This was the first tirre Watt had heard the words Knott fam ily. 
There had been a tirre when they would have pleased him, and the 
thought they tendered, that Mr. Knott too was serial, in a 
vermicular series. But not now. (W. 254; italics added) 

Here the worm is explicitly connected with the series that have 
been Watt's habit's mainstay against the obstacles put in its way 
by reality. The series of dogs, of rien, of pictures, of series, 
and ultimately of Knotts are wormlike and have no rrore contact 
with experiences they purport to explain than the worm has with the 
little blue flower in the garden. The wom can thus be seen as 
linked with the way in which Watt's habit tries to serialise Mr. Knott, 
and the flower as identified withýthe unique reality of Mr. Knott that 
can threaten Watt's habit. 

The wom and f1cwer in-age serves to introduce the challenge 
afforded by Mr. Knott and to indicate the outccm. "On this particular 
day it was the flower that ren-ained and the uorm that went". This is 
the introduction of the challenge, for if there is to be any challenge 
at all, there has to be som possibility that the wonn - habit - will 
disappear for a while. so Mr. Knott must be seen, if only briefly, 
as an eneny of Watt's sensible habits of mind, an enemy with the 
potential to undern-Line Watt's prejudices: 

!I 
The figure of whidi Watt saretin-es caught a glinpse, in the vestibule, 
-in the garden, was seldan the sarm figure, from one glance to the 
next, but so various, as far as Watt could rrake out... that Watt 
would never have supposed it was the same, if he had not kncwn that 
it was Mr. Knott. (W. 146) 

Watt is so far, 'at this point, from his usual serialising that he can 
hardly connect Mr. Knott-at-one-mment with Mr. Knott-at-another- 

mment. Far from being able to conceive of a "Ynott family",, a series 
of Knotts, Watt cannot even conceive of Mr. ]Knott. Mat little he 
does see of Mr. Knott, he does not see clearly, and he both wants and 
fears the direct perception of the reality of mr. Knott. Thus he has 

recognised the potential for joy and for terror that such perception 
entails. 

2 
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The morent passes. "One day the flower would be gone and 

only the wrm, remain". This heralds the subjugation of the encny 

c& habit. Watt robs dread and longing of their ability to make him 

Buffer by reducing thm, as is his wont, to manageable proportions: 

But as tirre, as tirre will, drew on, and Watt's period of service 
on the ground floor approached its term, then this wish and this 
fear, and so this sorrow and this gladness, like so many other &- -c- ks mvicl 

oiuer sorrows and gladnesses,, grew duller and duller and, gradually 
ceased to be felt, at all. (W. 145) 

Miere are several different possible reasons given for why this 
bappens and no reasm for preferring one explanation to any of the 

others. The effect, however, is the san-e no ratter what the cause. 
Dread and longing, inevitable reactions to an awareness that there 
is potential for change, are eamasculated and are thus no longer 

able to threaten to relieve,, deprive VIAtt of the boredm of. living. 
4 

abis gradual elizd-nation of dread of, and of longing for, 
direct perception of Mr. Knott is very closely tied to the gradual 

elimination of the suffering caused by the experience of irreducible 

nothingness and the failure of words. Before he leaves the ground 
f2oor it has, as I will show, becom inperative that he rid these 

elusive, but vexy dangerous enemies of their power to kill his habit. 

I 
Before ue proceed, however,, Watt's progress so far should be 

assessed. 

7he seven challenges that I have discussed are challenges to 

Watt's habit. In each case he experiences,, if only rrrxrentarily,, the 

total absence of relation that is the flux of reality. Watt's habit 

excludes this flux and tries to create an illusion of fixity. To 

11att, therefore, reality is literally nothiýg: it has no place in his 

outlook. 

His habitual need, which Beckett calls the need of Dives,, is the 

need to maintain the illusion that there are relationships between 

things and that these can be understood. In Beckett's view, man is 

mt totally under the domination of habit or of the habitual need of 

Dives,, i. e. he does not only need the comfort of illusion: he also 

I 
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needs,, hwever seldom this need con-es to the fore I to confront 
the disturbing beauties and cruelties of reality, to dispcnse,, for 

a tine, with all prejudice and all illusion. This need that is the 

need to abandon the security of habit's false fi'Xity is what Beckett 

calls the need of Lazarus. 

In Watt, habit is in a very powerful position and allows no 
mre than a fleeting awareness of reality. His need for satisfaction, 
for inmxuty from unsdtisfactory reality, never lets his need for 

unsatisfactory reality get the upper hand for long enough to kill the 

habit it would have irade defunct. Since reality is in flux, and 

zince Watt's habit renuins as it)always was, the discrepancy between 

the real world (inexplicable conposite of inner and outer) and Watt's 
habitual projection of the world becomes wider as tin-e goes m. His 

habit-is in one sense like a photograph taken of London in 1939: in 

1940 it is badly out of date, in 1941 mre so, etc. 
21 The need to 

bring it up to date becomes mre and n-cre insistent. The vol I ce of 
this insistence is the voice of Lazarus. on the occasions on which 

Mtt experiences what he calls nothing, Lazarus is confronting Dives 

with the reality that Dives has, through fear of change, excluded. 

The results of these confrontations have been varied. 

Watt seerrs to have been successful in turning nothing into som-- 
thing, in wrapping a disturbance up in words, on most of these occasions. 
The problerm. of the Galls, of'the food and the dog,, of the bell,, of 
the. length of Watt's stay, seem to have been solved to his satisfaction 

since he seens able to forget them. As far as the picture in Erskine's 

roam is concerned, he seerrs to have been neither successful nor unsuccess- 

ful: not successful to the extent that the significance of the picture 

as a particular object is not annihilated but only gradually din-Linishing;. 

not unsuccessful to the extent that he sees the picture as one of a 

series. There is, it mst not be forgotten, at least a possibility 

21. The photograph image is, of course, insufficient to express the com- 
plexities of the workings of habit since a photograph is inanimate and 
unable to. generate, any change in itself; habit can at least alter 
quantitatively, as it 'digests' experiences that are not alien to it,, 
and it can die when confronted with sorrething totally 'indigestible'. 
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that sore - or even all - of the problems he seem to have solved 

are, in fact, one problem, variously interpreted (see W. 75). If 

this is the case - and we have no way of knowing - then he is not 

strictly speaking successful in these instances: they nust, rather, 
resenble the problem of the painting in being neither solved nor 

unsolved, since his formulation has to be revised. 

rilie problem of the painting is the type, then (if not necessarily 
the only one) of these problems that require re-fonmlation. The 

reason for the. gradual diminution of the troublesare aspects of this 

type of problem will becove clear in our discussion of Watt's period 

of service on the first floor. For the n-cmnt it is enough to say 
that, since. this type of problem allows of interim, if not of definitivej. 

solution, it does not unduly threaten Watt's habit. 
S 

There remain, however, those incidents that Watt has conpletely 
failed to fornulate in any satisfactory way. of these w learn - can 
learn - nothing at all: 

As to giving an exanple of the second event, namely the failure,, 
that is clearly quite cut Of the question.. For there we have to 
do with events that resisted all Watt's efforts to saddle them with 
reani 

, 
ng, and a forrmla, so that he could neither think of them, 

nor speak of them, but only suffer them, when they recurred. (W. 75) 

Mr. Knott's rkmmr and the fact that of him Watt knows nothing (W., 
/ 
147) 

which mans that we can know nothing of him either - niake him the 

prototype of all these experiences of nothiýng. ;I 

At the end of Watt's period on the ground floor, he gradually 

rids this type of experience of its ability to make him s uffer and of 
its ability to n-ake him long for, dread anything. The way in which 
this is possible will be seen in Watt's reaction to the last of the 

incidents that trouble him during this period. 

The Telephone Call 

one day the telephone ri 
' 
ngS and a voice, claiming to be the 

voice of a friendi asks how Mr. Knott is. 
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Watt stated this incident as follows: 
A friend,, sex uncertain, of Mr. Knott telephoned to know how 

he was. 
Cracks soon appeared in this fonmiation. 
But Watt was too tired to repair it. watt dared not tire hirmelf 

further. 
How often he had pooh-poohed it, this danger of tiring himself 

further. Pooh-pooh,. he had said, pooh-pooh,, and set to,, to repair 
the cracks. But not now. 

Watt was now tired of the ground floor, the ground floor had 
tired watt out. (W. 147) 

From this it is clear* that Watt has mt survived his ordeals effort- 
lessly. His battles with the foes of his habit have been uon (to 

the extent that they have been won) 'at sorre cost: he is tired. His 

habits of mind have repeatedly tried to forrmlate and re-fonmlate 

nothingness, and these fo=ulations have repeatedly been cracked. 
up till now he has set to, to repair the cracks. He is ncw ready 

to I crack up 

His habit has shown itself resistant to change up to =, 7, but 

the very fact that it could'be threatened so often and so seriously 

den-onstrates its defectiveness. He has suffered fran contact with 

reality. "Suffe--ing", Beckett writes in Proust, "represents the 

anission" of habit's duty, "whýther through negligence or inefficiency" 

(P. 16). Watt's "fugitive" experiences of suffering,, while abortive 
(since they have not led to any transition), occur alarmingly often 

and show that Watt's habit is_ guilty of a serious omission of its duty 

to shield Watt from reality. 

if his habit is verely negligent it can, like any top-hatted 

Minister of Security, be nade to take its responsibilities more 

seriously,. to pay nore attention to its duties. If his habit is in- 

efficient then it must either die or recruit new forces to its arsenal. 

As we have seen,, Watt's faculties of sight, hearing, etc. are very 

rruch on the alert. His n*ental faculties are if possible even more so - 

the prose is littered with phrases like "Watt wondered", "on further 

reflexion", "the ansvý to that would be this", "and the reason for that 

was this", and with lists, pages long,, of permutations and corbinations. 

His rational, sensible, facultative habit is strained to its limits. 

This is why he is tired by the end of his stay on the. ground floor: 
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"This constant tension of scre of his most, noble faculties tired 

Watt greatly" (W. 83) - Iýegligence is not the problan. 

Watt's habit is inefficient in the circumstances of Mr. Knott's 
house. It does mt have the paqer,, in its present arsenal,, to screen 
Watt from reality properly. It niust either die or expand its capab- 
ilities. If it dies, a qualitative change will corm about; if it 

ehlarges, it will even further delay the conling of the new day because 
its pcwer to keep reality at bay will have been increased. 

A note is in order about the gulf separating qualitative fran 

quantitative change in Beckett. Habit, Beckett writes in Proust,, is 

a camprcn-&se effected between the individual and his inner and 

outer worlds. In "Tal Coat" Beckett speaks of this painter as 
"straining to enlarge the statenent of a conpromise" (DGD 1,102). 

Coat has,, in Beckett's view,, failed to "stir frm the field of the 

possible". What this mans is that he has failed to accept that 

there is no relation between the reality of the perceiving subject 

and the reality of the perceived object. There is only a quantitative 
("question of degree", Beckett says) difference between the painting 
of Tal Coat and all previous painting. The value of Coat's painting 
is "cognate with those balues, 7 already accurmlated" (DGD 1,, 102). 

As against this enlargement, this change of degree, Beckett wants to 

see art turning away "in di. sgust" frm "puny exploits": he wants to 

see a qualitative change, a departure from what he calls the "dreary 

road No armunt of progress on that dreary road can bring about. the 

qualitative change that Beckett feels is necessary. 
22 

Watt is tired and yet cracks are appearing in his fo=ulation of 
the telephone call. The cracks will widen. ' His habit rmst either 

22. In this respect there is no difference betme-en what Beckett writes 
in the dialogues and what he writes in the two articles on the 
van Velde brothers. The road taken by the brothers, he writes in 
"Peintres de VEVID66herrenV', is a new road (already bifurcated) 
totally unlike the "chernin des repentis" and totally unlike "le 
chernin qui Wen est plus un, rrais une dernie"re tentative de vivre 
sur le pays conquis" (PE. 3). Tal Coat, presumably, is one of the 
trepentent', for in the dialogue he is associated with those who 
have "turned wisely tail, before the ultimate penury" (DGD 111,122). 
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enlarge its powers or die. He tries once rmre to believe that 

the mthi. ngs are scmethings. 

Miat had he learnt? Nothing. - 
What Md he knaq of Mr. Knott? Nothing. 
of his anxiety to irrprove, of his anxiety to understand, of his 

anxiety to get well,, what remained? Nothing. 
But was not that souething? 
He saw himself then, so little, so poor. And now,, littler, 

poorer. Was not that sanething? 
So sick, so alone. 
And ncw. 
sicker,, aloner. 
Was not that scrnething? 
As the cmparative is something. Whether rmre than its positive 

or less. Whether less than its superlative or more. 
Red,, bluer,, yellowist Zs_Lic7,, that old dream was ended, half-ended, 

ended. Again. 
A little before rmming. (W. 147; italics added) 23. 

He is not sure. This is" the final crisis Of his stay a' the ground 
floor. . His "old drearre' is his habit's old dream of establishing 

comectjon$, relationships. That the things it tries to see as 

ccnnected are not in reality connected is clear: "red, bluer, yellowist". 

valen Ilatt first sat dam in the kitchen of Mr. Knott's house, there 

apparently remained "six, five, four hours still, of the old dark, the 

old burden" (W. 38); now it is "a little before morning": the prospect 
for the new day that will find Watt's habit dead and him directly 

facing the beauties and cruelties of reality is closer now than it' has 

been since his arrival in Mr. Knott's house. 

But the old dream is "ended, half-ended, ended. Again'. Instead 

of an actual death, the earth only "LeemZs', 7 dressed for the. grave" (W. 

148; italics added) and instead of the "day without precedent at last" 

(W. 63) , there is only a rmrning when the milkboy reasures out the milk 
"with all his usual liberality" (W. 148; italics added). 

It should be clear that anything that is perceived as , usual,, is 

being perceived with the eyes of habit. When habit dies the day and 

everything in it (including the ex-victim of habit, see Proust, 20) is 

totally unprecedented since the connections which habit assures us exist 

between instants* of tim have been annihilated. There is nothing usual 

about reality 

23. Sare editions of Watt have "ended, half ender, endest"; again the 
inplications of a Fc-mparison, and thus Of Vantitative change, are 
clear. 
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It is not , of course, in fact a usual rroming. That Erskine has 

gone and a strange iran arrived are clear indications of change. Every 

nx)rning is, in reality, entirely unprecedented. Vyl-, at we mist concern 

ourselves with here, however, is whether or not Watt can be seen as 

m7are of anything unprecedented and the answer is no. The change of 

servants is easily assimilable into his habit of viewing the servants 

as a series. 

It is here, following directly on Watt's final attenpt to turn 

nothing into scuething, that he solves the prcblem of nothingness to 

his satisfaction, to the satisfaction of his habit. Too tired to 

rnake repeated attenpts to turn nothing into scmething, to repair 

cracked fonrulations, etc., he has expanded his habit to include 

nothingness. This, in my opinion, explains how 24 he. can stop feeling 

hope and fear at the prospect of direct contact with the nothingness 

of mr. Knott, and how it happens that he stops needing the "semantic 

succour" of fonrulas that won't crack. 

The kind of enlargeiTent of habit, of his curr ent facultative 

habit,, that this acceptance of nothingness has required, and the con- 

sequences of this enlargenent, will be seen in the following discussion 

of Watt's period of service on the first floor of Mr. Knott's house. 

Watt on the First Floor of Mr. Kmtt's House 

Watt learned towards the end of his stay in Mr. Knott's house to 
accept that nothing had happened, that a nothing had happened., 
learned to bear it and even, in a shy way, to like it. But then 
it was too late. (W. 77) 

TAb are to learn very little about the period that watt spends 

on the first floor (Part III of the novel). In the Addenda there is 

a passage which explicitly connects the paucity of material on this 

24. Various possible reasons why this happens have, as has been noted, 
been listed by the narrator, and all are hypothetical. 
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period with Watt's ability to accept nothing - with, in fact, 

the above quotation: 

Watt learned to accept etc. Use to explain poverty of Part III. 
watt cannot speak of what happened on first floor, because for the 
greater part of. the time nothing happened,, without his protesting. 
(W. 248) 

it is "too late" now for the experience of nothingness to clash with 
Watt's habit and to cause him to change since the experience of 
nothingness is now a cmfortable and familiar experience that his 

habit has assimilated. He has no need to protest at this experience 

any longer. 

It is a conccinitant of his acceptance of nothingness that he 

should accept the failure of words. At first, -as we have seen, he 

longed for. Erskine 1. s -voice "to speak of the little world of Mr. Knott's - 
establishment, with the old words, 'the old credentials" (W. 81). 

"Much later%-but still while Watt is on the ground floor, 'Erskine 
does speak to Wattr ask him questions: % 

These questions, absurd as they uxe-re, constituted nevertheless an 
acknowledgement of Watt that Watt was not sla, 7 to appreciate. But 
he would have appreciated it =re if it had ccme earlier, before 
he had grcum used to his loss of species. (W. 82; italics added) 

The connection between habit and growing used to anything has been 

noted. Now, on the first floor, Arthur converses with Watt on several 

occasions,, yet Watt doesn't even camTent -on the "acknowledgen-ent" of his 

existence that these conversations constitute. The process of accep- 
ting nothingness is now carplete. It began on the ground floor when 
he felt, as he did at times, "a feeling closely resembling the feeling 

of satisfaction at his being so neglected, by the last rats" (w. 81), 

and it continued thzoughout his stay there when he appreciates Erskine's 

questions less than he would have earlier on, and it is now complete. 
The differenoe is entirely quantitative; Watt has, with time, learned 

to accept nothingness and grown used to the meaninglessness of words. 

He no longer feels the need to turns nothings into somethings or the 

need for semantic succour since the absence of relationship between 

, Words and things no longer worries him. 

In both these cases, the absence of a relationship - between a 
thing and nothing,, between uords and things - has been turned into a 
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new term of relation. 

What this rmans can be shown by developing further the carparison 
between Watt and the n-Odern. painters vhom Beckett discusses in his 
dialogues with Georges Duthuit. 

An artist n-zy get to the stage where he has to admit that there 
is an absence of relationship between hirmelf, as perceiving subject, 
and the cbject of his. perception (or "occasion"). So too, I would 

suggest, Watt has, by the end of his period of service on the ground 
floor, got to the stage where he has to admit that there is an absence 

of relationship between scan-thing and nothing, between words and reality, 
between his fonmlation of an event (e. g. the telephone call) and the 

event itself. The realization that there is no relationship does 

not, however, necessarily lead to the art of a new order that is 

qualitatively different from any previous art. "All that is required 

ncw", Beckett says, "in order to bring even this horrible natter to 

an acceptable conclusion, is to rmke of this submission, this admission, 

this fidelity to failure,, a new occasion,, a new term of relation" (DGD 

111,125). It is possible, in other words, to treat the absenoe-of- 

relationship-between-perceiving-subject-and-perceived-cbject as a new 

object perceived by the subject. Since in reality there is no relation- 

ship of any kind*- cannot be since all is in flux - the artist who 

sets up any relationship, including this one, is turning away from 

direct contact with reality. In bringing even the "horrible matter" 

that is awareness of the inaccessibility of reality to an-"acceptable 

conclusion", he is turning "wisely tail, before the ultimate penury" 
(DGD 111,122). Watt's ability to accept nothi. ngness can be seen as 

the result of the same kind of cxx,; ardly and habitual wisdom. This is 

the only way that it is possible for the creature of habit - whether he 

be Tal coat, Masson, or Watt - to accept nothingness. Instead of 
, 
facing 

the "incoercible absence of relationship" that is nothingness, realityr 

watt has (like Tal Coat and Masson and uncountable others) treated 

nothingness as a new object of his habitual perception - has,, if you 
like, become a nihilist, for whcrn nothingness is an article of faith. 

As-I showed in the discussion of Beckett's aesthetics, there is 

alrbiguity about the value of turning the absence of relationship into 
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a new term of relationship. Although Beckett, in "Brmn van Velde", 

the dial 
, 
ogue, considers this as equivalent to shunning awareness of 

the disturbing inexplicability of reality, in "Peintres de 1'Eao-che- 

re-nt" he describes Bram and Geer van Velde approvingly as having 

through their art glinpsed precisely such a new tem of relaticnship 

on the new road on, to uhich they are leading painting. We cannot, 

of course, rerely assume that only the formr of these views held 

by Beckett is relevant to Watt at this stage,, but we can show this. 

The new relationship is of value only if it is a new road: if it is 

still part of the old dreary road then it is as valueless as any 
habitual procedure. Only,, therefore, if Watt's old habit can justif- 

iably be seen to have died before he espouses the new way of looking 

at nothingness, is it possible to view his acceptance of nothingness 

as incorrpatible with his old habit (as, in other words,, a spontaneous 

experience). As I have shown, this old habit has not died and therefor6 

the new term of relationship applauded in "Peintres de VEnjAcherrent" 

is inapplicable here. Further evidence that Watt's habit has not 

undergone any qualitative change is to be found in a conparison. 
between Watt now and Watt as he was. 

By the en: 1 of his stay on. the ground floor Watt's 'facultative' 

habit is tired. Naw,, on the first floor, his semses are, it seers,, 
less acute than they used to be. He rerrains "in particular ignorance" 

of "the nature of Mr. Knott" and explains this by "on the one hand 

the exiguity of the iraterial propounded to his senses, and on the other 
the decay of these" (W. 199). His senses, one of the maiinstays of 
his habit, are on the decline. Decay, any quantitative change, is' 

a notion fabricated by habit. In reality ("red, bluer, yellowist") , 
where everything is totally disconnected fran everything else, 
including mvents of tim, every change is a qualitative change - "We 

are not nerely mre weary because of yesterday, we are other, no longer 

what we were before the calardty of yesterday- (P. 3). It is habit, 

shielding us from. realityi that clings to the "old dread' that is 

the notion of causal, tenporal, serial connection. The fact that 

watt can consider his senses ncw in relation to his senses as they 

used to be shcwsagain that his habit has not stopped sheltering him 

from reality. He. is as dogged as ever in his conviction that his 

habitual facultative approach is capable of solving all his problem, 
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and he continues to use his faculties adarmntly and to the best of 
his ability in the saim way as he did earlier on, if with less 

effectiveness. 
25 This is clear in the statemnts he rrakes about 

the first two stages (of eight) of his period of service on the 
first floor: 

Now with Knott part of night, rrost of day. Up to now ch so little 
heard, ch so little seen. F! rom rroming till night. Mmt then this 
I saw, this I heard? Dim, quiet thing. Ears, eyes, now also 
failing. So I mved in mist, in hush. (W. 162) 26 

To orb,, pale blur,, dark bulk. To dr=, low puffj, low puff. To 
skin, gross rrass, gross nass. To srrell, stale smllt stale srrell. 
To tongue, tart sqeats,, tart sweats. (W. 163) 27 

it does not - cannot utdle he is so daninated by habit - occur to 

Watt that the reality of Mr. Knott is inaccessible to such an approach. 
Sin-&larly it did not occur to Hackett that the reality of what he 

saw on the other side of the road was inaccessible to the facultative 

approach. The nothingness of reality is by definition inaccessible. 

Mr. Knott was harbour, Mr. Knott was haven. (W. 133) 

one day they were all four in the garden, Mr. Knott,, Watt,, Arthur 
and Mr. Graves... But the great iras .s of the enpty house was hard 
by. A bound, and they were all in safety. (W. -167) 

As watt rebuffs, one by one, the challenges to his habit, he 

comas to associate Mr. Knott (wiio at first was a threat. to his habit) 

with satisfaction of his need for safety from the baxbs of reality. 

Ndw,, on the first floor, Watt notices an "ambience" of "eirpty hush.. 

airless. glocm" mvi, ng whenever mr. Knott moves about his prendses, an 

anbience "diming all, dulling all, stilling all, nurrbing all, where 

he passed" (W. 199). The relationship that Watt creates between hixrself 

25. It might be suggested that human beings can do nothing else. This, 
however, is clearly not Beckett's view: as ue have seen, the habits 
of Belacqua and of Murphy are entirely different - they shut their 
eyes to reality instead of inspecting it attentively and habitually. 

26. "Day of nost, night of part, Knott with now. Now till up,, little 
seen so oh, little heard so oh. Night till morning from. Heard I 
this, saw I this then what. Thing quiet, dim. Ears, eyes, failing 
ncw also. Hush in, mist in, moved I so, " 

27. "Ot bro, lap rulb, krad klub - Ot murd, wol fup, 
- wol fup. Ot niks, 

sorg sam, sorg sam. Ot lerrs, lats lerrs,, lats lems. Ot gnut,, trat 
stews, trat stews. " "Stews" may be 'sweets' rather than 'sweats',, 
although 'sweats' is certainly possible: earlier Watt kept his 
taste-buds active by carrying around a portable spittoon (W. 83). 
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and Mr. Kmtt. can be seen by conparing Mr. Knott as lie is rxv 

seen to be and Watt as he is now (or as he is seen by Sam). This 

relationship is, at first anyway, not one of identity. mr. Knott 
is not seen as identical to Watt at least at the beginning of this 

period. There are certainly similarities between Mr. Knott, as he 

now appears, and Watt, but at this stage there are also dissiMllar- 

ities. 

mr. Knott habitually (W. 201) refrains from touching the buttons 

on his clothes once they have been "adjusted... to his satisfaction" 
(W. 201) ; and he does not seem to know "what is cold, what is heat" 

(W. 202). In short, he seems to Watt to be inume to his surroundings, 
ideally undisturbable. It is to such inrrunity that Watt aspires - 

such imcTunity is the object of Watt's habitual need,, the goal of his 

quest of bives. 

The relationship between Mr. Knott and Watt during the'early 

stages of Watt's stay on the first floor is the relationship between 

one ýwho is thought to be successful in his search for rest and one 

who would like to be successfL4. This relationship is very similar 
to that between the rrental patients (especially Mr. Endon) and 

Mrphy. Murphy "insisted on supposing" that the patients were "imrured 

in mind" (M. 125). He saw them as having achieved the ideal to which 

he aspired, and he resolutely disregarded all evidence to the contrary. 

watt now sees Knott as having achieved the imrunity fram the flux of 

reality to which Watt,, as a creature of habit, is aspiring. He has 

only been able to see Knott in this light by, ignoring,, as I will 

show, all indications that contradict this supposition. 

That ; -Iatt's cwn need for imTunity has not been satisfiecl can be 

shown with reference to a few occasions when, on the first floor,, he 

finds it necessary to alert the forces of his habit in a manner rerdn- 
iscent of the tactics used on the ground floor. 

He pays the "closest attention" (W. 197) to Arthur's story and 
is glad when Arthur cuts it short28 since it has "tired" Watt. He 

28. Arthur's story is told outside the house (though not outside the 
grounds) and it is not finished because Arthur desires "to leave LaAt 
and return to Mr. Knott's house, to its mysteries, to its fixity", for 
he has been absent longer from them than he can bear (W. 190). The 
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admits that he hasn't quite finished with the kind of ingc: nious 

explanation of the inexplicable that he used to resort to, that Arthur 
is now resorting to (11.199). 29 

And he is, we discover# "still 

extremely curious . 30 
about night sounds (W. 212). Attentivero-Isso 

attenpts to explain the inexplicable, and curiosity are,, as wo- have 

seen, sam of the ways that his habit has reacted when confronted by 

something that clashes with its projection of the world. The fact 

that Watt has to resort to such tactics shows that reality is still 

capable of threatening him. 

The nothingness of Mr. Knott that Watt can accept is not the 

saim as -is in fact infinitely far from -, the nothingness of reality. 

In approaching Mr. Knott Watt is approaching what he calls the 

tenple, the teacher, the source, of nought (W. 164), and this is 

the nothingness that his habit has assimilated and accepted. 

The difference between these two can again, perhaps, be 

best expressed in terms of numbers: it is the difference between 

0, on the one hand, and pi or ý2 on the other. 

Pi. and /7 are irrat: Ional nuTbers, unrelated both to each other 
(and to other irrational nunt)ers) and to all the rational nunbers. 

They are off, the-ladder of rationality, accessibility. Nought (0) 

is part, in fact the-centre of, the ladder G.. -3, -2, -1,0, +1,, +2, 

+3... ) of rationality that stretches to infinity on either side of it. 

In shrinking fran intolerable nothingness, from pi and /2-, 

Watt is again like those painters discussed in Beckett's dialogues with 

28. (cont. ) story told by Arthur is a mental venture into the external 
world and a possible source of disturbance and confusion. 

29. Watt sympathises with Arthur's atterrpts to understand the appeal of 
Mr. Knott's house and the occasional need to leave it: "Had not he 
ZRatt7 himself, in the beginning, resorted to similar shifts? 1-. as he 
finished with them now? Well, almst" (W. 199). This is further 
evidence that Watt is quantitatively rather than qualitatively changed. 

30. Note that by the evening of his departure from Mr. Knott's hcuse 
Watt is no longer curious: Watt "heard dully the first night sounds" 
(W. 214; italics added) . 
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Georges Duthuit, who have atteirpted to "escape" from their sense 

of failure, "with a kind of Pythagorean terror, as though the irrat- 

ionality of pi were an offence against the deity, not to mention his 
, 31 

creaturd . (, And Beckett continues: "My cases since I am in the dockp 

is that van Velde is the first to desist from, this estheticised 

autcmatism, the first to submit uholly to the incoercible absence of 

relation, in the absence of tenm, or, if you like, in the presenoe 
of unavailable terns... " DGD 111, -125) . 

Reality, inaccessibility,, irrationality, nothingness, 
32 

all these 

tenrs are used by Beckett for the world excluded fran habit's projection 

of the wrld. Pi and 12-,, as synbols for what Watt's rational habit 

cannot cope with, are the enezdes of his habit. Nought,, on the contraryp 
is its keystone. Since Watt now sees Mr. Knott as the sourcef etc., 

of nought, it will be as he approaches Mr. Knott that he will approach 

- and, as we will see, find - satisfaction of his habitual neede 
identification with Knott. 

Tcwards Nought and Identification at last 

AttainTrent of a goal, satisfaction of a need, is, Beckett writes 
in Proust (P. 3)., "the identification of the subject with the object 

of his desire". (He also calls it "total possession", which again is 

'$only to be achieved by the identification of subject and object" P. 

41). 

In order to approach the "nqughtness" of Knott watt has to beomie 

like nought. In order to satisfy his habitual need he has to becane 

identified with nought, to beaxre nought, to beccm (since he thinks 

Knott is nought) Knott. He has to beccme the kind of nothingness that 

is bearable. 

31. See the other camrients made about the pythagoreans in , Les Deux 
Besoins" and in "Dream", quoted on p. 68 above. 

32. If irrationality, nothingness, or inaccessibility is made into a 
cult, an article of faith, then it is a habit, as in the case of 
ýlacquals habitual atterpts to achieve his Linbese state and in the 
case of Yfurphy's habitual atterrpts to inm=e himself in mind. Watt 
is, at this stage, rmre like the earlier characters than he was in 
the beginning since he now has an article of faith. 
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It is this process of coirdng to find, to learn, to have, and to 

love the noughtness of Knott that is described in the statermnt that 
Watt rakes about the third stage of his stay on the first floor: 

Abandoned rry little to find him. Forgot rry little to learn him. 
Rejected ry little to have him. Reviled rnv little to love him. 
To hi: m I brought this body horrejess, this ndnd ignoring, these 
enptied hands, this eriptied heart. To the terrple. To the teacher. 
7b the souroe. Of nought. (W. 164) 33 

Watt's need for Mr. Knott is satisfied by the fourth stage of 
Watt's stay on the first floor. In the statement that he makes about 
this time Watt explicitly says that he has what is required to satisfy 
this need: "Mat did need? Knott. Txbat had got? Knott. " The crucial 

point is, however, that his uorries are not over, that he remains urr- 

satisfied even utien his need for Knott is satisfied. He continues 
his statement: "Was cup full? Pah! " (W. 164) . 

34 

In Proust Beckett writes of the "perpetumn mbile of our 
disillusicns": 

7he aspirations of yesterday were valid for yesterday's ego, not for 
today's. Vb are disappointed at the nullity of what we are pleased 
to Call attainvent. But what is attainrmnt? The identification of 
the SubJect with the cbject of his desire. The subject has died - 
and perhaps nmw tims - on the way. For subject B to be disappointed 
by the banality of an object chosen by subject A is as illogical as 
to expect one's hunger to be dissipated by the spectacle of Uncle 
Cating his dinner. (P. 3) 

Watt's habit sw in Mr. Knott its ideal of irrmmity fxcn the flux Of 

reality -"Mr. Knott was harbour, Mr. Knott was haven". In identifying 

himelf with Mr. Knott he, as a creature dcn-&nated by habit, hoped to 

achieve this ideal for hirmelf. But in reality neither Mr. Knott nor 
Watt (nor any human being, no rmtter how fixed in his ideas, no ratter 
how nuch he shies away frcm the realisation)' is iumne fran flux. 

7he world projected by Watt's habit is illusory. He is not m4are 
of the reality either of himelf or of Mr. Knott except uhen lazarus 

33. "Of nought. To the source. To the teacher. To the tenple. To him 
I brought. This cnptied heart. These cnptied hands. This ndnd 
ignoring. This body homeless. To love him my little reviled. ýý little 
rejected to have him. My little to learn him forgot. Abandoned my 
little to find him. " 

34. "Doen did taw? Tonk. Tog da. taw? Tonk. Luf puk saw? Hap! " "Taw" 
may be *watt" rather than '%dot"; in either case the iwplication is 
clear. 
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makes it iqpossible for him to ignore it, and even then, as we 
have seen, so fleetingly that his habit has not so far died. But 
even if he isn't often aware of the flux of reality, he is, and Mr. 
Knott is,, subject to that flux. watt (or Knott, or anyone) at one 
mamnt is, in reality, as conpletely different from Watt (or Knott, 
or anyone) at the next moment as A is different from B. Beckett's 
people da not admit change, do not let their current habit die, 
but in reality they am almays changing (and their habits, accordingly, 
bc-cxxm, increasingly out-dated). Thus in spite of Watt's conviction 
that Mr. Knott has achieved immmity fXUIL change, and in spite of the 
fact that Watt has satis-fied his need for, becorm identified with, 
Mr. Knott, Watt is still infinitely far from final satisfaction. 
lie was doltxkd in thinking that his need, the habitual need of Dives, 
(any need) could ever be truly satisfied. 

Mr. Kmtt is not, in reality, imune frm reality. "Fumbling", 
"sturrbling", "pausing irresolute", he mves about his premises, with 
which he scam to be "unfamiliar" (W.. 203). His premises cannoto 

0 

of ac)urso,, be identified with reality (nothing can be identified with 
reality), but since familiarity with his enviromr-nt is d=acteristic 
of the creature of habit,. the fact that mr. Ymtt is described as 
bchaving as though he is unfamiliar with his premises suggests that 
he is not as irinvic as Watt thinks to the possibly disturbing aspects 
of his envirmi, nt. Habit's efforts are directed towards reducing the 
strange and the ncw "to the condition of a comfortable and familiar 
oonocpt" (P. 10): Mr. Kmtt'. s habit35 is clearly not succeeding very 
well. Ila so= "unaoquaintod" ulth the beauties of the garden, and 
looks at plants as though they, or he, had been created in the course 

35. Fx. Knott does, of course, have a habit, -as all human beings do: 
ho "habitually" refrains frcF touching the buttons on his clothes 
onoo they have boon "adjusted... to his satisfaction" (W. 201), and 
haj, like Watt, Arthurp and Vx. Graves (the gardener) , is described 
as necKUng only to "bound" into the house in order to be in "safety" 
(W. 167). There soers no reason for thinking mr. Knott anything other 
than a hunm being since he does cat, drink, sleep, etc. (W. 2021, and 
since he and Watt are described as "two men" (nern owtb W. 166). If Watt 
is at ona point described as guilty of "anthropcrwrphic insolence" M 
202) in trying to fathcm Mr. Knott, this seems to me more a result of 
Watt's (and possibly Sam's) mistakenly regarding Knott as an ideally 
imm= being than of any real difference bettkneen than. Mr. Hackett, 
after all, found Watt (who is undoubtedly human) as mysterious and as 
Unfathomable as Watt originally finds Mr. Knott. 
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of the night (W. 203). Ewen in his room, where "he seemd least 

a stranger", and where he "appeared to best advant 
, 
age" (in Watt's 

view), Mr. Knott is not always able to see things in a familiar 

. 17 by the hanging 31(tit: "he sorretirres offered to leave it Zhis roon 
cupboard" (W. 203). That he has not ccm to rest - %hidi would, 

after all, irean an end to bodily existence - is mst clearly shown 
in the fact that he does have needs,, even if these are only, one, 

never to need, and two, a witness to his not needing (W. 202). 

(These, incidentally,. are the needs of Dives, habitual needs, and 

not the spontaneous needs of Lazarus: the need of Lazarus is the 

need to need, not Knott's need never to need. ) 

watt is not inuune from reality either. It is spontaneity - 

that part of him that is not dcminated by habit and that therefore 

allows him to perceive realit-y, directly - that forces Watt to realise 

that even when his habitual needs are satisfied his cup is not full. 

, 
Proust writes that "of all humanplants, habit requires the least 

fostering, and. is the first to appear on the seeming desolation of the 

most barren rock" (P. 16). For Beckett it seerris as though habit is 

not only the. first of human plants to appear on the seeming desolation 

of the rrost barren rock but also an extremely hardy plant resistant 

to the atteirpts made to dislodge it, although the possibility always 

remains open. Life, in Proust, is a succession of habits. There is 

no evidence to show that the one watt started with has yet given way 
36 

to another: he so far has consistently resisted the danger to this habit 

36. Similarly there was no evidence in the earlier fictions to show 
that Belacqua's or Murphy's habits ever die, except when the two 
protagonists die physically. 
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posed by reality and has stifled any faculty of suffering that 

could have made him realise that his habitual projection of the 

world bears no resemblance to reality. The possibility of his 

. 
ever admitting change is remote. Yet even at this point he has 
totally failed to shut himself off fycii Lazarus: to do so is im- 

possible. It is Lazarus, perceiving reality directly, irremediably 

and necessarily dissatisfied, that prmpts Watt to say "Pah! " to 
the idea of satisfaction and that causes Watt to feel dissatisfied 
in spite of the factý that his habitual needs have been fulfilled. 

Watt's "Davus ccirplex (morbid dread of sphinges ZL-ic. 7)" M, 

252) is dread of the sphinxes of reality, the dread of inexplicability 
felt by a creature of habit, whose needs are the needs of Dives for 

satisfaction, when confronted with unanm, 7erable questions, with 
mystery, riddle, confusion. The only other time that Beckett uses 
this phrase is in "Denis Devlin" when he defines the habitual need 
of Dives (DD. 290). 1 

- It is the need of Dives that has led Watt to seek refuge from 

the sphinxes of reality that challenge his ccnplacent view of the 

world. Such a refuge fiaL reality, fran Lazarus, is ccnpletelv 
unattainable in realiýy since man is ccxn: )osed of both Dives and 
Lazarus.. So too Murphy's desire for, refuge in his mind is conpletely 
unattainable in reality since man is in reality coaposed of both mind 
and body. 

. 
To the extent - and it is considerable - that Belacqua, Murýhy, 

and Watt want refuge, inTmmity, Beckett provides resistance against 
their delusion and the "evil and necessary" (P. 29) structure of their 

habits that are ultimately a denial of what, it means to be a human being. 

The crisis for Murphy came vdien he realised that his goal was unattain- 

able. There have been man y crises in Watt's existence in Mr. Knott's 

house, but it is only here, in the crisis following his -&rareness of 
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the inadequacy of satisfying secondary, habitual needs, that he 

realises that his goal is unattainable. Until now he could comfort 
himself by pretending that it is attainable and that his only 
problem was that he had not yet succeckled in attaining it. Having 
identified his need for imamity with his need for Knott, having 

satisfied this need, identifying himself with Knott, having found 

that he is decidedly not imame (Pah! ) from reality, he is faced 

with the realisation that he has been deluded in thinking Knott- 

ness, nought-ness, tolerable nothingness, identical with imminity. 

Unable to hide frcm hirrself the fact that his cup is mt fullo 

Watt has two alternatives - there are always two alternatives when 
habit is confronted with reality: he can either accept dissatisfaction 

and briefly face reality, or he can reject dissatisfaction and retreat 

yet again fran reality. As we saw Murphy, and as we have at earlier - 
stages seen Watt, so now we will again see Watt retreat from reality. 

Nought Confronted with Inexplicable Nothingness 

Watt tries to explain his undeniable dissatisfaction away. 
First he doubts whether in fact he needs anything, then he doubts 

whether in fact his need has been satisfied: "But did need? Perhaps 

not. But had got? Know hot. " (W. 164). 37 He cannot be sure and he 

has to be sure: uncertainty is anathema to habit. 

(In "Peintres de llEnpý-chemntll Beckett criticises attempts to 

escape uncertai 

... ce qui inporte, si Von ne veut. pas ajouter a son trouble et a 
celui des autres devant la peinture moderne et autres sujets de disser- 
tation, clest d'affirmr que1que chose, que ce soit sans precedent ou 
avec,, et (fly rester fi&le. Car en affinrant. que1que chose et y restant 
fid6le, quoi qulil arrive, on peut finir par. se faire une opinion sur 
presque Winporte quoi, me bonne opinion bien solide capable de durer 
toute la vie... Et. cela seirble etre tout particulie'rement. vrai des 
opinions ayant trait A la peinture noderne... Mais en. affirmant, un 
beau jour, avec fenret6, et puis encore le lendemain, et. le surlendemaint 
et tous les jours, de la peinture mderne qulelle est ceci, et ceci 
seulermnt, alors dans Vespace de dix, douze ans on saura ce que clest. 
que la peinture roderne, peut-etre n-em assez bien pour pouvoir en 

N faire profiter ses amis, et sans avoir eu a passer le meilleur de ses 

37. "Deen did tub? Ton sparp. Tog da tub? Ton wonk. " 
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loisirs dans des soi-disant galeries, 4troites, encord=Ces et ml 
eclairees, a% Vinterroger des youx. Vest-a-dire quo Von saura tout 
ce qulil yaa savoir sur la formule adopt6e, ce qui constitute la 
'fin'de toute, science. Savoir ce qulon veut dire, voilý la sagesse. ) 
(PE. 1) 

Dates are not assigned to any of these events on the first floor, 
ar-d,, in particular, we do not know 

, 
if this question of dissatisfaction 

is developed in the subsequent account of sorre of Watt's doings on 
the first floor (it doesn't appear to be). It is therefore inpossible 
to tell very much abcýit how he copes with it. The only statements 
that we can be sure refer to a tirm subsequent to this fourth stage 
of his stay on the first floor, when he encounters the prob1cm, are 
those statezents that refer to the fifth, sixth,, and seventh stagest 
and to his condition when he leaves Knott's house. 

The -Stateirent cýbout the fifth stage seerns to reinforoe the 

expression of the prcblerd-. 

shave, held say. When had got things ready to shave, the bowl,, the 
brush, the powder, the razor, the soap, the sponge, the towel, the 
water, No, he'd say. Wash, held say. When had got things ready to 
wash, the basin, the brush, the glove, the salts,, the soap, the sponge# 
the towel, the water,, No, held say. Dress, held say. When had got 
things ready to dress, the o6at, the drawers,, the shirt,, the shoes, 
the socks, the trousers, the vest, the waistcoat, No, held say. (W. 
165) 38 

Here Watt is doing everything he can to satisfy Knott and is being en-- 
tirely unsuccessful since the orders keep changing. He is doing every- 
thing possible but all his (puny) exploits met with the sane negative 
response. He is here clearly not identified with Knott as he was when 
he said that his need had been satisfied,, but rather the servant of an 
irrplacable master.. 

38. "Say held, No, waistcoat the , vest the, trousers the, socks the, 
shoes the, shirt the, drawers the, coat the,, dress to ready things 

. 
ýot had when. Say he'd, Dress. Say held, No,, water ther towel the, 
spcnge the, soap the, salts the, glove the, brush the,, basin the, 
wash to ready things got had when. Say held, Wash. Say he'd, No, 
water the, towel the, sponge the, soap the, razor the,, pcwder the, 
brush the, bowl the, shave to ready things got had when. Say held, 
Shave. " 

t. 
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This disparity seeirr. to have lessened considerably by the 

mxt* stage. Knott, in not seen-Ling to know "what is cold,, what is 
heat" (W. 202),, was seen to be irr=e to the shocks to his system 
that can be caused by extreims of terrperature. The statemnt Mide 
abWt the sixth stage of Watt's stay on the first floor shows that 

Watt is now living a similar, but not identical, kind of twilight 

existence undisturbed, unrelieved by extrerms: 

Live(I so for tirre. Not gay, not sad. Not asleep,, not awake. Not 
dead, not alive. Not spirit, not body. Not Knott, not Watt. Till 
day came, to go. (W. 165) 39 

That KnottATatt should appear, here, as a coupling of opposites as 

closely related and as distinct as gay/sad, asleep/awake, etc. and 

that both of any two of these opposites are irrelevant to the two 

n-en, both establishes the close connection between them and shows the 

limits of their resemblance. They are now back on the sarm plane# 10 
but not identified with each other. 

In the seventh and last statenrant, that Watt rrakes about his stay 

on the first floor (there is, we are told, an eighth stage, but of 
this we learn nothing),, Khott and Watt are close, but still not 
identified with each other again: 

Side by side , two iren. All day,, part of night. DuTrb, nurrb, blind. 
Knott look at Watt? No. Watt look at Knott? No. Watt talk to ; 
Knott? No. Knott talk to Watt? No. Miat then did us do? Niks, 40 
niks, niks. Part of night, all day. Tý%o rren, side by side. M 166) 

It is unclear frcm this how Watt copes with the realisation that 

the satisfaction of need is inadequate, although there seerrs little doubt 

that he does cope. His twilight existence C' not gay, not sad", etc. ), 

his coupletely limited vision ("blind") , his silence ("durrb") , his 

39. "Lit yad rec,, ot og. Ton taw,, ton tonk. Ton dcb,, ton trips, Ton 
vila, ton deda. Ton kcwa, ton pelsa. Ton das, don yag. Os 
devil, rof mit. " "Don" (instead of "ton") is probably a ndsprint in 
the edition we are quoting from; the Grove Press edition (New York, 
1959, p. 167) has "ton yag". 

40. "Dis yb dis,, nem owt. Yad la, tin fo trap. Skin, skin, skin. Od 
su did ned taw? On. Tmq ot klat torLk? On. Tonk ot klat taw? On. Tonk 
ta kool, tmR On. Taw ta kool tonk? Nilb,, rmm,, nwd. Tin fo trap, yad 
la. Nem cwt, dis yb dis. " 
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insensitivity C'nurrb") , his inactivity (doing "niks, niks , nik-s") are 

all entirely consistent with his habit and seem to indicate that he 

has sunk even further into the "boredom of living". That this is the 

case is shom in the discussion of his condition when he leaves Mr. 

Knott's house, and it is here, too, that it is possible to discern what 
has happened. 

From time to time Mr. Knott disappeared from his room, leaving Watt 
alone. Mr. Knott was there one moment, and the next gone. But on 
these occasions Watt, unlike Erskine, did not feel impelled to 
institute a search, above stairs and belcw... no, but he remained 
quietly where he was, not w1iolly asleep, not wholly awake, until 
mr. Knott came back. 

Watt suffered neither from the presence of Mr. Knott,, nor from. his 
absence. Whm he was with him, he was content to be with himp and 
when he was away from him, he was content to be away from him. Never 
with relief, never with regret, did he leave him at night, or in the 
morning come to him again. 

This ataraxy covered the entire house-rocm, the pleasure-garden, 
the vegetable garden and of course Arthur. 

So that when the time cane for Watt to depart, he walked to the 
gate with the utmost serenity. (W. 207) 

At the end of his stay in Mr. Knott's house, Watt is indifferent 

to Mr. Knott, to Mr. Knott's house and grounds, and to the servant on 

the ground floor. Ile has achieved the Epicurean goal of ataraxy 
41 

and 
is undisturbed by pain. He is also undisturbed by pleasure ("never with 

relief, never with regret", "not gay, not sad"), but since Epicurus 

found what he called 'Pleasure' 

are in order. 

in ataraxy, a few words of explanation 

The Epicurean concept of pleasure is entirely negative: it consists 

not in joy, gaiety, etc.,, but solely in absence of pain. 

The happiest men are they who have arrived at the point of having 
nothing to fear from those uho surround them. 42 

Diogenes Ladrtius quotes this extract fzom one of Epicurus' didactic 

letters in his Lives and Cpinions of Eminent Philosophers. It describes 

41. As an aside it is perhaps worth pointing out that,, strictly speaking, 
the 

it 
Shorter Cxford English Dictionary is mistaken in defining ataraxy 

as stoical indifference". The Stoic ideal is Apathy, not Ataraxy. 
42. Diogenes La8rtius, Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers, (trans- 

lat6d by R. D. Hicks , William Heinenann,, London, 1925), 10,154. 
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almost exactly Watt's situation now that his surroundings and his 

ccnpanions are "covered" in ataraxy. Ataraxy is usually 
translated as "serenity", and Watt concludes his stay at Mr. Knott's 
house in a state of "utrost serenity". Watt docs not feel any sen-- 

sations at all; this absence of sensation is what the Epicureans 

considered pleasure. 

- The 'pleasure' that the Epicureans found in ataraxy, which they 

saw as the end (in both senses of the word) of human striving,, is an 
intellectual, rational 'pleasure'. Epicurus shunned contact with 

unique and particular sensations(such sensations,, Beckett feels,, make 
it possible for us to have direct contact with reality), and urged 
the exercise of reasonO to exclude confusion (uhich j3eckett feels 

=st be let in; it is our only chance) 
14 

It is sober contenplations, which examine into the reasons for all 
choice and all avoidance, and which put to flight... the confusion 
which troubles the soul... that niake life pleasant. 45 

I 
This intellectual pleasure in ataraxy, Epicurus sees as "enduring a 

lifetim , 46 Wiich recalls Beckett's rrockery of "une bonne opinion 

bien solide capýble de durer toute la vie" PE. 1). Epicurus shuns 

what Beckett considers reality by using reason. In Watt Beckett 

portrays the epicurean Watt who does precisely that. 

Absence of pain, using reason to shun confusion, ataraxy, sereni 
"pleasure", the goal of Epicurus, is entirely consistent with Watt's 

sensible, rational habit of using his faculties only to see and to 

think of what is undisturbing. 

Ataraxy is as near stasis as is humanly possible. The only way 
that it is Possible to eliminate pain at the-disillusionment thato as 

Watt found out to his cost, results fr=. the nullity of attainment is 

to renounce striving for attainment. Epicurus realised that a multi- 

. 43. In "La Peinture des van Velde... " Beckett says "Inpossible de raisomer 
sur l'unique... 11 enfin vu... cette chose adorable et effrayante" (PvV. 
352-353). 

44. "Confusion... is all around us and our only chance is to let it in", 
"Beckett by the Madeleine" (interview with Tcm F. Driver), op. cit. 
p. 506. 

45. Diogenes Ladrtius, op. cit , 1OF 129-132. (Both VA=phy and Watt are 
11scber": Ymxphy never touches alcohol, and Watt drinks nothing but milk. ) 

46. Diogenes Ladrtius, op. cit., 10,133. 
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plication of need mans a multiplication of possibilities of 
47 suffering, and accordingly reconuended an obliteration of needs. 

The Epicurean ataraxy depends on such obliteration: its stasis 
is the stasis of not needing anything, not hoping for anything, not 
fearing anything. The wisdom of Epicurus is of the same kind as 
that of Brahma and of Lecpardi,, which Beckett explicitly identifies 

as dependent on (habitual) voluntary manoryand habit: 

Memxy and Habit... are the flying buttresses of the ten-ple raised 
to canmmrate the wisdom of the architect that is also the wisdom 
of all the sages, from Braluna to Leopardi, the wisdom that 
consists not in the satisfaction but in the ablation of desire: 

'In noi di cari inganni 
non che la sperre, il desiderio, e' spento'. 

The lm7s of nemory are subject to the n-ore general laws of 
habit. (P. 7) 

Wisdom consists in obliterating the faculty of suf 
I fering rather 1P 

than in a vain attempt to reduce the stirmli that exasperate that 
faculty. 'Non che la sperre, il desiderio... '. (P. 46) ý, 

This wisdom is now shared by Watt's habit udiidi has readied the state 

of ataraxy. He has preserved his habit by ceasing to feel his habitual 

need - which was the need for Knott-nought - and with it the possibility 
both for satisfaction of this need and for awareness that such satis- 
faction is not enough. This explains why he &ýes not become identified 

with Knott again after his brief awareness of dissatisfaction: he does 

not want identification,, satisfaction (he doesn't want anything) 
because he fears the nullity of satisfaction. 

Watt's serenity shows, that he has not opened a window on the real, 
that his habit has not died, that he still refuses to admit change. 
His habit has now quite literally achieved what MurpI7, Ly achieved in his 

rodcing chair: "such pleasure that pleasure is not the word" N. 6; 

italics added). 0%ben Beckett wrote these words he rray well have 

neant them to be taken literally: bUrphy too is very nmch an epicurean. ) 

47. Ibid. 
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Serenity 

Maen Watt was on the ground floor it was possible for him to 

be disturbed by Mr. Knott: 

one day Watt, coming out from behind a bush, almost ran into Mr. 
Knott, which for an instant troubled Watt greatly, for he had not 
quite finished adjusting his dress. (W. 144; italics ad-33al 

Adjustn-ent of dress, or buttoning up, is, in my opinion, an irrage 

for the adjustment that habit makes when confronted with the unfore- 

seen, the strange, the unfarrdliar. This adjustmnt has,, as ue have 

seen, consisted in disregarding the reality of any event or circun-r 

stance, in turning the unfamiliar into the familiart and in assimil- 

ating the fan-Liliar: in short, in increasing inmunity from disturbance. 

To adjust one's dress, to button up, is to seal oneself off from 

reality. Mr. Knott,, as ue have seen, was described by Watt as "habit- 

ually" refraining frcm touching his buttons once they had been 

adjusted to his satisfaction (W. 201). 

Yes, not one button would he touch, to button or unbutton it, 
except those that nature obliged him to, and these he habitually 
left unbuttonedt' fran the nurent of his putting on his clothes, 
and adjusting thern to his satisfaction. -(W. 201) 

Mr. Knott does not even touch the buttons that "nature" could oblige 
him to touch: he leaves them unbuttoned all day. I He does not feel the 

need to seal hirriself off from reality. This is the stage that Wýft 

has now reached. In his serenity Watt is incapable of fretting as 
he used to when he neets up with mr. Knott with his LWattls, 7 buttons 

undone: Watt is now suffering "neither from the presence of Mr. Knott, 

nor from his absence" (W. 207). He no longer feels the need that char- 

acterised so much of his stay in Mr. Knottlq house, his habitual need 
for immity 

- 

rnie inperative to turn particular events into series of events - 

a 

an irrPerative that marked marry of Watt's confrontations with reality - 
bas now been annulled by his indifference. It is while he is on the 

first floor that Arthur uses the words "Knott family" which would once 
have pleased him. "But not now, For Watt was an old rose now, and 
indifferent to the gardener" (W. 254)e 48 

48. This is a reference to a story that Belacquabld the Alba in "Dread': 
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Watt is. now the occupant of the rccm that used to be Erskine'st 
in which Watt discovered the painting of the broken circle and the 
dot. While Watt is on the first floor, we learn, "the painting,, or 

coloured reproduction, yielded nothing further. On the contrary, as 
tin-e- passed,, its significance diminished" (W. 208). The painting is 

the type, if not (for reasons discussed above) the only exanple, 
of a prcblem that Watt could not definitively solve, that he had to 

re-forrulate at various tinnes. We do not kncw if the significance 
of such problems diminishes before or after his collapse into ataraxy 

of if this happens both before and after. What we do knai is that 

the significance of the painting "dimi'nisheZs, 7'I - which irrPlies a 

quantitative change - and that Watt is, by the very end of his stay 
in Knott's house, serenely incapable of worrying about anything. The 

man, vhlo can, as Ilatt certainly can, accept a total failure to fo=Ulate 

any given circumstance, is certainly able to accept partial failure. 

Watt's epicurean pleasure, his indifference,, cannot last. Time 

passes, as time has a way of doing,, and Watt has to leave Mr. Knott's 

house. If it were possible to escape from time altogether, he could 

remain serene. For Watt, however, as for Murphy, it is too much to 

expect-that time will stop. Granted, as it is granted in all Beckett's 

work, that time passes, ceaselessly, then Watt and his surroundings nuste 
in reality, change. No "pact" that habit makes, even the insouciance of 
11wisdom! ', can, in reality, ever be final. When he leaves Mr. Knott's 

house,, Watt and his circumstances change,, and he has,, once norep to 

adjust his habit or admit change. 

48. (cont. )"At the garden gate he told her-a storiette. 'You kncw what 
the rose said to the rose? ' No she did not seem to have heard that 
one. 'No gardener has died within the nemry of roses. I 'Very neat', 
she said 'very graceful. Adiosl. " (D. 156). At the very end of bbre 
Pricks Than Kicks, "the words of the rose to the rose" float up into 
the gardener'; mind: "No gardener has died, coma, within rosaceous 
menory"(W. 204). Roses die frequently, whereas gardeners are relatively 
longýlived. In Proust Beckett writes of the death of habit in conpar- 
able terms: "The nortal microcosm Zhahit, 7 cannot forgive the relative 
inmrtality of the macrocosm. The whisky bears a grudge against the 
decanter. " (P. 10). If, by the time he achieves seremity Watt is 
an"llold rose", then he is showing that his habit, which should have 
been just one of imumrable lives making up his life, has survived 
far longer than habits usually do; and if he is "indifferent to the 
gardener" then he is showing the extent to which he is serenely in- 
capable o worrying about the "maqrocosm" of the real world. 
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On the Road ard in the Station 

Mien he arrived at Mr. Knottis house, watt wanted the new day 

to dawn. This need for change, however, was soon forcefully opposed 
by his need to remain the sarm, and in the early stages of his service 

on the ground floor Watt could be described in the tern-s Watt hizmelf 

uses to describe Mr. Knott at that time: "Here is one uho sears on 'the 

one hand reluctant to change his state, and on the other inpatient to 

do so" (W. 83) . As I have shown, Watt's habit consistently gets 
the better of his inpatience for change until,, by the end of his stay 

on the first floor tension has collapsed into the serenity of habitual 

nirvana. 
49 The revolutionary voice of Lazarus, dissatisfied with 

Watt's ever increasing disregard of reality,, has sounded frequently 

but has not been able to overthrow the conservative regim of Dives. 

Lazarus has not been,, cannot ever be, definitively silenced- it is 

as inpossible to shut reality out once and for all as it is to exclude 
hunger once and for all. It is as vain to affect- indifference to food 

as it iS to gorge oneself: the need for food is basic to existence 

and will recur. Tim passes. At Watt's departure frCm Knott's house 

the voice of Lazarus, of the need for change,, is heard as insistently 

as it was heard when Watt was 
I 
anxious for the new day on his arrivalt 

as insistently and as tenporarily. 

The description of Watt's journey frm Mr. Khott's house to the 
J 

station bearý certain reserrblances to the description of his arrival 

at the house from the station. 

rMere are bAo accounts of Watt's departure fran Mr. Knott's house, 

both of which indicate that Watt's ataraxy is disturbed after he leaves 

the house. The first of these accounts is in the continuation of a 

49. Laqrence E. Harvey claims that for Beckett "the choice between 
suffering existence and 'Unfeeling nirvana AIsj made in favor of the 
latter" (Sanuel Beckett: Poet and Critic, S2. cit ,Sp. 288). Mor Mj 
disagreanent with this should be clear, although we do not have space 
here to take issue with Harvey's interpretation of the poem Cie suis 
ce cours de sable qui glisse") that prcn-pted the claim. Beckett does 
not choose betv7een any contraries, but if nirvana is a habit, i. e. 
the at contrary, then he provides "resistance" against it, as 
in Watt. 

I 
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passage already quoted: 

So that uhen the tire cam for Watt to depart, he walked to 
the gate with the utmost serenity. 

But he was no sooner in the public road than he burst into 
tears. He stood there, he remenbered, with Ixived head, and a 
bag in each hand, and his tears fell, a sla-i, minute rain, to 
the ground... (W. 208) 

The second description does not specifically rrention tears, although, 
this may be what is referred to by "the passing weakness already 

ventioned" (W. 222) which overtakes him on the road. According to 

this later account his ataraxy seems to have broken down, at least 

somwhat, between the house and the public road, i. e. before he 

reaches the gate. Here he "recalled,, with regret, that he had not 

taken leave of Micks Zthe new servant, 7, as he should have done" (W. 

221). He feels an "inclination" to retrace his steps, halts, but 

oontinues on his way:.. 1- 0 

And he did well, for Micks had left the kitchen before Watt. But 
Watt,, not knowing this, that Micks had left the kitchen before him# 
for he only realised it nuch later, when it was too late, felt 
regret... (W. 221; italics added) 

Wien he arrived at Knott Is house,, he did not pay attention to,, 

arno. ng other things, Arsene's speech, with the result that he could 

not remzber, later (when it rrattered to him that Words should be 

applied to his situation), what Arsene had said. In the Addenda we 
discover "that Arsene's declaration gradually cam back to Watt" (11. 

248). Now Watt seem ýagain not to have been paying attention, týis 

tine to Micks, and it is only "rmch later" that he realises that Micks 

left the kitchen before him. Watt's extreme inattention has registered 

circLurstances that his habit is serenely indifferent to in Mr. Knott's 

house,, and these circumstances will now challenge his habit. 

On his way to Mr. Knott's house Watt rested in a ditch. The 

noon was up and was "pouring its now whitening rays upon him, as though 

he were not there" (W. 31); Watt,, we are told,, ', disliked" the rroon. 

My--n he got up he found himself able to resurre his journey "with less 

difficulty than he had feared" (W. 34). 

Naw,, as he is leaving Knott' s house, the ncon and the other 

heavenly bodies "poured down on Watt ... to Watt's disgust a light so 

strong, so pure, so steady, and so white, that his pr. o(jress, though 
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painful and uncertain, was less painful, less uncertain, than he 

had apprehended when setting out. " (W. 221-2; italics added). He 

seens in every way the smie person na, 7 as he was when he arrived. 
When he set out from Mr. Knott's house, Watt apprehended pain and 

uncertainty; rxxi he is disgusted that it is not as bad as he feared. 

Pain and uncertainty are anathema to habit. It is therefore not the 

habitual voice of Dives that is disgusted with the caiparative ease 

with which Watt is progressing, but the spontaneous voice of Lazarus. 

He is not indifferent: he feels fear, he feels disgust. Ile is once 

again dangerously close to admitting reality. 

The fact that Watt's progress is, in fact, not unduly painful 

or uncertain is an indication that the spontaneous challenge will 

yet again prove unequal to the task of raking Watt suffer for long 

enough to kill off-his Mbit. All the sam, the fact that his progress 
is painful and uncertain to sorre extent shows that the tension is here 

re-established. This tension is, as always, the tension between 

reality and illusion, between danger and safety, between suffering 

andboredm, between Lazarus and Dives, between spontaneity and habit. 

In the course of both journeys Watt finds a certain gratification. 
on the earlier journey to Knott's house he finds gratification in 

various positions of rest: sitting on the edge of the path, lying half 

in the ditch, lying face down in the ditch. These positions are 
iTrages for the teqmrary rest from flux that is provided by habit 

in the different stages of its developmnt. None of these positions 

can content Watt for long: adjustments become necessary. The fact 

thA in the last of these positions he is half-buried in pain-inflictings 

purgative plants - hysscp,, nettles, and foxgloves (as well as in pain- 

killing hemlock) - is an indication that even in rest, even u;. Iien he is 

dorAnated by habit, there is the potential for suffering. 

Now.. as he makes his way to the station, his gratification is 

the result of his contact with one plant and of his avoidance of the 

nettles in the ditch. He derives "peculiar satisfaction" from the 

"lapping, against the crown, of his hat, of some pendulous umbel, 

perhaps a horn's" and standsunder the bough "attentive to the drag, 

to and fro, to and fro, of the tassels, on the crown, of his. hat" (11. 
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222).. on this occasion he does not lie down in the ditch, but he is 

watched by a "strayed ass, or goat" lying in the ditch until hC has 

walked ouý of sight, when the ass, or goat, lays bark itS heado "armng 
the nettles". 

Mien he has cliirbed the steps to the station he stops and admires 
the view. 

His eyes then rising with the rising land fell ultimately on the 
mirrored sky, its coalsacks, its setting constellations, and on 
the eyes, ripple-blurred, staring from amidst the waters. Finally 
suddenly he focused the wicket. (W. 223) 

These "eyes" are suggestive of Narcissus, who sees himself reflected 
in the pool, and this inplies that watt is at this stage still labouring 

under an illusion, i. e. that he is still a creature of habit. 

Watt climbs over the wicket to the station platform. "Watt's first 

care, now that he was safe and-sound within the station, was to turnp 

and to gaze,, through the wicket, the way back he had come,, so recently" 
(W. 22300 Safety is a characteristic of a-dutiful habit. Howeverj, 

Watý soon finds it necessary to revive his attention when he notices 

a nysterious figure approaching him. As he is looking back along the 

road,, "a figure, advancing along its croum, arrested and revived his 

attention" (W. 224). He waits "with inpatience" for this figure to 
"draw near, and set his mind at rest" (W. 225): 

He did not desire conversation, he did not desire conpany, he did 
not desire consolation, he felt no wish for an erection, no, all 
he desired was to have his =certainty rermved, in this connexion. 
(W. 225) 

Attentiveness, inpatience, a need for rest, a desire to have uncertainty 

removed - these are all typical of the waý Watt's habit used, before 

it achieved serenity,, to react vAien threatened by reality. Watt has 

50. Men, after Dante and virgills ascent of the lower slopes of munt 
Purgatory, they reach the 'portal (which is usually translated as "wicket") 
that Tmrks the entrance to Purgatory itself, the angel guarding the 
entrance tells Dante: "ma facciovi accorti/ che di fuor torna chi In 
dietro, si guata" - 'back outside he goes, who looks behind him once 
he's passed' Purg. IX. 131-132). The fact that Watt looks behind 
him as soon as he has clint)ed over the wicket is perhaps indicative 
of his refusal to enter into the "flood of noven-ent, and vitality" (DBV. 
22) of purgatory where habit and spontaneity would alternate/conjoin. 
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corrpletely, lost his indifference. He is undoubtecuy still domimted 
by habit, but he has fallen back into his old ways of resisting 
challenges to his habit. His concern is still with appearance, not 
with reality: 

Watt's concern,, deep as it appeared, was not after all with uhat 
the f, igure was, in reality, but with what the figure appeared to 
be,, in reality. For since when were Watt's concerns with what 
things were, in reality? But he was forever falling into this 
old error, this error of the old days when, lacerated with curiosity,, 
in the rudst of substance shadowy he stunbled. (W. 226) 

He is reduced to the same kind of "shifts" (11.199) as those which 

marked his early failures to foist meaning on the reaningless in Mr. 
Mott's house, and he finds this "very martifyiýng" (W. 226). He is 

so. If 
* 
agitated" that he finally shakes the wicket "with all his might" 

(W. 226). 

In The Shape of Chaos David Hesla has argued that,, on his way 
to Mr. Knott's house,, Watt is enacting the fourteen Stations of the 

Crossr 
51 

and though I would not agree with Hesla entirely on this point# 
therd is, perhaps, a sense in which the idea of a Calvary is relevant 
to Watt. The challenges to his habit which cause him distress in Mr. 

Knott's house can be seen as stations of suffering when, for a short 

while,, the tension is heightened and the possibility arises that INTatt's 
habit rray die. Watt's departure from Mr. Knott's house can be seen as 

what Beckett in Proust calls an "inverted Calvary". Men Albeertine 
dies, the Proustian narrator 

... nust return and re-enact the stations of a din-dnishing suffering. 
Thus his astonishrmnt that Albertine, so.. alive within him, can be 
dead... gives way to the less painful astonishment that one who is 
dead can continue to concern him. But the stations of this inverted 
Calvary retain their original dynamism, their tension towards a =ss. 
At each halt he suffers from the hallucinat-Eim -that-ýWhat has been left 
behind is still before him. (P. 60; ital! 89-added) 

The "hallucination" (W. 227) that watt is ncw suffering from bears 

remarkable resenblances to Watt as he was at the beg inning of the 

novel. Watt's description of the figure's manner of walking, the feet 

flung outwards as much as forwards (W. 225),, is entirely consistent 

a 

51. David H. Hesla, The Shape of Chaos 
1, 

OP. Cit.,, Chapter 3. "The Defeat 
of the Proto-Zetetic". 
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with what we, - ),, now of Watt's. own "tardigradell (W. 28) gait. The 
figure's hat is described as "yellow with age" (W. 225); Watt's own 
h at used to be "nustard" and is now "peppe r, in colour" (W. 217). 

Watt decides that the "testimny" of the figure's clothes is "of no 
mr-- assistance, at that distance,, and in that light, than if they 
had consisted of a sheet, or a sack,, or a quilt, or a rug" (W. 225). 

Vaien, in the opening section of the novel Mr. Hackett saw Watt "lit 

less and less by. the receding lights" he was not sure if what he saw 
was "not a parcel, a carpet for exanple or a roll of tarpaulin, wrapped 

up in dark paper and tied about the middle with a cord" (W. 14). Watt 

cannot tell if the figure he sees is that of a man or a wcron o. r a 

priest or a nun (W. 224); Tetty Nixon, on seeing Watt, had not been, 

"sure if it was a nan or a won-an" (W. 14). Watt finds that the 
figure's "arms did not end at the hands, but continued, in a manner 
Watt could not determine, to near the ground" (W. 225); watch#g Watt, 

Tetty had remarked that he was "like a sewer--pipe.,. Mere are his 

arms" (W. 16). In the figure that Watt sees now from the station, 
Watt seerrs to be seeing sarething very like what others saw of him 

when he was setting out on his journey towards Mr. Knott's house. 

This "hallucination" finally disappears without Watt's having 

satisfied his curiosity. The station, in vhich he thought hirself 

"safe and sound" has proved a. poor refuge: his faculty of suffering 

I has been aroused. He is able once n-cre to feel hcpe and fear ("it 

was as he feared, earlier than he hoped,, W. 228), and sadness and 

gladness - all of which ermtions had been numbed while he-was serene. 
The tension, however, does not last very long. 

After describing the three "stations of diminishing sufferi 
, 
ng" 

and the hallucination experienced by Marcel'after Albertine's death, 

Beckett says that 

.. as beforep wisdan consists in obliterating the faculty of suffering ; ýWi'er than in a vain atterrpt to reduce the stinuli that exasperate 
that faculty. (P. 46) 

watt's habit does not allow his sensitivity to spontaneous sensation to 

last long: "sadness and gladness" are "distinctly perceptible in an 

alternation of. great rapidity, 
I 
for scm little timell but IIZaie7 blurred 

together away in due course" (W. 232) while Watt is in the station 

waiting room. The last tirre that Watt was neither said nor glad was 
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when he was well on his way to indifference at the end of his stay 
in Mr. Knott's house. It my be that he will now re-achieve indiffer- 

ence. It hardly matters. His experiences since leaving Mr. Knott's 
house have shown that the achievement of a lasting indifference is im- 

possible, that reality can inpi. nge on his consciousness even when he 
is serene. 

The habitual quest of Dives cannot-com to an end. Its quest 
is for satisfaction. Satisfaction leads to dissatisfaction. '1he only 
way that habit can renain intact utien faced with dissatisfaction is 

to anaesthetise its need and beccn-e serene. Serenity camot last. 
Reality can pose its threat again. Men habit is threatened the 
habitual need re-asserts itself and the circle begins again. 

There is at least a suggestion that Watt is always I when he is 
journeying (and he is "an experienced traveller" W. 19),, journeyiýng 

both to and from Mr. Knott's house, since "there was no other place,, 
but only there where Mr. Knott was,, whose peculiar properties, having 

first thrust forth, with such a thrust, called back so soon, with such 

a call" M 199). Watt has taken the train to the station near Mr. 

Knott's house on at least one occasion previous to the occasion dc- 

scribed in Watt: "Watt had once been carried past this station, and 
on to the next, through his not having prepared himself in time, to get 
down,, when the train stopped" (W. 28). He has also, apparently, been 

to the house before, since he recognises the chi=eys from a distance. 

This is all very inconclusive. All we can say is that there seems at 
least to be some doubt about whether in fact Watt goes to Mr. Knott's 
house only once and leaves it only once. 

Miat Watt calls "the little uorld of Mr. Knott's establishnent" 
(W. 81) is, a world projected - at tims falteringly - by Watt's lobit. 

Mien we leave it to discuss the mansions and the. gardens, we are leaving 

the world projected by Watt's habit for the world projected by Sarn's 

habit. 

The Plansions and the Gardens 

Sam, the narrator of Watt, tells us that he and Watt were living 

in the same "mansion" or it pavilion" when Watt started to tell Sam his 

story. They used to neet and converse in the garden of this mansion 
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when-the weather suited theirrespcctive medsl'and Sam would take 
down in writing what he understood of watt's story. At scma point in 

tim Watt is transferred to another pavilion, with another garden, 

and he and Sam subsequently meet and converse less often. 

Inside their mansions they are each# according to Sam, in a 
"separate soundless unlit wamth" (W. 150). Sam talks about "our 

windowlessness", "our bloodheat", "our hush" (W. 150). Suffering, 

vd-dch Beckett describqs as "opening a window on the real" (P. 16)t 

seems very far from their experience in their mansions. Indoors 
habit seerm to be unchallenged. 

nieir mansions may be windcwless,, but they cannot be doorless: 

both Sam and Watt do leave their mansions at times. The only hope for 

a sign that soimthing, remains that is not under habit's sway is the 

hope that the "boredom of living" is in a more precarious position 

out of doors, in the gardens, than inside. 

As far as what we learn of Watt is concerned, the hope appears 

to be slight. Men he speaks,, tells Sam his story, he speaks "as one 

speaking to dictation, or reciting, parrot-like, a text, by long 

repetition beccm familiar" (W. 154). He seems free of uncertainty 
' Only (W. 154) and his "habitual" tone is "one of assurance" (W. 202). 1 

on one occasion does he falter, and this is uhen he conjectures about 
the needs of Mr. Knott (W. 202). 

This description of Watt's behaviour is Sam's description, and 
it bears certain similarities to Watt's own description of Mr. Knott, 

while Watt is on the first floor. Sam tells us that Watt "spoke in a 

low and rapid voice" and that mach of this "in-petuous m=&' is lost 

for ever in the wind (W. 154). On the first floor Watt grew fond of 

Knott's "wild dim chatter, meaningless to Watt's ailing ears" (W. 208). 

watt articulates proper names "such as Knott,, Christ, Gomrrha,, Cork" 

with ugreat deliberation" in uhat Sam finds a "rrcst refres mamerel 
(W. 154). Mr. Knott was "addicted to solitary dactylic ejaculations of 

extraordinary vigour, acconpanied by spasms of the renbers. The chief 

of these were., ExeInans! Cavendish! Habbakuk! Ecchyrmse! " (W. 209) Watt, 

as we have seen, mistakenly saw Mr. KnOtt as ideally irrnt= from reality. 
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That- there should be even a suggestion of similarity between Watt-as- 

he-appears-to-Sam and Knott-as-he-appeared-to-Vlatt (on the first floor) 

is a caution against assuming that watt is in reality as imnze as 
Sam makes out. 

Watt is described by Sam as walking backwards, wearing his 

trousers back to front, and as inverting the order of letters, words, 

sentences (and the four parts of the story). Sam "fancies" that 

watt's "slow and devious" progress backwards is "painful too" (W. 

157). Watt frequently falls into braTrbles, briars,, nettles,, thistlesj, 

but if he often falls,, he as often picks himself up, and he proceeds 
"without a murmr" (W. 157,161). TAben he turns, Sam sees his face, 

afid the rest of his front: 

His face was bloody, his hand also, and thorns uere in his scalp. 
(His resemblance, at that moment, to the Christ believed by Bosch, 
then hanging in Trafalgar Square, was so striking, that I remarked 
it. ) And 'at the same' instant suddenly I felt as though I were 
standing before a great mirror, in which my garden was reflected, 
and my fence, and I, and the very birds tossing in the wind, so that I 
looked at rry hand, and felt my face, and glossy skull, with an anxiety 
as-real as unfounded. (For if anyone, at that time, could be truly 
said not to resemble the Christ supposed by Bosch, then hanging 
in Trafalgar Square,, I flatte. r myself it was I. ) (W. 157) 

The painting referred to 
I 
is the "Christ Mocked (The Crcmiýng with 

Thorns) " which is the only Bosch the National Gallery in London has 

ever adned. The Gallery's trustees bought this painting in 1934, and 
it is not unreasonable to presume that Beckett saw it when he was in 

London in the thirties. This. painting is very clearly depicting a 

moment prior to the actual "crowning" when the cmvm of thorns is being 

held over Christ's head and is not yet touching him. Neither Christ's 

face nor his hands are, bloody; no thorns are in his scalp. In-terms of 

the physiccil characteristics mentioned - the blood and the thorns - 

Sam is mistaken in thinking that watt looks anything like the Christ 

believed by Bosch in Trafalgar Square. 52 It is,, moreover.. not sinply 

52. The full description is necessary. Bosch painted three canvases 
entitled "The Crowning with Thorns" other than that in the National 
Gallery in London, and it is only in the me "hanging in Trafalgar 
square that Christ is seenbefore he is actually crowned. 

It is possible, of course that Watt looks like Bosch's Christ in 
other respectsf but of this we know nothing and the fact reirains that 
in terms of the only physical characteristics mntioned by Sam tlLere 
is no resenblance. 
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a case of faulty r. r-imry: the rdrzor in which Sam sees himself and 
his world reflected is canother evocation of the nyth of Narcissus 

and shows that Sam is deluded. Ilatt-as-he-appears-to-Sam is no rrare 

real than was Knott-as-he-appeared-to-Watt on the first floor. Watt 
is at this stage a figure in SxnIs habitual projection of the world. 

53 

Sam's explanation (to the extent that it is an explanation) of 
Watt's inversion of speech, method of loccrmtion, etc. is: "PO to 

every man, soon or late, axres envy of the fly, with all the long 

joys of sunuer before it" (W. 162). This suggests that Sam thinks 

Watt is noving, speaking, etc. backwards because Watt envies the 

fly who has a future of sensationst experiences, before it. Amazed 
to see Mr. Knott barefoot and dressed for boating in winter, covered 
in furs by the fire in summer, TATatt had wondered "Does he seek to 
know 

, 
again, what is cold, what is heat? " (W., 202). FancyiýV that 

Watt is experiencing pain when he stumbles, that he envies the joys 

of the fly,, Sam seems to be guilty of "anthropomorphic insolence" 

(W. 202) not unlike that of wbich Watt was guilty with his conjectures 

about Knott. It is clear, from the only other passage in Watt that 

mentions flies, that the joys of the flies. are very Limited: 

The flies, of skeleton thinness, excited to new efforts by yet 
another dmm, left the walls, and the ceiling, and even the floor, 
and hastened in great numbers to the window. Here, pressed against 
the impenetrable panes, they would enjoy the, light,, and warmth, 
of the long summer's day. (W. 236) 

In mving and speaking backwards, Watt is (Sam thinks) looki 
* 
ng for 

an experience that will. give him a little thrill and yet not enda. 
' 
nger 

54 his preconceptions. Like these flies that are content with what they 

can experience through the windcw, witIlin the shelter of the roan, 
Watt is seen to be content with what he can. experience within the con- 

53. It is quite possible that Watt has all along been a figure in Sam's 
habitual world-view. 

54. Habit doesn't veto any exciterrent so long as it is consistent with 
habit's preconceptions. Belacqua,, as we have seen in "Dante and the 
Lcbster", is only too.; pleased to have a spicy lunch rrade of ingredients 
that are "alive". He is, how-ever, not at all pleased to realise that 
the lobster is to be boiled alive: he is not prepared for that, and 
recoils in horror before retreating back into his con-placency. 
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fines of his habit. Watt's mamsion is a world within which Watt is 

thought to be'entirely inTmne from reality. The diffarenoe between 

the mansion and the garden, for Watt, is the difference between the 

walls (or the ceiling, or the floor) and the window for the flies. The 

flies go to the window on a sunmrls mming; Watt is described as 

venturing out into the garden when the weather is bright and windy. 
The windcw is inpenetrable, but it can be seen through; the gardens 

are surrounded by fences which, though "greatly in need of repair" (W. 

154), a limit motion, without limiting vision" (W. 156). "Yet another 
dawn" excites the flies. This, by contrast,, recalls the "new day" 

that Watt wanted when he arrived in Mr. Knott I s'house. He my now 

want it again, for all, we kncw, but Sam is quite convinced that he is, 

like the flies, excited by nothing so drastic. "Yet another dawn" 

is me'of a series, habitual, comfortable,, dall; the "new day" was 

going to. be (will be? ), none of these things. 

Sam tells us that "as thoucrh by rmtual tacit consent" neither 
he nor Watt ever approaches closer to the fence than "a hundred yards, 

or a quarter of a mile". The fence can be seen as an image for the 

screen provided by habit, as marking the outer limits of the area domin- 

ated by habit. Beyond it is the, void,, nothingness, reality. 

Scuetin-es ue saw Zthe fence, 7 afar, faintly the old sagging strands, 
the leaning posts, treirbling in the wind, at the end of a glade. or 
ve s aw a big black bird perched in the void, perhaps croaking, or 
preening its feathers. (W. 156) 

Dante's Belacqua refers to the angel at the entrance to purgatory as 
"that bird of God who perches at the gate" (Purg. iv. -129). In Dante 

this angel syirbolises the ideal priesthood or confessor. I would 

suggest that Beckett's hope that the Belacquals of this wrld will admit 

re ality and enter "life on earth, that is Purgatory" (DBV. 22) leads 

him to see this figure (who appears variously as a bird and as a confessor 

figure in Beckett's work) as crucial. Dante presents the angel as a 

forbidding figure carrying a sword; for Beckett he is both forbidding 

and welcoming: the prospect of enteri 
" 
ng purgatory is the prospect of 

beginning life properly, with all the suffering, all the enchantnent, 

that that entails. This angel, priest, confessor, appears, I would 

suggest, as the "Auditor" in Not 155 who n-akes a nxwe of "helpless com .- 

55. Not I,, Faber and Faber, London, 1973. 
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passion" when "Mouth" refuses to admit reality (i. e. to admit that 
her story has any bearing on her own life): "what? ... who? ... no! ... 
she! ... (pause and rmvermnt) 11. The Auditor (who is enveloped fr . on 
head to foot in a loose black djellaba, with a hood) roves less and 
less perceptibly and finally not at all when Mouth persists in 

refusi 
, 
ng to reli. nquish the third person (". she" . not "I") , but he is 

still present, still waiting. The latest recurrence of the figure 
is in Beckett's Au Loin un Oiseau? 6 This is a very bleak piece - it 

begins "terre couverte de ruines" - and the only hope is that the 
b ird in the distance will be seen by the man wandering on this 

terrain: 11il n1aurait quIa' lever les yeux, quIa les ouvrir, quIa les 

lever, il se confond avec la haie, au loin un oiseau, le terrPs de 

saisir et il file... " but his face is set, and his eyes are closed 

and "les heures passento, il ne bouge pasol, 
a 

on one occasion Sain does find hinself near the fence: "I found 

rry steps inla-elled, as though by sorre external agencyr towards the 

fence, and this inpulsion was rraintained,, until I could go no fartherr 

in týat directiony without doing iryself a serious, if not fatal, injury; 

then it left rre and-I looked about, a thing I never used to do, on 

any account, in the ordinary way" (W. 155-156). Sara reacts violently. 
He looks about him "like a nad creature.... like one deprived of his 

sense" (W. 156-157). It is at this point that he observes "whom do 

you think but Watt" progressing backwards towards the fence. -Mien Watt 

says "Not it is, yes", this is the first tirm Sam has heard Watt's 

inverted speech and it a. ugments Sam's already considerable anxiety: 

This short phrase caused rre,, I believe, more alann, n-ore pain, than, 
if I had xeceived, unexpectedly,, at close quarters, a charge of srall 
shot in the ravine. This inpression was reinforced by what follaqed. 
(W. . 157) 

56. The italics are added in the quotation that follows. Au Loin un 
oiseau has mt yet been translated into English. The total length 
01-Effe- written text is approximately 350 words. It has so far been 
published only in a special Limited edition (unpaginated, with five 
signed original etchings by Avigdor Arikha) by The Double Elephant 
Press Ltd., New York, 1973. 
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Sam's senses are now "sharpened to ten or fifteen tirres their 

norrol acuity", and it accordingly does not take him long to find 

a way of neeting up, w-Ith Watt in the narrow strait that separates 
the fence of Watt's garden from the fence of Sm's garden. S=Is 

ccmTent on their nneting again is strikingly sl'=*lar to rem-irks 
that Watt was wnt, to n-ake in connection with Knott: 

To be together again, after so long, who love the sunny wind, the 
windy sun, in the sun, in the wind, that is perhaps sormUjýngr 
perhaps scmething. '(W. 162) 

rniere is just room for them to n-ove between the two fences and they 
do not venture beyond the point where the fences diverge. They do 
not, in other words, venture near the void: they are even more "fenced 
in" in the narrcw strait than they are in their gardens. 

For watt, ideal wea&r condition's are a very high wind and 

sorre sun; for Sam a bright sun and scm wind. Watt speaks and walks 
backwards; Sam speaks and walks forwards. Sam is still, clearlyr 

prey to terror, and at each modification of Watt's manner of speaking 
Sam becomes disconcerted by the strange sounds until he gets "used" 

(W. 163,4,5,6,7) to them. Mie-re Sam thinks that Watt is far out of 
the reach of reality and trying to re-discover sensations cf a Mderate 
kind, Swn hirrself is still trying to eliminate the vexatious sensations 
that he is still prone to and that can challenge his partial innunity. 

sain's relationship with Watt at this stage is very like the relaLion- 
ship between Watt and Mr. Knott at the beginning of Watt's stay on 
the first floor, when, as we have seen,, Watt was convinced that Knott 

was conpletely immme to reality. 

It the encl they Part* "never tO Met again (in this ulorld) " (W. 

212-13), and Sam watches Watt sturrble backwards "towards his habit- 

aticn": 

And from the hidden pavilions,, his and mine, where by this time 
dimer was preparing, the issuing sn-akes by the wind were blown, 
now far apart, but now together, mingled to vanish. (W. 213) 

Dinner is being prepared for them. At the very least they, like mr. 

ymott,, "need never to needr never never to needj, food and drink, and 

sleep,, and other things". Even the need not to need food has to be 

satisfied (i. e. by eating regularly),, and satisfaction inevitably leads 
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to dissatisfaction, and the circle is unll on its way aqain, 

assuming that habit continues to refuse to die. 

This circle is not a continuous circle. It is caTT-Osed of 

countless arcs, in between each of which there is a space. These 

spaces represent those moments when reality briefly impinqes on 
habit before habit continues on its way. This cirqýe is entirely 

a fabrication, a mental construct. A circle is not a circle if its 

circumference is broken, and an unbroken line (whether curved or 

straight) does not exist in reality. It is only by ignoring these 

spaces that the conception of a circle is produced. For Beckett 

the only circle that exists in reality is inconceivable. Sam, like 

all of Beckett's people,.. camot bear the inconceivable: he too 

clings to his mental constructs. 

* *** **** 
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CONCLUSICN 

It is possible to view art as a nr-ans of making experience intell- 

igible. The artist who makes such an attempt is, according to Beckett, 

like the architect of the Madeleine, or like Balzac: he is imposing 

a fom on to his experience, making experience fit in with an explanation. 

This kind of art is a lie, because it buckles the chaos of experience into a 

sham coherence or intelligibility., an artificial orderliness, and it shuts 

out our awareness of anythiýng that is extraneous to that artificial order. 

It wraps up experience in a neat parcel of words, of stone, of painti, 

or of any other nedium, and it is cm-dorting because it does exclude all. 

that is potentially disturbing. This kind of art is popular because it 

is comforting -- we all,, Beckett says,, love and lick up Balzac,, wa lap it 

up and say that it is wonderful. It is always more pleasant to have one's 

own . world view reinforced than to have to discard the tenets on which We 

have built our lives. Soma of us may prefer talking to scmeone who dis- 

agrees with us, but we like disagreemnt only if there is some con=n 

ground on which we can base a discussion. The reason vJiy new art forms 

have-always caused such resentment on their first appearance is that there 

is no ccumn ground on which to relish any discussion. A work of art 

creates its own world, and that world will either be consistent with our 

world or it will be inconsistent. If consistent, it may. be popular; if 

inconsistent,, it will create resentment and anger. Mien a world is consistent 

with our own I mean that it operates in accordance with certain values that 

we share and in accordance with the laws we consider applicable to our Own 

situation. It may add to those values, or rearrange them, or alter some of 

them, but it will retain certain basic assumptions, and thus pennit us to 

fatham its meaning relatively easily when we conpare its world to our aqn. 

The secmd kind of art is that which creates a world that is so radically 

different from our own that we have no way of fathaning it and no way of 

coping with it. We either reject it out of hand, preferring to cling to 

our own world, or we enter its world and, since the two are inconsistent, 

leave our own old world behind in the process. This will be a disturbing 

process and an unpleasant one, but we might en-erge, changed. The artist 

uho creates this ri& kind of world in his art is like the architect of 
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Chartres, and like Bram van Velde. lie allows the mystery to invade usr 
because somehow his form accomnodates those aspects of experience that are 
inconsistent with our world vim. 

Tan Driver asked Beckett how it was possible for art to let in the 

chaos. Art is formal order, and chaos is therefore the enemy of all that 

art holds itself to be. Beckett replied that he does not mcan that there will 

henceforth be no form in art,, but that there will be new form. This new 

form will not buckle the chaos into false coherence. On various occasions 
in his articles, reviews, and interviews, Beckett talks of what lies behind 

the uork of art, and of how a poem, a painting, a novel, can allow what 

lies behind to "trickle through" so that we beccme aware of it. In "Denis 

ýevlin% for example, he admires the poet's "evocation of the unsaid by the 

said", and in his interview with Israel Shenker he says thatj, in his own 

work as opposed to Kafkals, consternation lies behind the form. 

Spontaneity is the kird of experience that is the very opposite Of 

anything coherent, intelligible, or ccmforting. It is inpossible to speak 

Pf it or to write of it without,, as Beckett said of "le grand besoin" 

in'Tes Deux Besoins", falsifying it. Language has its own order, its Own 

form, as has every rredium of expression. 

- The notions of habit and spontaneity, as used by Beckett in Proust,, can 

help us to understand how Beckett has tried to let chaos into art without 
turning chaos into something coherent. At least since "Dream of Fair to 

middling Wbrren", 't is spontaneity, the unutterable, that is behind his 

work, and it is habit, the utterable, that is in his %mrk. The said, the 

evil and necessary structure of the orderly and habitual vision, evokes the 

unsaid. 

In "Dream" spontaneous experience is linked firstly with the possibility 

that Belacqua. may be disturbed and "die", and se oondly with the question as 

to the value of his descents into gloom or Uxribo. As far as the fomer is 

concerned there is no doubt that Belacquals habit does not die. There isj, 

however, considerable ambiguity as to the value of Lirrbo: LhTbo has elemnts 

both of habit and of spontaneity. It seems to ne that in this first attempt 

at mvel writing, Beckett was still trying to express spontaneity in words, 

and that he chose the experience of Lin-bo for the job of representing spont- 

aneity, and that he realised, each time he attaripted to apply words to that 

kind of experience,, that he was falsifying it. That realisation undercuts, at 
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every turn, his attenpts at expression. lie never finished "Dreamn 0 ard 
he still refuses to allow it published: it scam as though he was and is 

aware that he had put hirtself into an irpossible situation in that novel. 
There were three roads he, as a writer, could have taken from that point 

on. one uould have been to shun his awareness of the total inadequacy of 
words. He might then have convinced himself that the problem lies not with 

any inpossibility of expression, but rather with his own choice of ucrds, 
and that he had only to press on,, learning his trade better, in order to 

cone up with a more a4equate statement of Lixrbo. This is what, in "Peintres 

de VEwp&chenent", is called "le chcmin du retour a la vieille nalvet6, 'a 

travers 11hiver de son abandon, le chemin des repentis" (PE. 7). Another 

possible road uould, have been to resign himself to the inpossibility of 

expressing spontaneity, and to give up trying to express it. He might 
then have concentrated, in his later work, solely on those elements of ex- 

perience that words can express. This is "le chemin qui Wen est plus unt 

mais une derniere tentative de vivre sur le pays conquis" (PE. 7). 

And the third road? In "Peintres de l1arochement" this is described 

as "'le chemin en avant d1une peinture Z..., 7 d1acceptation, entrevcYant dam 

l1absence de rapport et dans Vabsence d1cbjet le nouveau rapport et le 

nouvel cbjet, chemin qui bifurque dýja,, dans les travaux de Bram et de Geer 

van Velde" (PE. 7). In the third Dialogue with Georges Duthuit, Beckett also 

speaks of Bram van Velde as having left the "dreary road of the possible"t 

as having suhn-&tted wholly to the incx>--=ible absence of relation. Here, 

however, Beckett denies that van Velde turns this absence of relation into 

a new tem of relation. 

In both these articles Beckett makes it clear that he is talking about 
himself as much as about the van Veldes when he discusses this "peinture 

d' acceptation". of the three roads open to- him after he gave up on "Drez=% 

we must conclude that Beckett took the third, accepting the inpossihility 

of expressing spontaneity, and knowing that it is precisely the inexpressible 

that he has to express. He will not shun his awareness of impossibility, 

and he will not sin*ply resign himself to the limitations of words; I-e will 
find, a way of moving len avant'. Mat is this way? we cannot reconcile 
the tAio different views Beckett has. given of it: the one inplies that he 

finds a new object. to which he, as subject,, can relate to,, that he does have 

sorrething to express; the other inplies that he is unable and unwilling to 

find any new cbjectl, and that he can and will express nothing, not even 

the in-possibility of expression. Let us leave this contradiction aside for 
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a. - rment uhile we examine what we have found about what Beckett did in fact 

write after "Dream of Fair to Middling Rxren". 

In More Pricks than Kicks Belacquals habit is threatened on several 
occasions m)st notably in "Dante and the Lobster" and in "yellow". In 

the forrer story, it is the fact that the lobster is to be boiled alive 
that is the circumstance that might have caused Belacquals old habit to 

die, and in the latter it is the idea of his forthocming operation that dis- 

turbs him. Other incidents in the stories -- Winnie's 'sensibleness' and 
diatter in "Fingal", Ruby's distracting legs in "Love and Lethe", -, Lucy's 
inconvenient promise of fidelity in "Walking out", etc. - are temporarily 

upsetting in a somewhat lesser way, and do not constitute serious disturb- 

a. nces. Belacqua's habit in Fiore Pricks than Kicks (as in "Dream") could be 

described as that of a very izvard man utio has limited omuerce with wcmn,, 
tradesmen, acquaintances, and relatives, but vho generally prefers his am 

ccopany to that of anyone else,, and who loves most of all to be free both of 

himself and of others. Just as he can tolerate others only so long as they 

harmonise with him, so too he can tolerate himself only so long as nothing 

inside him - whether physiological or mental - conflicts with his 

habitual view of himself. He is upset with Winnie when she points out 

unremarkable physical attribut6s which conflict with his own vimi of Fingal 

as a "magic land" of sanctuary, and he is upset with himself for feeling 

listless after his physical exertions, since he has rejected the idea that 

there coUd be a sequitur from his body to his mind. In either case his urge 
is to escape from the source of the irritation into a third state of existence 

where he feels at peace: this-state is not, in 1ýbre Pricks, called Limbo,, but 

it is functionally equivalent to the Limbo described in "Drean". This habit 

is characteristic of Belacqua throughout the collection up to the point of 

his actual death on the operating table. It is unclear uhether or not his 

habit dies beforehand or not, but since he does himself die there is no period 

of transition -- of value restored -- leading to the forriation, of any new 

habit. 

Murphy is in many ways similar to Belacqua, although some form of the 

third I'Limbese" state is here joined with the rental side of Murphy, and 

the distinction between the big world of the body and the little world of 

the mind is insisted upon more strenuously by Murphy than it ever was by 

Belacqua. Murphy veers frcm his big world to his little and' back again 

throughout the noveli, thinking himself torn beb,, een two contraries. His two 
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worlds are,, however, contrary only in his conception of them, and 

Beckett shows that Murphy habitually needs both his worlds. When he 

finds the big world disturbing he seeks refuge in torpor, and wtien he 

finds the little disturbing he seeks refuge in Celia. The passage from 

the one to the other is normally as painless as Belacquals first 

descent into glocm in "Dream! '. The dangerous marents in any passage 
frcm one state of mind to another, Beckett explains in "Dream", are 
those mcments that separate the stages. Usually this creates no problem. 

For Belacqua the stages are "chained" together beautifully by an "ergo"; 

in More Pricks, too,, Belacqua. is able to switch fraL Winnie to the tower 

and the bicycle ("Fingal"), and from death to love ("Love and Lethe") 

without any difficulty; and Murphy can slip in and out of torpor fairly 

eas ily on most occasions. It is when Murphy finds himself left high and 

dry without either of his worlds that he is in trouble, as at the end of 

his last night in the Mercyseat. His little world, which he has ident- 

ified with Mr. Endon, has rejected him, and yet he cannot form any 

picture of the big world either. What is interesting about his predicament 

at this point i, s not only that it constitutes a very serious threat to 

his habit of veering from one of his worlds to the other, but also that 

it bears striking resemblances to what in "Dream" is called the state 

of Limbo: the negation both of the centrifugal Apollo persona and of the 

centripetal Narcissus persona. The state that Belacqua. sought to mech- 

anise is here experienced by Murphy as a dispensation, and the experience 

terrifies murphy. in a way that it does not terrify Belacqua. Is the 

reason for this that Belacqua-has included Limbo in his "trine" habit, 

while Murphy has failed to do. so? This is possible, but it is not 

sufficient as an explanation since, on the one hand, we have not been 

able to detennine quite how far Belacquals Lin-bo is habitual and,, on 

the other, Murphy does seem to have included scrm conception of Lirrbo 

in his habitual view of his little world. - in the second of Murphy's 

n-ental zones, we are specifically told, he finds his "Belacqua bliss". 

Whether or not he ever does experience it spontaneously, i. e. ' 

whether or not the actual experience of Limbo'is ever valuable, Belacqua 

certainly does habitually long for Limbo. Murphy does not. Murphy's 

habitual needs oscillate between his little and his big worlds, between 

what in "Dread' are called Narcissus and Apollo. In "Dread' Belacqua 

views Limbo as infinitely preferable to the "dreary fiasco of oscillation" 
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between Apollo and Narcissus "that presents itself as the only alter- 
native" (D. 108; italics added). To the extent that the "Delacqua bliss" 
figures in Murphy's habit at all, however, it does so merely as an 
exan-ple of the kind of experience Murphy can have in his mind where 
he can love himself - i. e. it is a function of his little world, of 
Narcissus. 

I have argued that, Belacquals negation of both of any two contraries 
is opposed by the narrator's (and Beckett's own) mphasis on the 

simultaneiýy of contraries and that,, to the extent that Belacqua does 
deny simultaneity, he is resisting the threat such a notion could pose 
to his coapartmentalised habit,, which consists of 1) centrifugal Apollo,, 
2) centripetal Narcissus, and 3) neither. It is precisely this "neither"r 
ho,, mver,, that is what is disturbing to Murphy's habit at the end of his 
last night at the Mercyseat. Limbo,, as described in "Dream", can thus 
be either habitual or spontaneous, depending on the particular habit that 
is dominant in the individual experiencing Limbo. For Belacqua Limbo 

appeýrs to have been experienced habitually in I'Dream! ',. but this does 

not mean that it is necessarily a habitual experience. Murphy seems to 

experience it habitually as the second zone of his mind, but spontaneously 
as the negation of both his worlds, which terrifies him. In "Dream" we 
are told a good deal about Limbo; in More Pricks Than Kicks and in 

! ý2ýh hardly anything at all - but what we do learn about Belacquals 
"moving pauses" and about the second zone of Murphy's mind (or about 
Murphy's "life in his mind" generally) is sufficient to allow us to 

conclude that here the experience is habitual. It is at the end of 
murphy's stay at the Mercyseat that we cmie closest to seeing what 

such an experience might be like if it is not habitually experiencedt and 
here Beckett gives not the slightest indication that he sees any connection 
between it and the negation of oscillation that is discussed in "Dream". 

It seem to me that there is a connection and,, rnoreover,, that Beckett is 

aware of the connection,, but that he has learnt. from the predicarrent. 
he got himself into in "Dream", and that henceforth he would not try to 

tie the unutterable up in words, or name the unnameable. Instead he 

creates situations in his books such that the inexplicable and the 

disturbing are allowed to have a certain effect, without ever being 

explained. 

Murphy rushes indoors to his rocking chair to ward off the strange 
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sensations that he knows he must stop as soon as possible. lie 

succeeds in slipping of f into torpor and his dualistic habit scam 

safe until the explosion which presumably kills both Murphy and his 

habit - too late, as in "Yellow",, for any possibility of renovation. 

If Belacquals habit (in "Dream" and in the stories) can be seen 

as trine (with a preference for the Limbese), Murphy's as dualistic 

(with a preference for the mental), then Watt's is unitary or monistic. 
unlike Murphy and Belacqua,, Watt does not divide his experience into 

two or three cmpartments. Everything is welccm grist to Watt's 

habitual mill, and he is as content examining objects with his eyes 

as he is puzzling over them or being indifferent to them. The kinds 

of very concrete circumstances that disturb Belacqua and Murphy -a 
button-busting Weib, the fate, of a lobster, an encounter with chandlers.; - 

are unlikely to have any adverse effect on Watt. These are all circLmr- 

stances that Watt could reduce to insignificance with his mental and 

physical faculties. What can disturb Watt, however, are precisely 
those "mysteries" that Belacqua and Murphy delight in - the "inner 

meanings" of things, the lack of a clearly definable connection 
between the self and the world outside the self, the stars, etc. The 

unfathcn-obles of life, wftich in large part constitute Belacquals and 
Murphy's "dud mystic" habits, are beyond the habitual ken of the man 

who has been content with face values nearly all his life. Murp 
I 
ýy and 

Watt set off fran diametrically opposed positions with respect to the 

mysterious elements in their lives, as is evident in their respective 

attitudes to Mr. Endon and Mr. Knott,, the two personifications of the 

unfathomable. Murphy begins by being delighted with Mr. Endon (and 

the other patients in the Mercyseat),, feeling himself at last close to 

his littleworld, and it is only at the end of his last chess game that 

he realises that Mr. Endon is not only indifferent to Murphy but qualit- 

atively different. For Murphy, in other words, Mr. Endon appears first 

as a reinforcement to Murphy's habit, and only at the end as a threat. 

Mr. Knott, on the other hand, is perhaps the most seriously disturbing 

of all the challenges to Watt's habit while Watt is on the ground 
floor,, and it is only gradually that he ccres to be able to accept 

Mr. Knott's mysteriousness and to achieve serenity. 
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Limbo,, in "Dream", was to have been a depiction of the spontaneous 

experience that restores the maximum value of our being. Describing it, 

however, falsified it, and in More Pricks there is no mantion of. it. 

The nearest Beckett ccmes to describing it in the short stories is in 

his description of Belacquals "moving pauses" which, however, appear 
to be habitual: in the only example given (in "Ding-Dong"),, the un- 

expected circumstance. of the w-cman selling seats in heaven disturbs 

Belacqua as he enacts one of his moving pauses. In the stories the 

most seriously disturbing incidents are not explained or labelled: 

Beckett shows how they might have caused Belacqua to change. In Murphy 

he again refrains fraL mentioning Limbo in the manner of "Dream! ', but 

Mar phy's attenpts to escape into his mind are clearly similar to 

Belacquals dogged attempts at mechanizing Limbo. Murphy's habitual 

view of his little world is explained and named, as is his habitual 

view of his big world, but again Beckett makes no attempt to explain 

or to label those circumsta nces that cause Murphy to feel spontaneously: 

we ýre shown how they disturb, and that is all. In Watt we find 

endless explanations, each of which cancels the next so that, in sun,, 

nothing is explained. 

]Refusing to atteirpt to describe spontaneous experience r Beckett 

has allowed such experience to retain its power. It is not only Watt 

who is disturbed by the strange circumstances he is confronted with 
in mr. Knott's house: we too are puzzled and irritated at the lack of 

any clear or obvious explanation. There are gaps in Beckett's writing, 

and he allows them to gape open. We would find his work far =re 

ccmforting and pleasant if he would fill them in, joining up loose ends 

with a neat explanation - an "ergo". By refusing to do so,, he is 

allowing the chaos that lurks behind his work to trickle through to 

our awareness. The fonn that accaimmodates the imess is like a shelter 

that has windows or like a bell interrupting silence or like a circle 

that is broken. Beckett's creatures are creatures of habit, and are 

described at length in habitual te=. It is when saimething happens 

that is outside the habitual world of the fictions, inexplicable and 

disturbing, that the fom allows the-mss to trickle through. 

This certainly can explain why Beckett gave up trying to say the 

unsayable, but it does not explain why it is that renovation never 
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actually takes place. If he can show habit being threatened, then 

he can surely show habit dying, allow us to be aware that a period 

of transition takes place, and show a new habit fonning. Ile could, 
for example, have refrained from inplying so clearly that Belacqua 

will, after all, lash into the lobster for his dinner. He could have 

allowed Murphy to be unsuccessful in stopping the reel of fragments. 

He could have allowed Watt's old habit to die under stress. There 

would be no need to falsify the spontaneous experience by actually 
describing it. Does Beckett feel that habits do generally tend to 

survive under even such abnonnally disturbing conditions as those 

faced by Watt? This does seern to be the inplication. 

The contradiction-between-the new road "en avant" that posits a 

new relationship, and that which refuses to do so,, can perhaps be 

illuminated in terms of another contradiction. In "Dante ... Bruno. 

vico.. Jcyce" Beckett writes of the flood of vitality that is life on 

earth, purgatory. This is the flood of interaction between any two 

contraries. It is, it seems to me,, what is hoped for in Beckett's 

work. It is hoped that Belacqua in "Dream! ' will admit the simultaneity 

of opposites, that the victimising Belacqua in "Dante and the Lobster" 

will allow himself to be victimised, that Murphy will admit the falsity 

of his view of himself, that Watt will admit the new day instea of 

either serialising everything or being indifferent to everything. 
in Proust Beckett describes the habit--spontaneity-habit etc. cycle 

as a series, and he says that this series of renovations leaves us 
indifferent. Similarly in "Dante ... Brunoxico.., Toycell, when he 

describes Joyce's work as purgatorial, in the sense that opposites 

are constantly replacing each other as the the vicious circle of 

humanity is achieved, he is not attributing any value to the cycle: 

neither prize nor penalty, only a series of stimulants to enable the 

kitten to catch its tail. This vicious circle, this purgatorial 

process,, is, however,, not achieved in Beckett's English fictions: 

again with the possible exception of "Dream! ', there isn't a single 

renovation to be found, not a single explosion takes place. (And even 

in "Dream", as I have shown, Beckett prcmises an explosion that never 

happens. ) 
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Beckett's work, as opposed to either Proust's or Joycels, is 

ante-pur gatorial. The world he depicts is a world of arrested dev- 

elopment, in which me of any pair of contraries is constantly 

dominant: in the Belacqua stories and in Murphy it is division rather 

than unity,, inner meanings rather than face values,, transcendence 

rather than inumence; in watt it is unity rather than division, 

face values rather than inner manings, immanence rather than 

transcendence. In all cases it is habit rather than spontaneity. 

cnly if Belaoqua,, Murphy and Watt admitted what their respective 

habits exclude, would the explosion-take place, allowing the 

"nachine" to proceed. As it is, their habits never die and they 

remain in ante-purgatory: life on earth is awaited but it never 

cones. 

It isr I think, the arrbiguitY surrounding the value of entrance 
into "life on earth", purgatory,, that is behind his contradictory 

statements on the type of new road that he sees himself and van Velde 

as following in their art. The explosion itself that occurs when two 

contraries conjoin - when the Cartesian meets the dialectician, when 

the Jansenist reets the materialist, when silence meets sound, when 
the imanent meets the transcendent, when habit meets spontaneity - is 

undoubtedly valuable, as is the painful and fertile period of transition 

that follows. The problem arises when we ask whether in fact the new 
habit that forms is in itself preferable in any way to the old. Men 

Beckett says that he (and perhaps an "innocent" Bram van Velde) cannot 

reaffirm any new relationship, he is in effect saying that he cannot 

get beyond the explosion, and that, in any case, to do so is to 

betray the artist's vocation of failure. When he describes the van 

Veldes (and by inplication himself) as having found a new road and a 

new relationship, he is in effect saying that he can get beyond the 

explosion, and that to do so is to move forward - "le chemin en avant". 

0 

In his work he presents an ante-purgatorial world awaiting entrance 
into life on earth, purgatory. Behind his work lies purgatory-. itself. 

The hope in his work is that his people will enter purgatory. Will this 

man an instant's. restoration of value followed by the same old story? 
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or will it mean a new road forward? There is nothing in his English 
fictions that can help us with this question, since no new habit ever 
form. It is not,, however, a question that is irrelevant to the 
fictions, for if Beckett is interpreted as looking forward to scm 

changei, it is certainly important to ask what this change would 
involve. Perhaps Beckett is arrbiguous on this issue because he does 

not know. Maybe he feels the change has not taken place in his 

actual environment any more than it has taken place in his fictional 

mrid, and unless and until it does happen,, he cannot judge it. It 
is a question that must remain unanswered. 

0 

*************** 
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APPENDIX 

Incowensurable is a term used in mathematics to denote two or 
more quantities or magnitudes having no owum measure. It is scxmtirms 
used in an absolute sense to denote a quantity that cannot be measured 
by the same standards as, those applicable to ordinary or ratimal 
quantities (such as the natural nuThers). 

According to the historians of mathematics, Pythagoras in the 

sixth century B. C. discovered the theorem that "in the right-angled 
triangle the square cn the sidelsubtending the right angle is equal 
to the squares on the sides containing the right angle". This theorem 

is true for the triangle having sides 3,4, and 5 (3ý+ e=5ý); the 

triangle which,, it is alleged, first suggested the theorem to Pythagoras. 

However, when this theorem began to be tested for other right-angled 
triangles the discovery was made that the length of the diagonal was 

not always expressible as an integer. This was the case rost obviously 
for the diagonal of the square,, the length of which proved to be V7, or 
irrational/aLoMs. Scire historians suggest that the term aloqos ex- 

presses the horror of theEarly Pythagoreans at the discovery and 
! 
that 

it is to be translated as "unutterable", a meaning that the word'has 

once, in Scphocles. Otherwise it reans without logos or ratio and so 
irrational. 

ribe actual discovery of the irrational, and in particular of /2-, 

is not usually attributed to Pythagoras himself. It is often comected - 

as Beckett connects it - with the ram of Hippasos. The awful secret 

that the Pythagoreans discovered is said to be either that the diagonal 

of a square cannot be rational W+ ]ý= F2, and /2- is not rational) or 

that the square on the hypotenuse is not comensurable with the squares 

on the sides, or both these truths, the first deriving from the context 

of arithmetic and the second frcm that of gecmtry. This secret caused 

consternation in the "Pythagorean brotherhood" because their whole 

structure of theory was built on the notion of rational numbers and of 
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an orderly miverse wherein everything has its assigned place. The 

dreadful secret was therefore strictly kept and all investigation of 
the irrational was dropped until some of them (Hippasos, according to 

sone accounts) rmde it public and, as punishrmnt meted out by- the gods,, 

perished in a shipwreck. 

r1here are several versions of the taie, the secret being pro- 

nulgated by Hippasos, or by an anonymous Pythagorean, or by mre than 

one Pythagorean; that secret being irrationality, or inomn-ensurability, 

or the discovery of the dodecaliedron. In all cases the inpious crim 

was apparently punished by drowning at sea. 
1 

0 

I am indebted to J. A. Philip,, Pyth and Early Pythagoreanism 
(University Of TOrmtO PreSSr Toronto,, 1966) and to S. K. Heninger,, 
JR.,, Touches of Sweet Hýýn (The Huntington Library,, San Marino,, 
Calif On-u-"F, -. -1-97-4T f Or the foregoing account. 
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